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P.8, line 2: for '(Paris, 1905)' read '(Paris, 1892 and 

1905)' • 

P.83: for 'GT 53.4' read 'GT 2.24'. 

P.133: after DESTINER insert 'Also: destinee (f.).' 

P.245: in the article DESCERCLER, after the word 'cercler' 

insert 'or encercler'. 
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A SEL'IDTED AND CLASSIFIED BIBLIOORAPHY 

The works in the Bibliogpby are arranged in 

alphabetical order according to the key-letters which pre

cefut the name of' the author or editor of all dictionaries 

and texts, and which are used as a.bbreviated references to 

these volumes throughout the thesis. Where no key-letters 

are mentioned, the works are arranged in alphabetical orfutr 

according to the author's name. The f'ollowing abbreviations 

of' series of texts and of periodicals have been employed for 

the ~e of brevity : 

ANTS - Anglo-N oman Text Society, Oxford. 

ERE - Biblioth&que fut 1 'Ecole das Hautes Etudas, Paris. 

CFMA. - Classiques Franpais du Moyen Age, Paris. 

RF - Romanisahe Forsahungen, Erlangen. 

SM.!F - Sociittit futs Anciens Tenes Franpais, Paris. 

SHF - Sociitt6 da l' Histoire da France, Paris. 

SVT - Sammlmg Vulgarlateinischer Texte, Heidelberg. 

A. REE'ERlHlE BOOKS (i) La. tin Dictionaries. 

(BJ) J.S.Baxter, C.Johnson, Medieval lAtin Word-List 

(London, 1934). 



(B) Pw Blaise, Diotionnaire Latin - Fran¢s des Auteurs 

Chr6tiens (Strasbourg, 19.54). 

(m) C. Dufresne, Seigneur du Cllllge, G10ssarium mediae et 

intimae Lat1n1tatis ••• , ed. Hensohe1 

(Paris, 1840-50). 

(m) C. T. Lewis, C. Short, A Latin Diotionary, new imp. 

(Oxford, 1951). 

(S) A.Souter, A Glossary of' Later Latin to 600 A.D. 

(OXf'ord, 194.9). 

(ii) French Diotionaries. 
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(G) F. Godef'roy, Diotiannaire de l' Anoienne Langue Fransw.se 

et de tous ses dia.leotes du IXe. au XYle. 

si~ole, nouveau tirage, 10 vols. (Paris, 1937). 

(H) E.Huguet, Diotionnaire de la Langue Franya.ise du XYiIe. 

Si~ole (Paris, 1925 ••• ), Vols. I-V, raso. 41-42. 

(TL) PwTobler, E.Lommatzsoh, Altfranzosisohes W'orterbuch 

(Berlin, Wiesbaden, 1925 ••• ), Vo1s. I-IV, L.36. 
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(iii) Etymological Diotionaries. 

(BW) o. Bloch, W. von Wartburg, Diotionnai.re Etymologique 

de la Langue Franyaise, 2e. 6dn. (Paris, 1950). 

(DE) A.Dauzat, Diotionnaire Etymologique de la Langue 

Fran9aise, lOe. 6dn. (Paris, 1954). 

(m,{) A. Ernout, A. Meillet, Diotionnaire Etymologique de la 

Langue Latine, 3e. edn. (Paris, 1951). 

(EWFS) E. Ganrl.llsoheg, Etymologisohes W"6rterbuch cUtr 

Franzosischen Spraohe (Heidelberg, 1928). 

(FEW) W. von Wartburg, Franzosisab.es Et;ymologisohes Worter

buch (Borm, Berlin, Basel; 1922 ••• ), Vols. 

r-v, VII, VIII and parts of VI, XIV, IX, XVI. 

(REW) W. Meyer-LUbke, Romanisches Etptologisohes W'orterbuoh., 

3rd. edn. (He icUtlberg, 1935). 

B. WORD-FORMATION AND PREFIXATION 

Cooper, F.T., Word Formation in the ReDan 'Sermo Plebeius' 
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(New York and London, 1895). 

Iarmesteter, A., Trait6 de 1a Formation des Mots Compos6s 

dans 1a Langue Franoaise, 2e. 6dn., ERE, rase. 

19 (Paris, 1894). 

Konig, W., Die Priitfixe DIS-, DE- tmd EX- im Gal1oromanischen, 

Berliner Beitrage zur Romanioshen Phi1010gie, 

V,i (Jena tmd Leipzig, 1935). 

So:mmerf'e1 t, A., De en Italo-oe1 tique , son ra1e dans l' 6vo1ution 

du systse morpho10gique (6s10, 1921). 

Stolz, F., "Dis Pr~x dis-," Archiv f'm- Lateinische Lexiko

graphie und Grammatik, XIII (1904.), 99-117. 

C. TEXTS 

(Ae) Jean d8 Meun, L'Art d8 Chevalerie, traduction du "De 

Re Mi1itari" de V6g~ee, ed. U. Robert , SATF 

(Paris~ 1897). 

(AOO) Jean Priorat, Li Abrejanoe de l'Ordre de Cheva1erie 

mise en vers de 1& traduotion d8 Jean d8 Meun, 
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ed. U.Robert, SATF (Paris, 1897). 

(Ap.) L:'De1is1e, P.Meyer, ed. L'Apoca.lypse en FranQais au 

XIlle. Si~c1e, SATF (Paris, 1901). 

(BB) Jehan ~ Brie, Le Bon Berger, ed. P.Lacroix 

(Paris, 1879). 

(Br.) Bene~it, The VOyage of Saint Brendan. An Anglo

Norman poem of the 12th. century, ed. E. G. R. 

Waters (Oxtord, 1928). 

(OB) Philippe de Beauma.noir, Les Coutumes du Beauvoisis, 

ed. Ie Comte Beugnot, SHF, 2 vo1s. (Paris, 

1842). 

(CDAS) J. Ulrich, "Der Cato des Adam de Sue1," RF, XV (1~), 

·107-140. 

(CDJL) J.Ulrich, "J:)er Cato Jean Lefevre's," RF, XV (1904.), 

70-106. 

(crop) J. Ulrich, "Die ti'beraetzung ~r Distichen des Pseudo

Cato von J. de Paris," RF, XV (1904.), 41-69. 
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(OF) J. Froissart, Chroniques, ed. S. Luce, 12 vo1s. (Paris, 

1869-1931). 

(CHM) H. de Monderl11e, La Chirurgie, ed. A.Bos, 2 vo1s. , 

SATF (Paris, 1897-98). 

(CKB) --- Le Compost et Kalendrier des Bergers. Reproduction 

en fao-simi1e de l'6dition de Ggy Marchant, 

Paris 1493 (Paris, 1926). 

(C1.) Chr6tien de Troyes, C1ig!s, ed. A.Micha, CFMA. (Paris, 

1957). 

(ON) A. & E.Molinier, ed. Cbronip Normande au XIVe. 

Siecle, SHF (Paris, 1882). 

(CT) Petronius, Cena. Trima,lohionis, ed. W.D-Lowe 

(Cambridge, 1905). 

(D) E.Desahamps, Oeuvres Campl~tes, ed. G.Raynaud, SATF, 

11 vols. (Paris, 1878-1903). 

(EE) Chr6tien de Troyes, Erec et Enide, ed. M.Roques, CFMA 

(Paris, 1952). 
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(F) G.Cohen, ed. Recueil de Farces In6dites du XVe. Si~cle 

(Cambridge, Mass., 1949). 

(FV) F. Villon, Oeuvrea, ed. L. Thuasne, 3 vols. (Paris, 

1923). 

(G) D.Mc.\ti.llan, ed. La Chanson de Guillaume, SATF (Paris, 

1949-50). 

(GT) Gregor von. Tours, Auswahl aus den Werken des Gregor 

von Tours, ed. H.Morf, SVT, No. 6 (Heidelberg, 

1922) • 

(HEH) H. de Valencieanes, Histoire de 1 'linlpereur Henri, 

ed. N. de Wailly (Paris, 1882). 

(HSL) J. de Joinvil1e, Histoire de Saint Louis, ed. 

N. de Wailly (Paris, 1874). 

(L) M.Roques, ed. Reoueil G6n6ra1 des Lerlques Frans:ais du 

Moyen Age, ERE, fase. 264, 269, vols. I & II 

(Paris, 1936-38). 

(UI) Jeban Le Fevre, Les Lamentations de Matheo1us et le 
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Livre ~ Leesee, ed. A.-G. van Hamel, ERE, 

fase. 95, 96, 2 vols. (Paris, 1905). 

(LT) B.Latini, Li Livres dou Tresor, ed. F.J.Carmod3', 

Univ. of California Publications in Mo~rn 

Philology, vol. 22 (Berkeley & ws Angeles, 

1948). 

(2M) E.Goerlich, ed. Die Bei~n Bucher ~r Makkabller, eine 

altfranzosische tlbersetzung aus ~m 13. 

Jahrhundert, (Halle, 1888). 

(Me) P. ~ Commynes, Mc!mdlires, ed. J.Calmette, G.Durville, 

CFMA, 3 vols. (Paris, 1924-25). 

(MDP) Guillaume ~ Conches, Das MoraliUlJl Dogma Philosophorum 

~s Guillaume ~ Conches, ed. J.Holmberg 

(Uppsala, 1929). 

(MKF) J.Pirson, ed. Merowingisehe und Karolingische 

Fonnulare, SVT, No. 5 (Hei~lberg, 1913). 

(WC) M.Nie~rmann, ed. Proben aus ~r sogenannten [1910). 

MtJ'LOMEDICINA CHIRONIS, SVT, No. 3 (Heidelberg, 



(p) R. T.Holbrook, ed. Maistre Pierre Pathelin, OHM 

(Paris, 1937). 
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(PA) W.Heraeus, ed. Silviae vel potius Aetheriae Peregrin

atio ad Loca Sancta, SVT, No. 1 (Heidelberg, 

1939) • 

(PJS) Antoine de La Sale, Le Petit Jean de Saintr6, ed. 

P.Champion, F.Desonay (Paris, 1926). 

(pp) C.M. van der Zanden, Etude sur Ie Purgatoire de Saint 

Patrice, accompagn6e du texte latin d'Utrecht 

et du texte anglo-normand de Cambridge 

(Amsterdam, 1927). 

(Ps. ) F.Michel, ed. Le Livre des Psaumes (Paris, 1876). 

(4PV) S. Luce, ed. Chronique des Quatre Premiers Valois, 

SHF (Paris, 1862). 

(R) F.Whitehead, ed. La Chanson de Roland (Oxford, 1947). 

(4R) E.R.Curtius, ed. Li Quatre Livre des Reis. Die BUcher 

Samuelis und der Ironige in einer franzosischen 
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Bearbeitung des~ 12. JahrhlIDderts, Gese11schaft 

fUr romanische Literatur, No. 26 (Dresden, 

1911). 

(RCC) Robert de C1ari, La. Conquete de Constantinople, eeL 

P.Lauer, C]MA (Paris, 1924). 

(RP) Simtmd. de Freine, "Le Roman de Philo sophie ," ~ 

Oeuvres de SimlIDd de Freine, eeL J.E.Matzke, 

SATF (Paris, 1909), pp. 1-60. 

(S) E.Picot, eeL Recuei1 G6n6ral des Sotties, SATF (Paris, 

190~), Tome I. 

(SB) W.Foerster, "Altfi'anzosische UebersetzlIDg des XIII. 

JahrhlIDderts der Predigten Bernhards von 

C1airvaux," RF, II (1886), 1-210. 

(S8) Pierre d'Abermm of Fel:cham, Le Secr6 de Secrez, eeL 

0.A.Beoker1egge, ANTS, No. 5 (Oxford, 1944). 

(TAO) E. -J. Tardif, eeL "Le Tres Ancien Coutumier de 

Normandie," Coutumiers de Normandie (Rouen, 

1903), Tome I, 2e. Partie. 
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(vee) G. de Vi11ehardouin, La. Cons.u!te de Constantinople, 

ed.. N. de Wai11y (Paris, 1882). 

(vc.m) Jehan Le Bel, Les Vraies Chroniques de Jehan Le Bel, 

ed.. M. L. Polain (Bruxe11es, 1863). 

(VSA) J.-M.Meunier, ed.. La Vie de Saint Alexis (Paris, 1933). 

(VSCH) C.Schefer, H.Cordier, ed.. tiLe Voyage de 1a Saincte 

Cyte de Hierusa1em, It Recuei1 de Voyages et de 

Documents pour servir a 1 'histoire de 1a 

~ographie, (Paris, 1882), Vol. II. 

(WB) Wace J Le Roman de Brut, ed.. I. Arnold, !ATF, 2 vo1s. 

(Paris, 1938-40). 

(WR) Wace, Maistre Wace's Roman de Rou, ed. H.Andresen, 

2 vo1s. (Heilbronn, 1877-79). 

Further bibliographical details are to be found 

in footnotes to the boqy of the thesis. 
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lliTROIXJCTIOO 

Anyone seeking authoritative information on the 

subject of prefixation in French will be faced with a 

diff'icul t problem; a thorough exami nation of the linguistic 

bibliographies will reveal no work of a general nature on 

prefixa tion and, indeed, very few studies of individual 

prefixes. This is all the more lamentable in view of the 

fact that the relevant sections of the bibliographies contain 

numerous titles of studies on suffixation from many aspects. 

In fact, the prefix, as a means of creating new words in 

French, has been sadly neglected as a subject for stud;y by 

comparison with the suffix. R. -L. wagnerl appears to be very 

well aware of this not unimportant lacuna, and, since detailed 

studies of each individual prefix are necessary before any 

satisfactory work on prefixation as a whole can be undertaken, 

he has done much to fill the gap, both by working on the 

subject of prefi:x:a.tion himself and by encouraging others to 

make a stud;y of the functions of a number of individual 

prefixes in French. ~W- has not yet received attention 

1 "Remarques sur la valeur des priverbes a- et en- (=in-) 
en ancien frangais," Festee-be Ernst Gamillscheg (TUbingeii;" 
1952), pp. 51-65. 



,. ,. 

ior J..astance, .iyrop top. cit., p. 21,3) says: 

1t.J,fs 0\.1. .D.cl (devMt conaofUle) vient dI.l latin~. Il a eu 

une va leur privative et se cOll.l.bin(3 avec des. verbas. et des 

nOOl.6. 1t 0f da- there is no .nention. Ji(<;iyer-LUbke (op. cit., 

2 . 6741 WAintains t hat liL a fran9ais ne conna1t p!l.1;3 de verbes. 

aouvaaux. a vec d.e: il do pa rtout introduit de, c.-5.-d. m." 
if the t ert.l lI~lreach" iacludes Jld French, this statement 

~y be I;3hown to be incorrect; f urther, d6- does not a l ways 

represent ..... £~t. dis- (see p. ·177). 
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it is, · on that aooount, hoped that this stud3' will make a 

worthwhile contribution to the stuqy of prefixation in French 

as a whole. 

Although prefixa. tion has not yet commanded enough 

attention to produoe muoh literature of its own, the major 

histories of the French language and grammar all contain 

seotions on prefixation or, at least, upon composition. 

However, these are invariably so brief as to be of neoessity 

inaccurate because of the inadequaoy of the details given and 

of the work devoted to the subjeot, although, as a general 

outline, they no doubt serve their purpose in works of suoh 

2 
wide soope. In.3or t tho cX1 r :lor .Sl.p h f ounJ opposita . 

Composition in general is treated fully by 

Darmesteter in his Tra1t6 de la Formation des Mots Compos6s 

(see Bibliography), whioh contains a seotion dealing with 

prefixes, pp. 89-135, entitled "La Composition par Partioules". 

2 Such seotions may be found in the following works : 
w. Meyer-LUbke, Grammaire des Langues Romanes (Paris, 1890-
1906), II, 667-685. 
F. Brunot, Ch. Bruneau, Histoire de la Langue Franyaise 
(Paris, 1906-53), I, 117-l21, 285-286. 
C. Bally, Lin isti ue G6n6rale et' sti ue Fran se, 
2e. 6dn. (Berne, l~ , pp. 23 -243. 
F. Brunot, La Pens6e et la Langue (Paris, 1922), pp. 60, 211-
214. 
Kr. Nyrop, Gr8.IJlJllaire Historique de la Langue Fra.ngaise 
(Copenhagen, 1899-1930), III, 2~-240. 
E. Bouroiez, E16ments de Linguistique Romane, 48. 6dn. 
(Paris, 1946), pp. 66-69, 203-207. 



Darmesteter, taking Latin as his starting-point, oonsiders 

the form of both particles and compound verbs, the value 

and use of the particles, and final~ gives a brief sketch 

of the various particles. 

When considering the form of the particles, a 

theory of recomposition is introduced by Darmesteter, stating 

that Latin compounds, on passing into Romance, decomposed, 

and that the two parts were treated as separate entities, 

each receiving the tonic accent. Thereby, the French form 

parfaire, which could not have evolved directly from the Lat. 

, perficere according to the established phonetic laws, is 

explained thus: perficio decomposes to per+facio and 

becomes in French (J!) parfais. In the same w83 accepto 

becomes ~+capto, giving OFr. Ci') achate, Fr. Ci') ach~te, 

and Lat. inimicus becomes Fr. ennemi via in+amicus. No 

explanation of this decomposition is offered by Darmesteter, 

but, since the theory is put forward by other competent 

authori ties , it cannot be disregarded; yet it is scarcely 

acceptable in the form in which it is presented by Darmesteter, 

and so will be discussed in greater detail elsewhere in 

this stuctr. 

As for the value of the particles, Darmesteter 

classes them as either adverbs or prepositions. The adverbs 

are qualitative, quantitative ot negative (with the 
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exceptions of the prepositional negative in- and of ~-), 

while the prepositions, separable and inseparable, may be 

used adverbially or prepositionally. Darmesteter's examin

ation of the use of particles in parasynthetic verbs shows 

that he considers the particle to retain its precise prepos

itional or adverbial meaning in composition. He analyses 

d6niaiser as 'mettre hors de l' ~ta t de niais', presumably 

taking the prefix ~- to mean 'out of', though this is not 

in fact so. Ec1airer is analysed as 'rendre clair de, au 

sortir de, en faisant sortir de 1a nui t', since in the case 

of ~-/ex-, "la particule ajoute au mot l'idee de l'~tat 

ant6rieur, par opposition a 1 '~tat actue1 qu'indique 1e 

compos~". It may be shown that not all prefixes retain their 

precise meanings, least of all ~(!!,)-, and. that such 

analysis is often unrealistic. 

IArmesteter groups together Lat. de-, ~- and 

de-~- as sources, of the 0Fr. de-Ides.- and of Fr. ~(.:0-. 

This is surely not the best way, for the three prefixes are 

basically distinct in meaning and origin. According to 

Darmesteter, in Modern French de- and dis- converge semantic

ally and morphologically into!the single particle d6-, and 

d6s- before vowels. A more thorough tracing of the evolution 

of the particles will show that this is no more than 

superficially true. 
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On approaching our specific subject IOC>re closely, 

we find a work by !ronig on the prefixes ~-, de- and ~-

in Gallo-Roman (see Bibliography). This deals in the main 

wi th Latin, but refers directly to Old French. The three 

prefixes, in many cases allied in use and meaning, are com

pared and contrasted from many standpoints. A glance at the 

bibliography pr~eding KOnig's work will reveal that he has 

used only dictionaries as sources of his raw materials, and 

that Godefroy is his sole source of Old French material. The 

question as to the best source for material which may be used 

to furnish evidence of the functions of prefixes will be 

discussed later in this introduction. 

KOnig, like Dumesteter, would wish to make very 

precise and in:f'lexible distinctions between one prefix and 

another and to allot an exact meaning to each one every time 

it is used. It is, however, impossible to make a clear 

separation between each of the various meanings and aspects 

of these prefixes; they often overlap to such an extent 

that we are faced with a choice between equally possible 

alternatives. He also seems to have overlooked the fact 

that languages are not necessarily precise throughout their 

history, nor always consistent, least of all a language in a 

state of rapid change, as was Old French; consequently, the 

resulting stu~ is not strictly in accordance with the 
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character of the language. 

Konig seems to be very concerned with an approach 

to his sUbject which is apparently psychological rather than 

linguistic, attaching as he does an inordinate importance to 

"die innere Einstelhmg oder Einstimmlmg" of the logical 

sUbject of a proposition towards its logical object, and to 

the subjective or objective stress of a verb. Further, many 

of his psychological findings seem to be based on the flimsi

est of evidence and the nicest of distinctions, with the 

result that Konig has to make his material undergo many 

contortions before each word is classified to his satisfaction. 

Even the analysis of canpounds results in doubtful conclus

ions. A single example should be sufficient to make this 

clear. At the beginning of his second chapter K"onig says 

II~S Prat'ix DE- bezeichnet 1m klassisohen Latein in seiner 

Grundbedeutung Handlungen in der i!usserlichen Richtung von 

oben nach unten: de curr ere , herablaufen " deponere 'nieder

legen' • II (p. 5.) This analysis would be impeccable, except 

that one cannot agree that 'down' is the fundamental meaning 

of de- in latin, but he continues in para. 22, p. 6: "Auch 

bei den Verben des Sprechens wie canere 'singen', clamare 

'rufen t lisw. kann DE- nur die innere Richtung der Handlung 

von oben nach unten bezeichnen. Ein decanere 'besingen' ist 

gleichsam eine Senktmg eines geistig hochstehenden logischen 
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Objekts auf eine Sture I wo es dem Volk anschaubar wird ; 

auch eli.n denominare holt den zu Nennenden sozusagen erst aus 

seiner unbekannten Spnare herunter, so dass er sichtbar wird 

und dann genannt werden kann; ahnlich ist die Vorstellung 

bei: declamare I deklamieren I, debuccinare I ausposaunen I , 

dedamnare Iverdamnen I, denunciare I ankUndigen, kund tun I , 

denotare I deutlich bezeiclmen; kenntlich machen I, delegare 

I (jem.) beauftragen, hinweisen auf I. II 

A detailed criticism of ~onig's work has no place 

in this study based upon criteria of a different nature ; 

nevertheless, details of his findings will be given whenever 

they afford a useful contrast or comparison. Suffice it to 

say that, once ~onig's work has been cleared of the more 

doubtful material - the abundant use of starred hypothetical 

Vulgar Latin forms and the psychological considerations 

mentioned above, for example - the underlying observations 

are sound, although his attitude seems to implY the possess

ion by the sujet parlant of a highly developed awareness of 

linguistic niceties and the exercise of extreme care in the 

crea tion and use of compounds. 

In View of the unsatisfactory nature of the work 

done up to the present on prefixa tion and the French prefix 

~W-, we may assume with justification that little would 
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be lost by makjng a completely fresh start. First of all we 

must establish exactly how the e:xami.na.tion of the prefix may 

beat be carried out. Many existing outlines of the use of 

specific prefixes consider them as they appear in Modern 

French, without tracing in detail their evolution from Latin, 

and thus fall into error. Because of the complicated evolu-

tion of ~ (,!) - and the prefixes closely allied to it, the 
~ l' obably 

examination would be better carried out along historical 

lines. It is, therefore, proposed to stuqy the evolution of 

these prefixes from their Latin origins until the end of the 

Mediaeval French period in the fifteenth century, by which 

time the foundations of the language had been consolidated, 

and the functions of the prefixes determined along lines 

whioh have since Undergone little change. 

Upon what evidence may such a stuqy be based? 

Those who study all the prefixes at once must be unable to 

examine more than a very few of all the oompounds containing 

any one prefiL In this way, one would be most fortunate to 

be able to form an aocura te conception of the funotion and 

evolution of any but the most simple prefix: a definite 

system of oollecting sui table evidence has to be used to 

obtain satisfactory results. K."6nig, in his detailed stuqy, 

has ensured that well-nigh all words bearing the prefixes 

dis-, de- and ex- in Old French have come under his scrutin3' - - -
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by taking Godefroy as the basis of his work. The great 

disadvantage of this system is that he cannot offer himself 

a wide selection of contexts of his own choice. The quota

tions given in a dictionary are not always sufficient to 

show the use and meaning of the prefix in each case; a 

better method is to pick out all the examples of prefixation 

wi th ~-, des- and di (!0 - in a number of Old French texts. 

In this way one has the maximum control over the choice of 

contexts, since many different contexts may be found for a 

single compound in any one text. 

Obviously it is not sufficient to use one text alone 

as the basis for the stuqy of a prefix, for only a limited 

nunber of different compounds will be found in the longest 

and most varied text. Indeed, the 270 found in the works of 

Deschamps is the greatest number gleaned from ~ text used 

in the present stuqy. At the same time the number of texts 

must be limited for practival reasons, even though this will 

inevitably mean that some compounds will never come under 

consideration. This incompleteness of coverage can be 

avoided by using Ironig's method, but, provided that a large 

and representative selection of cOMPounds can be obtained, it 

is not a serious disadvantage. By this method approximately 

750 compounds in many different contexts have been collected 

from forty-five Old French texts, while Ironig' s index may be 

estimated to contain about twice as many compounds, though 
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many are not examined in detail. 

It is also necessary to establish what considera

tions should determine the choice of texts. There is no 

doUbt that variety is of prime importance. At first it 

seemed that variety of dialect was essential, but it proved 

subsequently that, although all texts should preferably not 

be written in the same dialect, variety of style was in fact 

more important. This has been obtained in the present study 

by selecting works written on as wide a variety of subjects 

as possible, and by authors of differing standards of educa

tion and walks of life. At the same time the texts have been 

chosen so as to cover a span of several centuries, thus making 

it possible to perceive any changes in the use of prefixes 

taking place during the Old French period itself. In this 

way we BIll have farces of the fifteenth century (F) side by 

side with a biblical text of the twelfth (4R), or with a 

soldier's memoirs of the Hundred Years War (CF). 

While the chosen context may usual~ show the sense 

of the compound, it will not always do so, and the comparison 

of a La. tin text with its Old French translation will often 

reveal information denied us by the simple context. A writer 

confronted by a Latin compo\D'ld to be translated into French 

is bound to reflect upon the possibility of a correspondence 

between the Latin and a similar compound in his own language. 
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If the similar compound is accepted by the translator, it 

can often be assumed that the two prefixes have the same 

meaning, unless any definite evidence to the contrary is 

forthcoming. A t the same time, if an obvious translation is 

consistently rejected, it may be taken that the Latin and 

French prefixes cannot be equated. In any case, even if the 

question of a correspondence between the Latin and the French 

compounds does not arise, the La tin original acts as a check 

upon the meaning of the French in addition to that afforded 

by the context. Sixteen of the forty-five Old French texts 

used in this stuCJ.y are translations from Latin; they are 

AC, AOO, Ap., Br., CDAS, CnJL, CDJP, LM, 2M, MDP, PP, Ps., 

4R, RP, SB, SSe In addition to these Old French translations 

of Latin texts, mediaeval glossaries or lexicons showing the 

Old French translations of Latin word-lists are of great 

value, and several contained in a collection of mediaeval 

French lexicons (L) have been used in this stuCJ.y. 

It must, however, be admitted that the success or 

failure of the use of transla tiona in this way is, to some 

extent, dependent upon the accuracy and conscientiousness of 

the translator. Obviously, not all translations are of equal 

merit, some being more slavishly literal than others. The 

translators themselves may be of dit'fering competence, some 

being liable to misunderstand or mistranslate. In some 



translations, especially the very early ones such as Le 

Livre des Psaumes, there will be found an uni'ortWlate 
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tendency to transliterate - often at the expense of the 

sense - rather than to translate, and we may be misled in 

consequence. The same considerations apply to the selection 

of translations as to that of ordinary texts, though the 

choice is more limited. 

In much the same way as we are at the mercy of the 

transla tor, we are also dependent on the work of the mediaeval 

scribe and of the modern editor, through whose hands the text 

must normally pass before reaching us. The practice of having 

manuscripts copied by hand opens the way for a variety of 

scribal errors. These may be either accidental slips or 

deliberate but misguided alterations in either case some 

confusion results when we come to analyse words and their 

contexts in order to ascertain the function of a prefix. 

'New words' may even be created in this fashion, and be 

accepted in good faith by s&equent scribes and editors. 

Eventually a word of this sort can find its way into the 

dictionaries.. Such would appear to be the case of the OFr. 

de sesgar der , found in I/Douai as the translation of the Lat. 

inspicere, which is included by Godefroy (G II. ,580c), but 

supported only by the Douai context, and accepted, though 

not explained,by Konig (p. 99), and included without either 
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translation or context in TL 11.1573. The fact that 

desesperer is found on the line immediately above this entry 

in the fuuai glossary and that, in other translations of the 

same Latin word-list, inspicere is rendered by either 

regarder or esgua.(!')der points to an error for esgarder. The 

scribe had almost certainly mistaken the line when writing 

the beginning of the word and copied the beginning of 

desesperer from the line above. 

Such errors can be eliminated, or noted, by a 

vigilant and competent editor, while, on the other hand, 

editors themselves can cause trouble of a similar nature by 

an excess of zeal in correction when a reading seems at all 

doubtful, as it may be for many reasons. It is, therefore, 

important to use the most reliable editions available of all 

texts. 

As for the way in which the function o~ a prefix 

may be determined, the most logical way would seem to be to 

compare the compound containing the prefix with the word 

from which the compound was formed with the aid of the prefix. 

This may be a simple verb, an adjective or noun, or even, in 

some cases, another compo'lmd verb. However, the meaning of 

a cOIJlPo'lmd may have changed radically since the time of its 

formation and, as a result of semantic diver.gence, restric-
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tion or extension, may sometimes appear quite unrelated to 

to the tmprefixed form from which it was drawn. An example 

of such divergence is fotmd in Fr. terminer and cMtenniner, 

though in this case the morphological connection is quite 

clear. Consequent~, it is necessary to consider the mean-

ings of compotmds as they were at the time of their formation, 

not as they are during the particular period we may be stuctr-

ing. In order to discover the ftmction of the prefix de-

in the Fr. descendre, we must examine, not the French, 

but the Lat. descendere, since the canpotmd was formed in 
f irst l' e vEu.led 

Latin and the function of the prefix was at that 

time. Further, in French there is no simple, tmprefixed form 

to be compared with the compound. Similarly, if we wish to 

know what is the value of the prefix in Fr. ci6chirer, it is 

to the OFr. compotmd descirier we must turn, not the modern 

French. This is particular~ true in a historical stuctr, 

such as the present one, in which the changes in the functilon 

of the prefixes from one period of language to another are of 

great importance for the proper understanding of the modern 

usage. 

The previous observations make it clear that the 

etymology of each compotmd must be known. Not on~ must the 

date, or, at least, the period and language, of the formation 

of the compotmd be known, but also the alreactr existing word 
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from which it was fonned. Such detailed information is hard 

to obtain, and a lone worker might spend many years in the 

search for it, since etymological dictionaries do not usually 

supply it. The Franzosisches Etymologisches Worterbuch is 

the best aid at present available, though unfortunately it is 

not yet complete, and so for almost half the alphabet we have 

rely upon other less satisfactor,y sources, such as the 

Etymologisches W6rterbuoh der Fr~osischen Sprache, the 

Romanisches Etymologisches W'6rterbuch, or the briefer 

Dictionnaire Etymologique de la Langue Franyaise. The EWFS 

and REW are far from complete and their etymologies not always 

to be relied upon; for these reasons the more cautious and 

fuller FEW is to be preferred. In this dictionar,y all words, 

whether simple derivatives or compounds, are grouped together 

under the heading of the root-word, usually Latin, from which 

they spring. Most of the words are accompanied by their 

various meanings and the date of the first occurrence of 

each, when it is known, but the exact relationship between 

the different words under one heading, and between French 

and La tin compounds is not made sufficiently clear for our 

purposes. For instance, Fr. ~croltre is found under Lat. 

crescere, but no mention is made of the fact that La tin 

compounds decrescere and discrescere exist, and that it is 

to them that we must turn if we wish to discover the function 
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of de- in the French form. 

We are, then, left with the task of comparing the 

meanings and dates (if known) of the compounds and all words 

from which they could possibly have been formed, in an attempt 

to discover what word should be compared with any compound in 

order to determine the function of the prefix. Indeed, it is 

not always possible to establish, with any degree of certainty, 

etymologies as exact as required. On the other hand, it is 

frequently quite clear from what word a compmmd has been 

fonned; in the case of CMsarmer, for instance, we see 

immediately that this compound is the result of adding the 

prefix CMs- to the simple verb armer, though the possibility 

of a Lat. *disarrnare should not be ruled out until a careful 

check has been made. The function of the prefix in this 

instance is quite clear. 

The question of whether a canpound is of Latin or 

French origin is difficult to resolve in some cases even 

though a compound may not exist in Classical Latin, one may 

have been formed at a much later date, but before the 

emergence of French. There are few dictionaries which cover 

Late Latin adequately between the time of the fall of the 

Roman Empire and the first signs of the French language 

existing in its own right. Dictionaries such as the HEW use 

quantities of hypothetical Gallo-Roman forms to fill as 
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conveniently as possible the gaps in our knowledge of the 

language of the I:e.rk Ages. Thus 3Edevallare is postulated to 

account for OFr. devaler ; but could not the compound have 

been formed from OFr. valer? In order to be able to answer 

this question, we must know the relative dates of valer and 

devaler, which might never be known, since many common words 

were in use before the date of any existing written records 

of Old French. In this stu~ the use of unattested forms 

has been kept to a minimtUn ; they are used only when the func-

tion of the prefix seems to demand the existence of a Gallo-

Roman rather than an Old French compound. 

From the above remarks on etymologies it will be 

apparent that the problem is beset with difficulties, many 

of which are insuluble. Not the least of these difficulties 

is the fact that dictionaries do not necessarily agree any 

more than the scholars who compile them upon the etymology of 

certain words. Desver!derver is a case in point. HEW 2585a 

gi ves the origin of the compound as Lat. deri vare, while ENFS 

359a connects it with Fr. raver, from Lat. refragp.re, and 

quotes the following Latin compounds which have been put for

ward by various scholars as the origin of OFr. desver!derver 

de . di *d . ]£di 3Edi sJ..pere, ruere , ~~-rJ..pare, svare, saequare, 

3Edi · lfdi · de . *de t sVJ..are, srJ.. vare , rJ.. vare, aes uare. In this and 

!IB other instances the problem is not simplified by the 
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erratic spelling habits current in Old French, which 

occasional~ make it difficult to decide whether the prefix 
is , et.ymological l y , 

de- or des.-, see p. 177 • A consequence of these 

difficulties is that the function of the prefix must sometimes 

remain obscure. In these cases an attempt will be made to 

present all the facets of the problem, and all reasonable 

solutions. The way is then left open for a decision in the 

light of further evidence in support of one solution rather 

than another. At no time should one lose sight of the fact 

that the etymology of a compound is always important, often 

doubtful and sometimes completely obscure. No apology is made 

for using in the present stu~ etymologies which differ in 

some respects from the accepted ones wherever there is 

sufficient justification for them, or for ascribing to some 

compounds dates differing from those given in the dictionaries 

whenever the textual evidence warrants such correction • 

. ' . 

The French prefix ~ (!0 - has its origins in the two 

distinct Latin prefixes de- and dis-, which developed into 

the Old French popular forms ~- and des-. In addition to 

the popular forms, there are learned compounds with di- and 

dis-. Compounds formed with these four prefixes are to be 

discussed in this stu~. 

In order to make the different stages in the 
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evolution of these prefixes more easily distinguishable one 

from another, it is proposed to devote separate chapters to 

each stage. Thus we shall have chapters on the La tin origins 

of the prefixes, on the developments in Late Latin, on those 

Old French compotmds drawn directly from La tin, and, finally, 

on the compounds formed for the first time in Old French and 

tor which no direct Latin ancestry can be found. It should 

be tmderstood that these divisions are of a theoretical 

na ture, and that some compounds could equally well be placed 

in more than one of the sections. Each section will be 

further subdivided: compounds in de- will be separated from 

those in des-, dis- and di-. Once again, because of the 

variable spelling of Old French words, some compotmds may be 

put into more than one category. Each of these subdivisions 

will be further subdivided into the dif'ferent meanings or 

ftmctions of the prefix, and evidence in support of this 

differentiation will be supplied by suitable quotations. In 

conclusion, the different categories into which the meanings 

may be divided will be summarized, the general lines of 

evolution of the prefixes will be shown, and an attempt made 

to establish the relationship between the Modern French and 

the Old French uses of the prefixes. 
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II 

THE LATIN ClRIGmS 

The main object o~ this study is to discover the 

di~erent functions o~ the pre~ixes de-, ~- and di (!V - in 

Old French, yet, ~or reasons explained in the preceding 

Introduction, it is thought that the study would be best 

conducted on historical lines. This being so, we must attempt 

to establiSh beyond reasonable doubt the ~undamental meanings 

o~ the pre~ixes as they , were employed in Latin. 

In order that the greatest possible length of time 

might be devoted to the Old French period, work on the Latin 

origins has been restricted to the minimum consistent with a 

reasonable degree of completeness and accuracy. The task of 

establishing the Latin usage of de- and dis- would constitute - -
an entirely separate study, and it is, therefore, outside 

the scope of the present thesis to undertake such a task at 

first hand. Fortunately, the subject has already been dealt 

wi th in some detail, and, in consequence, it has been possible 

to use ~or the most part only secondary sources; no texts 

. have been examined, and much o~ the following chapter is 

based on the excellent study by Sommerfelt of de in Italo-
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Celtic (see Bibliography). Should more details than are 

given here be required concerning aspects of de other than 

its use as a prefix in Latin, they should be sought in 

Sommerfelt's work, where the Latin preposition and the purely 

Celtic developments are discussed at length. There appears 

to be no stu~ of dis~ comparable to that of de- contained 

in Sommerfelt's work on de in Italo-Celtic, but a short article 

by Stolz is to be found in Archi v f"llr La teinische Lexiko

graphie md Grammatik (see Bibliography). This article, 

although quite brief, contains the essentials concerning the 

meanings of the prefix dis- in Classical Latin. Neither of 

these studies contains more than a very few full contexts 

drawn from Latin literature, though a number of lists of words 

are given to serve as examples. In order to replace the ex

tensive use of texts, the Latin dictionary of Lewis and Short 

and the et,ymological dictionary of Ernout and Meillet (see 

Bibliography) have been consulted to corroborate the asser

tions of Sommerfelt and Stolz. 

We have alrea~ seen in the Introduction that the 

prefixes found in Old French with the popular forms de- and 

des- and the learned dis- have their origins in the Latin 

prefixes de- and di c.!!) -. In this chapter it is intended to 

examine in as much detail as possible the fundamental mean

ings of these two prefixes, and the different subsidiary 
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important in Latin, let us first consider de-. 
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What are the origins of the Latin prefix de-? A 

common Indo-European form !ld.e is postulated by Sommerfelt as 

the origin of both the prefix and the preposition in the 

Italic and Celtic languages. Original~ in Indo-European 

each word was independent, neither prefixes nor prepositions 

existed, and those words which we now know as either prefixes 

or prepositions, or, in the case of de, as both, were adverbs. 

The system was one of juxtaposition of words re. ther than of 

subordination. However, with the evolution of the Indo

European languages, subordination began to make its appear

ance, and eventual~ affected the adverb and the predicate 

it determined; thus a relationship was established between 

the adverb and its predicate where previously there had been 

none. Since the word-order was not fixed in Indo-European, 

it was a simple matter, in the case of a verbal predicate, 

for the adverb to be placed before the verb it determined, 

instead of after as is usua1~ the rule in modern languages 

of the Indo-European family. As the adverb became subordinate 

to its predicate, its position became fixed in front of it, 

thereby leaving the word-ending clear, and the two words were 

united in a single tone. According to Sommerfelt, this stage 
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in the development of the future prefix may be seen already 

in the Rig Veda. Although we have now reached the stage at 

which the adverb may be united to the verb it governs, thus 

becoming a prefix, it is not always so, for the independent 

adverb continues to exist, and under these circumstances bears 

the tonic accent. 

In Indo-European the adverb could govern not only 

a verbal but also a nominal predicate. When governing a 

nominal predicate, the adverb served to determine the meaning 

of the case of the noun, and developed into either a preposi

tion or a postposition, just as it had become a prefix when 

united to a verb, and, as preposition or postposition, bore 

some of the locative meaning of the case. As was observed 

before, the adverb could be placed before or after the 

predicate; with nouns as with compound verbs the former 

position became the general rule in most Indo-European 

languages, because once again the all-important word-endings 

remained unobscured. With the later weakening of the case

endings of nouns, the former adverb began to bear more and 

more of the locative sense and became a true preposition, 

and, when the final syllables eventually disappeared in some 

languages, their functions were assumed by the prepositions, 

which thus reached the point in their evolution attained at 

the present day. 
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Leaving aside the evolution of Indo-European 

adverbs as a whole to return to our specific adverb *a.e, we 

find that it was grouped with the ablative case and with verbs 

of motion. We may, then, make the reasonable deduction that 

it must have expresaed the idea of movement away from some 

point; this is the fundamental meaning of La tin~. How

ever, ~ is not the only word to express such a meaning in 

Latin, for we find that it is related to a number of former 

adverbs - prefixes and prepositions in Latin - expressing 

analogous ideas: ab and ex are the most ~ortant of these 

words. The meanings of ab and ~ are not difficult to define, 

for ex signifies motion out of, from inside something, while 

ab expresses the idea of motion away from something. In the 

case of de we must distinguish between the two related mean

ings. As in IEur. 3ta.e, there is firstly the simple idea of 

motion away from something, but it is not as precise an idea 

as that expressed by ab; it is a very general meaning, a 

ver,y vague notion, which, later in the evolution of the word, 

enables de- to become a mere grammatical and stylistic tool. 

This function will assume great importance as the evolution 

of the prefix is traced. The second meaning is more precise, 

more concrete it is the idea of motion in a downward 

direction. This meaning is thought by Sonunerfelt to be the 

result of a desire to differentiate between de and ab, 
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though he does not give any reason why'down'should have been 

adopted in preference to any other meaning. In the absence 

of definite evidence for or against this hypothesis, we can 

only admit that it is a possible explanation, and wonder why 

this differentiation was not thought necessary in any other 

Italo-Celtic languages. The fact that the meaning 'dawn' is 

peculiar to Latin strengthens the case for believing that the 

idea of motion away, rather than that of 'down',is the 

primary meaning of de in Latin. This belief is ftU'ther 

supported by the use of the preposition in some instances, 

as can be seen in the case of: "a caelo ad terram, de terra 

ad sidera mundi" (Lucretius, De Rerum NattU'a, I, 788),
1 

where 

de means the contrary of 'down' while still retaining the 

idea 'away'. K"onig, on the other hand, would have us believe 

that 'down' is the fundamental meaning of Lat. de- (see Die 

Pr~fixe, p. 5, para. 18). 

The above remarks concerning the meaning of de are 

applicable to the primitive adverb. The functions of this 

adverb developed in two different directions according to 

whether it was used to detennine a verbal or a nominal 

predicate. In this stuqy we are concerned only with the 

1 Titi Lucreti Cari, De Rerum NattU'a, ed. C. Bailey 
(Oxford, 1947), vol. I. 
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adverb accompanying a verb - of the prefix, in other words 

and therefore, leaving aside the prepositional development 

of the adverb, it is to this subject that we now turn our 

attention. 

It has been seen how, in Indo-European, the adverb 

*ae expressed the idea that the action of the verb determined 

by it took place in a direction away from a starting-point, 

and that this starting-point could be indicated by the ablat

ive. We have seen that the adverb tended to group itself with 

the verb and to become a prefix. In Italic, the prefix was 

welded to the verb, and the two parts became a phonetic and 

morphological whole. As a result of this close unification 

and the subsequent shift of the stress from the first syll

able of the simple form to the prefix, a Latin compound 

formed in the pre-literary period underwent the same weaken

ing of the unaccented vowels as any simple word, hence : 

seder/obsidere, cadere/decidere, facere/deficere, tenere/ 

detinere. This unity is of great importance and may be con

trasted with the development in the Celtic languages, where 

the prefix remained proclitic. This then is the position at 

the beginning of the Latin literary era, in so far as the 

form and meaning of the prefix de- are concerned; let us 

now consider in detail the development of the function of 

de- in Latin. 
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The first meaning of de- in Latin is that of 'away'. 

The prefix serves to indicate that the action represented by 

the simple verb takes place in some manner 'away' from a 

certain point. Compound verbs in which ~- has this meaning 

are very common in Latin, and have been so since the earliest 

times. The meaning of 'away' is quite clear in the majority 

of the compounds in the list below, yet they are not all 

perfectly simple. For example, in decedere ~here is the 

simple idea of motion, expressed by the form cedere, while 

the prefix serves to determine the direction of this motion 

on the other hand, in deprecari the prefix adds the idea of 

'away' to that of praying already contained in the simple 

verb, and thus the compound comes to mean 'to ward off by 

prayer' or 'to pray insistently'. Most compounds are formed 

from simple verbs, but a few are parasynthetic (e. g., faex/ 

defaecare, nasus! denasare, artus! d.eartuare ) • The following 

list contains some of the more important compounds in which 

de- adds the idea of 'away' to the simple form : 

decedere defugere depulsare 

decerpere degredi deripere 

declinare deicere derivare 

decubare dele ct are deserere 

decurrere delegare d.esinere 

d.educere delibare d.esistere 
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deerrare demorari /-e destituere 

deesse demovere deterere 

defendere depellere detinere 

defensare deponere detrahere 

deferre deportare devellere 

deficere deprecari /-e devertere 

deflectere depromere 

The primitive meaning appears only obscurely in 

some compo1.IDds (e. g., debere, decolare, degere, delirare, 

delinquere). Precise analysis of these compounds is rendered 

impossible by the semantic changes they have undergone since 

their formation. 

As has already been observed, the general meaning 

'away' is accompanied by the more specific 'down'. This 

meaning is probably almost as old as that of 'away', for 

the sole example of the use of ~ as an adverb in literary 

times is to be f'ound in the expression susque deque, where 

8e appears to mean 'down ' rather than 'away'. In his 

glossary, Festus has the entry: "Susque deque f'requens est 

pro plus minusve • It should be noted that there 

appear to be f'ewer compo1.IDds f'ormed with de- in this sense 

2 Glossaria Latina, eel. J. W. Pirie, W. M. Lindsay (Paris, 
1926-31), IV, 391. 
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than in the sense ' away'., and that a number of those includ

ed in this category are also to be found in the previous one. 

This may be a further indication that the meaning 'down' is 

secondary to that of 'away'. In some compounds the prefix 

expresses either idea according to the exact context in which 

the compound is used, while in others the prefix has the sense 

of ' down I only. 

decidere defluere deponere 

declinare deicere deportare 

decoquere delabi deprimere 

decumbere demergere descendere 

decurrere demittere desilire 

deducere dependere despicere 

deferre detrahere 

It is easily seen how much more precise is the meaning of the 

prefix in the above compounds, compared with those 

in the first category. In all cases we are concerned with a 

physical action taking place in a downward direction. In 

contrast, the compounds of the first category do not all 

denote a physical action, and the precise significance of the 

prefix is therefore more difficult to define in some cases, 

as, for example, in delectare, delegare, deprecari, 

depromere, desinere, desistere. 

These two primary meanings of de- gave rise to a 



number of subsidiary meanings, the first of which developed, 

in all probability, from the primary 'away'. In some 

instances the effect of ~- seems to be to take away the idea 

expressed by the simple verb, in other words, to reverse it. 

This idea is usually one of simple negation, but may, in 

some cases, be closer to that of cessation. Compounds in 

this category are much fewer than those in the first two, 

although, as is often the case, some of the following 

compounds may be put in the first category. 

decrescere dejungere desipere 

dedignare depilare desperare 

de discere deplere destruere 

deficere desaevire detegere 

deserere 

A second subsidiary category of meaning is one in 

which the prefix seems to intensify or reinforce the meaning 

of the simple verb. Such intensification may come about in 

one of two ways. In the first place, intensification would 

appear to be the natural function of certain prefixes with 

suitable meanings, for ~-, per- and ex- all ..... assume 

this reinforcing function in some cases. The intensive 

function of de- is an extension of the idea of 'away' accord

ing to Sommerfelt, who illustrates his point from his own 

language: gaa vaek 'go away' may be compared to skrik vaek 



'shout away (as much as you like)'. It can be seen that 

quantities of Latin verbs could have been intensified in 

this way, especially, if we follow Sommerfelt's analogy, 

verbs of speaking and related actions (e.g., clamare, 

lacrimare, narrare). Once the precedent has been firmly 

established with those verbs where the function of the 
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prefix is logical, the forces of analogy begin to do their 

work, and cause it to be extended to verbs which cannot logic

ally acquire the prefix used in this sense. The result is 

seen in compounds such as designare. 

In some instances the notion of 'away' or 'down' 

is already implicit in the meaning of the simple verb; for 

this reason, the meaning of a compound formed from such a 

verb by the addition of de- is not radically different from 

that of the simple verb, but it may have acquired some degree 

of intensification, however slight, as may be seen in 

devorare, deperdere, dedere, decernere. This reinforcement 

takes various forms, but the compound usually indicates an 

action carried out with greater precision or thoroughness 

than in the case of the simple verb. Frequently it is quite 

impossible to differentiate between compounds where the 

prefix has a purely intensive function and those where it 

retains some of the original locative value. Further, in 

some instances, the prefix seems to add nothing to the mean-
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ing of the simple verb, but to leave it without any modifica

tion other than the reinforcement of the form of the word by 

the addition of a syllable the simple and compound forms 

are either synonyms or are separated solely by semantic 

changes which are not the direct result of the prefixation. 

The following list contains compounds in which the 

prefix has either an intensive function or none at all. It 

is very often difficult, not to say impossible, to separate 

the two classes, therefore compounds from both have been 

included in the one list. It would be possible to justify 

the inclusion of a number of these compounds in the lists of 

verbs belonging to one of the first two primary categories. 

deamare deliberare derelinquere 

deambulare deligere deridere 

debellare demandare desaevire 

decantare deminuere de s crib ere 

decernere d.emonstrare deservire 

declamare demorari designare 

dedere d.emulcere despoliare 

de di care demutare destinare 

defatigare denarrare destituere 

defervere denegare desudare 

definire denominare detenninare 

defraudare denudare detinere 



defricare denuntiare detondere 

deglubere deperdere devastare 

delacrimare deperire devitare 

delassare depingere devorare 

d.e Ie gare depopulari devovere 

depugnare 

It is possible to discern yet a third subsidiary 

category. It consists of those compounds in which the 

function of de- is pejorative. This function could well 

have developed from the meaning 'down' in much the same way 

as 'away' may come to have an intensive function. It is to 

be seen in only a very few compounds, indeed no more than 

five or six spring readily to mind : 

decipere defraudare 

deludere 

deprehendere 

d.eridere 

There Can be no doubt that all the above compounds contain a 

pejorative element, but it is far from certain that this ele

ment is the result of the prefixation with de-; it may 

equally well be that the prefix has a purely intensive func

tion, and that the pejorative element is to be found alreaqy 

in the simple verb (e.g., fraudare), or, where this cannot 

be, that it is a nuance acquired by the intensive form from 

the popular language J which always abounds in colourful 

expressions. It would be unwise to state that de- in Latin 
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may be used to give a simple verb a pejorative aspect, until 

some examples have been found where the alternative intens

ive interpretation is inadmissible. Since it seems unlikely 

that any such instances will come to light, this categor,y 

must remain hypothetical, at least for the present, and the 

compounds found in it may~classified as intensive. 

If the tendency for the prefix to denote the 

pejorative aspect of an action in some instances is unclear, 

two further unfulfilled tendencies are still less clear. 

The first of these is for the prefix to denote the perfective, 

or complete, aspect of a verb, as opposed to the imperfective, 

or incomplete. In Indo-European, the change of aspect of a 

verb was denoted by a change of stem (e.g., Lat. stare! 

sistere), but, except for a few surviving traces, this system 

has been discontinued in Latin. It has fallen into disuse 

in the other languages of Indo-European origin, and has been 

replaced, to some extent in Germanic, and systematically in 

Slavonic, by the use of prefixes acting simply to differ

entiate between verbs denoting perfect and imperfect actions. 

Latin shows the first signs of a tendency towards a similar 

syst~n, but, in general, the prefixes retain too strong a 

locative meaning to enable tham to produce a system on the 

scale of that found in Slavonic. The issue is further con

fused by the strong tendency for Latin prefixes to have an 
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intensive function, which is frequently indistinguishable 

from the incipient perfective function. In spite of these 

difficulties, one suspects the existence of this tendency in 

the Latin use of de-; however, it is impossible to quote 

any examples of compounds denoting the perfect action as 

opposed to the imperfect denoted by the simple form. In all 

cases the use of the prefix may be placed in another categor,y, 

usually the intensive, and, until an example that is above 

suspicion has been discovered, we can say no more than that 

the merest beginnings of such a tendency may be divined in 

some few cases. Consider, for example, the judgement of the 

fourth century grammarian Donatus on the difference between 

dare and the compound ded.ere; "Dare est quod repetas, dedere 

ad perpetuum 

hostibus. ,,3 

et damus etiam amicis, dedimus tantum 

The perfective aspect must, however, be more 

clearly defined than in the case of dedere, if we are to be 

sure of its existence in even isolated cases of prefixation 

wi th de-. One of the better examples is seen in debellare 

'to finish a war, conquer completely, vanquish', when com-

pared with bellare 'to wage war'. 

The second of these ill-defined tendencies is for 

3 Donatus's note on dedere in his edition of Terence's 
Andria, I, ii. 
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the compound with de- to be transi ti ve, while the simple 

~orm remains intransitive. In Indo-European the distinction 

between transitive and intransitive verbs was not made, and 

any verb could take an object. The distinction is still 

di~:f'icult to make in many languages, for verbs may pass from 

one categor,y to the other. In some languages, especially 

Germanic, there has arisen through the use of prefixation a 

systematic opposition of the intransitive compound verbs, but 

no such system developed in Latin. As in the previous categ

or,y, there are a few verbs which one may suspect of having 

been made transi ti ve by prefixa tion with de- (e. g., declamare, 

deplorare, depugnare, debellare), yet no clear examples are 

to be ~ound, and, in general, Latin verbs have kept the 

ability to be either transitive or intransitive according 

to need, as in Indo-European. 

Since they make up by ~ar the greatest class, we 

have hitherto considered only compounds ~ormed ~rom verbs, 

but this section would not be complete without some mention 

o~ the other classes. Compound nouns themselves ~orm part 

of the verbal system alread;y discussed, and will there~ore 

be ignored. The value o~ de- in nouns such as declamatio, 

decretum, dedecus, defatigatio, dejectio, deliciae, detractor, 

desperatio is not different from its value in the verbs from 

which these nouns are derived. In Latin, when de- is in 



direct composition with a noun, that is to say, without the 

intervention of a compOlmd verb, the resulting compound is 

usually not a noun but an adjective, and the role of the 

prefix .appears to be negative since it denotes the absence 

of whatever is indicated by the original noun. These 

adjectives are few in number, because the formation of 

negative adjectives is normally the function of in-, which 

has a purely grammaticaJ. function, whereas de- always retains 

some of its locative sense, and is, on that account, less 

suitable for the role than in- : 

debilis 

decolor 

defamis 

deformis 

degener 

demens 

depilis 

deplumis 

desomnis 

devius 

It may be that decrepitus should be included in this list, 

but the etymology of the word is too doubtful to allow its 

inclusion without reservations. 

In addition to compound adjectives, there are some 

compound adverbs containing de-. In Indo-European one 

adverb could be combined with another, and the function of 

the first was to determine the locative sense of the second, 

or, if this was the same as that of the first, to intensify 

it, as we have seen happen with verbs. Very early in the 

history of the Italic languages, these groups of adverbs, 
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previously in juxtaposition, were joined together into 

single words by agglutination, although a few remained separ-

ate (e.g., de improviso). In Latin we find that de- usually 

has an intensive function, though the locative sense some-

times remains where it was not already indicated by the other 

adverb. Some of the older compounds are : 

dehinc denique deorsum 

deinde denuo derepente 

It would be useful to complete this review of the 

functions of de- in Latin by a brief comparison between de

and the two prefixes of similar meaning, ab- and ~-. 

Compounds in ab- are far fewer than those in d.e-. The 

reason for this may be that the form of the prefix .11", 

owing to the changes its consonant undergoes, may sometimes 

be confused with ad-. Ab- always retains its locative mean-

ing, and never serves to intensify the verb. Some compounds 

in de- and ab- have the same meaning, as may be seen from: 

"puer inter homines aberravit a patre,,4 and "inter homines 

me deerrare a patre"? Where a semantic differentiation is 

4 Plaut us , Menaechmi, ~rologue, 31. In 
A. Ernout (Paris, 1932-40), Vol. IV. 

5 Menaechmi, V, x, 1113. 

Plaute, ed. 
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made between two compounds of similar meaning (e. g, abigere! 

degere, deesse!abesse), it is always the compound in ab

which retains the stricly locative sense, and that in de

which suffers the necessary changes. Ex- usually retains 

the meaning t out of t, though, like de-, it may have an 

intensive function in some compounds, but the locative sense 

is too strong to permit this use to be as widespread or as 

important as it is in the case of de-. 

Let us now turn our attention to dis-. Unlike de-, 

which is invariable, the form of this prefix, because of the 

phonetic laws of La tin, may vary in accordance with the initial 

sound of the word to which it is attached before a vowel 

the -~ is intervocalic and becomes -!:" as in dirimere!emere 

(cf. the gen. pl. of the 1st. declension -arum from the earl

ier -asom) ; before a voiced consonant -~ is dropped, as in 

diligere!legere,digerere!gerere, divellere!vellere (cf. 

nidus 'nest' from the earlier nisdo-) ; before certain voice

less consonants the -~may be assimilated, as in differre! 

ferre, because of the difficulty of pronouncing certain 

groups of consonants; in short, the -,! stands unchanged 

only before the voiceless consonants E,-, t-, £,-, ,!-. 

While de- has a parallel preposition of similar 

meaning, dis- is found in Latin only as a prefix attached, 
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like de-, in the vast majority of cases to a verb. The 

prefix is descended from a form of the root dwo-, dwi- 'two', 

from which the -!.- disappears when the form is unstressed. 

The accented form, with the -!.- retained, &ris, results in 

the Lat. bis 'twice', and is obviously connected with duo. 

The prefix may also be connected with OHG zir- (Ger. ~-), 

and with the Gr. duo, Ger. zwei, Eng. two. 

In view of the primitive meaning of the antecedents 

of dis- and of the words related to it, it is not difficult 

to accept the idea of separation, or 'apart', as the funda-

mental meaning of the prefix in Latin; later, as we shall 

see, it may assume a number of different nuances. That the 

meaning of separation is the fundamental one is to some extent 

supported by the users of the language themselves, for in the 

"Glossae A:ffatim" di- is defined: "praeposi tio est disjunct

iva, quae divisionem significat".6 

Originally the idea was probably that of simple 

separation in two, as may be perceived in a compound such as 

dimidium. However, sometimes. the verb denotes the physical 

separation of something into more than two parts (e.g., 

dissecare, dividere) ; in some compounds the idea is that of 

6 Corpus Glossariorum Latinorum, ed. G. Loewe (Lipsiae, 
1888-1923), IV, 505. 47. 
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separation of the subject or object of the verb from some

where or something (e.g, discedere, divellere); at other 

times the separation is of one thing from another, or from a 

group of things (e. g., dis trahere ); the idea of separation 

may be carried a little further, producing the meaning 'in 

different ways', and then 'in opposite ways' (e.g., discrep

~) ; these concrete meanings may become abstract when they 

refer to the action of separation carried out as a mental 

process, in other words, the act of judgement, of deduction, 

or of distinguishing one thing from another (e.g., dijudicare). 

As is usually the case, it is impossible to confine a compound 

to any single category, and some may be found in more than one 

of the following sections, because of the variable meaning of 

the compound, or of the possibility of more than one inter-

pretation of the use of the prefix. This uncertainty of 

interpretation would appear to be even greater in the case 

of dis- than it was in that of de-, because of the fact that - -
the idea of separation is open to so l~y shades of meaning 

that any distinction tends to be purely arbitrary. Compounds 

in which the above meanings may be observed are common in 

Latin; some of the more frequent ones are 

differre diruere disponere 

digerere dirumpere disputare 

dijudicare discedere disserere 
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dilabi disceptare dissolvere 

diligere discernere dissuadere 

diluere discerpere dis tare 

dimidium discindere distendere 

dimittere discolor distinguere 

dinoscere discrepare distrahere 

dinumerare discutere distringere 

dirimere dispensare divertere 

diripere dispicere dividere 

The meaning of separation is not far distant from 

that of 'away' already attributed to de-, and there are, in 

consequence, numerous compounds of the same simple form with 

both de- and dis- which have very similar meanings, and may 

sometimes be confused even in texts of the Classical period, 

while in Late Latin confusion is common (e.g., deferre/ 

differre, decedere/discedere, decernere/discernere, detrahere/ 

distrahere, demittere/dimittere). 

The fundamental meaning of dis- may, in suitable 

compounds, take on a significance rather stronger than that 

of simple separation it may become 'in all directions'. 

This sense appears in those verbs denoting an action which 

especially lends itself to being carried out in all directions. 

Light and sound, for example, are obvious cases of things 

which, by their very nature, are liable to be the subjects of 
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such verbs. Hence such verbs as diffulgurare, in which the 

meaning of the prefix, while remaining basical~ the same as 

in the previous section, is clear~ something more. We may 

also place in this category compounds denoting distribution 

and expansion (e.go, dispendere, dilatare), since these 

actions are not merely separation, and normally take place 

in all directions. Examples of compounds in this category 

are 

difflare dimicare displodere 

diffugere discribere disseminare 

diffulgurare discurrere dissilire 

diffundere dispellere dissipare 

dilargiri dispendere distribuere 

dilatare dispe1'gere divulgare 

The first extension of the meaning of dis-, which 

was discussed in the plceding paragraph, may be carried a 

stage further, and the meaning of the prefix becomes intens

ive. Again, this intensification occurs at first only with 

those verbs which alread;y contain or imply one of the basic 

shades of meaning of ~- (e.g., solvere, coquere). When the 

simple verb already denotes an action implying one aspect 

of separation, the prefix assumes the meaning 'to pieces' or 

'completely', and hence has an intensive function (e.g., 

discoquere 't9 cook to pieces., to cook thoroughly). Once 
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this function has been firmly established, dis- may then be 

attached to verbs which cannot be said to contain any notion 

of separation (e.g., cupere 'to desire'), and dis- becomes a 

true intensive prefix. Such instances, however, seem to be 

very rare; only two cases in the following list, in 

addition to that of discupere, are examples of dis- intensify

ing a simple verb which does not denote a separative action 

of some description distaedet, dispudet. 

diffringere discoquere disseparare 

dilabi discupere dissolvere 

dilacerare dispercutere distabescere 

dilargiri disperdere distaedet 

dilaudare dispergere distribuere 

dirumpere dispudet disturbare 

discerpere dispulverare 

It is not a very long step from the idea of 

separation, especially separation in opposite directions, to 

that of negation, and the transition may come about in much 

the same way as did that from the meaning 'away' to negation 

in the case of de-. This function of dis- would appear to 

have arisen at an early date in the history of the Latin 

language, for same of the oldest compounds containing the 

prefix are purely negative (e. g., difficilis). As was 

observed in the section on de-, simple negation tends to be 
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the function of a grammatical tool such as in- rather than 

of a prefix full of other meanings and function, and verbs 

containing the prefix used as a negative particle are 

comparatively rare. It is noteworthy that a number of them 

are antonyms of compounds in ~- of the same simple verb. 

It would be useful to know for certain whether or not these 

compounds with dis- were formed first as antonyms of those 

with con-. In some compounds this would appear to be true ; 

if it were in fact so for the majority, the precedent for the 

use of dis- as a means of negating existing compounds would 

appear to have been well established by an early date in the 

history of the prefix. In compound adjectives ~- has the 

negative function rather than any other, as had de- under 

the same circumstances. Of the following two lists, the 

first contains compounds with dis- which are antonyms of 

compounds with £Q!!-, while the second contains ordinary 

compounds : 

1) diffidere/confidere disjungere/conjungere 

diffiteri/confiteri dissentire/consentire 

disconvenire/convenire dissonus/consonus 

discors/concors dissuere/consuere 

Note that dis- may replace or precede con-. -- -
2) diffibulare discooperire dispar 

difficilis discredere displicare 



discarricare 

discingere 

disculciare 

disjejunare 

aisplicere 

dissimilis 
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This category is not very numerous, and some of the verbs 

are of late origin, as may be seen from the retention of the 

-s of dis- before .J.-. 

Having examined de- and dis- separately, let us 

compare the two prefixes. The primary meaning of de- is one 

of motion away from a starting-point, that of dis- is 

separation in many different forms. It can scarcely be 

denied that motion away from a starting-point is nothing more 

than a form of separation; the two prefixes are, therefore, 

very similar in their primary meanings. The subsequent 

evolution could have brought about some divergence, but, in 

fact, a rapid review of the secondary meanings and functions 

of both prefixes suffices to reveal great similarities. In 

each case the primary meaning is extended in such a way as to 

develop negative and intensive functions. As we have already 

observed, this similarity of meaning and function may result 

in the existence of two aifferent compounds of the same s:i.m:ple 

verb which have similar meanings, and even similar forms in 

some instances later in the history of Latin. The result is 

tha t there can arise confusion between the compounds, and 

this confusion merely increases with the passage of time and 
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the continued evolution of the two prefixes. 

The language must rid itself of the danger of 

ambiguity which arises in cases where clashes occur between 

the forms and meanings of two prefixes and their compounds. 

Two courses of action are possible: either one of them must 

be eliminated, or a clear differentiation must be established 

between the two. In view of the importance to the language 

of both prefixes and their respective compounds, it would be 

surprising if the first course were adopted, and, in fact, 

the future development of de- and dis- will show that the 

second course of action is pursued to its logical conclusion. 

This being so, it will be appreciated that the precise nature 

of both the meanings and the values of the prefixes in Latin 

is not without significance for Old French. In the next 

chapter the development of the functions of both prefixes in 

Late Latin will be outlined. 
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III 

LATE LA.TIN DEVELOPMmTS 

Having discussed the origins of the prefixes in 

prehistoric Latin and the full development of their meanings 

in literary Latin of the Early, Republican and Classical 

periods, we come now to Late La tin. For the purposes of 

this stu~, the use of the term Late Latin has been somewhat 

extended. Late La tin is usually defined as the La tin written 

after the end of the Silver Age until the fall of the western 

:Empire. In this stu~, however, Late Latin refers to the 

Latin written from the beginning of the post-Augustan Silver 

Age until the appearance of the separate Romance languages 

which replaced it in part as the literary medium. In using 

this definition we have a Late period longer than all the 

preceding literary periods of Latin put together, and this 

use of the term is justified only on grounds of convenience, 

for it is not to be supposed that Latin remained unchanged 

during the centuries covered by this definition. During 

the period of Late Latin the conservative influence of 

Classical literature was, to some extent, diminished, and 

the character of the language became increasingly popular, 
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since the La tin speakers and writers tended more and more 

to adopt the usage of Vulgar Latin. It is the popular, as 

opposed to the Classical or literary, nature of Latin during 

this long period that makes it convenient to treat it as a 

whole. The term Vulgar Latinl is scmetimes used to denote 

the language just defined as Late Latin; in this study the 

term Vulgar Latin applies only to the Latin spoken by the 

common people, as opposed to literary Latin and the Latin 

spoken by the educated man influenced by the traditions of 

the language of literature. 

Both Vulgar and Late Latin have been the objects of 

a considerable amount of study, but prefixa tion has been 

neglected, while syntax, morphology and phonology seem to 

have commanded the most attention. No specialised work on 

prefixation in Late Latin is to be found, while even general 

introductions to Vulgar Latin, such as those by Gran~ent and 

t o to 2 Bat ~s~, contain no more than a passing reference to prefix-

ation, while there is scarcely any mention of prefixes to be 

1 On the definition of Vulgar Latin see E. Pulgram, 
"Spoken and Written Latin," Language, XXVI (1950), 458-466. 

2 C.H. Grandgent, Introducci6n al Latin Vulgar, tr. F. de 
B. Moll, 2nd. edn. (Maarid, 1952) and C. Battisti, Avviamento 
allo Studio del Latino Volgare (Bari, 1949). Neither of 
these works contains more than a very general summary of the 
use of prefixes in Vulgar La tin. 
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found in the works of LOfstedt on Late Latin. 3 There are, 

however, numerous studies of the style, syntax, morphology 

and phonology of the Latin employed by many writers during 

the period with which we are concerned in this chapter. 

Bonnet's work on the Latin of Gregory of Tours4 is a classic 

of its kind, and contains an appreciable section on the use, 

at the time when Gregory was writing in Gaul, of compound 

verbs formed with the aid of prefixes. However, the majority 

of works similar to Bonnet's are concerned not so much with 

prefixation and allied subjects as with syntax and vocabulary. 

There appears to be on~ one major work given over to any 

extent to an examination of the use of prefixes outside 

Classical Latin. This is Cooper's study of word-formation 

in Vulgar Latin (see Bibliography), which contains a section 

on prepositional compounds in general (pp. 246 ff.), and a 

brief examination of the individual prefixes, including de-

(pp. 271 ff.) and dis- (pp. 275 ff.). It should be noted that 

the works of both Bonnet and Cooper are more than sixty years 

ol.d. 

3 E. LOfstedt, Spatlateinische Studien (Uppsala, 1908), 
syntactica, 2 vol.s. (Lund, 1928-33). 

4 M. Bonnet, Le Latin de Gr~goire de Tours (Paris, 1890). 
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Before continuing our study of de- and dis-, let 

us consider for a moment some of the wider aspects of Late 

and Vulgar Latin, in order that the two prefixes miffiht appear 
~/ 

in their proper perspective. It should, however, be under-

stood from the first that, if no mention is made of the evolu-

tion taking place in prefixation during the great periods of 

Latin literature, it is because an examination of literary 

La tin up to the end of the Golden Age would reveal no great 

changes in the use of prefixation. The reason for this may 

be sought in the fact . that literary Latin was, like most 

literary languages, strongly attached to its traditions, and 

was archaic by comparison with the spoken language, which, 

unhampered by traditional usage, had forged ahead continuous-

ly, while Classical Latin was marking time. The conservative 

nature of the literary language prevent s us from dis tinguish

ing any steps in the development of the use of prefixation 

made in Vulgar Latin during the Classical era, but we must, 

in view of the increased importance of prefixes, and of ~-

in particular, in Late Latin, assume that some evolution did 

in fact take place, as it were, behind the scenes. 

Late Latin, even as used in works of a literary 

nature by the more highly educated people, showed numerous 

characteristics of popular origin. It would seem probable 

that these characteristics came from two main sources. The 
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first is the indigenous Vulgar Latin spoken by the Roman 

people during the periods when the educated classes were using 

what is sometimes loosely called Classical Latin, but which 

would be better described as good Latin. Such illiterate 

people would be only slightly influenced by traditional 

literary usage, and would have a large vocabulary and usage 

of their own, which, after many years, would infiltrate into 

accepted usage in spite of the conscious opposition of the 

educated classes. Thus the slang of one generation would be 

the accepted spoken language of the next, and, once the hold 

of the conservative literary style was broken, what was 

accepted in speech one day would be accepted in the ~Titten 

language the next. For instance, the popular diminutives 

eventually became normal expressions, and passed into the 

Romance languages (e.g., avicellus and agnellus give the Fr. 

oiseau and agneau), similar fuller popular forms such as 

fabulare and parabolare replaced CLat. dicere and were handed 

on to the Romance languages, Sp. hablar and Fr, parler, while 

slang words such as testa replaced caput (Fr. tete), and even 

CLat. decipere was probably a hunting term originally, and 

therefore to some extent popular. In this way the literary 

language would pursue the spoken, without ever catching up, 

and the written form would evolve continuously towards the 

popular spoken form at a tempo controlled by the degree of 



literacy enjoyed by the mass of the users of the language. 

With the expansion of Rome, the second source of 

the popular elements of Latin came to make its contribution, 

and it is from this source - the languages of the provinces -

tha t came the means of destroying the aominant influence 

Classical Latin had on Latin usage. Once the use of the 

Roman tongue had established itself far outside the walls of 

the city itself, it was quite impossible for the traditions 

maintained while Rome was a small republic to remain in force. 

The standards of language introduced into a newly conquered 

territory would not be set by the intellectual or educated 

classes, but by the armies of occupation and the traders 

following in their wake. Thus it was that the La tin adopted 

in the Italian peninsula, as a result of the civil wars, which 

saw the cream of the Etruscans forced from their lands and 

repleced by army veterans, was of a military, and therefore 

popular, nature. Similarly, when Dacia was finally conquered 

and depopulated, the missing inhabitants were replaced by 

ordinary colonists drawn f'rom all parts of' the Empire and by 

soldiers guarding the f'rontiers; consequent~, the Latin of' 

Dacia was of' both popular and largely non-Roman origin. Spain 

and Gaul had a much more representative population, for many 

noble families were to be found there who set up good schools 

for the education of their children. Roman culture found 
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ready acceptance among the vanquished population, and there 

eventual~ arose an intellectual and cultured section of the 

community speaking a Latin which was good, but not without 

its regional peculiarities. With the decline of the genuine

~ cultivated Roman nobility, many of the men who carried on 

the literary work and administration in Rome were not Romans 

but provincials, and by the first century A. D. a considerable 

part of the Roman intellectual class consisted of men of 

Spanish origin, such as Seneca and Lucan, who introduced their 

provincialisms into the very heart of the Empire. With the 

further expansion and decentralisation of the :Empire, any 

steaqying conservative influence from Rome, now little more 

than a figurehead, became out of the question. So it was 

that Late Latin showed many characteristics of popular origin, 

either because they developed directly from the Roman sermo 

plebeius, or because of the fact that the standards of Latin 

were set by the conquering soldier rather than by the poet 

and the man of' education. The tendency was assisted by the 

diff'erent substrata on which Latin was imposed. Later, af'ter 

the break-up of the Western Empire, those provinces which 

retained their Roman character in the face of the barbarian 

invasions followed their individual paths in the domains of 

pronunciation and vocabulary, for they were, in some cases, 

isola ted from one another, and the La tin spoken in each area 
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evolved along slightly different lines dictated by the usage 

of the people rather than by that of literature. The 

barbarians could deatroy books, but not the language, which 

they merely modified still further by adopting it as their 

own. 

Once the popular elements had been well established 

in the manner described, the influence of the popular 

language was both increased and extended as a re sul t of the 

rise of Christianity. This religion, with its democratic 

aspect, made its appeal chiefly to the lower strata of 

society, for which the passive revolt of Christianity had a 

greater attraction than the energetic ideas of the rival 

Mithraism; while the traditional paganism, with its stress 

on the fleeting joys of life, could appeal only to those rich 

enough to be able to seize their opportunity and live for the 

aay. Christianity made the lower classes feel that life held 

something for them, and filled them with optimism. This 

change of attitude was bound to be expressed in some manner, 

and the eagerness for expression caused their language to 

become more emphatic, to have more stress than the artificial 

Classical Latin. The popular language, now more emphatic by 

virtue of its tonic accent and its reinforced vocabulary, 

was spread to the ends of the Roman Empire at the same time 

as the religion which gave it strength enough to rise above 
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its lowly origins. 

Having established the existence of an important 

popular element in the make-up of Late Latin, let us then 

examine the main popular characteristics of that language 

which are important for our stuctr of de- and dis-. There 

are two principal ones: the first is the inunoderate use 

of many prefixes, the second is the tendency towards the 

recomposition of some compounds. 

Classical Latin had shown great reluctance to form 

neologisms, while the compounding of verbs with more than one 

prefix was avoided, and tolerated only when a prefix, having 

lost its identity, had come to be regarded as an integral part 

of the stem (e.g., emere/prcmere/depromere, dare/perdere/ 

deperdere). On the other hand, popular speech :t-etained much 

of the freedom of composition to be found in other Indo

European languages, and made full use of prefixes, attaching 

them quite freely to almost any stem, verbal or nominal. The 

large number of compound verbs is one of the characteristics 

of both Vulgar and Late Latin. Popular speech is usually 

full of expressive vocabulary of a less subtle nature than is 

found in the literary language, and the extensive use of the 

prefix~d form was one of the ways of gaining greater express

ivity employed by the common people in Vulgar Latin and by 

everyone in Late La. tin. Similar methods are the use of 
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fuller forms such as frequentatives, inchoatives and diminut

ives (e.g., cantare, florescere, genuculum), of the names of 

parts of animals to refer to human beings (e.g., mamba), of 

colourful expressions (e. g., manducare for edere, cf., 

comedere, giving Fr. manger, Sp. comer), of pleonastic 

expressions (e.g., omnes universi, ambo duo, sursum ascendere, 

itaque ergo, sic taliter). This could be regarded, in the 

case of ~-, as an extension of the intensive function of 

the prefix. 

The immoderate use of compound forms, especially 

of those formed with ad-, ~-, de-, ~-, led to the 

devaluation of the prefixes they contained, resulting, in 

some cases, in a complete loss of significance. Certain 

compounds, especially verbs, tended to lose their special 

meaning and to become nothing more than synonyms of the simple 

forms because of the exhaustion of the prefix through its 

uncontrolled use. Since prefixes could be found in compounds 

where they had lost their value, other verbs created by 

analogy with these compounds also contained virtually empty 

prefixes, and the tendency towards meaningless prefixes was 

merely strengthened (e. g., pertransire, where per- adds 

nothing not alreaqy expressed by trans-, may have been created 

by analogy with verbs such as perexire, where the prefix 

probably had some slight meaning when the compound was first 
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formed, but which is virtually a synonym of exire). In order 

to repair the damage to the expressive value of the compounds, 

further prefixes were added, and these in their turn became 

valueless. Forms such as ~-col-ligere and ~-ad-im-plere 

reveal to what lengths the indiscriminate use of prefixes 

went. 

We have seen that the devaluation of compounds 

can lead to the use of prefixes where they have no real mean-

ing, but the devaluation of simple verbs may also have the 

same result. The devaluation of simple . verbs appears 

particularly distinctly in verbs of motion. The difference 

between the action accomplished on the spot and the action 

implying a movement from one point to another became impercept-

ible. Verbs such as mittere, originally 'to send', lost all 

idea of motion, becoming synonymous with ponere 'to put' 

(hence Fr. mettre), and the precise nature of the action and 

the motion involved had to be expressed by a prefix, ~(~-, 

de-.,di(~-, ~- or trans- (e.g., transmrrittere was used in 

place of the former simple mittere). Here the prefix is used 

to repair the damage to the simple verb~ and is, therefore, 

justified; but this addition of a prefix was extended to 
log i ctl.lly 

cases where it was no longer justified, for, although trans-

is used to strengthen and clarify the weakened meaning of 

mittere, in fact it adds nothing to the original meaning of 
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the verb, and, to people -.aware of this original meaning, 

transmittere appeared to establish a precedent for the use 

of empty prefixes. 

It should not be thought that this weakening of the 

force of compounds came about in a uniform manner. A great 

number of the older compounds retained the special value 

resulting from the prefixation, while the devaluation is to 

be seen most clearly in the later compounds, but even here 

there is no uniformity. In some instances the prefix has no 

value, in others there remains some vestiges of meaning. We 

should not lose sight of the fact that the user of the 

language has the last word in the interpretation of what he 

hears or reads, and that he may interpret the words employed 

in a manner unjustifiable from a linguistic point of view. 

The meaning of a word is what is understood by the speaker 

and the hearer of the word, not what the linguist says they 

should understand. Consequently, the extent to which a prefix 

contained in a compound may be said to have lost its value 

varies in accordance with the context in which it is used, 

and with the meaning of the word itself. In order to assess 

the value of any given prefix, then, we must turn to the 

context and try to interpret it as would have done the origin

al user of the word. 

The second characteristic of popular and Late Latin 
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is the tendency towards recomposition. It is important that 

this phenomenon should be clearly understood if we are to 

account for the form of some compounds both in Late Latin 

and Old French. In Classical Latin the stress5 of a word 

is on the penultimate syllable, if its vowel is long, or, if 

it is short, on the antepenultimate. However, at some early 

time, before the literary period, this Paenultima Law of 

accentuation did not prevail, and the stress fell on the first 

syllable of every word. This early accentuation has left two 

marks on the fom of Latin words: the first is the 

syncopation of the second syllable of a word when the vowel 

of that syllable was short (e.g., undecim, not *unodecim, 

from OLat. oinos + decem) ; the second is the reduction, in 

some cases, of vowels which would bear the accent under the 

Paenultima Law of accentuation (e. g., frangere but confrins-

~, caedere but concidere, annus but perennis, claudere but 

occludere, tenere but detinere, pater but Juppiter). When 

the change ~rom the earlier system to the one prevailing in 

Cicero I s time took place is not lmown exactly, but it was no 

doubt a gradual one, and was still incomplete at the beginning 

of the literary period. The metrical treatment of certain 

5 An account of La tin accentuation may be found in : 
w. M. Lindsay, The Latin Language (Ox:f'ord, 1894), pp. 14.8-217, 
or A. Maniet, L'Evo1ution Phon~tique et les Sons du Latin 
Ancien, 2e. ~dn. (Paris, 1955). 
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words in the plays of Plautus and Terence shows that the 

stress was still on the first syllable in these words if not 

in others. Similarly, ~ is still retained in unweakened 

spellings of the oldest manuscripts of Plautus (e.g., detenet 

for detinet,6 and contenuo for continuo7). It is probable 

that the change in the position of the stress began in very 

long words such as sapientia, tempestatibus and elementum, 

which must have had a secondary stress in the position where 

the main stress was to fall in Classical times. 

We are not interested so much in the syncopation 

of the second syllable as in the reduction of the 1ll1.accented 

vowels. As may be seen in the examples given below and above, 

when a simple verb received a prefix the accent moved, under 

the earlier law of accentuation, from the stem to the prefix, 

and thus the root vowel or diphthong, now unaccented, could 

be modified in some cases I although, under certain CirCUInI!'-

stances, the vowel was left unchanged. One such circumstance 

was the consciousness of the relationship of a compound to a 

simple word. This restoration of compounds to their 

original form, or recomposition, is a feature of the late 
in 

Republican and the Imperial period, and all probability is a 

6 Persa, line 505. 
7 stichus, line 623. 
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result of the grammatical studies imported from Greece at 

the end of the Republican period, and pursued with diligence 

for many centuries. For this reason we find at a comparative

ly early date the new form consacrare alongside the older 

consecrare, cornroandare side by side with commendare, while 

depremere is to be found later for deErimere. Once the 

precedent for recomposition had been established, it was 

zealously applied in Vulgar Latin to as many compounds as 

possible, for the people usually prefers the regular to the 

irregular. 

Compounds created in the pre-literary period would 

undergo, whenever possible, weakening or reduction of the 

radical vowel, but those created later in the history of Latin 

would not. At the same time, the number of cases of recom

position would steadily increase in Late Latin thanks to the 

power of analogy and the popular nature of the language at 

the time. It may be observed that in Late Latin not only com

pounds with unweakened vowels in the syllable following the 

prefix are found, but also the prefixes themselves may be 

unweakened, where earlier compounds would have had, for 

example, assimilated forms. Compare, for instance, LLat. 

disjejunare with CLat. dijudicare, LLat. disglutinare 

(Hieronimus) and disgregare CMartianus Capella) with CLat. 

digredi Classical Latin would not have allowed the -s to 
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stand before a voiced consonant. Not only dis- is restored 

to its original form in this way. In the works of Gregory 

of Tours we find, for example, conlocare for collocare, 

adfligere for affligere, inluminare for illuminare, as well 

as disrumpere for dirumpere. Later, compounds such as 

disfacere, dismittere, disvestire are found, and they have 

the meanings of the earlier forms deficere, dimittere, devest

ire. Thus the awareness of composition arising from 

grammatical studies tended to produce recomposition and the 

restoration of both weakened root-vowels and modified prefixes 

to their original form. This theory of recomposi tion accounts 

for the otherwise inexplicable forms of compounds encountered 

in Late Latin and in the Romance languages. 

Since the Romance languages must, in the first place, 

have developed from spoken Latin, we should, ideally, base 

our examination of Late Latin on the spoken, rather than the 

written language. This is obviously impossible, for even the 

most spontaneous inscriptions and graffiti ~re bound to be to 

some extent influenced by the traditions of the written langu

age, and, in any event, such inscriptions rarely afford good 

contexts. In spite of the popular character of Late Latin, 

texts, particularly those of a religious nature, must show 

a varying amount of influence from literary sources, and this 
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fact should be borne in mind when we come to select the texts 

to be employed as the basis of this part of the study. As 

was observed before, variety is of great importance, and, in 

accordance with the opinions expressed in the Introduction, 

the texts used have been selected with a view to giving the 

widest possible variety within the limitations imposed by the 

little time one may justifiably devote to Latin texts in a 

study of Old French. The following five texts
8 

have been 

used in this chapter 

Petronii Cena Trimalchionis (CT), from the novel 

Satyricon, an account of a feast at the house of a freedman 

written during the reign of Nero (54-68 A. D.) by one of' the 

Emperor's closest associates, belongs to the very beginning 

of the Late Latin period. Although we may suppose that 

Petronius was a well educated man, the language of the text 

is full of provincial, familiar and vulgar expressions, for 

it is a skit on some of the manners of the time. 

Peregrinatio Aetheriae (PA), written in a simple 

epistolary style by a member of a religious order, is the 

account of the journey of an abbess to the Holy Land. The 

language is that of southern Gaul, and the original is dated 

8 Full details of the editions used may be found in the 
Bibliography. 



by the editor about 380, while others put it as late as 

c. 540. 
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Mulomedicina Chironis (MMC) is a veterinary work 

dating from the second quarter of the fourth century. It 

is written in poor Latin, possibly of Italian origin. 

The selections from the works of Gregory of Tours 

(GT) is probably the text showing, in the subject matter, the 

greatest degree of learned influence of the five. Gregory 

was Bishop of Tours from 573 up to the time of his death 

in 594, and his works were written during this period. 

They are mostly of a religious or historical nature. The 

disadvantage of using this learned text is off-set by the 

fact that Gregory was writing for the people, at least in 

part, and that his Latin has many of the characteristics of 

its time. 

The Merovingian and Carolingian legal texts (MKF) 

date from the sixth to the ninth centuries, and come, for 

the most part, from Gaul, though a very few are from C6rdoba., 

and others from Reichenau. In general the Merovingian texts 

represent the Latin of their time better than the Carolingian, 

no doubt because of the influence of the Carolingian 

Renaissance. The latest of these texts represent the last 

stages in the development of Gallo-Roman before the appearance 

of the Romance dialects in written form. 
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All the examples quoted in the remaining parts of 

this chapter are drawn from the above texts, and the spelling 

of the editions indicated in the Bibliography has been retain

ed in alLinstances, except for the semi-vowel ~, which has 

been replaced by v. 

Let us see to what extent the prefixes de- and dis

accord with the general picture of prefixation outlined 

earlier in this chapter, considering first de-, then dis-. 

In Late Latin there are not very many compounds in 

de- which are new to the language, and a number of those 

which are in fact new are cases where de- has been added to 

existing compounds with ~-. These compounds will be discuss

ed la ter in this chapter. If there are few new compounds, 

there are no new categories of meaning; the meanings and 

functions of ~- in Late Latin do not appear to have been 

either restricted or extended in comparison with Classical 

Latin. The tendency for the compounds and prefixes to lose 

their specific value has been discussed earlier in this 

chapter, and this devaluation would appear to be the chief 

difference between the Classical and Late Latin uses of de-. 

Let us try to assess to what extent this general weakening 

of prefixes and compounds has affected de- and those compounds 

fonned by it. 



Bonnet says (p. 229) that de- was one of the 

favourite prefixes in Late Latin, and that compounds with 
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de- were used frequently where the simple verb alone would 

have sufficed. To support this view, he quote s a number of 

short phrases drawn from the works of Gregory of Tours, and 

some of these are reproduced below. According to Bonnet (amd 

one can but agree with him in this), it is impossible to 

mistake the difference between the first and sixth centuries 

in their use of compound verbs at the later time the com

pound is almost invariably used where the people of the first 

century would probably have contented themselves with the 

simple form. Bonnet cites 

deambulantes per ecclesiam 

in frustis decisus • • • 

in s tra to decubaba t • • • 

velis depictis • . • 

ecclesiae depraedatae sunt 

illoque demorante • . • 

. . . 

tributa publica deferens 

regionem depopulati estis • • • 

se in sanguinem volutari decernens 

servitium dereliquLt 

and many more. 

Since there are no new categories of meaning in 
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Late Latin, let us consider the old ones in turn, and try to 

discover to what extent the compounds in each have maintained 

their special meanings. The first category consists of tho&e 

verbs in which de- means 'away'. Most of the verbs in this 

class are old compounds and the locative meaning is strong 

in many of them; therefore many compounds retain the locat-

ive meaning of the prefix without any noticeable weakening 

at first, as may be seen from the following examples : 

CT 62: et habet unde: relictum est illi sestertium 
trecenties, decessit illius pater male. 

CT 154: ergo ebrietate discussa in a1iud triclinium 
deducti sumus, ubi Fortunata disposuerat 1autitias • 

However, at a later date such compounds are not so strong 

at times the prefix retains its full locative meaning, at 

others it adds little or nothing to the sense of the simple 

verb. ConSider, for example, the following compounds in 

which the full meaning of the prefix remains even at a 

late date: 

GT 41.35: in cubiculo suo inter manus fide1ium 
deportatus et in suo lectulo conlocatus est. 

GT 45.32: Ex hoc inimicicia orta, dum sepius regis 
presenciam adeunt, et hec res patris defensare cupiens, 
hae viri, Bertegundis donacionem Berthechramno germani 
sui ostendmt, • 

MMC 6.8: ••• deinde per dies plures desub ipso 
0cu10 sanguinem copiosum detrahes et curas cottidie 
fomento calido • 

GT 56.37: . omnes thesauros quos de spoliis 



pauperum detraxerat secum tulit. 

MMC 7.13: •.. ipsum terrigium trahicies cum lino 
tenuissimo et suspendes ipsum terrigium superius et 
scalpello decarnabis subtiliter. 
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The above examples may be contrasted with those which follow. 

In these compounds the sense 'away' is either completely 

lost, or, where it may still be discerned, is not strictly 

necessary, since it adds nothing essentially different to 

the meaning of the simple verb : 

PA XVIII. 2: ••• ita enim decurrit habens impetum, 
sicut habet fluvius Rodanus, nisi <quod adhuc maior est 
Eufrates. 

·PA VII. 2: ••• ut cata mansiones monasteria sint cum 
militibus et praepositis, qui nos deducebant semper de 
castro ad castrum. 

MKF 38.29: • bonum habens testimonium bonamque 
continentiam et innocentem vi tam deducens. 

We may say, then, that the majority of compounds in which 

de- means 'away' retain their locative meaning, in spite of 

the fact that there are some cases where a few of these com-

pounds have, in fact, lost their special meaning and become 

synonyms of the simple verb. 

If the general meaning 'away' tends to be preserved 

in Late Latin compounds, the more concrete meaning 'down' is 

likely to be even stronger, and this is shown to be the case 

in the following examples where the compounds retain their 

full meaning : 
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CT 6: ••• alter numerabat pilas, non quidem eas quae 
inter manus lusu expellente vibrabant, sed eas quae in 
terram decidebant. 

GT 33.30: Denique quadam nocte vigilias in basilica 
sancti antestitis celebratas, dum lectulo decubans 
obdormissem, vidi angelum per aere volantem. 

GT 15.31: ••• inveniunt puerum quasi super plumas 
mollissiroas decumbentem. 

MMC 15.2: ••• capud demissum habebit, quod adlevare 
a terra non potest, • • • 

MMC 7.10: ••• depone iumentum et oculum eius aperis, 
similiter quomodo claucoma pungenti, • • • 

CT 140: ••• lucernam de sinu fictilem protulit et 
amplius semihora tubicines imitatus est succinente 
Habinna et inferius labrum manu deprimente. 

MMC 50.9: ••• sang~s laxari, que a verticibus 
usque a tempora descendunt. 

If' the prefix has retained its full significance 

in most of the examples drawn from the first two categories, 

it is no doubt because of the fact that in these cases, 

especially in the second class, the meaning of the prefix is 

quite well defined. In the third category, the meaning of 

de- is particularly precise, and we should, theref'ore, expect 

the verbs containing the negative pref'ix to retain their 

meaning unweakened, and the following examples will show 

that it is so 

MKF 34- 29: Et haec signa in extremo digi to 
portarae non dedignetis, subplecor altitudine vestrae, 
ut . . . 

GT 35.5: Subi to defecerunt et perierunt propter 



iniquitates suas. 

MMC 37.17: catulum lactantem vivum in aqua fervente 
missum, foris depilatum ibique decoctum, donec ossa 
eius remaneant, 
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GT 9.35: Mense autem secundo ordina tionis meae, cum 
essem in villa, incurri disenteria cum febre valida et 
taliter agi coepi, ut inminente morte vivere omnimodis 9 

disperarem. 

GT 4.21: Sed quid timeo rusticitatem meam, 9 
cum dominus Redemptor et deus noster ad distruendam 
mundanae sapientiae vanitatem non oratores sed piscatores, 
nec philosophos sed rusticos praeelegit ? 

The fourth category is that in which the function 

of de- is to intensify or reinforce the meaning of the simple 

verb. Although the most frequent in Late Latin, this is the 

least strong of the meanings of de-, and the one which is the 

most susceptible to devaluation. Any genuine intensification 

of the simple verb, which may have existed as a result of 

the logical use of the prefix when the compound was first 

formed, has almost invariably disappeared by the Late Latin 

period. In Vulgar and Late Latin, as has been observed 

before, de- was frequently used in an arbitrary fashion to 

support the simple verb, although it did not make a:n:y funda-

mental modification to its meaning. The value of the prefix 

in old compounds, then, is often diminished, while in new 

compounds it may be very slight or non-existent. Consider, 

9 The writing of ~- for ~-, as here, is discussed below, p.g2. 
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for example, the following quotations, where in ever~ case 

the simple verb could have been used in place of the 

compound, had the writer so desired : 

MMC 20.18: • sic in locum equalem postea producere 
ad deambulandum sinire pascere. 

PA XXXVII. I: ••• stant in giro mensa diacones et 
affertur loculus argenteus deauratus, in quo est lignum 
sanctum crucis, aperitur et profertur, ••• 

CT 140: sic me salvum habeatis, ut ego sic solebam 
ipsumam meam deba ttuere, ut etiam dominus suspicaretur; 

GT 30.26: ••• de quibus nihil · doloris sed laeti tia 
magis habebat, sicut quonaam Nero, cum inter incendia 
palatii tragoedas decantaret. 

MMC 3.22: sanguinis detractionem facis de temporibus 
et uteris aqua calda, radices feniculi decoctas, • 

MMC 23.26: cum enim coactum iumentum itinere vel 
lab ore plurimis diebus defatigatum non bibit aut non 
edidit vel estuavit aut perfrixit ••• 

CT 12: sub eodem titulo et lucema bilychnis de camera 
pendebat, et duae tabulae in utroque poste defixae, 
quarum altera, si bene memini, hoe habebat inscriptum: 

GT 53.4: ••• si in his omnibus ita fueris exercitatus, 
ut tibi stilus noster rusticus, nec sic quoque, deprecor, 
ut avellas quae scripsi. 

CT 114: ••• quidquid habui, in illius sinum 
demandavi, nee umquam fefelli tus sum. 

MKF 240 7: . multa mala ibidem perpetravit, 
strumenta sua de loca denominata vel de diversis 
facul ta tibus suis subtus terra in villa ilIa misi t , 

PA XXIX. 5: lam autem, ut fiat missa, denuntiatur 
pascha, id est subit presbyter in alt.aiori loco et 
Ie get ilIum locum, • 

MMC 8.15: cum bene ceciderit et deplanaveris locum, 



ace to et oleo lintheolis vel lichynio madido eum 
locum comples et fasciabis. 

Of the above compounds only debattuere contains a prefix 

which has any real significance. This compound is of vulgar 

origin and its use is obscene; in this case the prefix 

serves to distinguish the obscene meaning of the compound 
, 

from that of the simple battuere to beat', and therefore, 

because the prefixation has been accompanied by semantic 

restriction, its function cannot be regarded as mere intens-

ification, although this restriction is not a direct result 

of the prefixation, since it is not one of the functions of 

de- to change the meaning of a verb in this way. We see, 

then, that the prefix may serve to distinguish the meanings 

of the simple verb one from another, some being given to the 

compound and others retained by the simple form. This is not 

a function of the prefix, but a use to which it may be put 

after the creation, for reasons of either genuine or meaning-

less reinforcement, of the compound bearing the prefix. How-

ever, in the majority of cases in Late Latin the simple and 

intensified or reinforced forms appear to be virtually 

synonymous (e. g., in the above examples, deambulare, demand-

~ in which the prefixation is not accompanied by any 

semantic change). 

The remaining category, the fifth, in which de-
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appears to have a pejorative function, was ill-defined in 

Classical Latin and remains so in Late Latin. We can 

scarcely be any more certain of the pejorative function in 

Late Latin than in Classical 'La tin. In the first of the 

following examples de- could be merely intensive, while in 

the second we see the uses of the simple and the compound 

side by side, and in this case ' the compound would seem to 

be definitely pejorative by comparison with the simple verb. 

CT 62: iam Manios aliquot habet et mulierem essedariam 
et dispensatorem Glyconis, qui deprehensus est, cum 
dominam suam delectaretur. 

CT 114: satius est rideri quam derideri. 

Thus we see that in Late Latin the meanings and 

functions of de- are little changed. Those meanings which 

were clearly defined in Classical Latin remain so, with the 

exception of 'away', which in some few cases is weakened. 

The intensive function, on the other hand, is seriously 

weakened in many instances, and the tendency for de- tp be 

virtually meaningless, which was perceived in Classical Latin, 

is accentuated to a considerable degree, until new compounds 

wi th de- are doomed from the first to rapid devaluation by 

analogy with the compounds in this category, unless they are 

saved by some subsequent arbitrary differentiation between 

the simple and the compound forms. 

A number of the new compounds in de- are formed 
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from existing compounds in . ~-. In these verbs the function 

of de- must originally have been to reinforce the older 

compound, yet there is no evidence to suggest that this 

reinforcement is real, for compounds such as deexhortari, 

deexseqqi, deexacerbare and deexercitare do not appear to 

mean 8IlY more than the compounds with the single prefix ~-. 

However, as will be seen in the ensuing chapters, this cate

gory is not entirely without significance for Old French. 

In Late Latin de- is added to an increasing 

number of adverbs and prepositions. In some cases de

appea.r:s to leave the meaning of the simple form unaltered, 

but probably reinforces it to some extent by the addition 

of another syllable. In other instances ~- may be consider

ed to add the idea of 'away' to the meaning of the adverb or 

preposition. It is open to doubt whether such compounds are 

examples of true prefixation, as will be seen from the 

examples given below. It would perhaps be more accurate to 

consider them as separate adverbs and prepositions joined 

together by agglutination. Where de- is intensive, the 

compoun~ may be regarded as products of true prefixation, 

and this use of de- contaminated those compounds in which 

de- had a locative value, with the result that all adverbs 

and prepositions with de- seem to be regarded as reinforced 

forms in Old French (e. g., dejuxta - dejoste, meaning the 
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same as La t. juxta). Compare the following example in which 

the prefix merely reinforces the preposition : 

MMC 36. 19: Si quis hinc morbo subvenire volet, non 
prius deforas causam curet aliquo medicamento, . . . 

with the examples below, where ~- can be said to denote 

'away, from', although the presence of this nuance is not 

always entirely certain. The intensive use of de- in compound 

adverbs and prepositions is probably the result of extending 

this justifiable use of the prefix to instances where it can 

have no logical significance. 

MMC 20. 7: auferes tamen sanguinem secundum vires 
animalis et de prioribus pedibus iuxta ungulam partes 
in apparenti venenata vena deintro, 

MMC 20.2: cura tur autem hec passio emissione 
sanguinis divisis deiuxta tempora et supercilia venis 
aut ex his iuxta naturam, . 

MMC 14.27: uri to d.ecusatim genua incontra, puncta in 
se locis eminentibus interponito ad latera dextra 
sinistraque parted.eretro, nervos ne tetigeris. 

MMC 6. 7: ..• deinde per dies plures desub ipso oculo 
sanguinem copiosum detrahes et • 

In the last example, the necessity of adding de- to sub is 

some indication of' the weakness of' the pref'ix in the verb 

d.etrahes. 

We have seen that de- was a prefix used with great 

frequency in Classical Latin, and that in Vulgar and Late 

Latin it was still actively employed, although it had lost 
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much of its meaning in one major category, and had become 

little more than a device to facilitate the creation of new 

words demanded by the common people. Dis- , on the other 

hand, was used with increasing frequency in Late Latin, 

particularly in the spoken language. Whereas de- had suffer-

ed the weakening described in this chapter, dis- underwent 

no such devaluation, and compounds with dis- continued to be 

used with their full meaning. Let us examine the different 

categories of meaning attributed to dis- in the preceding 

chapter in the same way as we have examined those of de-. 

The compounds of the first category are formed with 

dis- used in its separative sense. This meaning remains un-

changed in Late Latin, since it is the fundamental sense of 

the prefix, and is to be found in the earliest compounds, 

where the prefix often produces such a considerable change 

in the meaning of the simple verb tha t the compounds are no 

longer transparent. The following examples should suffice to 

show that compounds of this category have suffered no devalu-

at ion : 

:MKF 6. 8: "Dulcissima et cum integra amore diligenda 
sponsa mea, filia illius, nomen ilIa, ego illi." 

MMC 32.26: quos oportet sub divo in agro dimittere, 
ut solem et auram paciantur et ambulando per tempore 
morbum digerant, • • . 

GT 52.34: Post obitum vera Chariberthi, cum in Sigiberti 
sorte civitas ilIa venisset, transeunte eo ad Chilpericum, 
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omnia quae inique adgregaverat a fidelibus norninati regis 
direpta sunt. 

GT 55.16: Mox, disruptis vinculis, confracto cippo, 
reserato ostio, sancti loA:edardi basilicam, nocte nobis 
vigilantibus, introii t. 

GT 17.30: Accepta itaque septem viri indulgentiam 
abeundi, discedente imperatore ad aliam urbem, abierunt 
ad domos suas, • . • 

CT 72: sed Trimalchio exspectatione discussa "quem" 
inquit "ex eis vultis in cenam statim fieri ?" 

GT 3.28: Nemo ergo de anteactis virtutibus dubitet, 
cum praesentium signorum cernit munera dispensari, cum 
videat clodos eregi, caecos inluminari, •.•• 

OT 30: rotundum enim repositorium duodecim habebat 
signa in orbe disposita, • • • 

PA XLVII. 2 : Disputante autem episcopo singula et 
narrante tante voces sunt collaudantium, • • • 

PA X.9: •.• et statim divertentes a via secuti 
sumus presbyterum, qui nos ducebat. 

OT 132: "quomodo nosti" inquit "illam" Trima1chio 
"nisi argentum composueri t, nisi reliqJas pueris 
diviserit, aquam in os suum non coniciet. • 

Since the second category is simply an extension 

of the first, we may expect this meaning also, that of 

separation in all directions, to have resisted any tendency 

towards devaluation, and, in fact, this is so, as the 

following examples should prove : 

MMO 11. 26: aneumtrisma est tube rum, in quo sanguinis 
spirito cum dilacione vene, similis ut varex incurabilis. 

OT 44: . et ecce canes Laconici etiam circa mensam 
discurrere coeperunt. 
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GT 26.10: Guius parentes condo1entes propinqui exitum, 
commota seditione, extractis gladiis, eum in ~rusta 
concidunt membratimque dispergunt. 

GT 114: ••• "omne me," inquit "lucrum transeat, nJ.sJ. 
iam dudum gaudimonio dissilio, quod te talem video. " 

MMC 39. 26: in quo loco per digestionem separata 
per totum organum interius distribuuntur. 

The vast majori~ o~ the compounds belonging to 

the third category, in which dis- has an intensi ve ~unction, 

may be considered to belong to either the ~irst or the 

second, consequently, no use~ul purpose would be served by 

giving ~urther examples showing how the various nuances o~ 

the separative meaning all retain their ~ull signi~icance. 

Let us instead pass on to the negative categpry. 

Once again we ~ind that the ~unction o~ dis- has s~~ered 

no devaluation. All the old compounds with a negative dis

retain their original meanings in Late Latin, as may be seen 

~rom the ~ew examples available 

MMC 33.4: atque hec s. s. signa morbum maleos in 
corporibus iumentorum intellegere obscura et difficilis 
racio inte11igendi aput prudentes veterinarios 
invenitur. 

CT 52: 
non homo. 

• durae buccae ~uit, 1inguosus, dis cordia , 

GT 40.29: •.• cum ipsi ~atigati de itenere 
vestimenta haberent inculta, diciamenta scisa, ipsosque 
equorum adque carrucarum apparatus adhuc, sicut plaustris 
evecti erant, seursum esse disiunctos. 

GT 43.14: "Nobis prorsus hec ~acta displicent, et 
magis ac magis ea cupimus ulciscere." 



GT 12.33: •.. nihil in sancta Trinitate dissonum, 
nihil esse dissimile, fatearis. 
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If we consider the new compounds in Late Latin formed with 

dis-, we observe that in most of them the prefix has a 

ne~tive function (e.g., discarricare, discooperire, disjejun-

~, disligare), and this f'lll1ction is the one that is to have 

the greatest importance in Old French. 

lbis brief examination has shown that all the 

meanings and functions of dis- that were found in Classical 

Latin are maintained in Late Latin. Unlike de-, dis- shows 

no signs of devaluation, for it is still used less frequently 

than ~-, and the precise nature of its meaning does not lend 

itself to weakening and prevents the prefix from being turned 

into a grammatical tool. In the case of ~-, it is the weak 

intensive f'unction that is to be found in the new compounds, 

while it is the strong negative function of dis- which is 

perpetuated in the majority of Late La tin compounds. Dis- , 

then, may be considered the stronger prefix from several 

points of view. Its old meanings are unweakened, while new 

compounds are formed with a definite and strong meaning of 

the prefix, and, thanks to the process of recomposition, the 

form of ~- remains clearer than does that of de-. In 

consequence, compounds with ~- remain transparent, while 

de- is more easily confused with the simple verb, and its 
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compounds do not always succeed in retaining their identity. 

In some instances compounds with de- may be regarded as 

simple words (e. g. , Lat. deaurare becomes OFr. dorer, debilis 

becomes deble, where the composition, apparent in Latin, is 

obscured in Old French) as has already happened in Lat. debere, 

while in other instances (e.g., deambulare) the compounds 

manage to retain their identity. The greater strength o~ 

dis- is of some importance in the history o~ the two pre~ixes. 

We saw, in chapter II, how a simple verb could have 

compounds ~ormed with both de- and ~, and how these two 

were often similar in both ~orm and meaning (e.g., de~erre! 

dif~erre, demittere!dimittere). During the Classical period, 

such compounds would not have been co~used, ~or the 

distinction between the two compounds was maintained by the 

different pronunciation o~ de- and di-. However, in Late 

Latin, it was possible ~or such compounds to be confused with 

one another. The reason for this is to be found in the fact 

that Late Latin spelling was not the same as that of 

Classical Latin, as a glance at the quotations in this chapter 

will reveal, and that it had altered in order to represent 

the pronunciation of Latin., whioh had, naturally, changed 

considerab~ throughout the whole of Romania since the 

beginning of the Christian era. The confusion of de- and di-- -
arose simply because the former prefix was written di- in 
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accordance with its pronunciation, for: "Un des traits les 

plus marquants du latin m~rovingien est la transcription de 

l'e toni que (~ du latin vulgaire) par i on Ie cons tate 

dans tous lea textes de basse ~poque, mais c' est en Gaule 

qu'il prit Ie maximum d'expansion. Cette graphie est due 

d'abord ~ l'identit~ de prononciation qu'avait dans la langue 

vulgaire e et I; peut-etre aussi au caract~re tr~s ferm~ 

qu'avait en Gaule la prononciation de 
,,10 

e • . Gregory of 

Tours was no exception, and his writings contain many instances 

of the replacement of ~ by i, and, especially, of de- by di-. 

Bonnet gives a large number of examples of this phenomenon 

(pp. 105-117), but we are concerned on~ with the replacement 

of de- by di-, which may be clear~ seen in the following 

quotations : 

GT 4.21: Sed quid timeo rusticitatem meam, cum dominus 
Redemptor et deus noster ad distruendam mundanae 
sapientiae vanitatern non oratores sed piscatores, 
nec philosophos sed rusticos praeelegit ? 

GT 13.8: Diaconus vero, licet trepidus, tamen dinudat 
brachium. 

GT 54. 32: Interea ingressi in fluvium super pontem, 
qui duabus lintribus tenebatur, navis ilIa, quae 
Leudastem vehebat, dimergitur, et nisi natandi fuisset 
aminiculo libertus, Ctml sociis forsl.tan interisset. 
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Nor is the phenomenon conf'ined to Gregory I s writings, for we 

find also: 

MMC 5l~23: post hec omnia dispumabis eum pro arbi trio. 

In the examples given thus far there has been no 

possibility of confusing one compound with another, because 

no compound in di- has existed parallel to the one in de

(written di-). However, this situation does arise, as the 

following examples will show : 

GT 20. 28 : •• • nihil enim diminutum era t neque de 
vestimentis neque de corporibus eorum. 

GT 37.21: Cumque mater eius contra eamvalde frenderet 
peteretque ab ea, ne humiliaret diutius nobile genus, 
sed, demisso servo, similem sibi de genere regio, quem 
mater providerat, deberet accipere, nullatenus voluit 
adquiescere. 

GT 6.3: Nam, ut, opinor, unum beneficium vobis haec 
scripta, praebebunt, scilicet ut, quod nos inculte et 
breviter stilo nigrante discribimus, vos lucide ac 
splendide stante versu in paginis prolixioribus dilatetis. 

In the above examples it is probable, of not certain, that 

in each instance the form of the prefix would have been de

in Classical Latin where Gregory has di-, and di- where he 

has de-a 

We must suppose that neither Gregory nor his 

readers were greatly troubled by the possible confusion of 

deminuere with diminuere, demittere with dimittere, or of 

describere with discribere, since the context would elucidate 

most cases of possible ambiguity. Nevertheless, with the 
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passage of time, some degree of confusion must have arisen 

in the minds of some people as to exact~ which prefix was 

used in certain compounds. The confusion was only increased 

by the existence of the opposite phenomenon, namely the writ

ing of de- for di-. Bonnet quotes (pp. 125-126) : demisso, 

deviderent, deferret for differret, deruta,deripuit, 

demicemus, d.egressus, but the same exchange may be found 

elsewhere (e. g., MICP 10.17: denosci tur, MKF 4.. 6 : 

devidere). 

This confusion alone would probably have had no 

important consequences, but, coupled with the recomposi tion 

of some compounds, it is possible for a genuine change of 

prefix to take place. For example, devestire would, by 

Merovingian times, be written divestire in many instances, 

and, if divestire were to be recomposed in the same way as 

dirumpere to disrumpere (very frequent in GT), the result 

would be disvestire, a form which is found with the same 

sense as the Classical devestire. Compounds with de- in 

which the meaning of tffl prefix was the same as, or akin to, 

one of the meanings of dis- (e. g., nega ti ve or I aW8¥ I) would 

be particularly liable to this change of prefix, by which the 

form, but not the I;eaning of the compound would be altered. 

Late Latin compounds which could well have been formed in 

this W8¥ are: diffini tio for defini tio, . dis cernere for 
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decernere (see Bonnet p. 106, n. 4), disfacere for deficere, 

difformitas for deformitas, dishonestare for dehonestare, a s 

well as disvestire for devestire. Some, but not all, of 

these forms were adopted in the Romance languages (e.g., Fr. 

difformit6, but Eng. deformity, OFr. des(!!)onester, desfaire). 

Once the precedent for the replacement of de- by dis- was 

established in the manner discussed above, the cl~ge of 

prefix could have been made, by analogy, in other compounds 

where the meaning of tm prefix was sui table, and thus a 

tendency for the strong prefix to replace the weak would 

arise. Such a tendency would have found acceptance all the 

more readily, because the devaluation of de- in some of its 

compounds must have contaminated even those compounds where 

the full sense of the prefix was still strong, and, as a 

result, ~- would have been thought unsuitable for the 

rendering of a precise notion under any circrunstances. 

By tm middle of the second half of the first 

millenium, then, as far as active cornposi tion was concerned, 

de- had become little loore than a grammatical tool for the 

formation of compounds, while dis- was principally used for 

negating simple forms. The other former meanings of the 

prefixes were very rarely used for the active creation of new 

compounds, but, in the case of dis-, they were maintained in 
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exis ting comp01.mds, as they vvere also in the case of de-, 

with the exception of the intensive function, which had been 

so weakened by overwork that it had become virtually without 

meaning. Owing to the strength of dis- and the weakness of 

de-, coupled with the homonymic clash of de- and di-, and 

with the phenomenon of recomposition, there had arisen a 

tendency for dis- to replace de- in some rare instances. 

Recomposition was playing a considerable role in determining 

the form of both prefixes and stems in some compounds. Such 

is, in brief, the outline of the semantic and morphological 

position of de- and dis- during the period before the 

appearance of the Romance languages and after the collapse 

of the Western Empire beneath the pressure of the invading 

Germanic tribes. It is to one of the newly emerged Romance 

dialects, Old French, that we now turn in order to follow 

the evolution of the two prefixes to the end of the Middle 

Ages. 
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IV 

MEDIAEVAL FIDNCH cCMPomms CF LAT]]r 'CRIGm 

DE-, ~- fJID DI (§) -

We have alrea~ seen in Chapter III that the 

evolution of de- and di(~- in Late La tin was determined 

by the popular rather than the literary influences. It is 

important to know whether or not Cld French is the continu-

at ion of the popular elements in Late Latin, if we are to 

understand fully the use of these same prefixes in Mediaeval 

French. The nature of the transition from Latin to the 

Romance vernaculars has been the object of much work, though 

the known facts would appear to admit of a variety of inter-

t ' 1 preta ~ons, and a full discussion of this subject would be 

outside the scope of the present stu~. Suffice it to say 

tha t, after the Carolingian Renaissance had rendered La tin 

1 Various, and often conflicting, views of Late La tin and 
the Romance vernaculars, as well as of their historical and 
social background, are to be found in: H.F. Muller, A 
Chronology of Vulgar Latin, ZRP Beiheft 78 (Halle, 1929) and 
L' ;EP0que M~rovingienne (New York, 1945) ; L. R. Palmer, The 
Latin Language (London, 1954) ; E. Pulgram, "Spoken and 
written Latin" Language, XXVI (1950'), 458-466; K. Voss,ler, 
EinfUhrung ins Vulgarlatein, ed. Scluneck (Milnchen, 1954) ; 
w. von Wartburg, Die Ausgliederung der romanischen Sprach
r~ume (Bern, 1950'). 
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incomprehensible to the masses and ,Charlemagne had been 

obliged to grant what was tantamount to official recognition 

of the lingua romana at Tours in 813, the popular vernacular 

rapidly gained the upper hand in r'rance, and became both the 

official and, to some extent, the literary language, as well 

as the language of everyday life. This si tua tion may be 

contrasted with that which existed in Italy and Spain
2 

at 

this time. We may, therefore, expect to find in Old French 

the continuataion of many popular characteristics already 

observed in Late Latin, including the extensive use of 

prefixes. 

The recognition in 813 of the lingua romana and 

its subsequent use for the teaching of dogma, morality and 

tradition in the Church had one result of major importance 

for the study of many French words. This sudden recognition 

meant that the lingua romana acquired the status of a written 

language much sooner than it would otherwise have done, 

because of the necessity of having translations of religious 

works and of some parts of the liturgy in the same language 

2 The position of the vernacular in Italy and Spain is 
discussed by G. Devoto, Profilo di Storia Linguistica Italiana 
(Firenze, 1953), pp. 19-53, and by W.J. Entwistle, The Spanish 
Language, 3rd. imp. (London, 1951), pp. 46-50. 
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as was spoken by the majority of the population. Written 

Old French was not, then, the direct development of written 

Late Latin, but of the spoken lingua romana. The further 

development of the conservative written language was halted 

by the Carolingian Renaissance, and, since a written language 

is normally less advanced by many years than a popular 

spoken language, the Latin found in texts right up to 813 is 

far from representing the state of the lingua romana at that 

time. The first extant text in Old French is the Serments 

de Strasbourg dating from 842, or twent,y-nine years after the 

recognition of the separate popular language, and about sixty 

after the start of Charlemagne's purge of Latin. Therefore, 

although the gap in time between the latest Latin texts 

uninfluenced by the reforms carried out during the Carol

ingian Renaissance and the earliest examples of written Old 

French is only small, a century or so at the most, there is 

a considerable break in the continuity of the written 

tradition. OwIng to the unnatural acceleration of the 

change from Latin to French as the literary language, there 

exist no texts which can indicate the state of the language 

as it was before the stage in its evolution represented by 

the French of the Serments de Strasbourg and after that 

represented by the Latin texts of about 775. This latter 

point must in fact have been reached many years before that 
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date, ir we may assume that the Latin written by one genera

tion would reproduce some or the chier reatures of the 

language spoken by an earlier one. 

The efrect or this gap is increased by the ract 

that the Latin of legal documents such as MKF is as much an 

artiricial language, in spite of its popular characteristics, 

as was Classical Latin. As ever, the real state of the spoken 

living linguage is to a large extent obscured when it is 

written down. Consequently, just as we are prevented rrom 

observing the evolution or our prerixes in Classical Latin, 

we are prevented rrom observing the real vocabulary, and the 

compounds it undoubtedly contained, of the Late Latin period 

which is so important a link in the chain of evolution 

connecting French to Latin. 

The existence of this gap means that we are unable 

to trace the direct line of evolution or some French words 

from their Latin origins, as we should, presumably have been 

able to do in the majority or cases had there been a 

constant production of texts in the one language, instead of 

the partial change-over from one to the other. As it is, we 

can only suppose a connection between some Old French forms 

and similar ones found in the Latin of several centuries be 

before the appearance of French. This gap is particularly 

unfortunate for the study of prefixes, in which the etymology 
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of a compound may be of great importance. The gap may 

be bridged by the use of hypothetical Gallo-Roman forms, but 

at best this is an unsatisfactory solution, and some 

etymologies must remain doubtful until the discovery of 

further documents of the period in question. It would, 

for instance, be convenient to be able to connect with certai n

ty OFr. desonester with CLat. dehonestare. Since the exist

ence of any direct connection, via a for.m*dishonestare , can 

neither be demonstrated nor final~ disproved, the etymology 

of the Old French compound remains in doubt, and FEN IV. 461b 

does not admit the connection with the Classical Latin, which 

leaves unexplained the disappearance from the language of a 

perfectly good Latin compoun~ The existence of the break 

in the succession of written evidence increased the possibil

i ty of the connection of the Old French with the Latin 

compound, but, at the same time, prevents us from finding 

any textual evidence which would constitute acceptable proof. 

To turn from general considerations to the 

questions of the present stuqy, the manner in which the 

compounds have been classified according to etymology, 

prefix and function of prefix has already been described in 

the Introduction. Doubtful or exceptional cases are consider

ed separately at the end of the appropriate section. 
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In addition to the Old French translations of 

Latin models already listed (p. 22), use has been made of the 

following texts which are either written originally in French 

or are loose adaptations of Latin texts so far removed from 

the original that they cannot be considered as translations 

BB, CB, OF, CHM, CKB, Cl., CN, D, EE, F, FV, G, HEH, }lSL, 

LT, MC, P, PJS, 4PV, R, ROC, S, TAO, VCC, ' VOJB, VSA, VSCH, 

WE, VIR. 

In order to gain some idea of compounds in the 

earliest recordEed French, the following short texts were 

also examined: Les Serments de Strasbourg, La S~quence de 

Sainte Eulalie and La Vie de Saint L~ger.3 The first two 

of these three texts contain no compounds with either de-

or des-, while the Saint L~ger contains only four: demonstrer, 

devenir, devastar and decoller, all of Latin origin. 

Although the spelling of compounds considered in 

isolation has been modified in accordance with that used in 

the dictionary of Tobler-Lommatzsch (TL II ), when they appear 

in a quotation, the spelling remains that of the edition 

indicated in the Bibliography, except in some cases where 

3 All three texts are to be found in: A. Henry, 
Chrestomathie de 1a Litt~rature en Ancien Franxais, 
Bib1iotheca Romanica, ser. alt., Scripta Romanica Selecta 
(Berne, 1953), pp. 2, 3, 9-13 respectively. 
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the semi-vowel ~ has been replaced by -:!... Most of the 

quotations drawn from Mediaeval French translations of Latin 

texts are accompanied by enough of the original Latin to 

enable a comparison of the two versions .to be made. 

In this chapter we consider those c01I!>ounds which 

were dravm directly from Latin; they are the Old French 

forms of compounds which already bore the prefix de- or di (~ -

in Latin. As we saw in the Introduction, since these 

compounds were first formed in Latin, the· functions of the 
I:.dnU 1:.0 

prefixes 
bd 
those which they had in La tin, and these ' functions 

may be divided into the same categories as were used in 

Chapters II and III. Although the functions of the prefixes 

in Old French may be the same as they were in Latin, we may 

expect to find in some cases that the meaning of the Old 

French compound is different from that of its Latin counter-

part. In general such changes of meaning are the result of 

circumstances affecting the compound as a whole, and are not 

to be attributed to the prefixation. Old French may have 

adopted onls" a secondary meaning of the La tin compound, or 

the meaning of an Old French compound may have been greatly 

extended or restricted by comparison vath the Latin usage. 

Such changes in the meaning of a compound may be quite 

considerable when it has come into Old French through the 
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of her etlit y 
popular channels, while if the compound is a learned borrow-

ing its meaning tends rather to remain the same or to under-

go only slight changes. In some cases, however, where the 

Old French compound appears to have meanings unlmown to latin, 

it is found that these meanings may have been acquired by 

the Latin compound at a very late date, and not during 

Classical times. 

Since the compounds discussed in this chapter 

acquired their prefix in Latin, our purpose would not 

usually be served by examining them in Mediaeval French 

contexts. Although such contexts might reveal interesting 

information concerning the meaning of the compound as a 

whole, they can shed little light on the function of the 
i'ir ::r~ r e vetlleJ 

prefix, which was in La tin. The functi ons of 

the prefixes in Latin have already been discussed in some 

detail in the previous chapters, therefore, in order to 

establish the function of the prefix in an Old French compound 

of Latin origin, it normal~ suffices to determine the etymo-

logy of these compounds and to classify the meaning or 

function of the prefix in the Latin compoun~ For these 

reasons, in most cases, no contexts are given for the 

compounds discussed in this chapter. However, in a minority 

of cases, slight diff erences of prefixation may be seen 

between Latin and Old French compounds, and such differences 
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may be illustrated to advantage by quotations from texts. 

In such instances contexts have been include~ 

The categories of meaning in this chapter are not 

precisely the same as those used in Chapters II and III. 

Compounds containing de- are divided into four main categories, 

and one category consisting of those compounds which may 

belong to either 1 or 3 according to context : 

1. De- meaning 'away' ; 

2. De- meaning 'away' or 'down' ; 

3· De- meaning 'dovm' ; 

4- De- having a negative function; 

5. De- having an intensive or reinforcing function, 

Compounds with di(!0- are divided into three categories 

1. Di(~- denoting separation in all its forms; 

2. Di (~ - having an intensive function, real or unreal; 

3. Di(~- having a negative function. 

Compounds which offer any problems or which cannot be placed 

in any of the above categories without serious reservations 

are considered separately at the end of the appropriate 

section or chapter. If the intensive categories seem larger 

in proportion than they were in Chapter II, it is because 

they now contain compounds previously placed in other 

ca tegories, but which could legitimately be regarded as cases 
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of intensification or reinforcement. 

Some categories are very numerous, and, in 

consequence, it is not practicable to examine every compound 

in detail nor would anything be gained by so doing. Only 

the chief compound - usually a verb - in any group is dealt 

with in detail, but all the others of the same group are 

recorded under the same heading (e. g., demorer is the chief 

compound of a group containing also demo~, demorance, demore, 

demoree, demorement, d~norier). 

Latin coropoundsin de- give an Old l<'rench form 

which also has de-, except in the rare instances where de

has been reduced to a simple d- (e.g., dorer). The other 

prefix is found in a greater variety of forms. Dis- and di

remain dis- and di- in compounds which are learned borrowings 

or which were latinised after their entry into Old French, 

while the popular forms of dis- and di- are des- and de-. 

Let us consider de- first. Category 1 consists 

of compounds in which de- means I away I. 'l'he idea of I away I 

may take the form of absence or motion away of the subject 

or object of a deverbative compound, or of whatever is 

denoted by the root-noun in the case of a denominative 

compound. 
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DEBILE (adj.) 'weak, infirm', 13th. c., Lat. debilis 

'disabled, feeble'. Sonunerfelt prefers the etymology de-+ *£.
(as in Skr. blilam 'strength') to that of de-+habilis, for de

was not used in Latin to negate adjectives. Although debilis 

was placed in the negative category in Chapter II, the 

prefix may also be regarded as denoting absence (of strength). 

This is the learned form parallel to the popular deble. 

Also debilit~ (f.), 14th. c., Lat. debilitas; debiliter, 

14th. c., Lat. debilitare. 

DECAPITER 'to behead', 1320, Lat. decapitare 'to behead', 

a parasynthetic compound of caput 'head'. 

Also: decapitacion (f.), 14th. c. 

DJOC:EDER 'to die', 15th. c., Lat. decedere 'to depart, 

disappear', a compound of cedere 'to go'. Old French has 

adopted a figurative meaning, probably by analogy with dec~s. 

This form is parallel to decedir, 14th. c. 

Also dec~s (m.) 'death', 11th. c. (Alexis), Lat. decessus. 

DillLINER 'to turn away; sink, come to an end, disappear', 

12th. c., Lat. declinare 'to turn aside, deviate from', 

connected with the root cli- 'to lean, bend' (EM 227). The 

original meaning of ~- seems to have been 'away', giving 

the meaning 'to turn away' to the La tin compound. In Old 
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French, the speci~ic sense o~ the pre~ix appears to be 

weaker, ~or the stress may be put on the object to which one 

turns, rather than that ~rom which one turns, as in : 

SS 437: Ka.r teus appetiz l'alme decline 
As corruptibles volentez, • • • 

La t.: Carn8,les enim appeti tus inclinant animum a d 
corumptibiles voluntates anime bestialis, 

LT 1.CXIII.38: Et por ce decline li tens vers l a 
~roidour, tot autresi comme en mars vers la chalor. 

CHlvf 311: Les utili t~s pour quoi il se decline vers 
senestre sont .2. la premiere qu'il ne comprime le 
~oie, ou qu'il ne soit comprim~ de lui 

This shi~t o~ stress appears to have originated in Late Latin, 

~or Lat. declinare is ~ound with the sense 'to turn away to I , 

as may be seen in the ~ollowing quotations 

Ps. CXXIV.5: Mais ki declinent a lur ~elunies, 
demerrat els od ces ki ovrent iniquitet; 

Lat.: Qui autem declinant ad pravitates suas, deducet 
eos cum his qui operantur iniquitatem; 

SB 169.32: •.. si declignons nos ades en pechiet. c'uns 
nianz est. quant nostre sires nos lai t a nos mismes. 

Lat.: •.• constat quia si nobisipsis relinquimur, in 
peccatum semper, quod nihil est, declinamus. 

Compare the above with the ~ollowing 

Ps. XXVI.IO: Ne repunes ta ~ace de mei, ne declines en 
~orsenerie de tuen ser~. 

Lat.: Ne abscondas ~aciem tuam a me , ne declines in 
~urore a servo tuo. 

In some cases the meaning o~ the pre~ix seems to be nearer 

'down', while one o~ the Old French meanings o~ the compound 
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is 'to come to an end, draw to a close', which could be an 

extension of 'down'. 

CHM 456: S'il estoit en l'un des cost~s tant seulement, 
il feroit tout Ie cors decliner a cel cost~ ; 

G 2081: "E: Deus," fait, "qui mains en trini t~ , 
E governes terre e ciel esteill~, 
Cwn se vait declinant rna grant nobilit~, 
E cum est destrui t tut mun riche parent6:" 

The uncertainty of the much discussed line from the Roland 

typifies the mystery which surrounds the meaning of the 

prefix in this compound: 

R 4002: Ci faIt la geste que Turoldus declinet. 

Also: declin (m.), 12th. c. ; declinacion (f.), 12th. c. 

declinaison (f.), 13th. c. 

DECOLER 'to behead', lOth. c. (~ger), Lat. decollare 

'to take off from neck; behead', a parasynthetic compound of 

collum 'neck'. Exceptionally de- denotes removal (from neck). 

Also: decolacion (f.), 12 68., lat. decolatio. 

DEFENIRE 'to defend, forbid', 11th. c., Lat. d.efend.ere 

3£ 'to ward off, avert', a compound of fend.ere 'to strike'. 

The prefix ~- is also found, and in vec all the following 

forms appear: defendre, d.esfendre, deffendre. The -ff-

dates from Me roving ian Latin, but see p. 177 for d.es-. The 

prefix means ' away' in the sense 'to defend'. 'l'he meaning 

'to forbid' appears to have developed in Gailo-Roman (see 
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BW 174b) independently of the prefixation. 

Also defendable (adj.) defendement (m.) defendeor 

(m.) defens (m.), Lat. defensum; defensable (adj.); 

defense (f.), Lat. defensa; defension (f.), Lat. defensio. 

DEB'IRE 'to fail, come to an end; undo', 12th. c., Lat. 

deficere 'to fail, cease; abandon; free from, remove', a 

compound of facere 'to do, make'. The meaning of the prefix 

is primarily 'away', but may be ne8fitive in the sense 'to 

undo' • The prefix des- is found in this corrpound, which is 

parallel to the recomposed desfaire (disfacere), see p. 160, 

perhaps because of the negative sense of the verb, or perhaps 

in error, see p. 117 • 

Also: defectif (adj.), 1314, Lat. defectivus. 

DEFORMER 'to deform, change form', 13th. c., Lat. 

deformare 'to deform, disfigure', a compound of deformis or 

para synthetic compound of forma 'shape, form'. In either 

case the prefix denotes removal of forma. The spelling 

desformer is also found and may possibly be connected with 

Lat. difformare (*disformare), see difonner, p. 11''1, or it 

may be tha t ~- was felt to be more sui table than the weak 

de-, but see p. 177 for a discussion of the writing of des

for de-. 
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DEJETER 'to throwaway, out; drive away; throw about', 

11th. c. (Alexis), Lat. dejectare 'to throwaway, back', a 

compOlllld of jactare 'to throw, hurl'. Al though jactare only 

is given in FEW V.20a, the compoWld etymology is to be 

preferred because of the fact that the locative sense of the 

prefix is retained, whereas it was lost by the beginning of 

the Old French period, see Chapter V, and, consequent~, 

dejeter cannot have been formed from jeter + de- in Old 

French. In VSA the prefix has an almost intensive function 

VSA 427: Chi dunc vi t sun grant dol demener, 
sum piz debatre e sun cors deieter, 
ses crins derumpre e sen vis maiseler, 
e sun mort fiz baisier e acoler, 
mult fust il dur kin estoUst plurer. 

The same meaning is seen in WR : 

Also 

Vf.R 1.588: Ki oist Ie felun crier 
E Ie veist eschalcirrer, 
Denz rechignier, braz degeter, 
Jambes estendre e recurber, 
Suvent sangluter e baallier, 

dejetement (m.). 

DELIDTER 'to charm, delight, enjoy, savour', 1340, Lat. 

delectare 'to entice away; delight, charm', a compound of 

lactare, the frequentative form of ~lacere 'to entice, allure'. 

This compound is a learned form parallel to deli tier. 

Also delectable (adj.), 14th. c., Lat. delectabilis 

delectable~ (r.) ; delectacion (f.), 12th. c., Lat. 

d.electatio. 
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DELJIE (adj.) 'fine, soft, delicate', 13th. c., Lat. 

delicatus 'delightful, delicate', related to delicere 

(*lacere). This compound is parallel to delgi~, deugi~ and 

delicate 

DELI TIER 'to enjoy os., please, charm', 12th. c., Lat. 

delectare, see delecter, p. 112. This group consists of the 

popular forms parallel to the above learned group. 

Also: delice (mf.), 12th. c., Lat. delicium, deliciae (BVl 

177a, FEW III.34a) delicier delicios (adj.), 12th. c., 

Lat. deliciosus; delit (m.), 12th. c. ; delitable (adj.), 

12th. c. ; delitement (m.); aelitos (adj.). 

DEMENTER 'to grieve, be mad with grief', 11 tho C. 

(Alexis), Lat. dementare 'to craze; rave', derived from 

demens 'mad', a compound of ~, mentis 'mind'. The 

meaning appears to be restricted to the expression of grief 

at first in Old French. The prefix denotes absence or perhaps 

negation, cf. deformer, p. Ill. 

Also: dementaison (f.), 12th. c. 

DEPORTER 'to remove; behave, amuse, enjoy (os.),, 12th. 

c., Lat. deportare 'to carry away', a compound of portare 

'to carry'. The prefix denotes 'away' in the primary meaning, 

and ~robably the same in the secondary meanings, which are 

the more important in Old French. 
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Also deport (m.) deportable (adj.) deportement (m.). 

DERAMER 'to tear, tear off (branches)', 10th. c. (Pass.), 

Lat. deramare 'to cut off branches', a parasynthetic compound 

of ramus 'branch'. The form desramer is found (Ps. LXXIX. 16) 

as a transla tioh of Lat. de srarna tam [sic]. 

DESISTER 'to cease from', 1350, Lat. desistere 'to cease 

from', a compound of sistere 'to stand', a collateral form of 

stare 'to stand'. 

DESTITUER 'to dispossess, rob, deprive', 1322, Lat. 

destituere 'to place; abandon, rob', a compound of statuere 

'to set, fix, stand, decide '. Old French has adopted only 

the sense 'to rob' in which the prefix denotes 'away', while 

the other meaning 'to place', in which the prefix must have 

an intensive function, is confined to Latin. 

DETRIEMENT (m.) 'damage', 1236, La. t. detrimentum 'loss, 

damage', from deterere 'to rub, wear away', a compound of 

terere 'to rub, grind'. It would perhaps be possible to 

regard the function of the prefix as intensive. 

Also: detri (m.). 

DEVENIR 'to become' , 11th. c. (Alexis), Lat. de venire 

'to come from, arrive at', a compound of venire 'to come'. 
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The stress has moved from the idea of 'to come from' (de-) 

to that of 'to arrive at' (venire), and hence to 'to become'. 

Category 2 contains those compounds which may 

belong to either 1 or 3. De- denotes 'down' or 'away' 

according to the context of the compound. 

DECORRE 'to flaw, flow down, away', 12th. c., Lat. 

decurrere 'to run, flow, sail down, away', a compound of 

currere 'to run'. The prefix appears to mean 'dovm' or 

'away' according to context, as the following quotations shaw: 

2M 2.XIV.45: equant il espoir encore si se leva de 
grant cuer e come son sanc decorut forment e il fust 
durement plaez • • • 

Lat.: Et cum adhuc spiraret, accensus animo, surrexit: 
et cum sanguis ejus magno fluxu deflueret, et gravissimis 
vulneribus esset saucius 

SB 45.11: Ceu disoit il de Iuy mismes ki est Ii 
fontaine de vie. en cuy habi tet et de cuy decort Ii 
planteiz de totes graces. 

Lat.: (se autem dicit, qui est fons vitae, in quo 
habitat et unde manat plenitudo omnium gratiarum) 

In some cases the prefix appears to have lost all precise 

locative sense, and to be almost intensive in function : 

CHM 18: • • • c' est assavoir quanque nous qui or sommes 
et nos predecesseurs avons aquis de cyrurgie, en alant 
et en decourant en chascun lieu par terres perilleuses . . . 
LT 1.1.40: ••• tot autresi camme une vive fontaine 
dont maint ruiss~l is sent et decourent 9a et la, si ke 
Ii un boivent de l'une et Ii autre de l'autre; 
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Ps. LXVII. 2: sicum devient decurable cire de la face 
del fu, issi perissent li felun de la face Deu. 

Lat.: • • • sicut tabescit cera a facie i gnis, sic 
pereant impii a facie Dei. 

decorabl~ (adj.), 12th. c. ; decorement (m.), 12th. 

c. ; decors (m.), 12th. c., Lat. decursus. 

DEDUlRE 'to draw out; spend,lead (life, time); behave, 

amuse os.', 11th. c. (Alexis), Lat. deducere 'to lead, bring 

Clown or away; conduct', a compound of ducere 'to lead'. The 

locative sense of the prefix found in Latin is lost in Old 

French, as the following examples show : 

VSA 262: Suz le degret ou il gist e converset, 
iloc deduit ledement sa poverte. 

VSA 452: Filz Alexis, de la tue carn tendra ! 
a quel dolur d.edui t as ta iuventa ~ 

EE 5318: Maint faucon et maint esprevier 
et maint ostor sor et gruier 
et maint brachet et maint levrier 
fist Guivrez avoec ax porter 
por aus deduire et deporter 

Also deduisable (adj.); deduit (m.), 12th. c. 

DEFLUE:1 'to flow down, away' is similar to decorre, p. 

115. 

DETRAIRE 'to pull, tear; disparage, detract from', 12th. 

c., Lat. detrahere 'to pull down, away', a compound of 

trahere 'to pull', via *-detragere (see mv 6l3a). The idea of 

disparagement may be connected with either 'down' or 'away', 
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while in some cases the prefix seems to be intensive only. 

Consider, for example 

4R 2. XIII. 31: ~ chaid a terre, ~ tuz ces ki entur lui 
furent detraistrent ~ depan~rent lur dras. 

Lat.: ••• et cecidit super terram et omnes servi 
ipsius qui adsistebant ei sciderunt vestimenta sua 

The meaning 'to tear' is not found in the simple traire, but 

seems to be the result of genuine intensification of the 

meaning 'to pull'. It is, however, difficult to say whether 

the meaning of the compound is different from that of the 

simple in some cases 

VSA 431: Trait ses chevels e debat sa peitrine, 
a grant duel met la sue carn medisme: 

R 2930: Sa barbe blanche cumencet a detraire, 
Ad ambes mains les chevels de sa teste; 

This intensification cannot be differentiated from the mean-

ing 'away' in such cases, for 'to pull away' is close to the 

idea of 'to tear'. 

Also detraccion (f.), 12th. c., Lat. detractio; 

detractor (m.), 14th. c., Lat. detractor; detraieor (m.). 

Category 3 consists of those compounds in which the 

prefix means 'down'. The idea of 'down' may take the form of 

the downward motion of the subject or object of a compound. 

In rare cases 'do~n' refers to the act of diminishing. 

DECHEoIR 'to fall, cause to fall', 11th. c., Lat. 
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)£ decadere, the recomposed form of decidere 'to fall down', 

a compound of cadere 'to fall'. Although both the prefix 

and the simple verb express similar ideas, the stress on the 

idea of 'down' appears to be sufficiently strong to justify 

the inclusion of the compound in this category rather than 

the intensive. Consider the following examples 

Also 

WB 550: Nus descrestrums e il crestrunt, 
Nus descharrums e il sordrunt; 

WR III. 4123-26: Mais dechaeir vi t son e&forz, 
Vit de ses homes plusors morz; 
Franceis de totes parz espeissent, 
Normant dechient e decressent; 

LT 1. OXXII. 8 : Et d' autre part quan t il a en Mauri taine 
grans pluies ou grant noif ki decheent en celui lac, 
lors croist li fleuves de Niles et enonde la terre 
d'Egypte; 

decheable (adj.) decheernent (m.), 12th. c. 

dechi~ (m.), 13tho c. 

DECOCCION (f.) 'decoction', 13th. c., Lat. decoctio 

'decoction' from decoquere 'to boil down, diminish by boiling ', 

a compound of coquere 'to boil, cook'. The idea 'to diminish 

by boiling does not appear to have survived in Old French, 

where the prefix seems to be merely intensive, as in : 

OHM 1323: Le baing soi t fait de eau douce et de eaue 
de decoction de violes et mauves et de choses semblables. 

DEGOTER 'to drip, trickle down', 12th. c., Lat. deguttare 

'to drip' (see, for example, the Latin version of PP 774), 
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probably a compound of guttare 'to drip' (attested in 

wnatus). I\onig regards this compound as a parasynthetic 

formation from gutta. In either case the prefix could perhaps 

be regarded as intensive. 

Also degot (m.) 'drip; drain', 12th. c. 

CB XXIV. 22: • • • car es viles campestres nul ne pot 
me sonner si pres de moi que li degous de me meson ne me 
demeurt toz frans. 

CB XXIV. 22: Et se Ii murs est entre deus teres, 
yascuns a l'aisement du mur et pot mesonner dessus, en 
tele maniere que yascuns mete goutiere par devers soi, 
si que les degous ne tombe pas sor son voisin. 

DEGRADER 'to remove from office', 12th. c., Lat. degrad-

are 'to r educe to a lower rank ', a parasynthetic compound of 

gradus 'step; rank' rather than a recomposed form of degredi 

'to go away', because of the considerable difference in 

meaning. 

DD~OLIR 'to demolish', 1383, Lat. demoliri I-ire 'to 

tear down, demolish', a compound of moliri I-ire 'to work at, 

set in motion, work, cause'. ~'he form desmolir i s also 

found, see p. 177. 

DEPENDRE 'to hang down; depend upon', 12th. c., Lat. 

dependere 'to hang down; depend upon', a compound of pendere 

'to hang '. 

Also: dependance (f.). 
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toutesfois les bergers n'ont pas coustume de tondre 
leur brebis. 
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CHM 711: •.• et c'est que en toutes plaies la lieure 
doit commencier du lieu navr~ et de la partie de la leivre 
de la plaie qui plus pent ou qui plus est eslevee, se 
il y a aucune tel chose en la plaie, en traiant tous 
jours, et en eslevant, et en reportant icele dependence 
o le trait de la fassie vers l'autre levre; 

DEPOSER 'to depose, put down, rid os. of', 12th. c., 

Lat. deponere 'to put do,vn, aside; resign office', a compound 

of ponere 'to put, place'. The form of this compound is 

analogous to that of poser, from Lat. pausare (BW 476a), and 

a compound *depausare is postulated by EWFS 307b. 'J:X>wn' 

appears to be the meaning of the prefix in Old French, though 

in some instances in Latin 'away' is an equally possible 

interpretation; consider: 

Also 

4PV 279: Et eu cas qu'il avoit est~ sacr~ par les diz 
cardinaulx, ilz ne le povoient par droit deposer ne 
debouter, se ce n'estoit qu'il fut herese ou bougre. 

LT 1. CLXXII. 7: Et quant ele comence a lever, de£~ 
ses oes et les coevre de sablon, et s'en vet porchacier 
son affere, ••• 

P 1152: Prouver, sire? Saincte Marie .' 
par tous les sainctz de paradis, 
pour ung il en trouvera dix 
qui contre moi desposeront ~ (testify) 

depost (m.) 'lo~nent, deposit, store', 14th. c., 

La t. deposi tum. 

D VIII. 69. 69: J'en ay encore une boutaille 
Fait mettre delez mon coissin, 



Pour mieulx digerer un poucin 
Que j'ay encor en mon depost, 
Lequel je doy manger en rost. 
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DEPRIENDRE 'to oppress, subdue', 12th. c., Lat. deprimere 

'to press down', a compound of premere 'to press', probably 

via a recomposed form depremere. 

DEPRn~ 'to press down', 14-th. c., Lat. deprirnere. A 

later learned form parallel to depriendre above. 

DESCENDRE 'to descend', 12th. c., Lat. descendere 'to 

climb down, descend', a compound of scandere 'to climb'. The 

meaning of the prefix is clearly 'down', though the contrast 

with a(~- in ascender~ suggests that it might have been 

'away' originally. 

Also descendance (f.), 1283 descendement (m.), 13th. 

c. ; descendue (f.), 13th. c. descente (f.), 1304. 

DESPIRE 'to despise, disparage', 12th. c., Lat. 

despicere 'to look down on, despise', a compound of specere 

'to see, look'. The meaning 'down' is accompanied by a 

strong pejorative nuance inseparable from it. 

Also despisable (adj.), 12th. c.; despisement (m.), 12th. 

c. ; despisier, 13th. c. ; despit (m.), 12th. c., Lat. 

despectus; despitable (adj.), 13th. c. ; despitement (m.), 

13th. c. ; despitos (adj.). 
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DESPITIER 'to deapise', 12th. c., Lat. despectare 'to 

look down on, despise'. The meaning oft the prefix is the 

same as in the previous group to which the compound is 

closely relateCh 

Category 4 consists of those compounds in which the 

function of the prefix is to negate the simple verb. In 

some instances it would be possible to interpret the meaning 

of the prefix in such a way as to place it in one of the 

locative categories. 

DEROGUER 'to depart from custom, from the rule; dispar

age', 14th. c., Lat. derogare 'to disparage, detract from; 

repeal part of a law', a compound of rogare 'to ask'. The 

semantic content of this compound appears to fall into two 

parts. The meaning 'to depart from custom' may be attached 

to the Latin meaning 'to repeal part of a law'. In this 

sense de- negates the legal sense of the Latin simple verb 

as seen in the expression rogare legem 'to propose a law'. 

The meaning 'to disparage', found in the derivatives, is the 

same as that of the Latin compO'lmd. In this sense de- seems 

to mean 'away', although it is not clear how rogare 'to ask' 

passes to derogare 'to disparage' even with the aid of the 

prefix. 



S VII. 36: SeJustice ce bien ne vous resourt, 
Toul t est perdu. 

Aultrement el derogue 
Et implique que le monde fut gourt, 
Se Justice n'est en son sinagogue. 
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DESERT (m., adj.) 'desert', 12th. c., Lat. desertum 

from deserere 'to sever; abandon, desert', a compound of 

serere 'to join, connect'. Old French has adopted the 

secondary meaning of the Latin compound. 

Also: deserter, 12th. c., Lat. desertare. 

DESPERER: 'to despair', 11th. c. (Alexis), Lat. desperare 

'to despair', a compound of sperare 'to hope'. This compound 

was replaced by desesperer, see p. 3/8 • 

Also: desperacion (f.), Lat. desperatio 

desperement (m.). 

desperance (f.) 

DESTRUIRE 'to destroy', 11th. c. (Alexis), Lat. destruere 

'to destroy; tear down', a compound of struere 'to make, build; 

arrange, contrive; compound', via a fonn *d.eatrugere (BW 183b). 

The prefix appears to negate the simple form rather than to 

mean 'down'. 

Also destruc(t)ion Cf.), 12th. c., Lat. d.estructio ; 

destrUiement (m.), 12th. c. destruieor (m.); destruise-

ment (m.). 
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Category 5 is the largest of the five, and contains 

compounds in which de- serves to intensify or reinforce the 

simple verb. As was seen in Chapters II and III, the degree 

of genuine intensification or reinforcement effected by the 

prefix is very variable. In parasynthetic compounds the _ 

function of the prefix is imprecise, for it appears to be 

little more than a tool for forming a verb from a noun or 

adjective. 

DEBATRE 'to strike, fight, struggle', 11th. c. (Alexis), 

Lat. debattuere 'to beat severely', a compound of battuere 

'to strike, beat'. The existence of an intermediate form 

*debattere may be reasonably inferred from that of battere 

for battuere (BW 61a). 

Also: debat (m.), 13th. c. debatement (m.). 

DEBELLER 'to defeat', l4-th. c., Lat. debellare 'to 

finish a war; vanquish', a compound of bellare 'to wage war'. 

Compounds such as this seem to be simple calques which never 

really become part of the French vocabulary. Debeller is 

probably used only as a convenient translation for the Latin 

compound, as in L/Aalma 2738. 

D~EVOIR, DEX;OIVRE 'to deceive', 12th. c., Lat. decipere 

'to ensnare, trap; delude, deceive', a compound of cap ere 
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'to take, seize, grasp'. The meaning of the prefix is unclear, 

but it is suggested that the compound was originally a hunt

ing term (EM 171). If this is so, the function of de- is 

probably to reinforce the expressivi ty of the term, but there 

is, at the same time, a strong pejorative nuance. 

Also: decepcion Cr.), 12th. c., Lat. deceptio; decevable 

(adj.) decevance (f.); decevement (m.); deceveor (m.). 

DEDLA(I)RER 'to clarify, explain', 1250, Lat. declarare 

ito show, make c:lear, demonstrate', a compound of clarare 'to 

make clear' or of clarus 'clear I. The form desclairier is 

also found, and BW 173a postulates *disclariare to account 

for it. The function of the prefix in this case is not clear, 

unless we suppose that ~- has replaced de- and assumed its 

function, but see p. '77 for a discussion of the writing of 

des- for de-. These two forms result in a third hybrid 

form d~clairer. 

Also declaracion Cf.), 1200, Lat. declaratio. 

DECRET (m.) 'decree', 12th. c., Lat. decretum 'decree', 

from decernere 'to decide, detennine ' , a compound of cernere 

'to sift, separate, distinguish, perceive, decide, determine'. 

Also: decretale Cf.); decretiste (m.). 

DEDIIER 'to dedicate', 12th. c., Lat. dedicare 'to 
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'to declare, announce ; dedicate, consecrate', a compound of 

dicare 'to proclaim, dedicate', most often used with the 

special religious significance. In Old French the primary 

meaning 'to proclaim' is not found, and the compound is not 

always used in its stricly religious sense. 

Also: dediement (m.). 

DEFRA.JNDRE 'to break in pieces', 12th. c., Lat. 

defringere 'to break in pieces', a compound of frangere 'to 

break', probably via a recomposed form defrangere. One 

cannot rule out the possibility that this compound might 

have been formed from Ol<'r. f:raindre 'to break'. 

DEFRAUDER 'to trick, deceive', l4.th. c., Lat. defraudare 

'to defraud, cheat', a compound of fraudare 'to cheat'. 

DEFUrR 'to flee', 12th. c., Lat. defugere 'to flee, 

a void, escape', a compound of fugere 'to run away; seek to 

avoid'. 

DillLOTIR 'to swallow', 12th. .c., Lat. deglut(!)ire 'to 

overwhelm, swallow up', a compound of glut(t)ire 'to swallow, 

gulp down'. The La tin compound may be found in the La tin 

version of Ps. CV.16 : 

Aperta est terra, et deglutivit Dathan, et operuit 
synagogam Abyron. 
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DELACERER 'to tear to pieces', 12th. c., Lat. delacerare 

'to tear in pices', a compound of lacerare 'to rend, 

mutilate, lacerate'. Tne form dilacerer, dilazrer is also 

found, and is no doubt a learned form representing Lat. 

dilacerare 'to tear apart'. 

DEI..m-UER 'to delegate', 1330 , Lat. delegare 'to assign, 

confide, delegate', a compound of legare 'to send as an 

ambassador, appoint as deputy'. 

Also: delegat (m.), Lat. delegatus. 

DELIBERER 'to weigh, consider', 13th. c., Lat. 

deliberare 'to consider, deliberate, consult, resolve', a 

compound of librare 'to balance' or of libra 'balance , scales, 

measure'. 

Also: deliberacion (f.), 13th. c., Lat. deliberatio. 

DELIMER 'to file away', 1250 , Lat. delimare 'to file', 

a late comround of limare 'to file off, away', possibly 

formed by analogy with the earlier delimator and delimatus. 

DELIVRER 'to liberate, despatch, deliver', 12th. c., 

Lat. deliberare 'to free', a compound of liberare 'to 

release, free, deliver'. 

Also: delivraison (f.) delivrance (f.), 12th. c. 

delivre (adj.), 11th. c. (Alexis) delivrement (m.) 
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delivreor (m.). 

DEWl~ER 'to ask, demand; hold resp~sible for, reproach 

with', 11th. c. (Alexis), Lat. demandare 'to entrust, conunit', 

a compound of manda..re 'to commit, entrust, confide, command'. 

Also: demande (r.), 12th. c. ; demandeor (m.), 1283. 

DEI,fOBER 'to remain, stay, stop, delay, wait' , 11th. c. 

(Alexis), La. t. demorari ' to . linger, delay', a compound of 

morari 'to delay, remain, detain, wait', via the alternative 

form demorare. 

Also demor (m.) demorance (r.), 12th. c. ; demore (f.) 

demoree (f.), 11th. c. (Alexis) demorement (m.) ; 

demorier (m.). 

DEMOSTRER 'to show, demonstrate', 11th. c. (Alexis), 

La t. demons trare 'to indicate, show, prove', a compound of 

monstrare 'to show, teach, announce'. 

Also: demostracion (r.), 13th. c., Lat. demonstratio 

demostrance (r.), 12th. c. demostrement (m.), 12th. c. 

DENIGRER 'to blacken', 1358, Lat. denigrare 'to blacken' , 

a compound of nigrare 'to be black; blacken'. 

Also: denigracion (r.), Lat. denigratio. 

DENOIIER 'to deny, refuse', 12th. c., Lat. denegare 
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. 'to deny, refuse', a compound of negare 'to deny, refuse'. 

DENCllvlER 'to name, define', 12th. c., Lat. denominare 

'to name, de signa te " a compound of nominare 'to name, 

nominate' . 

DEl'l'ONCIER 'to announce, make known, denounce', 12th. c., 

Lat. de nun tiare 'to announce, de clare, denounce', a compound 

of nuntiare 'to announce, report, inform'. 

Also: denonciacion (r.), Lat. denuntiatio. 

DENOTER 'to denote, designate, define', 1350, Lat. 

denotare 'to mark, specify, take note of, brand', a compound 

of notare 'to mark, note, signify'. 

DEPARTIR 'to separate , divide, depart', 11th. c. 

(Alexis), Lat. departire 'to divide', a compound of part ire 

, to divide, distribute' and attested in the works of Boethius. 

Also: depart (m.); departement (m.) departeor (m.) ; 

departie (f.) • 

DEPEINDRE 'to paint', 13th. c., Lat. depingere 'to paint, 

draw, portray, represent, imagine', a compound of pingere 'to 

paint, embroider'. 

DEPlAINDRE 'to complain, lament', 12th. c., Lat. 

deplangere 'to bewail, lament', a compound of plangere 'to 
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beat (head, breast), lament'. 

Also deplaint (m.), 11th. c. (Alexis) deplainte (f .). 

DEPLORER 'to weep for', 12th. c., Lat. deplorare 'to 

weep, lament bitterly, bewail', a compo'lll1d of plorare 'to 

cry out, weep'. 

DEPRIIER 'to pray for, pray', 11th. c. (Alexis), Lat. 

deprecari 'to pray, intercede for', a compound of precari 

'to pray, entreat, beseech, request', via the form deprecare. 

In Classical La. tin de- meant' away' and the compo'lll1d 'to ward 

off by prayer', but in Old French this sense has been lost, 

and the cornpo'lll1d simply means 'to pray (earnestly)', as t he 

following examples show : 

VSA 309: Li apostolie e Ii empereor, 
Ii uns Acharies, Ii altre Onories out num 
e tut Ie pople par commune oraisun 
depreient Deu que conseil lur an duins, 
d icel saint hume par qui il guarirunt. 

WR II.2571: Bernart fu a Roem, n'out mie grant sommeil, 
Suvent depreia Deu, ki fist lune e soleil, 
Qu'encor puiase a s Franceis faire Ie blanc 

[ vermeil. 

F XXIII. 362: Je l'ay priay et depriay 
Autant que m'a est~ possible, 
Mais aucune chose visible 
Je n'ay veue de rna femme 
Ne ouye aulcune nouvelle, 

Also: deprecacion (f.), Lat. deprecatio 

depriement (m.). 

depriable (adj.) 
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DEPUTER 'to depute, delegate', 1328, Lat. deputare 'to 

prune, cut off; esteem, consider; allot', a compound of 

putare 'to clean; prune, lop; order, arrange; reckon, consider, 

think'. 

DERERE 'to cut off, shear', 12th. c., Lat. deradere 'to 

shave, scrape off', a compound of' radere 'to scrape, shave 

off; brush, graze'. 

DERISION (f.) 'derision, mockery', 13th. c., Lat. 

derisio 'mockery', from deride re 'to deride, scoff, laugh 

at', a compound of ridere 'to laugh, smile (at)'. It i s 

possible that in Latin the prefix had a pejorative nuance, . 

but this cannot be distinguished from the intensive function, 

though it seems to be an essential part of the semantic 

content of the French compound. 

DERORE 'to gnaw', 13th. c., Lat. derodere 'to gnaw, 

nibble' (the past participle only is attested in Class ical 

Latin), a compound of rodere 'to gnaw, ea t av~y; waste, 

consume ; slander, disparage'. This compound appears to be 

another of those calques which never established themselves 

in the language, and it is used to translate Lat. corrodere, 

SB 137.13. 

DERUIRE 'to act in a deranged manner', 13th. c., Lat. 
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deruere 'to throw, f'all down; detract', a compO\.md of' ~ 

'to f'all, throw down; rush'. 

DESJRIRE 'to describe, recount, expla in, write dovm', 

12th. c., Lat. describere 'to copy, write down, describe ', a 

compound of' scribere 'to write, draw ; de scri be' . 

Also: descricion (f.), Lat. descriptio. 

DESECHIER 'to dry up', 12th. c., Lat. desiccare 'to dry 

up " a comp?und of' siccare 'to dry up, dra in, heal'. 

DESERY:rn 'to serve, deserve, merit', 12th. c. , Lat. 

deservire 'to serve zealous ly', a compO\md of servire 'to 

s e rve ' • 

Also: desert (m.) deserte (f.). 

DESICCER 'to dry up, hea l', 14th. c., Lat. desiccare 

'to dry up '. This compound is a learned form para llel to 

desechier above~ 1'he present participle only is a ttes ted in 

CHM. 

Also desic(,£)acion (f .), Lat. desiccatio desic(~atif 

(adj. ), Lat. desiccativus. 

DESI (G) NER 'to de signa te ' , 14th . c., Lat. de s ignare 

'to mark , denote, designate, define; contrive , a rrange ; 

a ppoin t', a compound of signare ' to mark, designate; seal, 

stamp ; distinguish'. 
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DESOLER 'to abandon, leave alone', 14th. c., 4it. 

desolare 'to forsake, abandon, desert', a compound of solus 

'alone', not of solare (EM 1120). Most conunonly found a s a 

past participle. 

Also desolacion (f.), 12th. c., le.t. desolatio. 

DESOTER 'to surprise, attack suddenly', 12th. c., Lat. 

desubito 'suddenly', probably via the OFr. adv. desote 

'suddenly', and a compound of subi tus 'sudden, unexpected'. 

DESPOILLIER 'to undress, t ake off, rob', 12th. c., Lat. 

despoliare 'to rob, plunder, despoil', a compound of spoliare 

'to plunder , deprive'. 

Also: despoillement (m.) despueille (f.). 

DESTINER 'to destine, determine, prophecy', 12th. c., 

Lat. destinare 'to make firm, establish, detennine, destine', 

a compound of *stanare (stare) 'to stand, fix (U i 1150). 

DEl'ENTR 'to detain, hold back, retain', 12th. c., Lat. 

detinere 'to detain, delay, engage', a compound of tenere 'to 

hold, keep, have'. The prefix could mean 'away' and give the 

compound the sense 'to keep away', and hence 'to detain', but 

in the sense 'to retain, hold' it appears to be merely intens

ive. Compare the following examples 

Cl. 2216: Grant piece a que il volsist estre 
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El tref la reine venuz, 
Se aillors ne fust detenuz. 

CF I.37.10: •.• l a royne d'Engleterre donna congiet 
as gens de son pays, que ~scuns s'en r alast a se maison 
et en ses besongnes, hor mis aucuns ba rons et chevaliers 
que elle detint pour lui consillier; 

4PV 130: Neantmoins Ie dit monseigneur d'An80u fit 
demander sauf conduit de venir a son pere Ie roy J ehan, 
pour ce qu' il se doubtoi t que Ie roy son pere ne Ie 
voulsist detenir prisonnier. 

HEH 396.654: Et tant fissent ke Ii pons fu detenus tant 
ke chil ki estoient arriere furent venu. 

SB 29.36: Maintes sunt les rniseres de cest cors ke nos 
detiennent. 

Lat.: Necessitates multae miseris hujus corporis 
detinet nos. 

SB 29.26: Cez beues nos detienent les piez de nostre 
affection nes mal greit nostre. 

Lat.: ••• quae etiam invitis nobis pedes tenent 
affectionis. 

According to BW 183a the form of the Old F'rench compound has 

been modelled upon that of the simple tenir, but the possibil

ity of a recomposed form *detenere must not be ruled out. 

Also: deteneor (m.). 

DEI'ERMJNER 'to decide, determine; end', 12th. c., Lat. 

determinare 'to limit, determine, fix', a compound of 

terminare 'to define, limit, detennine'. 

Also: determinement (m.). 

DE'l'REl'lCHIER 'to cut up, hack to pieces', 12th. c. , Lat. 
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detr1IDcare 'to cut off, mutila te', a compo1IDd of truncare 

'to cut off, mutilate'. 

Also: detrenchement (m.). 

DETRIIER 'to delay', 12th. c., Lat. detricare (Lex Sal.) 

'to detain', a compo1IDd of tricare 'to dally, delay'. 

DEVORER (1) 'to swallow, devour; harm', 12th. c., Lat. 

devorare 'to swallow, gulp down, devour', a compound of 

vorare 'to swallow up, devour'. 

Also: cievorement (m. ). 

DEVORER (2) 'to execrate, curse', 13th. c., Lat. devotare 

'to curse; enchant ; dedicate', an intensive form of devovere 

'to vow, devote; curse', a compo1IDd of vovere 'to vow, devote , 

dedica te ' • The idea 'to curse' is close enough to that of 

'to vow' to warrant the inclusion of this compo1IDd in the 

imtensive category. This compound was frequent in Old French, 

but disappeared probably because of the homonymic clash with 

devorer (1). The FEW suggests that the unusual -r- is the 

result of analogy with OFr. ~ 'to pray'. 

DEVOT (adj.) 'devoted, devout', 12th. c., Lat. devotus 

from devovere 'to vow, devote; curse', a compound of vovere 

'to vow, devote, dedicate'. 

Also: devocion (f.), 12th. c. , Lat. devotio. 
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OORER 'to gild', 12th. c., lat. deaurare 'to gild', a 

compound of aurare 'to gild'. 

We saw in Chapter II how adverbs formed with de-

were in some Cases reinforced forms, while in others the 

prefix retained some of its locative sense. This locative 

sense appears to have disappeared completely in Old French, 

and the prefix has only a reinforcing ftUlction. Without de-

many Old French adverbs would be monosyllabic and, therefore, 

weaker than the prefixed forms which seem to have been 

preferred as a rule. The rare denz remained m01syllabic, 

while the fuller dedenz was quite common. 

DEFORS, DEHORS (adv., prep.) 'outside', 10th. c. (Leger), 

Lat. deforis (deforas, ~~ III.702a) 'outside, from outside' , 
• 

a compound of foris 'without, from without'. 

vee 136.234: ••• si aroit 10 quart de tote la 
conqueste et dedenz la cit~ et defors, • 

vee 152.259: •.. e t f erma on l'uis par dehors, si 
qu'il ne remest nus avec aus; et Ii baron et Ii 
chevalier remestrent en un grant palais dehors. 

DENZ (adv., prep.) 'in, into, inside', 12th. c. (DE 228b ) , 

lat. deintus 'inside, from inside', a compound of intus 

'inside , within'. This compound is extremely rare until the 

16th. c., before which ~ and dedenz were generally preferred 

in 01 d French. 
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DESOR (adv., prep.) 'on, over, above', 11th. c. (Alexis), 

Lat. desuper 'from above, above (later)', a compound of 

super 'above, over, upon; beyond; during'. 

HEH 338.559: "Mais deseur tout, garcMs toutes voies 
ke vous jA por lor amour ne por lor acointance, ••• , 
retraii~s vostre cuer de nostre gent amer, • . • 

DESOZ (adv., prep.) 'under, underneath', 12th. c., Lat. 

desubtus I (from) under, underneath', a compound of subtus 

'below, beneath, underneath'. 

HER 400.659: •.. et Ii aighe ert si profonde desoz et 
si radement courans, que nus n'estoit sor Ie pont ki ne 
fust toz esbahis de regarder en l' aighe. 

In the majority of the above compounds the 

function of the prefix has been reasonably clear, but in 

some cases it is impossible to establish with any certainty 

the complete etymology of the La. tin compound. There is 

little doubt that the following compounds represent Latin 

foms with ~-, and, therefore, that they should be included 

in this chapter, yet they cannot be assigned to any particular 

category, either because the etymology is incomplete, or 

because the meaning of the prefix is not clear. 

DEDREPIT (adj.) 'decrepit, feeble', 14th. c., Lat. 

decrepitus 'infirm, weak , feeble', the etymology of which is 

not known. 
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Also decrepi t~ (f.). 

DEPOPULER 'to depopulate', l.3/14th. c., represents Lat. 

depopulare, / -ari 'to ravage, pillage', which is either a 

compound of populari 'to ravage', in which case de- is 

intensive, or a parasynthetic compound of populus 'people', 

in which case de- would most probably mean 'away', and the 

compound denote the removal of people. The second etymology 

is preferred by EM 923 on the grounds that populari is thought 

to have been formed later than the compound depopulari. 

DEPURER 'to purify', 13th. c., La.t. depurare 'to purify'. 

The La tin compound would appear to have a double origin: it 

is a parasynthetic compound of either purus 'pure', in which 

case the prefix is intensive, or of pus, puris 'impurity', 

in which case the prefix means 'away', and the compound 

denotes the removal of impurity. Both etymologies are 

admitted by BW 180b , but a distinction is drawn between the 

two compounds of identical form. The simple verb purare is 

rejected completely because the compound is thought to be 

anterior to it. 

DESIRRER 'to desire', 11th. c. (Alexis), Lat. desiderare 

'to wish for, miss, regret the absence of'. This is 

probably a p~synthetic compound of sidus, sideris 'star' 

EM 1101), and may be cormected with considerare 'to examine 
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carefully' of which it may originally have been the antonym. 

Both words are thought to be of astrological origin. The 

prefix, then, could have a negative function or mean 'away' 

(absence). 

Also: desider(~)~ (m.), Lat. desiderium; desiier (m.) 

OOsir (m.) desirrable (adj.), Lat. desiderabilis ; 

OOsirrance (f.); desirrement (m.); desirros (adj.) 

DE(§0RUBE (mf.) 'crag, cliff, torrent', 12th. c., the 

HEW (2687) connects this compound with a Lat. ~disrupare 'to 

fall from a cliff'. If this etymology is correct, the mean-

ing of the prefix dis- is completely obscure, and de- would 

appear much more logical. It is possible that dis- replaced 

00- and as sumed its meaning, but this hypothesis would only 

be justifiable if no other etymology could be found. This 

is not the case. In early texts (e.g., 4R, Br., 2M) the 

spellings derube and derup are more frequent than desrube, 

which suggests that a Latin compound in de- might be the 

real origin of the Old French. The choice falls on Lat. 

* -deruptus 'steep, precipitous', from derumpere. It is note-

worthy that a plural noun derupta exists with the meaning . 

'precipices', which would account for the double gender of 

the Old }1'rench. The forms with an ~ may perhaps be the result 

of an analogy with disrumpere (desrompre), but see p. 177 for 
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desruber may be a derivative of de(~rub e. 

Also: desrubant (m.) 'cliff, gorge'. 

DETESTER 'to hate, detest', 15th. c., Lat. detestari, 

/-~ 'to curse, abominate, denounce', a compound of testari 

'to testify, show, invoke as witness'. It is impossible to 

form any clear idea of the meaning of the prefix in the 

Latin compound 'down' and 'away', as well as intensifica-

tion, are possible interpretations (see EM 1217, is 562c). 

Also: detestable (adj.), 14th. c., Lat. detestabilis 

detestacion (f.), 14th. c., Lat. detestatio. 

Another compound worthy of special consideration is 

DEFENIR 'to define', 12th. c., Lat. definire 'to define', 

a compound of finire 'to finish'. The Lat. difinire 'to 

define' gives the OFr. difiner 'to define' (both the Latin 

and the Old French compounds in di- are later than those in 

de-). 'Ibis compound is similar in form and origin t o OFr. 

definer 'to end, die; decide', see p. '90. This similarity, 

coupled with the fact tha,t the simple forms finer and fenir 

'to end, die' are interchangeable, makes t he confusion of 

defenir and definer almost inevitable. Consider: 

R 2889 : Unques nuls hom tel chevaler ne vit 
Por granz batailles juster e defenir 
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D V.9l.27: L'ente ne puet lors a grant fruit venir, 
C'est ce qui fait ton arbre deffenir. 

CHM 286: • . . et I' autre partie tent au bras par 
dehors, et est dite dorsal, et la est devisee , de la 
quele Ie greignour rain et se defenist en la main 
par dehors. 

Compare the above etymologically incorrect uses of defenir 

with the correct : 

Also 

CHM 559: Cyrurgie est exposee et deffenie de di verses 
gens selonc ce qui leur ~onte es testes, ou selonc 
divers regars; 

definicion (f.), Lat. definitio definitif (adj.), 

Lat. definitivus. 

We now turn to dis-. Category 1 consists of those 

compounds in which di(~- denotes separation. The idea of 

separation has many different nuances, as was shown in 

Chapter II, and the specific nuance will be indicated for 

each compm,md, but it should be remembered that the distinc-

tion between the different shades of meaning is sometimes 

very fine. 

DELUGE, DELUVIE (m.) 'flood, deluge; misfortune', 12th. 

c., Lat. diluvium 'flood, deluge, destruction', from diluere 

'to wash to pieces, away; dilute, dissolve, drench', a 

compound of lavare, lavere 'to wash, bathe'. In Latin the 

prefix appears to denote separation into many pfces when 
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added to lavere, but this sense was probably lost already in 

the derivative di1uvium. 

DESP~iDRE (1) 'to give, share out; spend', 12th. c., 

lat. dispendere 'to weigh out, administer', a compound of 

pendere 'to weigh, pay'. The original function of the prefix 

is to denote distribution, while the idea of spending may 

be regarded as separation as well. These functions are 

maintained in Old l"rench : 

Also 

WB 2648: Mult ert preisez pur sa proesce 
Et mu1t amez pur sa largesce, 
Kar largement se conteneit, 
Mult donout e mult despendeit. 

PJS 213 : Et, quant au regard de vostre despence et 
abi1lier honnorab1ement, veez cy en ce sachet VIm escus, 
et despendez honnorab1ement, et aDieu soyez ! 

deapens (m.), Lat. dispensum despensab1e (adj.) 

despensacion (f.), lat. dispensatio; despense (f.), lat. 

di~ensa; despensier (m.); despoise (f.) 'alloy', Lat. 

(*) dispensa. 

DESPONDRE 'to indicate, develop, explain', 12th. c., 

Lat. disponere 'to dispose, arrange in order, draw up', a 

compound of ponere 'to put, place'. The prefix denotes 

distribution, of things in Latin, but of ideas in Old French 

AOC 10543: Aristotes et tuit Ii autre, 
I vodrent maintes raisons metre 
Et despondre et deviser, 
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Konig, in his index (p. 107), derives this compound from 

Latin spondere 'to promise', and considers the prefix to be 

de-, but offers no explanation of the semantic shift. 

DESPUTER 'to debate, dissert, dispute', 12th. c., Lat. 

disputare 'to reckon, estimate, examine; discuss, contend, 

dispute', a compound of putare 'to lop; reckon; consider'. 

The function of the prefix is intensive when the compound 
I 

means to reckon', but in the more important sense 'to 

discuss' it denotes mental separation, and sometimes separa-

tion in opposite directions. In Old French the prefix has 

only the second and third of these functions : 

HSL 18.32: Quant nous aviens grant pi!ce desputei, si 
rendoit sa sentence et disoit ainsi 

LT 1.V.IO: Dent la premiere est dyaletique, et 
ensegne tencier, contendre, et desputer, les uns 
contres les autres, et faire questions et deffenses. 

SB 77.24: Eswarzent ceu cil ki de la volentei t et de 
l'oyvre suelent desputeir et tencier. 

Lat.: Considerent haec qui de opere et voluntate 
contentiosis solent disputationibus corrixari; 

The learned fonn disputer is also found. 

Also: desputaison (r.). 

Dn:M1ER 'to slander, disparage, dishonour', 13th. c., 

Lat. diffamare 'to publish, declare, make known; decry, 

defame, malign', a parasynthetic compound of ~ 'rumour, 

public opinion; fame, reputation; infamy, scandal'. The form 
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defamer is fOlUld, and probably represents defamare, a 

derivative of defamis 'infamous', see p. 4.8. The prefix di-

denotes separation i n all directions, since the flUldamental 

idea of the Latin compound is t hat of spreading reports. 

The pejorative aspect seems to be secondary in both diff'amare 

and fama, while the Old French compound is never without it : 

Also 

LM 1.1303: Mon nom diminue et diffame, 
Et toutes mes paroles blasme. 

La t.: Diminui t nomen et diffama t mea verba. 

difame (adj., mf.). 

DIFERER 'to defer, put off; differ, vary, distinguish', 

14th. c., Lat. differre 'to separate; defer, delay; differ', 

a compolUld of ferre 'to bear, carry'. The prefix denotes 

separation and difference. 

Also: diference (f.), 12th. c., Lat. differentia 

diferent (adj., m.), 14th. c., Lat. differens. 

D1FORMER 'to defonn' , 14th. c., Lat. difformare ' to 

deform', which was formed by change of prefix in the 13th. 

c. from the earlier deformare whose meaning it retains. 

Consequent~ di- has the same meaning as de- in deformer, 

see p.lll. Lat. difformis (adj.) and difformitas (f.) were 

fonned at the same time as the verb diffonnare. 

D1GERER 'to digest; order', 14th. c., Lat. digerere 
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'to separate, distribute, dispose; dissolve, digest', a 

compound of gerere 'to carry, act, do'. The prefix denotes 

separation and distribution. 

1,lso: digestif (adj.); digestion (f.), Lat. digestio. 

DlLACERER, see delacerer, p. 127. 

DILACION (f.) 'deferment, delay, (dilation)', 1290, 

Lat. dila tio 'delay', from differre (see diferer, p. 1..44). 

'l'he meaning of the prefix is the same as in differre. The 

'dilation' is incorrect and has been acquired by the confusion 

of dilacion with dilatacion (see under dilater, be low). This 

confusion seems to be of Late Latin origin. Compare the 

following examples : 

1.llvrc 11.26: aneumtrisma est tuberum, in quo sanguinis 
spirito cum dilacione vene, similis ut varex incurabilis. 

CHM 83: Les utilit~s de la creation des arteres ou 
cors sont .3.: La premiere est que par la dilacion 
d'elles, l'air [ aoit] atrait au refroidissement et au 
confort du cuero 

F XVI. 268 : Ne faictes point dilation, 
Baillez-nous ce que demandons. 

Only in the last quotation is the use of dilacion etymological-

ly correct. 

Also: dilatoire (adj.), 13th. c., Lat. dilatorius. 

DILATER 'to swell, dilate', l4-th. c., Lat. dilatare 
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spread; separate' (LS 579c), or a compound of latus 'broad, 

wide', (EM 6l2). In either case the prefix seems to denote 

separation. 

Also: dilatacion (f.) 'dilation, (delay)', Lat. dilatatio. 

In the confusion with dilacion this compound has acquired 

an etymologically incorrect meaning, as the following 

example shows : 

D V.180.39: . . .. estre en bonne union, 
Bien obeir mainte victoire donne, 
Haster son fait sanz dilatacion: 
Advise cy toute noble per sonne. 

Compare this with the correct use 

CHM 304: La.1. qu' il obeissent plus legierement Ii la 
dilatacion r et] a la constriction des membres nutritis; 

DILECCION (f.) 'love', 12th. c., Lat. dilectio 'love', 

from diligere 'to value highly, love', a compound o£ legere 

'to collect; choose, select, pick out; see, read'. The 

prefix denotes separation or distinction (the act of choosing 

one £rom a number). 

DILIGENT (adj.) 'diligent', 12th. c., Lat. diligens 

'assiduous', from diligere 'to value highly, love'. 'l'he func-

tion of the prefix is the same as in dileccion above. 

Also diligence (f.), Lat. diligentia diligenter. 

DISPENSER 'to distribute, spend; dispense (from)', 1283, 
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Lat. dispensare 'to v~igh out, distribute , payout, dispense, 

manage, arrange', a compound of pensare 'to weigh, compensate, 

consider'. This compound is parallel to despendre, for 

pensare and pendere are different forms of the same root. 

The function of the prefix is, therefore, the san1e as in 

despendre (separation and distribution). 

Also: dispensacion (f.), 12th. c., Lat. dispensatio 

dispense Cf.), 15th. c. 

DISPOSER 'to dispose, set out, order, prepare', 1181, 

Lat. disponere 'to dispose, settle, arrange', a compound of 

ponere 'to put, place'. The form of the compound is analogous 

to that of the simple poser (Lat. pausare). The fundamental 

meaning of the compound is 'to set out, arrange' and, there-

fore, the prefix denotes separation and distribution (in an 

orderly faShion), as in : 

Also 

Me I.160: lIz entendirent l'enseigne. Incontinent s e 
dispos~rent ~ l'assault. 

Me 1.26: Et en cela monstra Dieu que les batai1les sont 
en sa main et dispose de la victoire A son plaisir. 

disposicion Cf.), 12th. c., Lat. dispositio. 

D1SSONER 'to be discordant', 14th. c., Lat. dissonare 

'to disagree, differ, be dissonant', a compound of sonare 'to 

sound, utter, resound'. Dis- denotes 'in different or 

opposite ways', and the compound is am antonym of consonare 



'to sound together, agree , harmoni ze'. 

DISTANT (adj.) 'dis tant, apart', 14th. c., Lat. dist ans 

'distant', from distare 'to stand apart, be distant, differ', 

a compound of stare 'to stand'. Dis- denotes separation. 

Al so: distance (f.), 13th. c., Lat. distantia . 

DISTlNGUER 'to distinguish', 1385 , Lat. distingC.0~ 

'to distinguish, separate, divide, discriminate ; decor a te', 

a compound of *s tigare, *stingere 'to be sharp, burn', not 

of s tinguere 'to exstinguish'. Dis- denotes separation, as 

does des- in the earlier (13th. c.) f orm destinter 'to diffe r-

entiate' : 

PP 1.360: Tant out co1urs de maneres, 
Tant preciuses e tant cheres, 
Ke ne poreie deviser 
Ne entre 1ur be1t~s destincter. 

Also: distincion (f.), 12th. c., Lat. distinctio 

distinct (adj.), 1314, Lat. distinctus. 

DISTRAIRE 'to distract, amuse', 14th. c., Lat. distrahere 

'to divide, tear apart, separate, dis tract, draw away ', a 

compound of trahere 'to pull'. 'l'he compound t akes this f orm 

f rom traire, or possib ly f rom *distragere. Dis- denotes 

separation. 

DIVERS (adj.) 'different, unlike; various , particular; 
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evil, cruel', 12th. c., lat. diversus 'opposite, contrary, 

different, hostile', from divertere 'to turn, go opposite or 

different ways, separate, deviate', a compound of vertere 

'to turn'. Dis- means 'in different or opposite directions'. 

Al so: diversefier, 13th. c. , Lat. diversificare; diverser 

diverset~ (f .), 12th. c., lat. diversitas; diversion (f .), 

1314- ; di vertir, ca . ]4.00. 

Category 2 consists of compounds i n which di (~)-

has a meaning simil a r to that of t he simple verb and, 

therefore, an intensive filllction. 

DE(S)JUGIER 'to judge', 12th. c., Lat. dijudicare 'to 

j udge , decide, distinguish', a compound of judicare 'to judge, 

examine, decide', perhaps but not necessarily via a l ater 

form dejudicare occasional~ found f or dijudicare. Des jugi er 

may possibly represent a recomposed form *disjudicare, but 

see p. '77 f or a discussion of the writing of des- for de-. 

Di- denotes separation, but the idea of mental separation or 

distinction is alreaqy expressed in judicare , and di- , t here-

fore, i s intensive. The Old French verb appears t o have a 

pejorative sense in some cases where t he meaning comes close 

to 'to criticise , condemn'. Consider: 

SB 88.19: Si tu ensi encommences griement a sostenir 
la religion. si tu encommences a deiugier ton prelait 
et a murmurier en ton cuero 
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Lat.: Haec si moleste coeperis sustinere, si dijudicare 
praelatum, si munnurare in corde; 

SB 159.39: et or deiugent les oyvres orribles et mortels. 

Lat.: . . • et horribilia facta dijudicantes. 

but the idea'to condemn'is not always found: 

Ps. LXXXI. 1: Deus estut en la compaignie de Deu; en 
milliu dejuged les deus. 

Lat. : Deus stet it in coetu Dei; in medio deos dijudicat. 

It does not appear that this pejorative nuance is the result 

of the prefixation, for the simple jugier may also merul 'to 

condemn'. Compare the three different uses of jugier in 

the following contexts 

R 1409: El plait ad Ais en fut jug~t a pendre 
De ses parenz ensembl' od lui tels trente 
Ki de murir nen ourent esperance. 

R 754: 'Sire parastre, mult vos dei aveir cher, 
La rereguarde avez sur mei jugi~t. 

R 3751: 'Seignors barons,' dist Carlemagnes Ii reis, 
'De Guenelun car me jugez Ie dreit~ , 

DE(S)Ra~ 'to break, tear up, destroy', 11th. c. 

(Alexis), Lat. dirumpere 'to break, dash to pieces; sunder, 

sever', a compound of rumpere 'to break , burst'. Di-

denotes separation into pieces, and thus intensifies 

rumpere. This intensification seems to remain real in Old 

}'rench in many instances : 

4PV 299: Puis vindrent et rompirent les prisons du roy 
de Chastellet et delivrerent les prisonniers et 
derompirent et depiecerent les registres, actes et 
chartres • . • 
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The rorm desrompre is rrequently round and may represent the 

recomposed disrumpere. K"onig' s remarks on this compound are 

not without interest (Die Prarixe, p. 54). He distinguishes 

between two verbs: derompre (GRom. *derumpere) 'to tear orr, 

part' and desrompre (GRom. *disrumpere) 'to tear apart, in 

pieces', derompre implies only "die ausserliche (objektivische) 

Schadigung des logischen Objekts", while desrompre "£'"Uhrt das 

logische Objekt (gleichsam in des sen Innerem) in einen neuen 

Zustand tiber, in dem es ganzlich verandert erscheint". In 

support or these opinions he quotes the rollowing examples 

Ferez, paien, pur la presse derumpre (Rol. 1500) 

Ses vestimens a tos desros 
Dusqu'a la ceinture desos. (Wace, Brut 2767, Ler. de 

Lincy) 

Against this evidence the rollowing point may be made Old 

French is not consistent enough to allow of such fine 

distinctions between two closely related verbs. Against the 

Roland context one may quote : 

G 452: "Ferez, seignurs, od voz espees beles ! 
Ferez, Franceis, desrumpez ceste presse 

where des- appears in an identical context. ?o underline 

the lack of consistency, we rind in the same text the 

alternative form : 

G 640: Criai "Munjoie!" pur la pre sse derumpre; 

The same applies to Konig's second context. The SATF edition 



has the following version 

WB 2721: Ses vestemenz ad tuz deroz 
Jesqu'a la ceinture desuz; 

The form in de- is found elsewhere in a similar context 

WE 11376: Une vielle feme ad truvee, 
Ses dras deruz, eschevelee; 
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Clearly there is no support for such distinctions as Konig 

seeks to make. To regard derompre and desrompre as separate 

verbs in which the prefixes have different meanings is 

unrealistic, and contrary to the fluid character of Old 

}'rench, especially in view of the fact that des- could be 

wri tten for de- in certain circumstances, s ee p. '77. 

DESCHARPIR 'to separate, tear in pieces', 13th. c., 

Lat. discerpere 'to tear in pieces, mangle, destroy', a 

compound of carpere 'to pick, pluck, gather, tear, cut to 

pieces'. The simple verb and the prefix express allied 

ideas, therefore dis- is intensive. The compound may have 

passed into Old French via a recomposed form *discarpere, or 

the form may have been altered by analogy with charpir. 

Descherpir is also found. 

DESCORRE ' to shatter; discus s ',12th. c., Lat. discutere 

'to shatter, b!ak up, disperse; (2nd. c.) examine, discuss', 

a compound of quatere 'to shake, strike, break in pieces'. 

The prefix is intensive. This is the popular form of Lat. 
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discutere. The learned doublet is discuter 'to discuss', 14th. 

c., which has only the later Latin meanings, while descorre 

retains the literal sense as well as the figurative. 

R 1946: Le blanc osberc Ii ad descust el cors, 
Parmi le piz sun espi~t Ii mist fors, 
Edit apr~s: "Un col avez pris fort. 

However the meaning 'to discuss' is perhaps more frequent, 

and may be found as the translation of Lat. discutere in the 

Dialogue Gregoire 10 Pape (see TL). 

DESFENDRE 'to split', ca. 1180, Ie. t. diffindere 'to 

cleave, divide', a compound of findere 'to split, cleave, 

separate, divide', perhaps via a recomposed form *disfindere. 

Dis- is intensive, since both prefix and simple verb denote 

separation. 'rhe form defendre is also found. In either 

form this compound must have clashed with defendre 'to defend', 

which may account for its disappearance from French in spite 

of its frequent use in Old French. 

DESPARDRE 'to spread, scatter, strew', 12th. c., Lat. 

dispergere 'to scatter about, disperse', a compound of 

spargere 'to scatter, spread, strew, sprinkle', via a recom-

posed form dispargere attested in the works of Tertullian. 

Di- means 'in all directions' and intensifies the simple 

verb. 
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5 
DESEVRER 'to separate , divide , divorce , depart', 11th. 

c. (Alexis), Lat. disseparare 'to part, divide', a compotmd 
, 

of separare to sever, disjoin, part, separate', perhaps via 

the form 1Edisseperare (REW 2689). Dis- denotes separation, 

which is already indicated by se-, and is, therefore, 

intensive. 

Also dessevrable (adj.) ; dessevraille (f.); dessevrance 

(f.) dessevree (f.); dessevrement (m.); dessoivre (I'm). 

DESTORBER 'to disturb, hinder, confuse, prevent', 12th. 

c., Lat. disturbare 'to destroy, frustrate, hinder, disturb, 

throw into confusion', a compotmd of turbare 'to disorder, 

disturb, confuse, disorganise'. The precise meaning of the 

prefix is not clear, but in view of the similarity in meaning 

of the simple and compotmd verbs it may be classified as 

intensive. This classification is supported by the fact 

that destorber translates Lat. conturbare and perturbare, 

where the prefixes are clearly used to reinforce turbare, 

as well as disturbare. 

Also destorbance (f.) destorbe (f.) destorbement 

(m. ) destorbier (m.). 

DESTREMPER, DESTEMPRER 'to dissolve, mix , soak', 12th. 

c., Lat. distemperare 'to mix', a compotmd of temperare 'to 

mingle, combine; qualify, moderate, abstain, be moderate'. 
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In the Latin compound dis- denotes separation into pieces 

(involved in the act of dissolving and mixing), but must be 

intensive, for the idea of mixing is already in the simple 

verb. The function of the prefix remains the same in the Old 

French compound, except in some cases when the past participle 

is used as an adjective, as in : 

L(D 1349;4 destempr6s = immodestus 

CKB: 5 •.. mais quant sont inega1es et destemperees 
que 1 une domine 1 autre, lors est malade ou dispose 
pour 1 estre. 

Here the prefix clearly has a negative function. There does 

not seem to be any reason for thinking that Lat. distemperare 

later acquired a negative sense, therefore this use must be 

of Old French origin. Indeed, we see that the past part-

iciple used in this way is the antonym of OFr. temprer, 

tremper which has the same meanings as the La tin simple verb, 

including the second group which is not found in the La. tin 

compound. The use of the prefix in the negative sense is 

probably of Old French origin in this case, and has been 

imposed on an existing form of Latin origin, or a new homo-

nym has been formeci as an antonym of temp(~re. 

4 D = Abauus, MS. Demai. 

5 Nei ther pages nor lines are numbered in this text, a 
facsimile of an edition of 149.3. 
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Also destrempance (f'.) destrempeure (f'.). 

DEVISER 'to divide, share, dif'f'erentiate; order, wish, 

plan; describe, recount', 12th. c., Lat. dividere 'to divide, 

separate, distinguish', a compound of *videre (EM 317) or of' 

vidh- (13 602a) 'to part, split'. Both root and pref'ix 

denote separation, therefore ~- is intensive. BW 184b 

postulates the intennediate f'orms *divisare and 3f.devisare. 

Also: devis (m.) devisable (adj.) devise (mf.) ; 

devisement (m.); devision (f.). 

DISCERNER 'to discern, distinguish', 13th. c., Lat. 

discernere 'to part, separate; distinguish, discern; deteI1ft

ine', a compound of' cemere 'to sif't, separate; distinguish, 

perceive; decide'. Dis- denotes separation and intensif'ies 

the simple verb. 

Also: discr~ (adj.), 12th. c., Lat. discretus 

Cf'.), 12th. c., Lat. discretio. 

discrecion 

DISPERS (adj.) 'widespread, scattered, dispersed', 15th. 

c., Lat. dispersus, past participle of' dispergere 'to scatter, 

disperse', a compound of' spargere 'to scatter, spread, streW", 

sprinkle'. The f'unction of' di- is intensive, as is that of' ~

in despardre. This compound is not connected with despers 

'quick, cruel, wild, terrible', 12th. c., Lat. expertus 
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'experienced, expert' (whence OFr. espert 'quick, alert', 

13th. c.), by change of prefix (FEW III. 309b), cf. pp. 32.6-

332. 

Also dispersion (f.), 13th. c., Lat. dispersio. 

DISSOUDRE 'to dissolve', l2th. c., Lat. dissolvere 'to 

unloosen, dissolve, destroy, disunite, separate, abolish', 

a compound of solvere 'to loosen, release, dissolve, destroy'. 

Dis- denotes separation, and hence is intensive. 

Also dissolu (adj. past participle), 12th. c., Lat. 

cll..9so1utus; dissolution (f.), 12th. c., Lat. dis solutio. 

DISTILER 'to drip; distil', 13th. c., Lat. distillare 

'to trickle drop by drop', a compound of stillare 'to drip; 

distil', or possibly of stilla 'drop'. The prefix is, there

fore, intensive or dehotes separation. }~V III.55b proposes 

Lat. destillare in which de- would mean 'down' or be intensive. 

DISTRIBliER 'to distribute', 1248, Lat. distribuere 'to 

divide, distribute', a compound of tribuere 'to assign, 

allot, bestow, give, pay, yield, concede, divide'. Dis

denotes distribution, which is implied in the simple verb. 

Consequent~ the prefix intensifies tribuere. The sense of 

distribution on all sides is not always strong in Old French. 

Consider the following example where distribUer has the 
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meaning 'to give, bestow' belonging to tribuere rather than 

distribuere 

D 111.306.3: Loyault~ soit a vous attribu~e, 
Honeur aussi, branche des fleurs de lis, 
Ysnelece vous so it distribu~e, 
Sapience dont vous estes eslis, 

Diligence vous conserve. 

Catego~ 3 consists of those compounds in which 

the prefix has a negative function. In most cases it is the 

root verb vjhich is negated, but occasionally the compound is 

the antonym of another compound formed from the same root. 

mOOEllIDRE 'to free, remove belt, ungird', 12th. c., 

La t. discingere 'to ungird, deprive of girdle', a compound 

and antonym of cingere 'to surround, encircle; gird, crown'. 

The opposition of the simple and compound is clearly seen 

in the following context : 

PJS 404-: Et, en prenant congiet d'elle, la voist 
chaincte d'un tissu bleu et ferr~ d'or; lors la va 
deschaindre, disant : . . . 

mscHARGIER 'to unload, rid so. or os. of' a burden' , 

12th. c., Lat. discarrica.re 'to unload', a compound and 

antonym of carricare 'to load a cart I • 

Also: descharge (f.). 

DESCHAUCIER I to take off shoes', 12th. c., Lat. 
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discalciare, discalceare 'to remove shoes', a recomposed 

form of discu1ciare, a compound of ca1ciare, calceare 'to 

shoe, put on shoes'. 

Also: deschauz (adj.), Lat. discalceatus, for discalceus. 

DESCORDER 'to be discordant, clash, quarrel, disagree', 

12th. c., Lat. discordare 'to disagree, differ, quarrel, be 

out of harmony with', a parasynthetic compound of chorda 

'rope; gut, string (of musical instrument)'. The prefix 

means 'in opposite ways' and consequently negates concordare 

'to agree, be united, harmonize'. 

Juso descordable (adj.); descordance (f.) descorde 

(f. ) descort (adj., m.). 

DESCOUCHIER 'to get up (from bed) ',12th. c., Lat. 

discollocare 'to get out of bed' (attested in the Gloses de 

Reichenau), a compound of co11ocare 'to place; go to bed'. 

This compound, at first sight denoting a very positive 

action, is also the antonym of OFr. acouchier 'to go to bed', 

12th. c., and retains this meaning until ca. 1680. The sense 

'to sleep out, elsewhere than in one's own bed' appears at 

the end of the 16th. c. The FEW seems to regard the two 

meanings as belonging to the same verb at different times 

in its history, but does not explain the semantic shift. 
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DE3JOV~TR 'to be unseemly, Wlsuitable', 13th. c., Lat. 

disconvenire 'to disagree, be inconsistent, inharmonious', a 

compouhd and antonym of convenire ' to unite, combine; be 

seemly, suitable, appropriate'. The form disconvenir is 

found in 1529. 

Also: descovenable (adj.) descovenue (f.), 12th. c. 

DESCOVRIR 'to reveal, disclose, uncover, discover', 

12th. c., Lat. discooperire 'to uncover, lay bare, disclose, 

expose', a compound and antonym of cooperire 'to cover; 

overwhelm' • 

DESFAIRE 'to des troy , defeat, kill; undo, not to do; 

remove, revoke', 12th. c., Lat. disfacere, a compound and 

antonym of faoere 'to do, make' which is attested in the year 

94J. (ro). The form defaire is also found and may represent 

a recomposed *defacere (for defioere), but see p. '77 for a 

discussion of the confusion of de- and ~-. In the majority 

of cases the prefix is clearly negative, but occasionally 

its meaning seems to be nearer that of t away t • Consider 

the follo~1ng examples in which des- is negative 

AOO 5202: Si que tantost un pont 1 'on face 
Lii~ de clos, qu' il ne defface 
Et de cordes forz ausimant, 

2M 2.XIV.28: E quant Nichanor vit oes lettres si fu 
mult dolent e mult Ii desplot de desfaire co que il 
avoi t promise 



Lat.: Quibus cognitis, Nicanor consternabatur, et 
graviter ferebat, si ea quae convenerant, irrita 
faceret, nihil laesus a viro: 
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OF I. 83. 16: ••• et par quoi Ii premiers mariages fust 
deffais et anulles de celIe dame qui en prison estoi t, 
et tout par Ie declaration dou pape, • . • 

CB xxv. 12: Puisqu'il est dit que nus empiremens ne doit 
estre fes en quemins, il est certaine coze que cil 
l'empire qui deffet les cauchi~s qui furent fetes por 
Ie quemin amender, . 

and compare them wi. th the following, where the prefix could 

be considered to denote removal : 

Also 

Me I.40: .•• tous lesquelz dessus nomm~zJ Ie roy avoit 
desapoint6z et deffaictz de leurs estatz, quant il vint 
A la couronne, nonobstant qu' ilz . . . 

desfaite (f.); desfaiture (f.). 

DESFUBLER 'to unhook; remove (outer garment)', 12th. c., 

Lat. diffibulare 'to unclasp, unbuckle', a compound and 

antonym of fibulare Ito fasten together by means of a clasp, 

pin, or buckle', probably via a recomposed form *disfibulare. 

The Old French compound is strictly an antol\Yll1 of afubler 

(affibulare, FEW I.49b). 

DEsJ2uNER 'to eat, break fast', 12th. c., Lat. disjejun

are I to break fast', later *disjunare (BW 176a), a compound 

and antol\Yll1 of jejunare 'to fast'. 

DESJOINDRE I to separate, divide', 12th. c., La. t. 

disjungere 'to disjoin, unyoke, separate', a compound and 



antonym of jungere 'to join, yoke'. A later form is 

disjoindre, 14th. c. 
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DESI,TTER 'to open, untie, free', 12th. c., Lat. 

disligare 'to untie', a compound and antonym of ligare 'to 

tie, bind, fasten'. 

DESLOIIER 'to untie, free', 12th. c., is an alternative 

form of desliier (see BW 351a). 

DESMElffiRER 'to dismember, hew in pieces', 12th. c., 

La t. dismembrare 'to dismember', attested in the 9th. c. 

(Du Cange) as an alternative form of demembrare. Dis

negates membrare 'to provide with limbs', while demembrare 

is probably a parasynthetic compound of membrum 'limb' in 

which ~- means ' away' • The form demembrer is found (e. g. , 

G 3309), and may represent Lat. demembrare. 

DESJ?LAIRE 'to displease', 12th. c., Lat. displicere 

'to displease', a compound and antonym of placere 'to 

please', via the recomposed form *displacere. 

Also: desplaisance (f.); desplaisir (m.). 

DESPLOlIER ' to unfold, untie', 12th. c., Lat. displicare 

, to unfold, explain I, a compound and antonym of plicare ' to 

fold, coil up'. 



DIFICILE (adj.) 'difficult', 1330, Lat. difficilis 

, difficult', a compound and antonym of facilis 'easy'. 

Also: dificult~ (f.), 13th. c., Lat. difficultas. 
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DISLCCACION (f.) 'dislocation', 1314-, Lat. dislocatio 

'dislocation', from dislocare 'to separate; put out of place', 

a compound and antonym of' locare 'to place, set, dispose, 

arrange'. The prefix denotes separation or has a negative 

fWlction according to the meaning of the compoWld, but the 

negative seems to prevail. Latin former~ had delocatio, 

in which ~- meant 'away'. 

DISNER 'to dine', 12th. c., is a doublet of desjeuner, 

see p.16l. 

DISPARITE (f.) 'difference', 14th. c., Lat. disparitas 

'difference', derived from dispar 'unequal, unlike, dissimilar', 

a compound and antonym of ~ 'equal'. 

DISSENSICN (f.) 'quarrel, dissension, strife', l2th. c., 

Lat. dissensio 'disagreement, dissension', from dissentire 

'to disagree, differ', a compound of sentire 'to feel' in 

which the prefix means 'in opposite or different ways', and 

which is, in consequence, an antonym of consentire 'to agree, 

accord, harmonize with'. 
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DISSIMULER 'to conceal, disguise', 14th. c., Lat. 

dissimulare 'to dissemble, feign, hide', derived from 

dissimilis 'unlike, dissimilar', a compound and antonym of 

similis 'like, similar'. 

Also: dissimulacion (f.), l2tlli c., Lat. dissimulatio. 

As was the case with compounds in de-, there are 

some instances of doubtful and incomplete etymologies. 

DESPARPAILLJER 'to scatter', 12th. c., represents the 

Lat. 3£disparpallare according to REI/{ 2674a, but BW 218b gives 

Lat. *sparpiliare as the etymology of OFr. esparpeillier and 

It. sparpagliare, which suggests that a La tin compound might 

have a slightly different form. There seems to be no reason 

to prefer the prefix di- for the hypothetical Latin compound. 

Since the idea of separation is already found in the simple 

form, the prefix could well be de-, in which case it would 

have an intensive function. This is more likely in a Late 

Latin compound than the Classical meaning of separation 

which di- would express in the compound proposed by the REW. 

In view of this, a better, but equally hypothetical, 

etymology would be *despar.eiliare. In either case the 

function of the prefix is intensive. 

DESTREINDRE 'to oppress, force, torture, keep in 
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difficult circumstances, be in need', 12th. c., Lat. 

distringere 'to force apart, hinder, molest, occupy, detain, 

distract, puzzle', a canp:mnd of stringere 'to draw, bind 

tight; rule, hold, grasp; touch lightly; pluck', is the 

accepted etymology. It must,however,be admitted that the 

meanings of the La tin and Old French comp:mnds can scarcely 

be said to correspond exactly, and one is, therefore, tempted 

to seek another word with more suitable meanings. The 

simple stringere appears to fit the requirements as far as 

meanings are concerned, and the reinforced form destringere 

has the required prefix. Originally destringere meant 'to 

graze, unsheathe; criticise, censure', but by the 4th. c. it 

has come to mean 'to bind tightJ.y, punish', while the deri v-

atives destrictus 'severe, rigid' and destrictio 'severity, 

rigourj asceticism; punishment' show the same trend in mean-

ing. The following examples show that the Old l'"'rench compound 

has the meanings of the intensive ~- compound rather than 

those of the separative di- compound: 

SB 58.6: mais Ii bries iors nos destrentj ke nos 
abreviens nostre sermon. 

Lat.: • • • sed dies brevis cogit breviare sermonem. 

CB XV.12: Et qui fet contre ces cozes, Ii sires y doit 
metre Ie main et destraindre celi qui Ie bail tient, 
a ce qu'il ne Ie face pas. 

4PV 17: Le roy Edouart maintint le siege devant Calais 
plus de dix mois et tant destraint ceulx de la ville 
qu'ilz n'avoient que mengier. 



PJS 234: Lors son cuer fust d' angoisse tellement 
destraint, que il ne peust ung seul mot parler. 

The view that the prefix has a reinforcing rather than a 
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separative function is supported by the fact that destreindre 

frequently has the same meaning as Fr. ~treindre and 

contraindre, which represent the Lat. simple stringere and 

the reinforced constringere. Further, the Old French compound 

is used to translate both simple and reinforced forms 

2M 2. X.19: ••• e il a ses batailles qui plus le 
destreignoient ala. 

Lat.: ••• ipse ad eas, quae amplius perurgebant, 
pugnas conversus est. 

SB 177. 15: de stregnanz plus per crimor que per amor a 
atrahanz. 

Lat.: • • • urgens magis timore quam provocans 
dilectione. 

In spite of the above considerations, the etymology of this 

compound remains uncertain because of the variety of its 

semantic content. 

Also: destrece (f.), 12th. c., Lat. *de-/districtia 

destroit (adj., m.), 12th. c., Lat. de-/districtus 

districtlon (f.), Lat. ~-/districtio. 

It has been observed, in Chapter III, that there 

originated in Late Latin a tendency for dis- to replace ~-

in some instances where the change of prefix would not alter 

the meaning of the compound to ariy great extent. Such changes 
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of prefix continue to occur in Old French compounds of Latin 

origin. We have seen, in this present chapter, that 

considerable numbers of Old French compounds occur in two 

forms: one with de- and the other with des- (e. g. , 

, de (!0 fendre, de (!0 rompre, de (!0 membrer ) • In some cases this 

double pre fixation is the result of the convergence of two 

distinct Latin compounds, while in others there is only one 

La. tin compound.. Only in the second case can there be any 

question of a change of prefix. In the following three 

compounds we have the convergence of two Latin compounds of 

allied meaning : 

DE(S)CROISTRE 'to decrease, grow smaller, make smaller', 

12th. c., Lat. decrescere 'to grow smaller, diminish' and 

discrescere 'to grow out in various directions', compounds 

of crescere 'to grow'. Both decroistre and descroistre are 

found, and, in view of the meanings of the Latin canpounds, 
~tywologic~lly sp0~kin~, 

the fonner must be correct, although it seems to be less 

common. De- has a negative function. Negation is a common 

function of dis- also, and it is, therefore, conceivable that 

discrescere came with the passage of time to be regarded as 

a negative compound, and that the original Classical sense 

was loat. 

Also: descroissance (f.) descroisaement (m.). 
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m(S)METRE 'to lay.dovm, aside, give up; depose', 12th. 

c., Lat. demittere 'to put down, lower; cause to fall' and 

dimi ttere (via the recomposed form dismi ttere) 'to send di1'fer-

ent ways, dismiss, discharge', compounds of mi ttere 'to send'. 

Both demetre and desmetre are found with the same meaning, 

as the quotations below will show. In many contexts the 

meanings of the Latin compounds are so close as to cause no 

obstacle to the convergence of the two forms. 

D 111.68.35: Des portes ont les clefs en ses mains mis, 
De leurs armes firent os tan cion , 
Les gouverneurs furent des lors desmis; 

eN 16: Adonc fist Ie roy Jaques de Saint Pol 
gouverneur de Flandres, et Raoul de Neelle en fut ~. 

DE(S)PERDRE 'to destroy; lose', 12th. c., Lat. deperdere 

'to destroy; lose' and disperdere 'to destroy, ruin', compounds 

of perdere 'to destroy, ruin, waste, lose '. Both Latin 

compounds are close in meaning, except that deperdere 

contains the additional idea 'to lose', and convergence must 

have been inevitable. 

Also deperdicion (f.), 13~ 

This convergence of: two Latin compounds results 

not only in Old Frenoh forms with alternative prefixes, but 

also in compounds corresponding in f:orm to one La tin compound, 

but in meaning to another. Such are ; 
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DnmillER 'to diminish, decrease', 1308, Lat. diminuere 

'to break into pieces; violate, outrage', a compound of 

minuere 'to lessen, diminish'. The Old Prench clearly has 

the form of the La tin compound with di-, but its meaning is 

closer to that of deminuere 'to lessen, diminish'. Confusion 

of these two compounds started at a relatively early date in 

Latin. 

Also: diminucion (f.), 13th. c., Lat. diminutio, a reading 

for deminutio. 

DESCOLORER 'to lose colour, go pale', 12th. c., Lat. 

discolorare / -ari 'to change colour', a deri va ti ve of 

discolor 'of ano ther colour', a compound of color 'colour'. 

The Old French appears to have the fom of discolorare, but 

in meaning it is nearer to decolorare 'to discolour, deprive 

of natural colour', a derivative of decolor 'faded, discol

oured', a compound of color. Once again the meanings of the 

two compounds are close enough to allow convergence. 

According to FEW II.92}b and BW l73b, des colorer is a para

synthetic compound of Fr. couleur, and was reformed in 1559 

as d~colorer [but is this really a change of form ? ] by 

analogy with decolorare. Presumably this etymology is adopted 

because of the discrepancy between 'to lose colour' (descol

~) and 'to change colour' (discolorare). 
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The above examples illustrate cases where two 

Latin compounds existed from an early date, but in some 

cases the change of prefix takes place either very late 

in Latin or in Old French itself. Since it is very difficult 

to distinguish between these two types of prefix-change, no 

attempt has been made to deal with them separately, but some 

indication of the type will be given under each heading. 

The change of prefix always takes place in the same direction 

from ~- to de s- (or ~-). Two sorts of compound result 

those which are found with the prefix des- only, in which 

case the change appears to have been complete by the begin-

ning of the Old French period, and those where both prefixes 

occur. In the latter case, de- is found at an early date, 

up to and including the twelfth century, though perhaps not 

to the comulete exclusion of des-, while des- appears at a 
"' ----

later date and gradually assumes the role of de- which 

eventually disappears. At the same time the alternative 

explanation of incorrect spelling, see p. '71 , must always 

be borne in mind. 

It is unfortunate that there must be some doubts 

about the etymologies of these compounds. In most instances 

there is the possibility of an Old French etymology quite 

independent of the La tin compound. Indeed the La tin compound 

is only admissible if we accept the possibility of the prefix-
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change in these cases. However, if we reject the Latin 

etymology in favour of the Old French, we must explain why 

existing Latin compounds were allowed to fall into disuse 

when the need for them was great enough to necessitate the 

creation from the same root of new compounds to take their 

place. For instance, why allow denudare to become extinct 

and have to create an Old French form from ~ (nudare), 

and later recall the Latin in order to form ~nuder? ~hile 

the theory is not without its difficulties, the prefix

change seems to be the most satisfactory way of explaining 

a number of Old French forms. 

DESDEIGNIER 'to despise, scorn', 12th. c., Lat. 

dedignare 'to scorn, despise, disdain', a collateral form 

of dedignari, a comp:nmd of dignari 'to deem wort~ '. b"WFS 

297b and REW 2666 both propose the unattested *disdignare, 

but it is impossible to say with any certainty whether the 

change of prefix took place in Latin or Old French; the 

former is perhaps the more likely in most cases. Naturally 

des- + d.eignier would give the same compound, and there is 

no evidence of the existence of an OFr. *dedeignier. The 

negative sense of the prefix would facilitate the change 

from de- to dis- or des-. 

Also: desdeign~ (adj.) desdeing (m.) d.esdeignece (f.). 
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DESFLORER 'to deflower', 12th. c., Lat. deflorare 'to 

deflower', a parasynthetic compound of Lat. flo~, floris 

'flower'. Neither Lat. *di8florare nor OFr. *deflorer 

appears to be attested. 

Also: desfloracion (f.), 1314, Lat. defloratio. The form 

in the text (OHM) is defloration ~~thout the -8-. 

DE(S)I-'OIR 'to exhume, dig up; dig', 12th. c., Lat. 

defodire (earlier defodere) 'to bury, dig dovvn, dig deep; 

dig up', a compound of fodir~, fodere (see BW 260b) 'to dig'. 

The prefix means 'down' or has an intensive function, while 

'to dig up' is a rarer meaning. The usual sense is seen in 

the following example ,taken from Horace, Sat. 1. i.42 

quid iuvat inmenswn te argenti pondus et auri 
furtim defossa timidum deponere terra ? 

The situation is reversed in Old French where 'to dig up' 

is the more usual meaning. The form desfoir may come from 

a Lat. *disfodere, but it is also possible that it was formed 

as an antonym of enfoir (OFr.) 'to bury', 11th. c., in which 

case the change of prefix is from OFr. ~- (or Lat. in-) to 

des-. The two forms may be seen in the following quotations, 

where they have the meaning etymologically correct for the 

form of the compound : 

RP 661: Mut fist mal de grant man~re 
Oil ki primes quist min~re, 
E defuir fist la terre 
Pur or e pur argent querre. 



1111 11.3211: Elle en orgueil multiplia , 
Son bon mari tost oublia 
Et Ie desfoui et pendi. 
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DE(S)NUER 'to bare, uncover', 12th. c., Lat. denudare 

'to lay bare, uncover, disclose, reveal, plunder', a 

compound of nudare 'to lay bare, expose'. De- has an 

intensive function in the Latin compound as in OFr. denU~, 

which is the earlier correct form. Des- later replaced de-

as the more common form of the prefix. The form denuder 

was created by analogy with Lat. denudare in the 15th. c. 

It is, of course, impossible that desnUer was formed in Old 

J!'rench as an antonym of ntier. 

DESONESTER 'to dishonour os., behave dishonestly', 

12th. c., Lat. dehonestare 'to disgrace, dishonour', a 

derivative of dehonestas 'dishonesty, dishonour', a compound 

of honestas 'honesty, honour'. De- denotes absence or 

removal of honour. The Old French compound is not a 

derivative of desoneste, for the adjective is not attested 

until the 13th. c. OFr. oneste and onester could be negated 

by ~-, yet a Latin origin is suggested by ~"W IV.463a, 

where we find: "In der gruppe 1 treten aIle vier It. 

worter, honestus, -as, -are und dehonestare ins fro tiber, . ---

" A Lat. *dishonestare is suggested by the fact that 

forms such as Sp. deshonestarse, deshonesto, and It. disonesto 



exist and seem to be parallel to the Old French. 

Also: desoneste (adj.), 13th. c., Lat. dehonestus 

desonest~ (f.), 13th. c., Lat. dehonestas; desonestet~ 

(f.), Lat. dehonestatio. 
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DESCNORER 'to dishonour; discredit as. ',12th. c., Lat. 

dehonorare 'to dishonour', a late compound of honorare 'to 

honour' or of honos, honoris 'honour'. This case is very 

similar to that of desonester, and again the Latin etymology 

is suggested by the existence of parallel forms in other 

Romance languages (e. g., Sp. deshonrar and It. disonorare). 

However, we are more fortunate in that dishonorare (for 

dehonorare) is attes~d and found in Du Cange. 

Also: desonor (m.), 12th. c., Lat. dishonor, attested 9~ 

(Du Cange); desonorable (adj.), 13th. c. 

DE(S)PANER 'to tear', 12th. c., Lat. de~re (7th. c.) 

'to tear', a parasynthetic compound of pannus 1 piece ' of' cloth'. 

De- is the original form in spite of the fact that both F1!.'Y{ 

and TL accept despaner, and depaner is frequently found in 

early texts (e.g., 4R and G). The possibility of the form 

with des- being of Old French origin remains, for it could 

be parasynthetic, a compound of pan (Roland), though it is 

not likely to ba a compound of pan (!V ~ 'to seize, wipe'. 

Under the circumstances it is not possible to tell whether 
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we have a case of prefix-change or two verbs of different 

but related origins and identical meaning. 

DE(S)PLUMER 'to pluck', 13th. c., Lat. deplumare 'to 

pluck', a negative compound of pl\.lll18.re 'to feather I or a 

para synthetic compound of pluma 'down, feather I. The form 

aesplumer could be a parasynthetic canpound of plume. 

DESTOLIR 'to take away', 12th. c., Lat. aetollere I-ire 

'to take away', a compound of toll ere I -ire 'to take away'. 

The form dis tollere is found in Late La tin with slightly 

different meanings, and *distollire could have been formed 

by analogy with tollire. The prefix is intensive, which 

would have been impossible if the prefix des- had been used 

to form a compound of Old French origLn. 

DESVESTIR 'to divest, undress, remove garment', 12th. 

c., Lat. devestire 'to undress', a compound of vestire 'to 

dress, clothe, adorn'. De- has a negative function. Rh~ 

2698 proposes (*) disvestire, which is found in OIl Cange with 

the meaning of devestire. Des- could negate OFr. vestir, 

and thus produce the same form. 

In all the compounds examined above, the change of 

prefix, whether in Latin or French, has not resulted in any 
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alteration of the meaning of the word. This is because de

meaning 'away' and dis- denoting separation are virtually 

synonymous, and both de- and ~- have a negative function 

in some cases. Since dis- had remained strong, while de-

lost much of its value, it is not surprising that the former 

should be preferred, consciously or unconsciously, to the 

latter in those compounds where they could be exchanged wi th

out affecting the meaning of the compound. There is, however, 

one exception to this generalisation: de(~nUer. In this 

compound the prefix is intensive, a function that neither 

dis- nor des- could have when added to nudare (nUer). In 

such cases the change from de- to dis- or des- must be made 

by analogy with other compounds where it is a perfectly 

natural phenomenon. We have, then, three stages in the 

evolution of the tendency for ~- and dis- to replace de-

in the first, two compounds exist on an equal footing but 

dis- tends to predominate; in the second, this tendency 

leads to the f'orma tion of new compounds in dis- giving Old 

French compounds in des-; in the third, des- replaces de

because it appears more suitable to express the meaning of 

the compound than the weakened de-. This is yet another stage 

in the removal of de- fran active service as .... a pref'ix 

used for the creation of new compounds expressing new ideas. 

However, although there is no doubt that the sense 
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of a compound could be better expressed sometimes with the 

aid of des- rather than of de-, we must ask ourselves, in 

cases where both prefixes are to be found, whether or not 

it is merely a question of confused spelling. Vie saw in 

Chapter III that the two prefixes could be confused in 

speaking and writing in Late Latin, and that this confusion, 

coupled with the similarity of the meanings of the two pre-

fixes, enabled a change of prefix to take place. It appears 

that similar considerations must be taken into account in 

Old French, when, in some instances, the ~ of des- (and of 

~-) was not pronounced, and de- and des- could have similar 

pronunciations. The ~ was then regarded as a sign used to 

indicate the quality of the preceding ~ and was, therefore, 

liable to be inserted in compounds where it had no etymolog-

ical justification, since the prefix was really de-, not des-. 

c. Beaulieux, in a chapter on twelfth century 

spelling, describes the situation in the following way : 

"En syllabe protonique initiale, on avait dans 

beaucoup de mots un e suivi d's et d'une autre consonne. 

Cet s ~tait amui d~jA quand la consonne qui suivait ~, ~tait 

1:" !:.' ~, ! (=dj), !! (=v), [, :e., ,£, E; il ~tait encore 

prononc~ devant les consonnes sourdes. 

On avai t cet e dans une foule de mots commen9ant 

en latin classique par !!£, 51, ~, st et dans les nombreux 
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compos~s de ex et dis. 

En sy1labe protonique, il n'y avait pas d'allonge-

ment, mais 1 t~ qui pr~c6dait 1 t~ amui 6tait toujours un e 

moyen ou ferm6. L's 6tai t donc r6dui t au role de signe 

diacritique. On ne se rendit pas compte que certains compos6s 

comme eslever, eslire ••• viennent regulierement de ex + leuare, 

legere, et non pas de eleuare, eligere, et l'on crut, quand 

l's fut amui, qu t il avai t 6t6 ajout~ pour marquer la valeur 

de l'~pr6c6dent. On l'ajouta alors a d'autres mots qui ne 

l'avaient pas eu primitivement. C'est de cette 6poque aussi 

que date la confusion entre les pr6positions de et dis: l's 

n'6tant plus prononc6, on 6crit indiff6remment de ou des les 

compos6s de de ou de dis. ,,6 

Bourciez dates the falling silent of the s of des-

even earlier than the twelfth century : 

"Le s devant consonne n' a 6t6 supprim~ graphiquement 

qu'au milieu du XVllle. si~cle (3e. ~dition du Dictionnaire 

de l'Aca~e, en 1740), mais en r6alit~ il s'est effac6 de 

bonne heure dans la prononciation fran~ise. Cet effacement 

a eu lieu du reste A des 6poques diverses, suivant la nature 

de la consonne qui venait apres. A la fin du XIe. si~cle, 

Ie s ne sonnait d6jA que devant les occlusives sourdes: c'est 

6 H" to " de 1'0 ( " 1927) I ~s u-e rthographe Franyaise ParJ.s, " 
48-49. 
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A cette ~poque que des mots rest~s en Angleterre reast, 

tempest, escape, etc., y ont ~t~ import~s par la conquete 

normande (cr. au contraire les mots anglais de meme origine 

isle [ayl] , blame, errorce, etc.). Cent ana plus tard, on 

ne raisait gu~re sentir le s devant aucune consonne dans les 

parlers rran9ais du continent (saur au Nord-Est, et du cot~ 

des Vosges). ,,7 

This being so, it would be a mistake to attach too 

great an importance to the ract that we rind spellings such 

as desduire, desrendre, desrompre, despecier, where the 
L'ro.Jl t he .?urely ety::uologic~l vic3\vpoint 
prerix should __ _ _ --v be de-. The t"orm with the unetymolog-

ical ~ would be prererred either because or the conrusion 

and the use or s as a diacritic, or because des- suited the 

sense or the compound better than ~-. The tendency to 

write des- ror de- increases with the passage of time, until, - -
in the rirteenth and sixteenth centuries, it is very 

frequent, though both rorms still appear. Only when there 

is no sign whatsoever or the existence in French of the rorm 

in de- can we be reasonably sure that a change of' pref'ix 

has taken place in f'act. 

7 E. Bourciez, Pr~cis Historique de Phon~tJ:~~ l<'ranxaise, 
Be. ~dn. (Paris, 1945), pp. 216-217. 



i,' ;1e pre-co(lson:l.Ilta l .§. -,n s !lot the sole C:ll.lse of 

confu.sion betl'/ ae~l the two prefixes, for in Ul;;\.ilY c ::.ses the 

pronLlllci:ltions of the t ,vo vowel sOLllld3 were very sicil:u, or 

avaa iJantic!l.l. 

l-o.I. .U.'p., '9.34), pt. 11 , ch. ) ) t. (1!l.~ the short. 1 of CL:l. t. Jis-

beca.w.~ L.u). t. :!:. Il.nd Sl.lbS e~l1.1ently Q.. .\t thd S ~Jle ti:ue the long • • 
.2. of;,;L.:J.t. de- be(; :lJle 1.JL:l.t. ~, :md t hus the t wo pral'ixes hll.d 

• 
the sa.ua pronLlncia.tion in L~te Latin. r his !.!.lUst have c[ll.lsed 

~oille conLusioa. 

Ll e~rly Jill h:enoh l )l t h . tIJ "~th o centuries) SOUlG 

d.i..,fterentiatiOil oc cur raJ whe,l freo cOLlntertonic Q. beCa.:ld !2., while 
• • 

i t. re.!l.:l.ined \j in J. blockeJ :.losition. ;!owevi3r t he cOlli'usioLl W.'.loS .. . 

l.he pr6-consonant.:..l L :l.'ld -,veLl in .. Liddle irench t i1ere was 

hesitat.ion betvleen e :l.Ild e int.he countertonic syll:l.bla. .. .. 
l'ne s i w.ihrity of pranLlllciation of the vowels, 

together with t he insdrtion of the pre-consonanta l fi. :.1. 03 Ll. UUl. rJ:C 

of ::i lO;l g vowel, caused the t....,o once distinct prei'ixt':ls to becomd 

insep:l.1: ably coni'used eVdn to the lllOSt. dlscl3rlling 8chol..\.1:8 of 

the J:J.y. 
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We have seen that in Old French compounds or 

Latin origin the La. tin meanings and functions of the prefixes 

are maintained in the vast majority of cases. Some slight 

shifts of meaning do, in fact, take place, but appear to be 

isolated cases rather than instances of a definite category 

of tendency in any direction. It must be remembered that 

the prefixes in these compounds are no longer active, but 

rather petrified, as it were, in their Latin state. The 

only active change is that of des- for de-, but even this 

change seems to have occurred in Late Latin in a number of 

cases. This change may come about ror semantic reasons, but 

is encouraged by the confusion in speaking and writing 

between ~- and des- brought about by the dropping of the 

s. In order to discover the active uses of the prefixes in 

Old French, we must examine them in compounds created in Old 

!t'rench i tsell, and it is to this chapter that we give our 

attention in the next two chapters. 
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v 

COMPOUNDS OF MEDIAEVAL FRENCH ORIGIN DE-

In the previous chapter we examined compounds 

created in Latin and handed down into Old French. We have 

now to consider those compounds formed for the first time in 

Old French from simple words of Latin or Germanic origin, 

and to examine the function of the prefix as revealed by 

quotations drawn from Mediaeval French texts. 

Whereas we have hitherto been concerned with 

establishing the connection between Old French and Latin 

compounds, we must now relate Old French compounds to Old 

French simple fonns. This presents at least one problem, 

tha t of dating both comp:>und and simple fonns. Obviously, 

it is not reasonable to suppose that a compound has been 

formed from a simple word if there is no evidence of the 

existence of the simple form until three or four centuries 

after the compound is first attested.. The dates given in 

etymological dictionaries are not always accurate, and the 

difficulties arising from the inaccuracies of the dictionaries 

are increased by the usual discrepancies existing between the 

written and the spoken language. Difficulties of an etymo-
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logical nature which may be traced to problems of dating are 

comparatively rare except in cases where a compound is 

attested earlier than the twelfth century. There are so 

few extant texts of the ninth, tenth and eleventh centuries 

that it is quite possible for a simple fonn to be unattested 

before the twelfth century, while the compound is found in 

a text dating from an earlier century. We should not, 

therefore, reject reasonable etymologies in such circum

stances, even when the dating is unsatisfactory, for we may 

assume that the simple form did exist and may well have been 

written down in a manuscript since lost. Later, when there 

are more texts and the chances of any accepted form going 

unattested are proportionately fewer, such a discrepancy 

is more serious, and it is necessary to take the precaution 

of searching for an alternative etymology, though, of 

course, it may not be possible to find one. 

We have seen that de- in Classical Latin had a 

number of different yet related meanings, but that in the 

popular speech of the Late Latin period this prefix lost 

much of its semantic content, and was normal~ used to 

reinforce or intensify existing words without changing their 

sense. Since Old French is the continuation of the popular 

lingua romana, we must expect to find that the popular 

tendency for de- to become devoid of meaning is continued 
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in Old French. This is, in fact, the case. In almost 

all compounds of Old French origin de- is without semantic 

content. It has, however, a function, as in Late Latin. 

That function is generally to reinforce the simple verb and, 

occasionally, to differentiate between the simple and the 

compound, while in parasynthetic compounds its function is 

merely that of enabling a notm or adjective to become a verb 

with the appropriate meaning. Let us examine the function 

of de- in gr-eater detail, and, having done so, try to assess 

its value in Mediaeval French. 

In the majority of compounds de- has no semantic 

content. Compounds are, therefore, in many cases merely 

fuller forms of the simple verb. Sometimes, however, the 

meanings of the compound and simple . are slightly different, 

and de- serves to mark this difference, which should not be 

confused with intensification, for it is usual~ a case of 

a slight extension of the meaning of the simple verb. 

DEBOTER 'to push, strike, thrust (away) ',12th. c., 

a compound of boter 'to push, strike', 12th. c. In some 

cases de-merely reinforces the simple verb : 

Ps. OXVII.13: Estei debut~ que je chaisse, e Ii Sires 
sustint mei. 

Lat.: Impulsus pellebar ut caderem, et lX>minus 
sustentatus est me. 



WR III. 2074: Le chaperun li unt oste, 
Mult l'unt enpeint e debute, 
Mult Ii dunerent colps e buz, 
E Ii bons hom clinout a tuz. 

The compound frequently has the sense 'to thrust away'. 
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Since 'to push, thrust' alreaay contains the idea of 'away', 

this is not surprising, and it is not certain whether, in 

these cases, we should consider the prefix to mean 'away' or 

to intensify the idea alreaay implied in the simple verb. 

Consider 

Ps. LXXXVIII. 39: Tu acertes debutas e degetas Ie, 
iriez ies envers tun crist. 

Lat.: Tu autem repulisti et projecisti, iratus es 
adversus chris tum tuum. 

2M 2. XIV. 7: e ie fu d.ebotez de l' honor de mes peres. 
Ie di del grant prestraige. si sui venuz a toi • . • 

Lat.: Nam et ego defraudatus parentum gloria (dico 
autem summo sacerdotio), hue veni: 

4PV 7: . . . et vint A Jacques d'Ardevelle, ung Flamenc 
godalier, que les Flamens, apres ce qu'ilz eurent debout6 
et cachie leur droit seigneur, esleurent A seigneur et 
A conte. 

Whether the prefix means 'away' or not, this idea is often 

found to be expressed by a preposition or an adverb used in 

conjunction with the compound deboter. 'Away', therefore, 

may be expressed once, by a preposition or an adverb but not 

by the prei'ix, or perhaps twice, by the prefix and by a 

preposition or an adverb, as in the following cases: 

OHM 240: Dont il avient que comme homme menjue et 
veult parler, des lors il tousse continuelment duc'a 
tant que ce qui est entr~, soit debout~ horSe 



VCJB I. 221: Ainsy furent les Brabanchons A. grands 
despens durement blechiez, gastez, et c:Mpartis et 
d~boutez de leur hormour, pour I' orgueil des bormes 
villes, • • . 
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Me II. 147: .•• laquelle fille la royne Ysabel, seur 
dudit roy domp Henry, debouttoit de la succession de 
Castille, disant que la mere l'avoit conceUe en adult~re. 

Also debotement (m.). Debot (m.) 'end', 12tl1. c., is a 

compound of bot (m.) 'end; blow', 12th. c., . from boter. 

DEBRISIER 'to break, tear in pieces', 12th. c., a compound 

of brisier 'to break', 12th. c. 'The action denoted by 

debrisier is perhaps more thorough than that expressed by the 

simple verb, while both are stronger than casser. This is 

probably a case of slight intensification 

G 3098: E Reneward Ie fiert si del tinel, 
Tut Ie debruse, mort l'ad acravent6, 
E Ie cheval Ii ad par mi colp~. 

OF II.14~: • • • et A monsigneur Loeis d' Espagne qui 
tenoit Ie si~ge par devant et avoit si debrisi~ et 
defroissi~ Ie ville et Ie fremet~, par les engiens, •• 

Ps. XLV. 9: II ad appaisi6 les batailles desque a la 
dereinet6 de la terre, l'arc debruserat, e trencherat 
la hanste; 

La t.: Compescui t bella usque ad extremum terrae, 
arcum confringet, et concidet hastam; 

AD 97: Et lors pluseur las et debrisi6 par travail et 
par anuy laissent l'ost; 

AOC 5622: Et lors quant son ost a laissie, 
Plusours jant las et debrisie 
Per travail, per emmit, per pouine, 
Laissent l'ost, ••• 

Lat.: Tum fracti lab ore et taedio plurimi deserunt, • • 
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DEBROOHIER 'to stab, prick', 13th. c., a compound of 

brochier 'to put on a , spit; spur', 12th. c. The prefix 

serves to reinforce the simple verb, and the compound 

denotes slightly different actions from the simple form. 

The prefix, therefore, distinguishes between the different 

meanings : 

R 1197: Quant 1 'ot Ro11ant, Deus! si grant aoel en out, 
Sun cheval brochet, laiset curre a esforz, 
Vai t Ie ferir Ii quens quanque il pout. 

C1. 3668: L'arrabi broche et esperone, 
Et vet desor la targe pointe 
An Sesne doner tele anpointe, 
De tel vertu, tot sanz rnantir, 
Qu'al cuer Ii fet Ie fer santir. 

ROC 28: • • • si venoient chil a qui il avoit meffait, 
si Ie debrocoient et depicoient et feroient, 1i un de 
coutiaus, Ii autre d'alesnes, Ii tiers d'espees, ••• 

DIDHACIER 'to pursue, put to flight, send away', 12th. 

c., a compound of chacier 'to hunt, pursue, drive out', 

The idea of 'away' does not seem to be an essential part 

of the semantic content of either the compound or the simple 

form, but it may be found in both. The compound and simple 

forms are virtually syno~us : 

WE 5798: Cil n'i ad un Romain laissied 
Qu'il n'eit ocis u dechacie~ 

CF 1.41.5: Avint que Ii rois Robers d'Escoce, qui avoit 
est~ moult preus, et qui moult avoit souffert contre les 
Engl~s, et moult de fois avoit est6 decaci~s et 
desconfis au tamps 1e bon roy Edowart, . • • 
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VCJB I.9: Quant ledit messire Hue vit qu'il avoit f'a±t 
une partie de ses voulentez, • . • , la royne et son 
aisn6 f'ilz hors du royaume d6chass~, et qu'il avoit 
ainsy le roy a sa voulent6 attrait, •.• 

4R 1. XXVI. 18: Purquei dechaces s1 mei, tun serf? 
Que ai fait? 

Lat.: .•. quam ob causam dominus meus persequitur 
servum suum quid feci 

dechacement (m.). 

DEX::HAUCHIER 'to trample, crush', 12th. c., a compound 

of chauchier 'to press, trample', 12th. c. A form with des-

is also found, probably by analogy with the many verbs denot-

ing destruction which have that prefix, but also because of 

the confusion of de- and des-. The prefix does not alter the 

meaning of the simple verb, and appears to correspond to 

~- in the Lat. conculcare. The compound may translate 

either the Latin simple form or the canpound, which indicates 

that the pref'ix bas merely a reinf'orcing f'unction : 

2M 2. VIII. 2: E prioient deu que il regardast son 
pople qui estoit dech[ e]auchez des mescreanz e eust 
merci del temple qui estoit conchiez des felons ••• 

Lat.: Et invocabant lX>minum, ut respiceret in populum, 
qui ab omnibus calcabatur: et misereretur templo, quod 
contaminabatur ab impiis: 

Ps. LV.l: Aiez merci de mei, Deus, kar decalxa t mei 
huem; 

Lat.: Miserere mei, Deus, quoniam conculcavit me homo; 

DEDCNOISTRE 'to know, recognize', 12th. c., a compound 
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of conoistre 'to know, recognize; inform', 11th. c. (Alexis). 

This compound should not be confused with desconoistre of 

opposite meaning, see p. 250. The FEW recognizes only the 

one form desconoistre, but attributes to it both the positive 

and negative meanings 'ne pas reconnaltre, m<!conna1tre' 

(until ca. 1700) and 'distinguer, reconna1tre' (until the 

13th. c.). This involves some difficulties in the meaning 

of the prefix, and the double meaning is explained as fUlows 

(FEW II. 84Bb, n. 10): ''mihrend des- bei den vorangehenden 

ablt. (meaning 'not to recognize') privative bed. hat, drUckt 

es hier aus, dass man verschiedene personen oder gegenstande 

erkennend zu trennen vermag." That is to say that in one 

case the function of des- is negs. ti ve, but in the other it 

is separative. The separative function belongs properly to 

Lat. ~-, and the proposed explanation implies, therefore, 

the existence of a form *discognoscere. It is surely more 

satisfactor,y to adopt the TL spelling as the correct one, 

in which case de- is the prefix and has a reinforcing 

function 

SB 99.29: Hui fut assi deconuz per 10 tesmoignaige 
de deu 10 pere quant il iai en la dispensation de la 
char ot pres peraempli t trente ans. 

Lat.: Hodie quoque, cum jam triginta ferme in 
dispensatione carnis egisset annes ( ••• ), inter 
populares turbas abscondi tus, ad Jordamem baptizandus 
advenit; sed testimonio Dei Patris innotuit. 

WE 9824: Ne voldrent estrange hume attraire 



Ne d' estrange hurne seinnur faire; 
Ainz sereient tuit viel chanu 
Qu'il l'eUssent decuneU; 

DEFAILLIR 'to fail, cease, be wanting', 12th. c., a 
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compound of faillir 'to fail', 11th. c. (Alexis). EWFS 298a 

suggests GRom. *defallire as the origin of the Old French 

compound, but this view, though not impossible, is supported 

onJ.y by the existence in Du Cange of defauta and defal ta, 

which appear to be confined to Mediaeval Latin. The compound 

frequent~ translates Lat. deficere, while the prefix has a 

reinforcing function. The idea of absence is alreacliY 

implied in the simple faillir, and the compound appears to 

mean little more than the simple form, as is shown by the 

examples from AC and AOO : 

Ps. XXV. 1: Jugiez mei, Deus, kar jeo en la meie 
simplici t~ alai, e el Seignur jeo afianz ne defaldrai. 

Lat.: Judica me, Deus, quoniam ego in simplicitate mea 
ambulavi, et in lbmino confidensnon deficiam. 

4R .3.XVII.14: "La farine ne defaldrad ne l'61ie ne 
avalerad jesque Deu env~i t plttie en terre." 

Lat.: hydria farinae non deficiet nec lecythus olei 
minuetur usque ad diem in qua. daturus est Dominus 
pluviam super faciem terrae 

SB 2.3.2.3: ... et si nos nos essaions de faire 10 bien; 
tost defaillons. 

Lat.: . • • si tentamus facere bonum, deficimus; 

AC 79: •.. mais l'espargne est tardive quant on a tout 
despendu ou quant Ii avoirs deffaut. 

AOO 4.383: Mes l'esparne est moult terdive 
Et mult foible et mult chaitive 



Also 

Quant au gaster out entandu 
Si que l' on a tot despandu 
Et que li avoirs est failliz; 

Lat.: Ceterum sera parsimonia est t1ll1C slvare, cum 
deficit. 
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vee 34.59: .•. que encore est-il mielz que nos metons 
toz noz avoirs ci, que ce que nos perdissiens ce que nos 
i avons mie, et que nos de1'aillisiens de noz convenances; 

TAe 58: E se cil qui est acusez se defaut plus, il 
sofferra la }aine as defallanz e li requenoissanz 
sera fez autresi comme se il fust presanz, 

defaillance (f.); defaille (f.); dei'aillemen t 

(m. ) defaut (m.) 'lack, want', ljth. c. ; defaute (f.). 

DEFJNER 'to end, finish, die', 12th. c., a cornpo1ll1d of 

finer, fenir 'to end, die', 12th. c. The prefix does not 

seem to add anything to the simple verb, but merely reinforces 

it. This compound is frequently confused with defenir, see 

p. 140, but its derivatives remain unequivocal 

LT 1.XIV.ll: ••• car il i a chases en .iii. rnanieres, 
unes ki sont temporaus lesqu~s comrnencent et fenissent, 
les autres sont perpetueles ki conmencent rnais ne 
definent, ce sont li angele et les armes, les autres 
sont sempiterneles ki ne commencent ne ne definent, clest 
Dieus en sa diviniM. 

lIJi1{ 326.539: Quant li capelains ot son sermon defin~, 
et il ot monstr~ le crois u Nostre Sires rechut, • • • 

Ps. XXXVI. 37: •.. kar iert al definail al barun pais. 

La t.: . • • quia eri t ad extremum viro pax. 

R ]4.34: Dient plusar: '90 est li definement, 
La fin del secle ki nus est present. ' 
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WR 11.1288: N'out nul enf'ant de Gile qu'il prist 
[prernierement , 

Sanz enf'anz vint la dame a sun definement. 

Also: defin (m.) 

definement (m.). 

definail (m.); definaille (f.) ; 

DEFOLER 'to trample, crush, oppress', 12th. c., a 

compound of foler 'to press, crush, trample; oppress; 

despise', 11th. c. The prefix merely reinforces the mean-

ing of the simple verb, of which it is often a synonym as 

the context from Ap. shows. Further, the Old French canpound 

would be translated in Modern French by the expression 

'fouler awe pieds I. The compound usually serves to trans-

late the Latin reinforced form conculcare 

Ps. VII.S: Parsiwet Ii enemis la meie aneme, e aprienge 
e defult en terre la meie vie, e la meie glorie en 
puldre aliut. 

Lat.: Persequatur inimicus animam meam, et apprehendat 
et conculcet in terram vitam meam, et gloriam merun in 
pul verem collocet. 

Ap. XI.2 (gloss): Ceo que Ii mescreant averont poost~ 
de foler la seinte cit~ .xlij. mois signefie que la 
mesn~e Antecrist defolera seinte Eelise par persecution 
. iij. ans & demi, • 

WR III. 8438 : Od Ie cheval l' a si hurte 
Que mult tost l'a acravente 
E od les piez tot defole. 

D 1.161.21: Car on y fait les .vii. pechiez mortelz, 
Tollir, murdrir, l'un va l'autre tuant, 
Femmes ravir, les temples sont cassez, 
Loy n'a entr'elilx, Ie mendre est Ie plus 

[ grant, 
Et l'un voisin va llautre deffoulant. 
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The idea of ' down' is as much a part of the simple as of the 

compound fonn, and, therefore, it cannot be said with certain-

ty that the prefix means 'down', though of course it may 

do, and thus reinforce and intensif'y the simple verb. 

DEFORCIER 'to use force to take away, seize, resist', 

12th. c., a compound of forcier 'to force, break, violate', 

lItho c. In some cases the prefix clearly reinforces the 

simple verb, and this reinforcement is accompanied by a 

marked restriction of meaning : 

yTn 1~30 : Sa force m'estuet otreier, 
Ne li puis mie defforcier. 
Jo nel faiz mie de mun gr~, 

But in other compounds we see the neaning 'to take by force' 

and. the prefix seems to mean 'away' : 

TAG 83: ••. aparelli~ a requenoistre par leur 
serement se la terre, que 'B. Ii deforce a Baieues, 0st 
fieuz ou guages engagiez puis Ie coron~nent Ie roi 
Richart, 

TAG 59: Se l'en desforce a aucun l'eri-tage a son 
encessor, il se porra plaindre dedanz l'an de 
l'esforcement; 

However, it cannot be said that de- means ' away' • 'l'he use 

of esforcement in the above context suggests that the prefix 

~- (~!.-) has the Latin meaning 'out of', but this is not so, 

and, in fact, ~- also may have a reinforcing function not 

tmlike that of de-, as is seen in the following example : 

WB 13086: Cil des nefs d'ariver s'esforcent, ('strive') 
Cil de la terre lur deforcent. ('resist') 
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This supports the view that deforcier is a reinforced form 

of the simple, and that 'away' is not an essential part of 

its semantic content. Further support is given by the fact 

that the two substantival derivatives both mean simply 

'force, violence, use of force'. The action denoted by the 

compound is 'to use one's force or strength to do something 

(implied) against the will of the other person(s) concerned'. 

Also: deforcel!l~nt (m.) 'violence, force' ; deforz (m.) 

'force' • 

DEFRIRE 'to burn, tremble with emotion', 12th. c., a 

canpoUl1.d of frire 'to fry; shudder, tremble, shake with 

emotion', 12th. c. The prefix reinforces t h e simple verb, 

without affecting the meaning , t hough the compound does not 

appear to have the literal meaning 'to fry'. The prefix 

would then serve to differentiate, in some cases, between 

the literal and figurative senses. 

WR 111.5295: Mult veissiez son cors defrire 
E son viaire teindre d ' ire; 

vm III. 3377: Mult veissez Normanz defrire 
E dementer de duel e de ire 
Del chastel ke refai t veeient: 

D I.2~.20: A paines puet riches homs reposer 
Ne bien avoir, tousjours merancolie, 
De l'un avoir veult a l'autre tirer, [erie 
Tousjours defrit, tousjours brait, tousjours 
Que povres est, et ne lui souffist mie: 
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DEF'ROISSER 'to shatter, break in pieces', 12th. c., a 

compound of' f'roisser 'to shatter', 11th. c. The pref'ix 

serves to reinf'orce the simple verb without altering its 

meaning: 

R 2588: Par mains Ie pendent sur une culumbe, 
Entre lur piez a tere Ie tresturnent, 
A grant bas tuns Ie batent e def'ruisent; 

VCJB I.62: et ilz nous povoient bien tous lapider 
et d~f'roisser de pierres se nous f'ussons passez celIe 
rivi~re, et si ne po ions nullement retourner. 

DEGABER 'to mock, make f'un of", 12th. c., a compound 

of' gaber 'to joke, mock', 11th. c. (Sponsus). The pref'ix 

reinf'orces the simple verb without altering its meaning : 

LIP 3983: 1 
degaber = i11udere, 

L/P 5038: degaber = 1udif'icare. 

DmASTER 'to ravage, destroy, waste', 12th. c., a 

compound of gaster 'to ravage, lay waste, lose', 12th. c. 

This compound was perhaps formed by analogy with Lat. 

devastare, which gave OFr. d.evaster, 1339 (BW 184a, 276a). 

The prefix reinf'orces the simple verb, but does not appear 

to alter its meaning, as the f'oll owing examples show : 

1 

Ps. XXX. 10: Kar deguast~es sunt en p1ur lUes vies, e Ii 
mien an en gemiaaement. 

Lat.: Quia consumptae sunt in moerore vitae meae, et 
anni mei in gemi tu. 

P = Abauus, MS. Pari s. 
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AD 162: ... car l'enrouoilleUre degaste les cleus de 
fer par I e tens et par l'umeur, .•. 

AOC 10317: Car la roille les clos degaste 
De fer, l'eve et li tans les taste 
Et lor done roil et ordure 
Per Ie maUr, • • . 

Lat.: ••. nara ferreos claves tepore et umore celeriter 
robigo consumit, ••• 

WR 11.698: N'a buef ne charue, ne vilain en aree, 
Ne vigne provigniee J ne culture semee, 
Mainte iglise i a ia eissillie[e] e gastee; 
Se ceste guerre dure, la terre ert degastee. 

4PV 150: Lequel ala A son seigneur et chevauca 0 ses 
Bretons Ie long de Norrnendie, destruisant et gastant 
la terre du roy de Navarre et entra en Costentin qu'il 
degasta en partie. 

C~I 755: Les navr~s es quiex ventosation est competente, 
sont ceux es quiex sanc noir engroissi~ remaint environ 
la plaie apr~s evacuataions universeilz, Ie quel sanc ne 
puet estre vuidi~, resolz ne degast~ par celes evacuations 
universels, ne par choses qui soient dessus mises. 

DIDUERPIR 'to leave, abandon', 12th. c., a compound of 

guerpir 'to leave', lOth. c. (Passion). The prefix serves 

to reinforce the simple verb without altering its meaning. 

Note that deguerpir translates both relinquere and derelinqu-

~, and is used in the same way as laissier : 

Ps. IX. 10: E il s'afierunt en tei lei cuneurent Ie 
tuen numj kar tu ne deguerpis les queranz tei, Sire. 

Lat.: Et confident in te qui nove runt nomen tuum; 
quoniam non dereliquisti quaerentes te, Domine. 

Ps. XXXVI. 8: Lesse ire et deguerpis forsenerie, ne 
voilles tencer que tu mal faces. 

Lat.: Dimitte iram et relinque furorem, noli contendere 
ut malefacias. 
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SB 12.32: Coment puissiez vos al trement dewerpir de 
vostre espoine greit l'amor de vos amins; 10 deleit de 
la char. . • 

La t.: Alioquin quando tibi persuaderi posset charorum 
af~ectibus, corporis voluptatibus, .•• sponte 
abrenuntiare, •.• 

VIR 11.893: Li plusur des Normanz unt Rou ~uiant sivi, 
Li altre Normant unt Ie siege de guerpi, 

vee 54- 96: "Bel seignor, en Surie ne poez vos rien 
faire; et si Ie verroiz bien A cels meismes qui nos ont 
deguerpiz, et sont al~ as autres porz. 

DEHURTER 'to strike, shake', 12th. c., a compound of 

hurter 'to strike, knock, bump; spur, prick', 12th. c. The 

pre~ix reinforces the simple verb ,\'ithout altering its mean-

ing 

WR 111.4026: Entre ses homes fu chaez, 
Ne fu dehurtez ne destreez, 
Legierement releva sus, 
Hardiz fu ainz, mais pois fu plus. 

DELA1SSIER 'to leave, forsake, abandon, renounce; 

pardon', 12th. c., a compound o~ laissier 'to leave', 9th. 

c. (Eula~e). The pre~ix re~orces the simple verb, but 

does not mo~y its meaning. Both the simple and compound 

may be used to translate the same Latin word : 

Ps. CIV.20: Enveiat Ii reis e dasliad lui, Ii princes 
des pueples, e delessad lui. 

Lat.: Misit rex et solvit eum, princeps populorum, et 
dimisi t ilIum. 

Ps. XXXVI. 8: Lesse ire et deguerpis forsenerie, ne 
voilles tencer que tu mal ~aces. 

Lat.: Dimi tte irem et relinque furorem, noli contendere 
ut malefacias. 
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4PV 297: • • • elle descript par certains messages A 
monseigneur Ie duc d'Angou qu'elle lui delessoit toute 
sa terre, maiz ce fut A tort. 

CHM 587: .•• les queles .8., s'il sont bien 
considerees artificielment et faites sans rien oblier 
ne delessier des choses qui leur apartienent, toutes 
teles plaies seront curees briefment et legierement 
sans peril. 

PJS 33: Et tant d'aultres auctoritez, que treslonguc 
chose seroit a l'escripre, desquelles ad present je me 
vueil delaissier, pour venir a mon propos: 

delaissement (m.) appears to have a meaning connected 

wi th 'to abandon, cease' : sanz delaissement, sine inter-

missione. 

DELAPIDER 'to stone; decry', 13th. c., a compound 

of lapider 'to stone', 12th. c. The prefix reinforces the 

simple verb without altering its meaning. The Lat. 

delapidare means 'to pave; clear o~ stones' and later 'to 

destroy (a building) stone by stone', yet it is translated, 

probably in error, by the Old French compound in L/Aalma 

2824. The form dilapider, delapider 'to squander', 13th. c., 

as in ~V 2128
2 

where dilapider is used to translate 

dilapidare. 

DEMANGIER 'to swallow, eat, gnaw', 13th. c., a compound 

of mangier 'to eat', 12th. c. In the 13th. c. the meaning of 

2 v = Abauus, MS. Vatican. 
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the compound does not appear to have been different from 

that of the simple verb, ,and the prefix must merely have re-

inforced the latter, as is shovm in the following context 

AC 163: •.• rnais cele qui est tranchie es autres 
jours, Ii ver Ie menjuent par de dens , • 

AOC 10,344.: M~s icele qui est tranchie 
Es autres jors est demengie 
Per vers et tome en porriture 

Lat.: • • • reliquis autem diebus praecisa etiam eodem 
anne interna vermium labe exesa in pulverem vertitur, •• 

By the 15th: c. the modern sense of the compound has appeared. 

The function of the prefix remains the same, and in addition 

de- serves to differentiate between the simple and the compound 

which has undergone a slight change of meaning : 

F IX.9l: Gaultier, vous ne me gratez pas, 
00 me demengue. 

DEMA(N)GLER 'to torture, mutilate', 13th. c., a coq>ound 

of mangler 'to mutilate, cripple', 13th. c. This compound 

is rare enough to have escaped inclusion in either G or TL, 

but seems to be a reinforced fonn of the simple verb. It 

is used to translate cruciare 

PP 683: E surketut mals lur feseint 
Les debles ke entre eus esteint, 
Ke del lur cros les demaglerent 
Char e neri's lur depecerent. 

Lat.: Demones inter et super eos transibant et eos 
cedebant et cruciabant. 

pp 726: Peine mult grant lur fesei t 
U vent ki fu bruillant esteit 
E les debles ke entre eus erent 
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Ke de lurs eros les demaglerent. 

Lat.: Et vente frigido et urente f'lagrisque demonurn 
cruciabantur. 

DElI1ARCHIER 'to trample, crush', 12th. c., a compound 

of marcher 'to trample', 12th. c. The prefix reinforces 

the simple verb without altering its meaning. The compound 

is found in L/Aalma 1139 as a translation of calcare, and 

in Ps. of oontere : 

Ps. LXXXII. 4: 11 distrent: Venez e si demarchuns eals 
de gent, e ne seit jamais memorie del num d'Israel. 

Lat.: Dixerunt: Venite, et conteramus eos de gente, 
et non sit memoria nominis Israel ultra. 

Ps. CXLIV. 21: Li Sires guarded tuz ses amand, e tuz 
les feluns demarcherad. 

Lat.: Custodit Dominus omnes diligentes se, et 
universos impios conteret. 

DE}.{El\fER 'to lead, behave, do, carryon, show (emotion), 

live', llth.c. (Alexis), a compound of mener 'to lead', 10th. 

c. (Passion). The prefix reinforces the simple verb, but does 

not appear to alter its meaning to any great extent. Both 

compound and simple forms have a very general meaning which 

varies according to the complement of the verb. It is ver,y 

difficul t to decide whether or not demener has a slightly 

wider meaning than mener. In Old French this compound is 

used where Modern French would employ the simple form. For 

instance in Old French demener une vie seems to be more 
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frequent than mener une vie, whereas in Modern French the 

simple form is used in the same expression. Occasionally 

demener has the literal meaning 'to lead' and may be used 

to translate deducere, while in some instances it is very 

close in meaning to OFr. deduire where the prefix has a 

predominantly reinforcing function. The great breadth of 

meaning attached to demener may be seen in the following 

examples 

Ps. XXVI. 13: Mustre a mei, Sire, la tue veie, e 
demeine mei en dreite sente pur mes agueiteUrs. 

La t.: Os tende mihi, Domine, viam tuam, et deduc me in 
sernita recta propter insidiatores meos. 

Br. 1308: Tu ne veiz rie~ ma peine 
Que enz en enf'ern jo demaine; 

Lat.: Hic autem penas non patior; 

2M 2. XI. 8: • • • si apparut un chevalier au devant eaus 
alanz qui avoit vesture blanche e avoit armes dorees 
e demenoit sa lance. 

Lat.: ••• apparuit praecedens eos eques in veste 
candida, armis aureis hastam vibrans. 

SS 758: Si vus avez dune Ie voleir 
En ceo pur vus deliter, 
Ite1e vie au plus demenez 
Treis jurs ou katre, 

Lat.: Si tu igi tur in talibus volueris delectari; ad 
ad plus persevera in tali vita tribus diebus vel 
quatuor, 

VSA. 104.: Quant il ~o sourent qued il fud si alet, 
90 fut granz dols quet il unt demenet 
e granz deplains par tuta la ci tiet. 

R 525: II est mult vielz, si ad sun tens us~t, 
Men eseient dous cens anz ad pass~t; 
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Par tantes teres ad sun cors demen~d, 

WE 3493: Tant demena Argal tel vie 
E tant dura sa felonie 
Que Ii noble homes'assemblerent 
E de la terre Ie jeterent. 

WR III. 7355: Mul tIes veissiez demener, 
Treper e saillir e chanter. 
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CHM 1170: La .3. maniere: soit mis Ie pacient envers 
en un baing, ausi com en pendant par les pi~s et par 
les mains, et soit demen~ aucun poi, en tel maniere que 
I' eau n' a touce la plaie. 

CF 1.17.10: Quant 1i rois Charles eut oy et entendu les 
complaintes de sa suer, et comment elle estoit demen~e 
par Ie fait dou Despeneier, si en eut grant piti~ et Ie 
reconforta moult doucement 

MC 1. 221: Tant fut demen~ Ie mariage dont j 'ay parl~ 
cy dessus dudict duc de Guyenne et de la fille du duc 
de Bourgongne, qu til s 'en feit quelque promesse de 
bouche, et encores que 1 que mot de lettres. 

FV 1596: Quant viennent gens, je cours et happe ung pot, 
Au vin rn' en voys, sans demener grant bruit; 

demenement (rn.). 

DEMucrm 'to hide', .12 tho c., a compound of mucier 'to 

hide', 12th. c. The prefix reinforces the simple verb 

without altering its meaning: 

WR 11.2077: Mult s'ala par la vile la nuvele espeissant, 
Que Ii reis tint Richart si l'alout demucant; 

WB 14309: Le jor s 'est al~ demuyant, 
Entre les povres tresturnant, 
La nui t issi de la ci t~ 
Tut suavet e a cel~, 

De la cuntree s' esluina. 
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DEPASS:E!R 'to pass, pass over, go further', ca. 1170, a 

compound of passer 'to pass', 11th. c. (Alexis). The prefix 

reinforces the simple verb without al tering its meaning : 

WR 11.169: Quant Rou out tant chaci6, que I' agai t 
[depassa, 3 

Cil de I' agai t saillirent, e Ii reis 
r 
L tresturna, 

DEPECIER 'to break, tear in pieces', 12th. c., a 

compound of pecier 'to break in pieces', 12th. c. The form 

despecier is also found quite frequently, and the -s- was 

probably inserted partly in error and partly by analogy with 

other verbs of destruction and separation, such as de(~rompre, 

destruire and desfaire. The negative sense of the verb is 

better expressed by des- than by de-, though, in fact, the 

prefix merely serves to reinforce the simple verb without 

altering its meaning. '!'he compound frequently translates 

Lat. scindere, frangere, confringere : 

4R 2. XIII. 31: Dunc levad Ii reis 6 depeschad 6 
descirad tuz ses draz; 

Lat.: surrexit itaque rex et scidit vestimenta sua ••. 

3 Andresen is susp~c~ous of the unsatisfactory reading 
debucha, and proposes aprocha. Foerster prefers depassa 
(ZRP, I (1877), 148) for reasons he does not indicate, and 
JUldresen (Rou, II, 606, note to ~R 11.169) is inclined to 
accept Foerster's reading, which is also accepted by H.-E. 
Keller, Etude de8criptive sur Ie vocabulaire de Wace (Berlin, 
1952), p. 375, n. 3. 
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Ps. XXXIII. 20: Li Sires guarde tuz les oz de lui; un 
de ceals ne serat depeciet. 

Lat.: Dominus custodit omnia ossa ejus; unum ex his 
non confringetur. 

2M 1.1.66: E ne voustrent depescier la loi de deu. e 
furent oscis. 

Lat.: Et noluerunt infringere legem Dei sanctam, et 
trucidati sunt: 

SS 1122: Dunt il depecerent covenaunt 
Des choses establiz devant 
Al profit e sauvet6 de gent 

Lat.: . . . frangentes federa stabilita ad salutem 
humani generis et utilitatem. 

Ap. XVI. 19: & la grant cite est despec6e en trois 
parties, & les citez des genz cheirent. 

Lat.: Et facta est civitas magna in tres partes et 
civitates gentium ceciderunt, • • • 

R 3880: Par grant vertut vait ferir l'uns li altre, 
Tuz lur escuz i fruissent e esquassent, 
Lur osbercs rumpent e lux cengles depiecent, 
Les alves turnent, les seles cheent a tere. 

EE 5791: Mes por neant vos esmaiez 
jusqu'a itant que vos voiez 
que mes escuz iert depeciez 
et ge dedanz Ie cors bleciez, 

CB XVIII. 18 : Car uns chevaliers prist une feme, et 
quant il orent est6 grant piece ensanlle, tant qu'il 
orent enfans, Ii mariages fu apres acuses et fu depeci~s 
et fu tenus por malvAs par le jugement de sainte 
Eglise, . 

4PV 3.31: maiz les Anglois ne vouldrent qu' il 
passast la mer, et pou s'en fallut que Ie traicti6 ne 
fut depeci6. 

HSL 342.625: ••• par quoy nous doutons que quant vostre 
neis venra en la haute mer, que elle ne puisse soufrir 
les cos des ondes, qu I elle ne se despiesce. 
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Me 1.31: ••• et l~, fort sanglant, se retira a eulx 
comme au millieu du camp, et estoi t l' ens eigne du 
bastard de Bourgongne toute despec6e, tellement qu'elle 
n'avoit pas ung pied de longueur, ••• 

depecement (m.). 

DEP1QUER 'to prick, stab', 13th. c., a compound of 

piquer 'to prick, pierce with a sharp point', 13th. c. The 

prefix reinforces the simple verb without altering its mean-

ing 

ROC 28: • . • si venoit chil a qui il avoit meffait, 
si Ie debrocoient et depicoient et feroient, Ii un de 
coutiaus, Ii autre d'alesnes, Ii tiers d'espees, ••• 

DEPOPLER 'to make known, publish', 13th. c., a compound 

of popler, puepler 'to make mown', 12th. c. 'rhe prefix 

reinforces the simple verb without altering its meaning : 

SS 466: Ke en bone fame en verit6 
Seit sun nun despeop16, 

Lat.: • • • ut fama sui nominis divulgetur in laudabili 
sapiencia, • • • 

It is unusual to find the prefix des- in a verb of such 

positive sense, but it may have replaced the normal de- by 

analogy with other verbs of distribution, or it may be the 

result of the insertion of an unetymological ~. 

DERCCHIER 'to stone, damage (a building)', 12th. c., 

a compound of rochier 'to stone', 12th. c. This compound 

should not be confused with desrochier, see p. 335. 2.'he 
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prefix serves to reinforce the simple verb without altering 

its meaning: 

4R 2.XVI.13: ••• sil maldiseit, sil derochout ~ 
puldre jetout sur els. 

Lat.: •.• maledicens, et mittens lapides adversum 
eum terramque spargens. 

DETAILLIER 'to hack, cut up, to pieces', 12th. c., a 

compound of taillier 'to split, cut', 10th. c. (Leger). The 

prefix reinforces the simple verb, the meaning of which is 

not altered, but may perhaps be intensified in some cases : 

EE 962: Molt ont lor haubers desmailliez 
et les escus si detailliez 
.qu'il n'ont tant d'antier, sanz mantir, 
dent il se puissent recovrir, 
tuit se fierent a descovert: 

CF 11.152.17: Et les gens d'armes qui venoient apr~s 
ces arciers en occisent aucuns, et abatirent ce grant 
engien, et Ie detailli~rent tout par pi~ces. 

DETmER 'to tug, pull, pull about', 12th. c., a compound 

of tirer 'to pull', l2th. c. The prefix reinforces the simple 

verb, and in some cases there appears to be some intensifica-

tion, giving the compound the meaning 'to pull violently'. 

The compound also has an ill-defined meaning referring to 

personal appearance, perhaps 'unkempt' (past participle) 

Br. 1227: 1iul t ert pelf'iz et detirez, 
Delacherez et descirez; 

Lat.: • • • homo ••• qui nudus et incomptus, et 
figura miseranda dilaceratus, 



D IX. 282. 8717: Ja n'iert saiges homs mal vestuz, 
Mais lll1S cocars, uns malostruz, 
Uns paillars ou une paillarde, 
Ja nulz d'eux gaillars ne gaillarde 
Ne seront fors que detirez, 
Desrompuz et deffigurez. 

Br. 954: A denz tant fort la detirat 
Que en tres meitez la descirat; 
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Lat.: Nec mirum, quia acumine dentium in tres partes 
distraxit. 

WR rll.4l68: Cil quis enchaucent nes manaient, 
Mult les detirent e detraient, 
En Ogne en ont tant trebuche 
E tant ocis et tant neie, 
Que Ii molin de Borbeillon 
En estanchierent, • 

EE 3774: Li uns l'autre sache et detire, 
que de rien ne s'antr'espargnoient. 

DETORDRE 'to twist, wring (hands); torture', 12th. c., 

a compolll1d of tordre 'to twist', 12th. c. The prefix 

reinforces the simple verb without altering its meaning. 

The compound is frequently used to denote agitated motions 

of grief, as in the following contexts : 

R 772: Li empereres en tint sun chef enbrunc, 
Si duist sa barbe e detoerst sun gernun, 
Ne poet mUer que oilz ne plurt. 

WR 1.584: Les braz estent, les puinz detort, 
Chascuns kil vei t dist qu' il seit mort. 

DETRAINm 'to draw, pull', 12th. c., a ccmpound of 

trainer 'to draw, drag, pull', 12th. c. It is not impossible 

3t 
for detrainer to represent the Lat. detrahere, via detragere 
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and*detraginare (cf. trainer, BW 6l3a), but if this is the 

case, de- has lost the locative sense it had in the Latin 

compOlmd : 

FV 477: 'Sy ne me sceust tant detrayner, 
Fouler aux piez, que ne l'aymasse; 

Compare the above example with the Latin use : 

••• scuto ab novissimis uni militi detracto, quod 
ipse eo sine scuto venerat, in primam aciem processit •• 

(Caesar, Bellum Gallicum, II, 25.) 

DETRIBLER 'to smash, crush', 12th. c., a compound of 

tribler 'to grind, crush', 12th. c. The prefix reinforces 

the simple verb without altering its meaning. The compound 

often translates Lat. contere : 

Ps. IX. 36: Detrible Ie braz del felun e del maligne; 

Lat.: Contere brachium impii et maligni; 

Ps. CXXIII. 7: • • • li laz est detriblet, et nus 
delivret surnes. 

Lat.: ••• laqueus contritus est, et nos liberati 
sumus. 

, 
DEVANOIER, DEVANOJR 'to precede, arrive before J 12th. 

c. This compound is probably a derivative of avancier, 

avancir 'to increase, further, advance', 12th. c. The change 

of prefix no doubt took place by analogy with avant/devant. 

It has brought about a slight' 'change of meaning 

WE 9377: Par une veie qu'il saveit 
D'aler a Toteneis plus dreit 
Cheldric e sa gent devanci; 

, 
~j . ", ,/, I 
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LT l.XV.16: Mais Ii cors a .v. autres sens, veoir, 
oIr, odorer, gouster, touchier. Et si come Ii uns 
devancist l'autre par honorablet~ de son estage, tout 
autresi devancist il l'un de l'autre de vertu. 

LT 1.X.14: Cele matire de quoi ces choses furent 
formees les desvance de naissance, non mie de tens, 
autresi comme Ii sons devant Ie chant; 

devancier (m.) 'predecessor'. 

Dl!.'VEER 'to f'orbid, prevent, refuse', 12th. c., a 

compound of veer 'to f'orbid, ref'use', 12th. c. The prefix 

reinf'orces the simple verb, but does not alter the sense. 

The compound usually translates prohibuere (LIP 68~5, /Aalma 

9770) : 

Ps. LXXXIII. 11: har soleilz e escut mes Deus, grace 
e glorie durrat li Sires, ne deveerad bien ad ices ki 
vunt en perfectiun. 

La t.: Quia sol et soutum Deus meus, gra tiam et gloriam 
dabit Dominus, nee prohibebit bonum ab his qui ambulant 
in perf'eotione. 

WR III. 9319: Io devie a toz e defent 
De par Ihesu omnipotent 
E par l'apostoi1e de Rome 
- Nel pois ~ de plus haut home -
'~ue vos Guilleme n' enterrez 
El lieu ou metre Ie devez, 

CB XXIV. 14: . . . et aussi maint aaisement commun et qui 
sieent es lix oommuns, f'es et establis de lono tans, 
ne doivent estre deve6s A nului. 

4PV 263: lviaiz comme ies Fran90iz cuiderent prendre 
port, Ie oonte d'Arundelle et monseigneur Robert Canole, 
A bien huit cens hommes d'armes et bien plus de deux 
mille Anglois, f'urent au port et leur deveeren t Ie 
desoendre. 



Also deveable (adj.) 'forbidden' deveement (m.). 

D 1I.340.160; Gieux de dez et de merelles 
Vous soi t toudis deveables. 
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The above examination of Old ~'rench compounds with 

de- is sufficient to show clearly that, in the vast n~jor-

ity of cases, the prefix serves to reinforce the simple verb 

without making signifi~lt alterations to its meaning. 

However, we have alread;y seen that in some instances the 

prefixation may be accompanied by a not unimportant semantic 

Shift, as, for instance, in the case of devancier, devancir. 

This is not an isolated case, for a similar semantic shif't 

accompanies prefixa tion with de- in other verbs, four of' 

which are examined below. As may be expected with a prefix 

having as little _ meaning as de-, the semantic shift is 

normally only slight. 

DEl<:AUTRER I to crush, trample I, 12th. c., a compound 

of fautrer 'to beat, strike', 12th. c. The meaning has 

changed from the simple 'to strike' to the conpound 'to 

crush' • It is very difficult to decide whether a shift of 

this nature, in which the difference is so sligpt and the 

connection so direct, is really a semantic shift or merely 

an intensified form of the original meaninz . The following 

example shows that the compound means 'to crush' rather than 
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'to strike', and that it is considered to be stronger than 

the simple chauchier, since it is used to render the 

intensified form conculcare 

Ps. XC. 1.3: Sur Ie serpent e Ie basilisc calcheras, tu 
defaltreras Ie liun e Ie dragun. 

Lat.: Super aspidem et basiliscwn ealcabis, conculcabis 
leonem e t draconem. 

DELA1IER 'to hinder, delay, defe r, neglect I, 12th. c., 

a compound of laiier 'to leave I, 12th. c., a collateral 

form of laissier 'to leave'. This compound may sometimes 

mean 'to leave', in which case it is merely a reini'orced 

form of the simple verb : 

WR 11.2220: Des que li quens se offre tut a deraisnier, 
Bien Ie poez sanz faille suffrir e delaier. 

nevertheless its meaning is usually'to delay', which represents 

a slight shift of meaning from 'to leave', which is not i'ar 

from I to def'er, neglect', and hence from 'to delay, hinde r' • 

EE 742: Erec ne volt plus delaier: 
or s 'an va, delez lui an coste 
.an mainne la fille son os te ; 

TAO 72: Quant fame est vueve, se elle est emplediee 
de son heritage, elle avra terme des responare jusqu'a 
j. an e un jor, se elle n'a garant qui la puisse 
desfendre e elle veul t delaier le plet. 

HSL 100.184: A ce flum passer envoia li soudans cinq 
cens de ses chevaliers, les miex lnontez que il pot 
trouver en tout son host, pour hardier l'ost le roy, 
pour delaier nostre al~e. 

The connection between the prefix and the shift of meaning 
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is not clear unless we assume that de- reinforces the simple 

form and that the reinforcement is accompanied by an extension 

of meaning. It is significant that one of the senses of the 

La t. laxare (whence laissie:r:) is' to defer' or 'to prolong'. 

Since laiier and laissier are closely related, it is not 

impossible that delaiier might express the extended meaning 

which in Latin is retained by the simple form. In this case 

the extended meaning has been applied to the prefixed form, 

and the prefix serves to distinguish the meaning 'to leave' 

from 'to delay'. The derivatives of delaiier are all connect-

ed with the sense 'to delay'. 

Also: delai (m.); delaiement (m.). 

DEPESTRIR 'to trample', 12th. c., a compolli1d of Eestrir 

'to knead', 12th. c. This compom1d is simila r to defautrer 

in that the change of meaning may be the result of a s.lgnifica!lt 

intensification of the simple verb by the prefix. On the 

other hand, the shift could be the result of the prefixation, 

in that the compound with 00- could be a colourful metaphor 

created from the literal simple verb by the addition of the 

prefix. In this case the prefix serves to differentiate 

between the everyday literal sense of the simple form and 

the more emphatic metaphor : 

Vffi 111.4021: De la sele l'ont desaers, 
Chaeir Ie firent tot envers; 
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As chevals fu tot depestriz, 
E illoc fu por mort guerpiz. -\ ( 

DERAISNIER 'to explain, prove, contest, argue the case, 

defend os. ',12th. c., a compound of raisnier 'to talk , 

speak', 12th. c. In this instance the pre fixation seems to 

have been accompanied by semantic restriction. '1'he simple 

form has a very general meaning, while the meaning of the 

compound denotes, initially, the same action in a restricted 

field and for a special purpose. Later the meaning was 

extended to cover other manners of settling ars~ents than 

by taDcing. Once again, it does not appear to be the prefix 

that decides the exact direction in which the semantic shift 

takes place. '].'he prefix still has no semantic content, but 

serves to differentiate between the meanings of the simple 

and compound forms. The compound is frequently .found \vith 

the prefix des-. 'l'he reason for this is not easy to see in 

view of the positive sense of the compound, unless it is 

regarded as yet another case of the uue of' ~ as a diacritic, 

although the idea of defending oneself against an accusation 

could possib]y be regarded as the negating of the charge, and, 

therefore, of the idea expressed by raisnier. 

vVR 111.855: Tant i a prevoz e bedaus 
E tanz bailiz, viels e nuvels, 
Ne poent aveir pais une hure, 
'l'antes chose::! lur mettent sure, 
Dunt ne se poent derainier. 
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WR 11.2219: Des que Ii quens se offre tut a deraisnier, 
Bien Ie poez sanz faille suffrir e uelaier. 

WE 5837: Car se il Cunan eritout 
E sa fille aillurs mariout, 
Sis mariz desraisnier vuldreit, 
Qui l'erit~ aveir devreit. 

Eli: 55: nti a. nule qui n'ait ami 
chevalier vaillant et hardi, 
don chascuns desresnier voldroit, 
ou fust a tort ou fust a droit 
que cele qui Ii atalante, 
est la plus bele et la plus gente. 

TAC 50: Oil qui est restez e respont mot a mot a 
chascune parole e osfre a desrenier s'en, est bons 
pledierres; 

deraisne (mf'.) deraisnement (m.). 

Semantic shift is not the only change which may 

accompany prefixation with de-. In some instances the 

reinf'orcement of the simple fonn may be accompanied by an 

intensification of the meaning. In compounds hitherto con-

sidered, detaillier and detirer for instance, this intensifi-

cation has not been very clearly defined, but, in the cases 

examined below, there seems to be some u'dfini te intensification 

of the meaning of the simple verb. As .yas pointed out in the 

preceding section, it is so~etimes difficult to differentiate 

between semantic shift and genuine intensification. 

DECASSER 'to smash, shatter', 12th. c., a compound of 

cas ser 'to break', 11th. c. The action denoted by the 
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compound appears to be more violent and more complete than 

that expressed by the simple verb. The compound translates 

the intensive concutere : 

Ps. XLV. 6: Conturb~es sunt les genz, dequaissi6 
sunt Ii regnes; 

Lat.: Conturbatae sunt gentes, concussa sunt regna; 

Ps. XLV. 2: Pur ceo ne crendrums cum serat translat~e 
la terre, e dequass~ li munt el quer de la mer. 

Lat.: Ideo non timebimus cum fuerit translata terra, 
et concussi montes in corde maris. 

LT 1.CV.36: ••• il convient a fine force, se cele 
terre est foible, par la force de celui debatement rompe 
et dequasse, si ke li airs s'en isse horse 

In this last example, dequasser seems to express a mor..; 

violent and more complete action than rompre; rompre 

denotes the initial break and dequasser the complete btrrsting 

asunder of the ground by the pressure of pent up air. In 

the quotations f'rom Ps., the compound denotes complete 

annihilation. 

DECOPER 'to cut up, cut to pieces, massacre', 12th. c., 

a compound of coper 'to strike, cut', 12th. c. The compound 

usually denotes an action which is much more thorough than 

that expressed by the simple verb : 

4R 1. VI. 14: Une grant pierre fud en la place, 6 
vindrent cil ~ decolperent le char ~ des vaches firent 
sacrefise 11 Deu. 

Lat.: ••. erat autem ibi lapis magnus et conciderunt 
ligna plaustri vaccasque inposuer1ll1t super ea 
holocaustum Domino. 
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2M 2. VII. 7: Lars Ii demanderent si il man.geroit devant 
co que il fust decoupez menbre e menbre. 

Lat.: • . • interrogabant, si manducaret prius Quam 
toto corpore per membra singula puniretur. 

RCC 39: . . • et tiroit se barbe et deschiroit ses 
caveax de duel, qu'il veoit se gent decauper devant 
lui, ne ne leur pooit aidier. 

CF I. 35.10: Apri~s, quaIl t li dis messires TIues fu ensi 
atourn~s, comme dit est, on li coppa le teste, et f'u 
envoiie en Ie chite de Londres; et puis I'u il decop~s 
en quatre quartiers. 

The last e~ple gives a clear illustration of the differ-

ence between the simple and the compound. form. The prefix 

may serve to intensify the meaning in another way, as is 

revealed in the following quotation,where the compound 

means 'to cut short, cut down' rather than 'to cut up, cut 

to pieces': 

F X-vI.491: Aussi vault mieulx la couverture, 
Quant il fait froit, d'ung long habit 
Que d'ung qui est si tres petit, 
Ne que de robe decoup~e. 

DEGu\IVIIER 'to put to the sword, massacre', 12th. c., 

a compound of glaiviier, glavoier 'to pierce with a sword', 

12th. c. Once again, the action denoted by the compound seems 

to be more thorough and more complete than that expressed by 

the simple form. The derivative of this compound supports 

this view : 

WE 8527: E 1i Bretun les deglagoent 
Ki tuz senz armes le truvoent; 
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Percent ventres, percent corailles, 
Traient bueles e entrailles. 

vm 8,14-: Dune veissiez grant tueiz 
E merveillus aeglageiz, 
Ventres percier, piz enfundrer, 
Testes e piez e puinz voler. 

deglaveiz (m.) 'massacre by the sword'. 
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vVhen discussing de- in Latin, in Chapter II, we 

noted that, in some rare instances, prefixation with ~-

could change an intransitive simple verb into a transitive 

compound. The same phenomenon may be observed in Old French, 

though it appears to occur as rarely in that language as in 

Latin. In view of the rarity of such cases, there is no 

justification for supposing that it has ever been the func-

tion of de- to form a transitive compound from an intrans-

itive simple verb in Old French. Nevertheless the follovr.Ulg 

two compounds are of interest : 

DIDRAOHIER ' to spit upon', 13th. c., a canpound of 

crachier 'to spit', 12th. c. According to TL the simple 

form is used transitively only when it means 'to spit out' 

(e.g., cracher sang), but in G II we find an example of 

crachier meaning 'to spit upon'. This evidence suggests 

that the transitive use of the simple form, except in the 

special sense 'to spit out', is very rare in Old French, and 

it is noteworth;y that Modern French cracher cannot mean 'to 
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spit upon'. However, the compound is clearly transitive, as 

the following examples show : 

D 1.275.24: Par Dieu qui pour nous f'ut batus, 
Par Ie Dieu que lIen decracha, 
Par Ie Dieu qui nous rachata 
Fut complette la prophecie, 

L(E 43: 4 decrachier = conspuere 

DZRACIITER 'to spit upon', 13th. c., a compound of 

rachier 'to spit', 12th. c. In view of the fact that the 

simple form is not dealt with in either TL or G it is not 

possible to say with any certainty whether or not rachier 

could be used transitively in Old French. The close connec-

tions of this verb with crachier suggest that it would be 

exclusively intransitive, yet the compound form is clear~ 

transitive, and translates the Lat. conspuere. 

SB 38.33: ki soffret totes necessiteiz k'altres enfes 
soffret. c~ om bat. c~ am derachet. cui am crucifiet. 
cuy om met el sepulcre. et cuy om enclot entre dous 
pie res ? 

Lat.: • • • qui omnium infantilium necessitatum 
injurias pa ti tur, qui flagella tur, qui conspui tur , qui 
crucifigitur, qui ponitur in sepulcro, et inter duos 
lapides concluditur, 

In view of the similarity of derachier to decrachier, we are 

tempted to think that it might be scribal error for this 

compound. Had derachier occurred in a single text only, there 

4 E = Abauus, .MS. Evreux. 
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would have been some justification for this view, however TL 

mentions four different texts in which it may be found, and 

this appears to preclude the possibility of any scribal error. 

In the great majority of cases de- is added · to a 

verb, but it may also be used to fom a compound verb from 

a noun or adjective, usually parasynthetical~. In parasyn

thetic compounds no definite meaning or function may be 

ascribed to the prefix. In many cases it appears to be used 

only to enable a verb to be formed from the noun or adjective. 

It rarely has any semantic content, and it would appear to 

be a mistake to try to give ~- a:n:y real meaning in para

synthetic compounds, for those cases where an appropriate 

meaning can be discerned may be regarded as coincidences. 

The prefix does not appear to have any direct influence upon 

the meaning of the compound verb, and the semantic connection 

between the compound and its root is often vague. 

DEBITER 'to cutup a tree trunk; retail', 1387, a 

compound formed from bitte 'plank, timber for building', 

1382. According to the ~~~ the original meaning of debiter 

is "den Bitte genannten Balken aus dem rohen Baumstarnm heraus

schneiden", but in 1464 it is found meaning 'to cut up in 

order to sell piece by piece, retail'. The basic idea, then, 

is of making bittes, and de- must be used, along with the 
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verbal suffix, to form a verb from bitte, the fU1ished 

product of the action denoted by the compound.. Compare the 

Eng. to log up, where the product of the action is denoted 

by log, while E.E. has none of its locative sense, but appears 

to have an intensive function as in to cut, tear, check up. 

A simple verb bitter 'to wind on' and its antonym <Mbitter 

'to unwind' are found in the 17th. c., but are derived from 

a restricted meaning of bitte 'bollard, capstan'. The 

secondary meaning of the Mediaeval }<'rench compound is merely 

an extension of the primary meaning, and has become more 

common than it: 

eKE: Ung marchant deit congnoistre et debiter sa 
marchandise sans frauder autruy plus que voldroit estre. 

DEBOISSIER 'to carve in wood', 12th. c., a parasynthetic 

compound of bois 'wood', 12th. c. In this compound the noun 

does not denote the product of the action but its starting-

point, and de- could, therefore, be regarded as meaning 'away', 

though it is uncertain if the prefix can ever have this shade 

of meaning in Latin. In spite of the unusu.u.lness of having 

a La tin meaning in an Old French compound, it is hard to 

find any other interpretation of the role of de- in deboissier 

than that it denotes. that the object of the compound is made 

from, or out of, wood; yet it could be argued that this 

idea is already expressed by the stem bois, and that de- in 
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fact adds nothing to the semantic content of the stem. In 

this case de- would merely reinforce the change of part of 

speech alreadJr indicated by the verbal suffix. One must also 

consider the possibility, however remote, that the compound 

is not the product of prefixation but of agglutination of 

de bois I (made) of wood I. 

01. 5315: Un mestre ai que j1en vuel proier, 
Qui mervoilles taille et deboisse; 

C1. 5318: N I est terre ou l' en ne Ie conoisse 
Par les oevres que il a feites, 
Et deboissiees et portreites; 

Although the compound is found only in Cl. of the texts 

consulted, TL shows that the word .vas far from uncommon in 

the 12th. c. 

DIDERVELER 'to brain', 13th. c., a parasynthetic 

compound of cervelle 'brain', 12th. c. In this compound 

also de- could be interpreted as meaning 'away' (i. e. , 

denoting the removal of the brain), but this is essential]y 

a Latin meaning, and trere does not appear to be any Latin 

compound after which the Old French could have been modelled. 

Alternatively this compound could perhaps have been formed 

by change of prefix from escerveler, 12th. to 17th. c., or 

acerveler,12th. to 13th. c., both of which have the same 

meaning as decerveler, which lived until the 16th. c. It is 

not clear why such a change should have taken place, for, 
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unless we accept 'away' as the meaning of the prefix, de-

is less suitable than es- or a- to express the meaning of the 

compound. FinalJ.s- , it would be possible to regard de- as 

having no semantic content, in which case the sense of the 

compound would be borne by the stem alone, while -~ would 

indica te that the compound is a verb, and d.e- would merely 

reinforce the suffix (cf., Eng. to brain, where the sense 

is expressed without the aid of a pref'ix), 

S IX.31: Et, meschans folz desservellez, 
.Je suis vostre mere Bobance , 
Que veulx assembler rna puissance 
~ fo1z a troupeaux et a tas. 

n&;()ISIER 'to sing, twitter, chatter', 13th. c., a 

compound of gosier, gosillier 'throat', 13th. c. This 

compound is not strictly parasynthetic, for the ending of 

the stem is used as the verbal suff ix. The prefix may be 

regarded as meaning 'out of', but, once a gain, it seems 

more likely that the semantic content of the compound is 

contained in the stem, while the prefix serves to denote 

the change of part of speech and the necessary semantic 

shift undergone by gosier. 

'1'he texts consulted contain no context sufficiently 
revealing t o be worthy of inclusion. 

DEVIER 'to die, kill', 12th. c., a parasynthetic 

compound of vie 'life', lOth. c. Konig, in his index (p.115), 
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proposes Lat. deviare 'to turn aside, deviate', via 'way', 

as the etymology of this compound, and is justif'i ed in 

searching for a possible Latin etymology by the fact that 

'away' seems to be the only meanin~ attributable to de- in 

in this compound. Unfortunately Lat. via gives OPr. voie, 

and there is no evidence to suggest that t he Latin compound 

ever had a meaning in any way similar to the Old F'rench. 

:F'urther, the meaning 'to till' is transitive, but deviare 

is intransitive. 'l'he form desvler is occasionally found, 

and indeed des- would seem to be more logical, but the form 

devier is more usual, especially in early compound."!, and we 

may assume that des- was used by analogy with other negative 

verbs or with desvoiier, rather than in error. 

Cl.4270 : "Dlme, mes peres me pria, 
Quant il morut et davia , 
Que por rien nule ne leis sasse 
Que je an Bretaigne n' a lasse, 
Tantost con chevaliers seroie; 

LT l.xxrv.29: Lors fu il navr~s d'une saiete dent il 
morut a la fin; mais avant kIll fust devi~s et k'il 
avoi t tenu son regne . xlii. ans, 'l'ho.re8, Ii fiz Nacor 
de la lignie Sem le fiz No~, engendra • iii. fius , 

FV 986: Deux estions et n' avions qu' ung cuer; 
S'il est mort, f orce est que devie, 
Voire, ou que je vive sans vie 
Comme les images, par cuer, 

Mort! 

Dl!."'VILER 'to insult, despise, disdain', 12th. c., a 

parasynthetic compound of viI 'low, mean I, 12th. c. In 
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this corrpound the meaning is borne by the stem, while the 

verbal suffix indicates the change in part of speech. The 

prefix is devoid of semantic content, and apparently serves 

only to assist in the formation of a verb from the adjective. 

Another parallel compound avilir is first attested in 1350 , 

while the simple form viler is later still. 

ViR 11.14-63: Asez m' as laidengie, asez m' as devile, 
Ja m'i verras ferir cum~ hume desve; 

A number of compound adverbs and prepositions were 

formed with de- in Old French. In most cases the function 

of the prefix is simply that of reinforcing the existing 

adverb or preposition without altering its meanins t o any 

great extent. However, not all the compounds are easiJ.,:y 

analysed, and it is in this group that we find the discrep-

ancies in dating mentioned in ~ the introduction to this chapter. 

DALEZ, DELEZ (adv., prep.) 'near, beside', 12th. c., a 

compow1d of 1ez 'beside', 11th. c. The prefix clearly 

reinforces the simple form without altering its meaning. 

Lez is a noun 'side' and preposition, but the addition of 

de- makes it into an adverb as well. 

vee 122.212: Et delez aus seoit l'empereris qui ere 
fame al pere et marastre al fil, 

HSL 396.728: Li rays lour acheta IDle maison et vieilles 
places entour pour aus herbergier, delez la vieille 
porte dou Temple A Paris, • • • 



EE 742: Erec ne volt plus delaier: 
or s'en va, delez lui an coste 
mainne la fille son oste; 

D'une chanbrete iqui, dalez 
Oi ovrir un huis estroit 
Que que il iert an cel destroit. 

(Yvain, ed.. }'oerster, 970.) 
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DEBar (adv.) 'end to end; on end, standing ', 12th. c., 

a compound of bot 'blow, end', 12th. c. 'J.'his compound 

should not be oonf'used with debo~, de b~~ 'immediately; 

beside', 13th. c. Debot may have been formed by the agglut-

ina tion of an expression such as de bot 'Ol l end', or by the 

addi tion of the prefix by analogy with other adverbs and 

prepositions. The function of the prefix is to form an 

adverb f'rom the noun, unless we accept the hypothesis of' 

of formation by agglutination. 

Me I. 55: Le duc de Berry, fr~re du roy, presidoyt, 
assis en chaire, et tous les autres seigneurs d.ebout. 

Me 1.73: 
fort approchez 
et, bien Ioing 
debout; 

et noz chevaucheurs, qui s'estoient 
de Paris, veoient plusieurs chevaucheurs 
oultre, veoient grant quantite de lances 

DECOSTE Cadv., prep.) 'beside, next, near', 13th. c., 

a compound with three possible origins: from coste 'rib, 

side', 11th. c., by agglutination of' de and coste; from 

encoste 'near, beside', 12th. c., the change of prefix being 

by analogy with other adverbs and prepositions; from the 

prep. coste 'beside', 13th. c., in which case the prefix 
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reinforces the simple form, and makes it into an adverb as 

well as a preposition. The last explanation is probably 

the most likely by virtue of its greater simplicity. 

HSL 332.608: Une foiz estoit Ii roys decoste la royne 
sa femme, et estoit en trop grant peril de mort, pour 
ce qu'elle estoit blecie d'un eni'ant qu'elle avoit eu. 

HSL 220.404: Tandis que nous fwnes en la mer, par six 
jours, je qui estoie malades, me s~oie touz jours 
decoste Ie roy. 

Atant vint d'une chanbre fors 
La pucele, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Et sa mere revint de coste 
Que mostrer lor voloit lor oste 
Li sire qui les ot mandees. 

(Yvain, ed. Foerster, 3963.) 

DEDENZ (adv., prep.) 'in, inside, within, during', 11th. 

c. (Alexis), a compound of ~ 'in, into, inside', 12th. c. 

The fact that the compound is attested before the simple 

form does not weigh heavily against the proposed etymology 

because of the fact that denz was ' extremely rare and of 

Latin origin. It seems reasonably certain that, in fact, 

denz existed before dedenz. The function of the prefix is 

to reinforce the simple form without appreciably alterin~ 

its meaning. It is noteworthy tl1at denz is itself a 

reinforced form of ~ (intus), and that the original Latin 

has, therefore, been twice reinforced. 'l.'his points to the 

continued weakness of de-. 



VSA 374: Li aposto1ie tent sa main a 1a cartre; 
sainz Alexis Ia sue Ii alascet; 
lui Ie consent ki de Rome estei t pape. 
II ne la list need) il dedenz neguardet: 
avant la tent ad un boen clerc e savie. 

AD 163: • mais cele qui est tranchie es autres 
jours, Ii ver Ie menjuent par dedens, • . • 
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vee 118.205: Tuit Ii Latin qui estoient hebergi~ 
dedenz Coatantinoble, de quelque terre que il fussent, 
n'i osserent plus demorer, •.. 

DEJOSTE (adv., prep.) 'beside, nearby', 12th. c., a 

compound of joste 'beside', 12th. c. The prei'ix reinforces 

the simple form without altering its meaning. 

vee 106.185: ••• la troverent l'empereor Sur sac 
( •.• ), et l'empereriz sa fame dejoste lui, qui ere 
mult bele dame, suer Ie roi de Ongrie. 

DEVANT (adv., prep., conj., m.) 'before, in front, 

front', 10th. c. (L6ger, davant), from avant 'before', 11th. 

c. (Alexis), by change of prefix, or by normal prefixation 

accompanied by the loes of one of the vowels (~in the case 

of the early davant). The prefixation does not alter the 

meaning of avant, but extends its use to other parts of 

speech. The modern differentiation of davant and avant does 

not exist in Old French. 

2M 2. VII. 7: Lors Ii demand.erent si il mangeroi t devant 
co que il fust decoupez menbre e menbre. 

Lat.: • interrogabmlt, si manducaret ~~ quanl toto 
corpore per membra singula puniretur. 
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vee J..44.. 248: Et issirent des herberges, et cuiderent 
plus grant bataille trover que il n'avoient fait Ie 
Ie jor devant; 

ROC 39: ••• et tiroit se barbe et deschiroit ses 
caveax de dual, qu'il veoit se gent decauper devant 
lui, ne ne leur pooi t aidier. 

DEVERS (prep.) 'towards I, 12th. c. J a compound of ~ 

'towards, against, in comparison with', 12th. c. The prefix 

reinforces the simple form without altering its meaning to 

a marked extent, though the meaning of the compound might 

possibly be restricted by comparison with that of verso 

vee 110.191: E l'endemain proia l'empereres as contes 
et as barons et ses fils meismes que il por Dieu 

. s'alassent herbergier d'autre part del port devers 
l'Estanor et devers Galatas; 

vee 118.202: Et sachiez que de cele partie del Braz 
Saint George devers occident, poi en failloit que il ne 
l'en avoit tolu pr~s de la moiti~. 

We have seen that Old French parasynthetic 

compounds in de- are difficult to analyse, and that many of 

them might well be regarded as problems unsolved by the 

etymologists. The following three compounds present greater 

difficulties than the majority, and are, therefore, considered 

separately 

DEBARDER 'to squander I, 12th. c., as in : 

Br. 1278: Jo sui qui sun aveir guardai, 
En larrecin Ie debardai; 



Lat.: Sum, qui sumptUtml ejus servator fui, set 
latenter in malis consumpsi. 
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The meaning 'to squander' is clearly indicated. by the Latin, 

yet ~6nig (p. 35) gives the meaning 'to steal', and derives 

the compound from barde 'saddle, harness', the etymological 

sense of the compound being 'to take away the harness or 

saddle'. This etymology is not supported by the FEW, where 

debarder is listed under barrwn 'loam, mud'. 'l'he connection 

of the compound with other words under the same heading is 

far from clear. Commynes has a simple barder 'to arm', 

while, according to the FEW, a regional form barder means ' to 

cover with mud'; it would be diff'icul t to connect our Old 

Prench compound directJ.y with either of these simple fonns. 

)1'r. d~barder 'to unload' and Swiss d~barda 'to squander' 

may well be connected with the Old Prench, but their etymology 

is as much in doubt as that of the Old French oompound. I n 

view of the complete uncertainty of the history of this COIll-

pound, we must be content to admit that the meaning of the 

prefix is unclear, but that 'away' and negation both suggest 

themselves as possible interpretations. 

DEFRIPER 'to wriggle, shake os., struggle, scratch', 

12th. c. This compound appears to be connected with frepe 

'rags, tatters', Norm. fripe" but the semantic connection is 

not clear, and the noun is not attested before the 13th. c. 
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The simple forms frepillier 'to search' and friper 'to rub, 

scratch' are not attested until the 13th. and 16th. centurie s 

respectively. The Mod. !<'r. <Mfriper 'to smoothe out crumpled 

garment' does not appear to be the same word. Here the pre-

fix is clearly negative, but, if we take the etymological 

meaning of the Ola French to be 'to tear one's clothes to 

tatters by struggling and scratching', de- has no more semantic 

content in this compound than in any other parasynthetic 

compound wi th ~- examined in this chapter. 'l'he difficulty 

of establishing the semantic connections and of obtaining 

any examples of frepe earlier than the 13th. c. makes the 

etymology of defriper and the function of its prefix very 

uncertain, but the meaning of the compound is reasonably clear. 

WR II. 645: Cil ki la guerre esmurent se defri ent e 
gratent. 

WR II.4390: Mult veissiez l<Tanceis defrire e defriper; 
Ne quidoent ia mais paiz ne trieves truver. 

D V.296.ll: Quant'l'un s'esjoit, l'autres tripe; 
Ilz seront compaingnons galois; 
Se l'un grousse, l'autre defripe; 
Crest tout un; 

, 
DEGRE (m.) 'step, stairway; rank, degree', 11th. c. 

(Alexis) could perhaps be a compound of gr~ 'step, degree', 

12th. c. ' (but existing before that date) formed by analogy 

'with degrader. The E.WFS suggests Lat. *degradus, a derivative 

degraaare, as the etymology, but it must be remembered that 
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degr~ does not contain the idea of 'down' that is found in 

degradare and degrader, see p. 119. 

VSA 218: ltEu£em(i)iens, bel sire, riches hom, 
quar me herberges pur Deu an tne maison: 
suz tun degret me t'ai un grab a tum 
empur tun filz dunt tu as tel dolur; 
tut soi a.mferm, sim pais pur sue amor." 

R 2821: Par les degrez el pa.leis muntet sus, 
~ Bramidonie vient curant cuntre lui, 

EZ 5645: Quant a.rmez fu, si s' an ava.le 
trestoz les degre~ contre va. 1 , 
et trueve ansel~ son cheva.l, 
et Ie roi qui montez estoit. 

CF 1.75.21: Car, sans Ie congiet dcu Saint P~re, 
faire ne se poroi t, pour Ie linage Cie ~'rance dont il 
estoient moult prochain, si com en tierch degr~, car 
leurs deus m~ree estoient cousines germaines, issues 
de deus fr~res. 

OHM 1233: . medecine plus desiccative est a ce 
necessaire, a.ussi comme a.u derrain degr~ de d.esicca. tion, 
la. quele ne soit pa.s brullant, ••• 

LT 1.OXII.IO~ Ensi font .iiii. fois .lx.xxx. ~, ki 
montent .iii • et Ix. degr~s ki sont el cercle, si come 
Ii contes a. devis~ 9a. arieres. 

BB 13: Aulcuns autres en yaqui acqui~rent nom de 
maistre sans cause et sans ce qu'ilz en soyent dignen, 
ne qu'ilz ayent aucun degr~ de science. 

SB 21.~: ou ki volentiers ne s'agesist desoz ses 
degreiz ou en cendres mismes por doner 10 plus bel leu 
a. son hoste si cum droiz est ? 

Lat.: •.. non libenter in angulo domus suae, aut sub 
gra.dibus suis, vel in ipsis cineribus accubabit, 
cedens hospiti suo locum (sicut dignum est) potiorem ? 

The above contexts should suffice to show that degr6 in Old 

E'rench does not necessarily contain the idea of 'down'. The 

problem of a. French or Latin etymology is discussed in Io'1!."W 
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IV.207b: "Deren (of Fr. degr~, Pg. degrao) de wird. von J-aberg 

auf einfluss 'von descendre zurUckgefUhrt, was aber deswe gen 

wenig wahrscheinlichkeit hat, weil wir dann eher ai'r. *desgr~ 

erwarten miissten. vielleicht ist in aem de- eher einwirkung 

eines verbums DillRAD.IffiE zu suchen, das zwar nur in der bed. 

'abaetzen' belegt ist, aber auch in der bed. 'abstufen' 

gebildet werden konnte. ~in so gebildetes *degradus ware 

Oann ziemlich alt." One can only say that, if degr~ is 

derived from Latin sources, the prefix has not maintained its 

locative sense 'down', though of course steps do lead down

wards as much a s upwards. In view of this absence of loea t

ive meaning it is not unreasonable to ascribe to de- the 

function of reinforcing gr~ without doing more than extend 

its meaning slightly. The verb degrader may have been of 

some influence, but did not hand on the full meaning of its 

prefix. 

We have seen that in the vast majority of Old 

French compounds the prefix de- has no semantic content, 

and that its function is usually to reinforce the simple 

forms or to increase the expressivity of t he simple form 

to some extent. A function of this nature belongs properly 

to the popular language, which at all times feels the need 

for forms reinforced and intensified in some manner. Old 

1!'rench was essentially a popular language and reached its 
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full maturity in the twelfth century, when it possessed a 

great richness of' expression, especially in the military and 

social spheres, thanks to an abundant and varied vocabulary. 

The prefix de- played a considerable part in the aus men ta tion 

of' the Old French vocabulary, and it is noi at all surprising, 

therefore, to find that a r;rea t many of the compounds 

examined in this chapter are attested f'or the f'irst time in 

the twelf'th century. A closer inspection of the dates of 

compounds in de- formed in Old }'rellch reveals an interes tint 

rise and f'all in numbers up to and after the end of the 

twelf'th century. 1'he sixty compounds examined in this 

chapter are distributed over the centuries covered by the 

texts used as the "basis of' this study in the folloY/inE': 

way: none from the ninth century, one from the tenth, 

three from the eleventh, forty-four from the twelfth, 

eleven from the thirteenth, one from the fourteenth, and 

none from the fifteenth. ,\Ihile it is Dot pretended that 

this survey is in any way complete, it must reflect to a 

grea t extent the varyinS frequency with which de- was used 

in Old and Middle }i'rench. 

We see that many more compounds in de- are first 

attested in the twelfth than in any other century. It must 

not be thought that these f'igures are f'alsif'ied by the choice 

of texts used as sources for the material upon which this 
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study is based. Vlhile the choice of texts from the ninth, 

tenth and eleventh centuries is obviously limited, and this 

limitation must be reflected in the small number of compounds 

ascribed to those centuries, only nine texts from the tweli' th 

century were used, as against no less than seventeen from the 

thirteenth, and, if we consider D to belong to both, ten and 

nine from the fourteenth and fifteenth respectively. 'l'his 

abundance of compounds in de- created in the tweU'th cen tUl'Y 

is part of the general richness of Old 1<'rench vocabulary. 

At this time many words were created by the use of the various 

prefixes and suffixes, but did not dif fer greatly in meaning 

one from another. 'rhe same idea is expressed by many di1'fer-

ent words which were not all strictly necessary. I t might 

almost be said that we have in the popular Old French, as 

seen in the twelfth century, a repetition of the excessive 

use of prefix8s, including o.e-, . that had occurred in Late 

Latin. 

l'here is a marked decline from forty-four compounds 

in the tweU'th to eleven in the thirteenth and one in the 

fourteenth century, and the reason for this must be sought 
W0 l'UVd tow t.;)xts fro~ tha elavdnth c~(ltL.lr'yllll.i tl~t 

in the facti that the initial expansion of Old l" rench had come 

to an end. The language was well extablished and well 

equipped to express the ideas current a t that time. l<'eudalism 

was coming to an end by the middle of the fourteenth L:entury, 
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the i'orm of society was slowly cha.nging , and wi til it the 

language. There was less freedom in both syntax and vocab

ulary than there had been in the twelfth century. li\rrther, 

the language was becoming less popular as its use was 

extended to the recording of history and t o the compiling of 

coutumiers. :By the end of' the thirteent h century or the 

beginning of the fourteenth, the need for the type of 

compound produced by prefixa tion with de- must Jia ve been much 

less keenly felt than in the t V/e lfth, and in c onsequence it 

was less used. The need was for more precise words appertain

ing to more specialised spheres than had. 1"'ormerly been the 

case, but these could not be provi'ded by a prefix with as 

little meaning as ae-. 

The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries sa\\ the 

further extension of the use of J.<'rench to domains hitherto 

the preserve of Latin; since the cultivated public vias 

becoming interested in scientific wvr ks and more serious 

works of literature and philosophy, these were being written 

in French rather than Latin as was formerly the case. 'l'hese 

new subjects required a vocabulary not possessed by Uld J.1'rench 

for the reason that the feudal sOGiety of' the twe lfth century 

had shown scarcely any interest in such matters, b ut it was 

not from F'rench that this new vocabulary was drawn. 'l'he 

La tin words familiar to all the scholars and men of' science 



came readily to mind when it was required to express an idea 

neVi to French, and, in consequence, Latin words v/ere adopted 

into the language more or less disguised in }'rench form, hence 

the great in:flux of learned words during this period. Com

pounds with de- occurring for the first time during the i'our

tet:!nth and fifteenth centuries are almost invariably l earned 

borrowings direct from La tin dealt with in Chapter IV, and 

their prefix has the same function a s it had in Ix'!. tin. 

'L'hus it was that ai'ter the end of the thirteenth 

century the prefix de- became virtua lly redlmdant, and 

gradually ceased to be used for the acti ve 1'orma. tion of new 

words :in French. I t seems unlikely that de- has ever been 

revi ved since, and that, if any case s of pre1'ixa tion wi th 

de- are to be round in words formed in l'.iodern l"rench, they 

are isolated exceptions. Only a continuation of the present 

study into Modern i!-'rench would show to what extent prefixation 

v.ith de- survived the end of the fifteenth century. 

In this chapter we have seen that the r;reat 

majori ty of compounds in 00- formed in Mediaeval French 

8.l'e very sbnilar in meaning to the simple verb from which 

they are formed. In general the function of the prefix 

is to reinforce the simple form without altering its mean

ing to any marked degree. It seems likely that this use of 
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de- corresponds to the popular desire for more expressive 

fonus. In some cases the prefix marks only a slight differ

ence in meaning , for the prefixation may be accompanied by 

a semantic shift, or the compound may, after its formation 

as a synonym of the simple verb, have its sense restricted 

or extended to some degree. These remarks apply equally 

well to compounds other than verbs. In general, parasynthet

ic compounds are difficult to analyse satisfactorily, and 

this difficulty makes it impossible to perceive the precise 

function of de- in such compounds, though the evid.ence 

suggests that the prefix usually has no semantic content, 

being merely a granunatical tool useu to aid in the formation 

of a verb from a noun or adjective. 

Since de- had no semantic content, there was no 

necessi ty for continuing to use it to form new words when 

the popular need for reinforced fonns was no longer felt, for 

it was unable to fulf'il the requirements of the changing 

language after the end of the thirteenth century. Inevitably, 

then, de- ceased to be employed for the creation of ne~ words 

in French, and, as far as can be discerned without special 

study of the question, has not since returned to active life. 

The case of de- contrasts sharply with that of des- to which 

we turn in the next chapter. 
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VI 

COMPaJNIS OF MEDIAEVAL FRENCH ORIGIN DES-

We come now to the prefix des-, the popular fom 

representing the Lat. dis-, which is one of the most conunon 

prefixes in French. In the Middle Ages, and even before this 

period, des- was used more frequently than de-, and this fact 

serves to increase the difficulties mentioned in Chapter V as 

being encountered when we are trying to establish accurate 

etymologies. The considerations concerning the etymologies 

of compounds in de- apply equally to those in des-, but, as 

wi.ll be seen in the course of the present chapter, we are 

faced with an additional difficulty when dealing with compounds 

in des-. It will be shown that, in the great majority of 

cases, the function of des- is to negate existing words. 

usually there is little doubt that the word negated by the 

prefix is a simple fonn. However, in a number of instances, 

it is impossible to deoide for certain which of two or three 

different words - a simple form and one or two compounds - is 

in fact ne~ted by des-. Sometimes one possibility appears 

to be ruled out by the date of the first occurrence of the 

word in question, but such decisions cannot always be final. 
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In addition to the difficulties just mentioned, the usual 

obscure etymologies are met, and are treated separately, as 

in other chapters. 

Although the function of des- remains, with a 

small number of exceptions, constantly negative, the precise 

form of this negation varies, and ~~ereby enables us to 

divide the great mass of canpounds in des- into several ca t-

egories, which are considered in turn. 1'he most numerous 

category is that irfhich the prefix simply negates or 

reverses the action or state denoted by the simple word. 

The simple form is usuaJ.~ a verb, but may be a noun or 

adjective. A number of words in des- which are the antonyms 

of compounds, particularly compounds in ~(0-, have been 

included in this category because the compounds are of 

Latin origi.n and often have the appearance of simple foms 

in Old French and seem to be treated as such, e.e., conter 

(computare), cosdre (consuere), avru1cier (*abantiare). 

DmABILLIER I to undress I, ca. 1400, a compound and 

antonym of (!.!,) abillier 'to equip, prepare, dress', ca. 

1300. The prefix reverses the direction of the action 

denoted by the simple fom. 

Me 11.153: J e l' ay veU maintes f'ois habiller et 
deshabiller en grand reverence et de grana personnaiges; 

PJS 404: et quant il rust tous desabilli~ et voist 
i'.iadame deschevellee et son a ttour reverss~, • 
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DESABI'l'£?. 'to lay waste, make uninhabited, cease to 

inhabit', past participle 12th. c., verb ca. 1400, a 

compound and antonym of (£0abiter 'to live, stay, inhabit', 

12th. c. The prefix negates the state denoted by the 

adjectival past participle and the action denoted by the 

simple ve rb. 

LT 1. cxxrI. 181: Et sachi~s que li yndiien sont 
grignor que nule gent; et grandesime partie de cele 
isle est deserte et desabitee por la chalour. 

DESAISIER ' to make, become uncomfortable ,unpleasant' , 

13th. c., a conpound and antonym of aisier 'to care for, make 

easy, comfortable', 12th. c. The prefix reverses tile action 

denoted by the simple verb. 

AOC 6148: . car mesaise 
L'ome dessote et desaise. 

Lat.: • • • et longiore conflictu non fatigarentur 
inedia. 

D~ffiR 'to cease to love, not to love', 13th. c., a 

compound and antonym of ~ 'to love', %h. c. (;~ulali~) • 

The prefix negates the action denoted by the simple verb. 

LT 2.XXIII.29: Et aime et desaime apertement, non pas 
en repast; car chetive chose li samble coler sa volent~, 
et se moustre aspres selonc droit as gens, se ce n'est 
as choses de geu et de salas; 

DESANCRER 'to weigh anchor, unmoor I, 12th. c., a 

compound and antonym of ancrer 'to anchor, moor', 12th. c. 



The prefix reverses the action of the simple verb. 

HSL 204-.374: Et maintenant il nous Mancrerent, et 
nous remenerent bien une grant lieue ariere vers 
Babiloine. 
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CF 1.25.27: Et quant il eurent par avis vent bon pour 
eulz, il se commandArent en Ie garde de Nos tre Signeur, 
et entre rent en leurs vaissiaus, et desancr~rent et se 
misent en mer. 

DESARMER 'to disarm, lay down arms', 12th. c., a 

compound and antonym of armer 'to equip, man, arm', 10th. c. 

(~ger). The prefix reverses the action denoted by the simple 

verb. A Latin form dearmare exists, meaning 'to disarm', 

but there is nothing to show that the Old Prench form is 

derived from it, although disarn1are is attested in the 13th. 

century. 

4R 3. xx. 11: ••• que ne se deit pAs si glorifi~r cil 
ki enc6re est arm6z cum quant ~pres sa vict6rie se est 
desarm6z. 

Lat.: . ne glorietur accinctus aeque ut discinctus. 

R 2498: Li emperere s'est culc6t en un pret, 
Sun grant espi~t met a sun chef li ber, 
Icele noit ne se volt il desarmer, 
Si ad vestut sun blanc osberc saffr6t. 

WB 2820: L'espee desceinst, l'elme osta, 
E del halberc se de sarma. 

G 1682: La bataille out vencue Der8.lOO, 
A 1 'altre feiz que Willame i fu al curb ni~s. 
Si ont pris l'eschec e les morz desarmez; 

vee 298.498: Et quant Ii marchis oi Ie cri, si sailli 
en un cheval toz desannez, un glai ve en sa main. 



DESAVANCIER 'to hold up, hinder, harm', 12th. c., a 

compoillld and antonym of avancier 'to increase, further, 

ad.vance', 12th. c. 1.'he prefix negates the action denoted by 

the simple verb. 

AC 88: . . • se desconfissent par le force de lor 
anemis et par leur propre d.esesperance. 

AOO 5008: Per la force des enemis 
Et per lor propre desparanc:e 
Qu'as desconfit et desavance; 

Lat.: Qui vero extremi StU1t, deserti a suis vi hostiwn 
et propria desperatione superantur. 

D 1.127.1.3: Garde a qui tu feras promesse, 
La cause pour quoy; et t' a vance 
De l' acomplir: cuer de noblesse 
]):)it acomplir sa convenance. 
Qui ne le fait, il desavance 
Son honeur; 

DESAVA}JTAGE (m.) 'disadvantage, loss, damage', 1290 , a 

compotU1d and antonym of avantage 'adV'"c1.l1tage', 12th. c. The 

prefix negates the simple noun. 

AC 100: • car se ri.ens lor mesavient en In ba taillt:!, 
c' est :sa coupe et li communs damages.' 

AOO 5817: Car s' aucune chose sanz faille 
Lor mesavenoit en batail1e, 
Corpe i ha et desavantaige, 
Et Ii conmuns i ha domaige. 

Lat.: Si quid erum illis eveniat in bello, et ipoius 
culpa et publica videtur iniuria. 

ON 161: Mais la venue estoit estroittl entre les II 
ostz et en grant desaventaige pour cellui des 1 1 ostz 
qui eust vOulu courre seure A I' autre. 

MO 11.103: ••• al1er au devant d'eulx A l'entr~e des 
montaignes, ou ilz estoient encores, qui estoit bien 



Also 

son desadvantaige, car ilz estoient bien en lieu 
advantageux pour lea attendre ... 

~esa~nt~~~ (adj. ; , 15th. c. 

DESAVI::?~ 'to lead into error, err, be ill1certain' , 12th. 

c., a compound and antonym of ~vis~£. 'to recognize; t hi:lk 

out; aim; advise, tell', 11th. c. (Alexis) • 'l'he prefi;c 

negates the meaning of the simple verb, which appears to 

imply positive or correct advice or opinion, while the conpound 

implies absence or incorrectness of advice. The opposition is 

normally between the considered opinion and the lack of it. 

AC 54: .•. quant la bataille estoit co~nencieJ que 
les ordres sont tanttost tourbleez et conf uses, 

Ace 2932: quant comancie est la bataille, 
Les ordres sont tantost troblees, 
Confuses et desavisees, 

Lat.: • • • quia sciebant in acie commisso bello 
celeriter ordines aciesque turbari a tque confundi, 

CB LXV.IO: et quant il avient ainsi, cil qui sunt 
avis~ ne se meffont de riens, s'il requierent respit 
aveques cix qui ne sunt pas avis~, porce que par Ie 
delai Ii desavis~ se puissent avi~ por jugier ensanlle 
et por eus acorder. 

DESAVOIR I to lack, want', 12th. c., a compoill1d anu anto-

nym of avoil.:. 'to have', 9th. c. (.c.:ulalie) • '1'he prefix 

negates the simple verb, and the canpound translates the 

Lat. carere in L/V 1021, /p 1113. 

DESBA.RATER 'to put to flight, put out of action, lay 
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waste', 12th. c., probably a compound and antonym of barater 

'to be busy, in action', 12th. c. The prefix reverses or 

negates the action denoted by the simple verb. 

4R 2. VIII. 10: Merci~d Ie que il 6ut desbareted ~ 
descilllfit Ie rei Adadezer, • • . 

Lat.: • • . gratias ageret eo quod eApugnasset 
Adadezer et percussisset eum. 

WE 7086: Li reis, pur amur sa muillier, 
Se tint a els, nes vult laissier, 
E Ii fiz suvent les cha~a 
E suvent les desbareta; 

C1. 4830: Mes or se vont aparcevant 
Que par un seul ont tui t est~ 

Desconfi t et desbareM; 

ReC 67: Et quant Morchofles nnt ariere en 
Coustantinoble, si fist acroire qu'il avoit desbaret~ 
et desconfit seigneur Henri et se gent, •.• 

Konig, p. 41+, claims that this compound is derived from a 

VLat. *disbarattare 'in die :b'lucht schlagen, aus dem Zustand 

des Kampfes oder (ortlich) vom Kampfplatz i'ortbringen', a 

parasynthetic compound of ON *baratta 'battle'. I t is not 

clear on what grounds the hypothetical Latin compounds is 

justified, and, indeed, the existence of barater makes it 

unnecessary. It is possible that Konig was unaware of the 

ear~ existence of the simple form (BW 56a dates it 1546), 

but it is found in WR 11.3517. 

Also: desbaratement (m.), 12th. c. 

DESBLA.SMER 'to excuse, exculpate, justify', 13th. c., a 



compound and antonym of blasmer 'to reproach, accuse', 11th. 

c. (Alexis). '.!.'he prefix reverses the action denoted by the 

simple verb. 

:c VII. 135. 18 : l.iais a u derrain, tien ce vray jugement 
~ue li menteur ne seront desblasm~, 
Ain90is aront honte, paine et tourment, 
D'onneur seront et de joye af'fam~; 

DESBOOhTER 'to unblock, free', 14th. c., a compound and 

antonym of bochier 'to block (a hole)', 13th. c. 'L'he prefix 

reverses the action denoted by the simple verb. 

IiSj~ Ild.214: . . . pour ce que nostre gent ne savoient 
tant bouchier d'une part COlmne il en desbouchoient 
ci' autre. 

DESBORDER 'to overf low, pass the limits, edge', 14th. 

c., a compotuld and antonym of border 'to border ; have a n 

edge, limit', 12th.. c. 'fhe prefix negates the simple verb. 

Me 1.209: Mais quant aux autres, qui estoient avecques 
luy, jamais ne furent si desbord~z, car ceulx que je 
pensoye les meilleurs pour ledit roy estoient ceulx 
qui plus le menassoient, . 

DESBROOHIER 'to take from spit; take out, "fork out"', 

ca. 14-00, a cornpotuld and antonym of brochie r 'to spur; 

impale on a spit I, 12th. c., or perhaps an antonym of 

embrochier 'to impale, pierce (with a spit)', 12th. c. 

The prefix reverses the action denoted by the simple or 

compound verb. 
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D IX. 153. 4661: Mais ceuls qui en tierment la broche 
He veulent leur or d.esbrochier; 
l ';e on n' ose ceuls approuchier 
Qui ont mains a'or, lan8ues d'argent: 
L' en ne tient compte d' autre gent. 

DESCACHIER 'to discover, reveal', 15th. c., a compound 

and antonym of cachie:;: 'to conceal, cover', 13 tho c. The 

prefix reverses the action denoted. by the simple verb. 

D VII I. 221. .302: .Pr~s de la quarriere de scaiche, 
Appuiant sur sa fourche fiere 
Et se complaint e n tel manieN: 

'i'he exact meaning of the compound in this context i s obscure 

the Notes give 's'arrete' but the Vocabulary 'poursuivre son 

chemin', while the dictionaries ac1mi t neither. 

DESCELER 'to make known, betray', 13th. c., a compound 

and antonym of celer 'to conceal, hide', 10th. c. (lAger). 

1'he prefix reverses the action denoted by the simple verb . 

CKB : Trahir - Esguetant Ie pecheur pour deceler son 
mal. 

DESCEIDLER 'to knock reinforcing metal bands (from a 

helmet, etc.)', 12th. c., a compound and antonym of cercler 

'to equip with metal hoops (helmet)', 12th. c., both of which 

are attested on~ as past participles used adjectivally. 

The prefix reverses the action denoted by the simple or 

compound verb. 

G 2741+: Ben ad set anz que jo oi Ie tinel 



]£n la quisine de Loun la ci te ; 
Unc nel vi freindre ne desercler. 
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DESCHANTER 'to sing descant', 1226, a compound and anto-

njIn of chanter 'to sing, say, play', 11th. c. (Alexis). 'Ehe 

prefix does not here negate the simple verb, but rather 

causes the compound to denote an action in opposition to 

hat of the simple verb, for deschanter means 'chanter Ie 

contraire d'un chant', i.e., of a piece of plain song. 

La ter the compound comes to mean 'to sing badly' according 

to FEN II. 222b. 

D VL 112.18: Je vous monstreray la figure 
Du contrepoint, et la mesure 
Des sernibreves acorder 
De faindre la voix, de monter 
Et de deschanter a rebours. 

DESC&~AUCHIER 'to unhorse, dismount, fall from horse'. 

12th. c., a compound and antonym of ehevauchier 'to ride on 

horseback', 12th. c. The prefix appears to reverse the 

action denoted by the simple verb. 

WE 12217: Plus de cent en deschevalchierent 
Ki unques puis ne redrescierent. 

R 1556 : Puis ad ocis Ie due Alphaien, 
Escababi i ad Ie chef trench~t, 
• vii. Arrabiz i ad deschevalc~t; 

DESCLOER 'to unfasten, unnail, break open', 12th. c., 

a compound and antonym of cloer 'to stud, fasten with nails', 



12th. c. 'j'he prefix reverses the action denoted. by the 

simple verb. 

£E 2110: lances brisent et escuz troent, 
Ii hauberc faussent et descloent, 
seles vuident, chevalier turnent; 

c.47 

PJS 171: .•• et Saintr~ l'attaint au bas de l a 
randelle, et clinssa sur la piece, puis sur l'arrest, 
qui du tout se descloa; et au descloer, messire 
Enguerrant tresf'ort branla. 

D.F.3)LORE: 'to disclose, open, tear open (mail)', 12th. 

c., a compound and antonym of clore 'to close ', 12th. c. 

'the prefix reverses the action denoted.. by the simple verb. 

The Lat. form Ciiscludere is unlikely to be the root of the 

O.B'r. compound, since it means I to shut up separately; 

expel' • 

4R 3. VII. 26: ~ Ii lirs, si cume fuille de lilie 
desc16se, fud defors alques recurb~z. 

Lat.: • . • labiumque eius quasi labiwn calicis et 
folium repandi lilii 

R 1199: L'escut Ii freint e l'osberc Ii desclot, 
Trenchet Ie piz, si I i briset leS--o~ 

WB 11464: Al flo retraiant de la mer 
Aa. fait ses compainuns munter. 
Al grainur munt vindrent tant tost 
Cume la mer Ie munt desclost. 

ON 78: En ce temps passa Ie roy Edouart par Normandie 
et ala de sa gent jusques devant Rouen et passa par 
Louviers, et fut arse et fourree, car desclose estoit. 

D I X. 23. 612: Helas! s'en est ly plus dolens 
Et qui moins voulsist que la chose 
~llst esclarcie ne desclose; 
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, 
DESCa{l<~ (adj.) 'unshriven' , 12th. c., a compound and 

antonym of confes 'shriven', 12th. c. The prefix negates 

the state denoted by conf~s. 

WE 8360: Uther, kis ad sewiz empr6s, 
Les fait murir tut desconf6s. 

P VIII. 387: Helas! je m' en voys A ce prestre 
Lui prier par devocion 
Qu'il me dorme confession 
Que je ne meure desconfes. 

DESCONFIRE 'to destroy, annihilate, defeat', 12th. c., 

a compound and antonym of confire 'to make, arrange, prepare', 

12th. c. :i.'he prefix reverses or negates the action of coni'ire. 

4R 1.IV.17: 'Les noz de l'ost s'en Silllt fuiz 6 
laidement sunt descunfiz, ~ morz sunt ambesdous tes 
fiz, .•. 

Lat.: .•. fugi t . Israhel coram Philisthim et 
ruina magna facta est in populo insuper et duo filii 
tui mortui sunt • 

Ap. XII. 7 (gloss): .•• quant Ie diable asaut seinte 
Glise, Ii angele Nostre Seignur Ii viennent a succurs 
& Ie descunfisent. 

CDAS 379: La nef est plus tost desconfite 
En grant eaue qu'en petite. 

Lat.: tuta mage est puppis, roodico quae flumine fertur. 

R 1247: L'escut Ii freinst, l'osberc Ii descumfist, 
Sun grant espi6t parmi Ie cors Ii mist; 

HSL 134.244: Gar pour cornbattre Avos ennemis avez 
passei une riviere a nou, et les avez desconfiz et 
chaciez dou champ, • • • 

BB 42: David gardoi tIes brebis quand il fut asleu 
pour aller cornbatre A Golias de Jeth, Ie fort g~ant, 
lequel il cMconfist par la pierre qu'il jecta de la 
fonde, • . . 
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Me 1.40: Les Bretons avoient prins auclUlS prisonniers 
de ceulx qui ~uyoient du party du roy, et quant ilz 
eussent est~ ung peu plus avant, ilz eussent prins et 
desco~i t le tiers de l' arnl~e. 

The rather general meaning of co~ir~, which may, ~or example, 

mean 'to mix (liquid, poison), write (letters), prepare (Clish ) , 

carve (sculpture), build (building), embalm (dead) , brin8 up 

(child), make (speech)', lUldergoes some restriction upon 

pre~ixation, ~or the compolUld re~ers usually to warfare and, 

occasionally, to hunting. 

Also: desco~ison (~.), 12th. c. desco~iture (~.), 

12th. c. 

DESCONFORTER 'to discourage, sadden; be downcast', 

11 tho c. (Alexis), a compound and anton,ym o~ co~orter 'to 

console, encourage, comf'ort', 10th. c. (L~ger). 'l'he prefix 

negates the action denoted by coni'orter. 

Ps. LXXVIII. 7: Kar il manjerent Jacob, e sa bealtet 
desc~orteren t 

Lat.: Quia comederunt J acob, et decorem ejus 
deso1averunt 

.AD 129: 0 0 • cil soi t li plus 1'ors qui ne s I esbaudi t 
pas, ne ne se desconf'orte quant i1 li meschiet. 

AOO 8055: Que cil so it plus ~orz voiremant 
Qui ne s' esmaie ne desconforte, 

Lat.: •.• ~ortior creditur quem adversa non frangunt. 

VSA .304: a lui en vindrent e li riche e li povre, 
si Ii requerent conseil d icele cose 
qu il lUlt odide, ki mult les desconi'ortet: 

BE .3708 : Molt se despoire et desco~orte, 
car son seignor dire ne l'ose, 



Also 

C1" 1.17.14: si ne vous esbahissi~s ne desconi'ort~s 
de riens: nous avons ass~s pour nous et pour vous. 

D 1.213.1: Trop esjouir~ ne trop desconforter 
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He se doi t horns pour chose qu' il aviengne, 
Mais doi t tous cas tresconstanunent porter; 

desconfort (ra.) 'discomfort, sadness'. 

DESCONOISTRE 'not to recognize, not to know, be 

ignorant', 12th. c., a compound and antonym 01' conoistre 'to 

recognize, know, get to know', 11th. c. (Alexis). 'J'he 

prefix negates the action denoted by conoistre. 'L'his 

compound should not be confused with the positive deconoistl'e, 

see p. 187. 

11.150 

D 1.198.2: Esbahis sui, et ce nlest 
Comment les gens sont si 
Que l'un nloit bien puis 

pas merveille, 
descongneu 
qu 'il a borme 

[oreille, 
L'autre a bon oeul et si n'a rien veu; 

BB 41: • . • sa fenune 'l'hamar estoi t repos~e, ou 
chemin, en une logette, et se estoit ~guis~e et 
descongneue. 

desconoissance (r.), 13th. c. 

DESCOOREER I to disorder; undress', 12th. c., a compound 

and antonym of' conreer 'to order, prepare, equip', 11th. c. 

(Alexis). The prefix reverses the action of conreer. 

AC 117: ••• et plus legierement sli embateroient lor 
anemy, quant il verroient ciaus desconr~s et desoruen~s. 

Lat.: . • . et in imparatos conturbatosque facilius 
hostis incumbit. 
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HER 310.511: et nonporquant il deSCOllr~a toz les Blas 
ke il A cele pointe consivi. 

DESCCl'JSEILLIER 'to dissuade, discourage, coni'use', 

11th. c. (Alexis), a comp01md and EUltonym of' conseillier 'to 

take cotmsel, advise, speak in confidence', 11th. c. (Alexis). 

~he prefix negates the action denoted by cOli.seillier. 

AC 7: 1ilais a l' encontre li pueples devers septentriwl, 
qui sont loing des ardeurs dou soulail, sont plus 
desconsilli~ et mains sages, -mais il ont plus grant 
habundance de sanc, • . • 

Lat.: Contra septentrionales populi, remoti a solis 
ardoribus, inconsultiores quidem, sed tamen largo 
sanguine redundantes, 

VSA 319: iceste cose nus doUses nuncier, 
a tut le pople ki ert desconseilez; 
tant 1 as celet mult i as grant pechet. 

vee 36.61: Mais Diex, qui les aesconsiliez conseil1e, 
ne le volt mie ensi soffrir. 

VCJB I. 11: • Ie roy lJharle de i<'rance fut si 
enho'rtez par son conseil qu'il manda sa serour et lu;y 
desconseilla et deffendi si hault qu'il poeut qu'elle 
se relayast de celle chose qu'elle avoit emprise. 

PJS 207: Et jassoi t que vous soyez mon seul ami, 
trestout mon bien, et tout quanques je puis dire, 
parquoy sur tous aultres le vous deveroye desconseil1ier 
et, qui plus est, deffendre de vou~ plus mectre lHl 

telz perilz, 

DESCONTER 'to deduct, discount, reduce in price', 12th. 

c., a compound and antonym of conter 'to count, reckon, 

evaluate, pay', 11th. c. The prefix negates the action 

denoted by conter, for 'to discount' is 'not to count'. 
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D V.254.15: Pour leur deffroy n' est fourrier aui 
[ d;scornpte : 

L' en leur os te leurs Crois de jour en jom'. 

DESCOSDRE 'to split, dislocate, undo, unsew', 12th. c., 

a compound and antonym of cosdre 'to sew, lace', 12th. c. 

The prefix reverses the action denoted by cosdre. 

01. 5860: Et li troi mire ont descosu 
Le suaire la dame a force, 
Onques n'i ot costel ne force; 

OHM 743: Car les unes sont cousues principaurnent 
[pour l'assemblement] et pour l'incarnation d'iceles, 
et en cestes la costure ne doit estre descousue devant 
que elles sont encharnees, fors en .3. cas. 

DESCOUPER 'to exculpate, justify', 12th. c., a compound 

and antonym of couper 'to blame, a<xuse', 12th. c. 'jIbe 

prefix reverses the action of the simple ve~b. 

vee 170.285: Et li marchis se descolJ?!:l. lIlUl t, et rust 
que por Ie tort que l'ernpereres Ii avoit fait, avoit-il 
issi esploi ti~. 

Note that Konig, in his index, p. 97, makes this cOlllpound a 

synonym of the simple form and gives it the meaning 

'beschuldigen' . 

DESCROTER 'to clean', 13th. c., a compound and antonym 

of crot(.:!J~ 'to foul, dirty', 13th. c. ~'he prefix reverses 

the action of the simple verb. 

1M II.3387: Et quand lass~e revendra, 
Bien servir 1a te convendra, 
Laver 1es pies et descroter, 
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Lat.: ..••• • .eritque necesse 
~uod sibi s is servus planta sque l a ves s ibi fes se ; 

DEs::mI@E}not to cook, digest', past participle 'raw, 

undigested', 13th. c., a compound and antonym of cuire 'to 

burn, smart, cook ', 9th. c. (Eulalie). The prefix neGa tes 

the action of the simple verb. 

SS 1798: Kar dunc, desquit, Ie manger descent 
Al f'unt del estomac veirement; 

Lat.: .•• quia tunc deseendit cibus indecoctus 
ad inferiores partes stomachi . 

l'his compound cannot be derived from Lat. discoque:r:(L because 

of the great difference in meaning. In the La,tin COml)ound 

the prefix has a separative or intensive function giving the 

meaning 'to cook to pieces, thoroughly'. 

DESDAMAGIER 'to make good loss or damage', 13th. c., a 

compound and antonym of d.an!a&i.~ 'to cause los s or damuge', 

12th. c. The prefix reverses the action of' the simpl e ver b , 

but could also reverse that of the compound endolrunagie~ 'to 

cause loss or damage to so. or sth. ',12th. c. 

CB XXXII I.2: car nus pleges ne doit enriquir de ce 
dent il est pleges, el damace de ce li qui en p1ege s Ie 
mist, mes tant solement estre de3daIflaci~s et e s tre mis 
e1 point lA u il estoit quant il devint pl eges. 

D~DIRE 'to deny, refuse, contradict', 12th. c., a 

compound and antonym of dire 'to say', luth. c . (L~g~}J. 

The prefix negates and reverses the action of the silnp l e 
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verb in that the compound denotes an action in oppo::;ition 

to it. This opposition takes a variety of forms, as shown 

in the following examples 

WR III. .3908 : Guill. est sis natur131s sire, 
E il sis hoem, nel poet desd.:!:.~~; 
Pos'a que il Ii fist homage, 
Veiant son pere e son barnage. 

HSL 12.24: I I me dist que je me gardasse que .ie ne 
dementisse ne ne desdeisse nullui de ce que il cUroi t 
devant moy, . 

CIt' I.17.1: 8t n' est nulz en Engleterre, f'aut soi t 
nobles ne de grant afaire, qui l'ose COlIToucier ne 
desdire de cose que il voeHe faire. 

Me 1. 223 : POUT ceste cause fut la trefve desdicte et 
manda A madame de Nesle, qui estoi t dedans, qu' elle 
saillist .•• 

DESESTABLIR 'to overthrow, destroy', 13/14th. c., a 

compound and antonym of establil' 'to establish, f'ix' , 12th. 

c. The prefix reverses the action of the simple verb . 

L/V 2067, /p 2.376 : desestablir = desti tuere 

DESFERJI,lER 'to open', 12th. c., a compound and antonym 

of fermer 'to fix, fasten, close', 12th. c. 'l'he prefix 

reverses the action of the simple verb. 

AD 155: Ii roUTs chiet soudainement, et lars 
est def'fermee et ouverte l'entree de la ville pa r l a. 
routure dou mur. 

Lat. : • atque tabulatis lllUTO subito corruente 
inruptioni aditus reserat~. 

G 1279: Ele avale contreval les degrez, 
Vint a 1a porte, si Ii ad de.sf'erm~, 
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En sus Ie ovre, lai~sad Ie cunte entrer. 

OF 11.52.23: Messires Guillawnes r~uglas avoit b i en 
veu que Ii portiers avoit toutes les cl~s de Ie grant 
porte dou chastiel, et avoit couvertement demandet 
au portier Ie qu~le deffremoi t Ie porte, et l a qu~le 
I e guicet. 

VOCH 85: ~t Ie mardy ma tin, lendemain lIme jour 
d'aoust, les Sarrazins nous deffermeren.t et mirent hors 
dudict sepulchre et de lA, chascun s'en alIa ~ son 
ordinaire. 

DESFERRER 'to remove irons, lose shoe (horse ) ', 12th. 

c., a compound and antonym of ferrer 'to put irons on , shoe 

(horse) ',12th. c. 1'he prefix reverses the a ction of the 

simple verb. 

OF 1. 60.26 : Et ne savoient de quoi chia us f errer qui 
estoient def ferret, ne de quai couvri r, f ars que ue 
leurs tournikiaus d' annes. 

Me 11.40: Apr~s qu'il l'eust ouy, il I e f'eit desf'errer; 
mais encores demours gard~. 

K'cmiS , p. 44, postulates VLat. *disferrare, a pa r asynthetic 

compound of ferra, ... which is attested in the l.'.,-th. G . 

DESFIER 'to distrust, challenge, def'y, brea k word', 

12th. c., a compound and antonym of' f'ier 'to trust, pledg e 

fai th ',12th. c. The prefix reverses and nesa tes the action 

denoted by the simple verb. 

R 2002: 'Sire cumpain, faites Ie vos de gred ? 
Ja est 90 Rollant ki tant vos soelt arner, 
Par nule guise ne m'aviez desfi6t. ' 

EE 4019: Et cil Ie leisse; 
el champ plus d'un arpant s'esleisse, 



Also 

puis retorne, si Ie desfie 
com hom plains de grant felenie. 

i,iC I. 77: Ces all~es ne plaisoyent pa s ~ tous , et 
comman~oient ja ces seigneurs ~ se deffier l'Wl~ de 
lrautre et A se laisser; 

F IIV.238 : Venez-vous, je vaus deffie, 
Je ne vous crains pas une-maille, 
Soudain mettez-vous en bataille, 
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DESF1GURER 'to disfigure, destroy, disguise', 12th. c., 

a compound and antonym of figurer 'to shape, create, fashion', 

11th. c. The prefix reverses the action of the simple verb . 

SB 1,3lr.4-l: car il defegp-ent lor fazons por ceu Je ril 
as hommes poyent aparoir geunant. 

Lat.: Exterminant enim facies suas, ut a ppareant 
jejunantes. 

C1. 4831: Mes chascun jor se desfigure 
Et de cheval et d' armei.ire , 
Si sanble autrui que lui meismes. 

VSCH 56: Toutes les ymaiges des eglises sont 
decoupp~es de haches et defiaur~es desdictz Sarrazins 
qui ont coupp~ lesdictes ymaiges painctes contre les 
murs, tant Ie crucifix, ••• 

DESFONDER 'to destroy, overthrow completely', 14th. c., 

is regarded by the FmV (11I.873b) as being connected with the 

noun ~ 'bottom', 12th. c. This explanation has the great 

disadvantage that both the connection of the compound with 

the noun and the significance of the prefix are unclear, 

whereas it is much more satisfactory to regard the compound 
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as an antonym of fonder 'to found, make firm', 12th. c. ~'he 

prefix reverses the'action of' the simple verb. 

D V. 234. 18: Pour mort nulz d' eulz ne desconseille 
Ce bien garder que l' en deffonde 
De tous poins, <iont je me merveille; 

DESGARNIR 'to take away, be without, bare, leave un-

protected', 12th. c., a compound and antonym of garnir 'to 

guard against, protect, equip, supply', 11th. c. (Alexis). 

AC 119: ... il a achoison d'avoir les cornon8 
departis et Ie milieu desgarni de la bataille. 

Lat. : et mediam aciem destitutam. 

ViR III. 4-381: Cil furent forment desgarni 
B des manaces esbahi; 
Le chastel ont al duc rendu 
E Ii dus l'a d'als receu; 

4PV 26: Charles d'Espaingne se fia tant en son a voil' 
et eu roy de .F'rance qu' il ne prisa en riens les menaces 
de monseigneur Philippe de Navarre et chevaucoit 
desgarny de gens d' a nne set Yin t an la vi lIe de Laigle 
en Normendie. 

PJS 303: Mais quant Ie seigneur de ::>aintrt! se voist 
desgarny de sa lance, incontinent a l'espee mect la 
n~in, et fiert a dextre et a senestre, qu'il n'y avoit 
Turcq qui place ne luy feist. 

The prefix reverses and negates the action denoted by the 

simple verb. 

DESGIEL (m.) 'thaw', 13th. c., is either a derivative 

of desgeler 'to melt, thaw', 13th. c., a compound and 

antonym of geler 'to freeze', 12th. c., or an antonym of 

giel 'f'rost', 12th. c. In either case the prefix serves to 
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reverse the action of the simple form. 

BB 86: Et s'il advenoit que par jour survins t rouss~e , 
ou pluye, ou d~gel, oont les herbes fussent mouill~es, 
le berger doi t donner A ses brebis, au soir, du fourl'a ge 
de favatz ae f~ves et non pas de celuy de poi s : 

DESGORGIER 'to say, express sth. ' 14th. c., 'to pour 

out water I, 1299, a compound and antonym of gorgier 'to 

swallow', 13th. c., or perhaps an antonym of engorgier 'to 

swallow up I, ca. 1200. The prefix reverses t he direction of 

the action of the simple or of the compound in en-. 

U~ 111.1087: Si m'en vueil a toy desgorgier. 

DESHAIT1ER 'to afflict, discourage; sorrow', 12th. c., 

a compound and antonym of hai tier 'to seem good, please, be 

pleasant', 12th. c. 'l'he prefix negates the action of the 

simple verb. 

4R 1.1.5: 
amad, tIDe 
Deu ne li 
ventre. 

E ~ Anne, sa muiller, que il tendrement 
partie dunad, ki forment ert deshait~~, kar 
volt encore duner le fruit de sired de sun 

Lat.: Annae autem dedit partem unam tristis quia Annam 
diligebat Dominus autem concluserat vulvam eius 

AOC 8855: Et s'est moult bons, sanz nule faille, 
Por doner es janz deshaities, 
Quassees, navrees et blecies. 

Lat.: . • • et propter aegrotantes sunt necessariae. 

LT 1.C1.27: Ele croist en yvier, por ce que ce est 
de sa nature; por ce sont en celui tans deshaiti~ li 
flegmatique vieus, mais li colerique sont haities, et 
li joene ausi. 
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D V.151.19: Ce m'ennuye et deshette, 
Quant regner voy Ie mendre des • vii. ars. 

Also deshait (m.); deshaite (f.). 

DESIiI\.RI'.ll!SCHIER 'to unf'asten sails or rigging I, 12th. c. 

a compound and antonym of hame schier ' to equip, arm I, ca. 

1200. The prefix reverses the action of the simple verb. 

WB 11210: Quant as n6s furent tuit entr~ 
E tide orent e bon or~, 
Dunc veissiez ancres lever, 
Estrens traire, hobens fermer, 
Mariniers saillir par cez n~s, 
Deshenechier veilles e tr~s; 

DESHEAUMER I to remove helmet I, 14th. c., a compound and 

antonym of helmer 'to put on helmet', ca. 1200 (heatuner, 

14th. c.). The prefix reverses the action ' of the simple 

verb. 

4J?V 249: Et corrune Fran90iz retournoient de devant 
Ardre, les Angloiz les sourprindrent, car ilz estoient 
desheaumt!z pour Ie chault qui estoit moult grant, et 
leur coururent sus. 

DESHERBER'}ER I to dislodge, expel, move camp', 12th. c., 

a compound and antonym of herberger 'to live, lodge, shelter', 

11 tho c. (Alexis) , new.., negates and reverses the action of 

the simple verb. 

PP 1449: ...... parays terestre, 
Dunt Adam fu desherbeg~ 
E sa mulier pur lur pechi~; 

Lat. : paradisus, unde pro pecvatis ejectus est 
primus homo. 
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R 701: Parmi cel ost funt mil grailles suner, 
Pranc desheroergent, funt lur swners trosser, 
Vel's dulce France till t S1.lllt achiminez. 

DESHO(U)SER 'to remove boots', 12th. c., a compound ano. 

antonym of houser 'to put on boots', 12th. c. The prefix 

reverses the action of the simple verb. Konie, p.41, regarcis 

3{ 
this compo1.llld as parasynthetic and formed from }'rk . hosa 

'boot' . 

Me 1. 23: Ledict conte de Gharroloys trouVd Ie conte 
de Sainct Pol A. pied, et tous les autres se mectoient 
A. la fille COllune ilz venoyent, et trouvasmes tous les 
archiers deshouzt!z, chascunung pau plant~ devant eliL--::, 

DESIGAL (adj.) 'tmequal, unfair', 13th. c., a compound 

and antonym of igal 'equal, even I, 12th. c. The prefix 

negates the simple adjective. 

Also 

LT 2. XA'VlII. 39: Et si comme la justice est chose 
~, autresi est la non justice desigal. 

LT 1. CLXXVT. 13: Et sachi~s que cist asne sauvage, que 
I' en apele onagre, a chascune heure dcu jour et de la. 
nuit crie une fois, si ke l'en i poroit bien connoistre 
les eures et savoir certainement quant la nuit est 
igal au jour u quant il sont desiguel. 

desiga1ance Cf.); desigaler' to break ranks, break 

step I, 13th. c. 

Ace 1888: Et apr~s lour tel oirre aloient 
Qu'il af'iert a chevalerie, 
Ne se desiE$aloient mie. 

Lat.: . . . inter dum sequantur interdum cedant et recursu 
quodarn impetus reparent. 



DESLACIER 'to unlace, unfasttln ', 12th. c., a compOl.U1d 

and antonym of lacier 'to lace, fasten', 12th. c. 'J.']}e 

compound enlacier tend.'3 to mean 'to ensnare, entru1i.~le '. '1'11e 

prefix reverses the action of the s imple verb . 

SB 59.14: Restroiz est chier sires tes sains per 
iugement. d.eslace ta cllinture et si vien habondanz de 
pitiet et sorussanz de chariteit. 

Lat.: Restrictus est, Domine, judi co sinus t UU8 ; 
solve cingulum tuum, et veni miserationibus affluens, 
et supereffluens charitate. 

R 2170: Sun elme ad or li deslas:a t del chef; 
Si Ii tolit Ie blanc osberc leger 
E sun blialt Ii ad tut detrench~t; 

EE 460: La puce Ie prant Ie cheval, 
si Ii deslace Ie ptlitral, 
Ie frain et l a sele Ii oste. 

DESIAVER 'to purify' ; past participle 'di rty , tmwashed' . 

Although the verb is not attested w1til the works of 

Deschamps (14th./15th. c.), the adjectival form des~av~ is 

attested in the 12th. c. 'fhe past participle is clearly the 

antonym of the corresponding part of ~ 'to wash', l Oth. 

c. (Passion). 1'he meanin8 'to purify' is strange, but is 

perhaps borrowed from the lat. diluere. :1. Latin Ineanin..:.: is 

ascribed to the prefix in F~-W V. 220 iJ , n. 31. It Illay be that 

we should regard the different meanines as belonging to v.vo 

different verbs, and that G II. 48ub is right to ascribe the 

positive meaning to the form dela~~, in spittl of the fact 

that two of the three examples given have the prefix .9:,es-. 



In view of the confusion of the two prefixes in speech and 

writing, des..~av~r "'ould naturally tend to absor b th0 meanin:2 

de laver. 

D VI. 72. 12 : Gendre et cuvier par rna faul te Ii rens, 
Nape n'y a qui ne soit deslav~e, 
laissive n'ay ne feu en cheminee 
Et pas ne puis buer comme je vueil; 

DESLEAL (adj.) 'disloyal, wicked, illegal', 12th. Co" 

a compound and antonym of leal 'loyal, fai thl'ul', 12th. c. 

~~e prefix negates the simple adjective. 

Also 

2M 2.VII.34: E tu desleal e Ie pIll::> cruel de toz les 
homes ne te orgoillir en vain por neent corrociez es 
e enbrasez od ses sers. 

Lat.: Tu autem, 0 sceleste, et omnium hominum f lagit
iosissime, noli frustra extolli vanis spebus in servos 
ejus inflammatus: 

CB 1.18: Et tix cozes sont otroi~s ~ envoier llsoaillis, 
porce que trop seroit desloiax cix qui por tix dons 
taurroit Ie droit d'autrui. 

Me II. 97: imtant conune cestuy-ci dont j ' a i parl~ 

estoit mauvais et desloJ~l, Jacques ~1yot estoit uon e t 
loyal, et, apr~s avoir longuement vescu, est mort en 
grant hormeur et renonun~e. 

deslE~auM (f.), 12th. c. desleauter, 12th. c. 

DESLOER 'to dissuade, blame', 12th. c., a compound and 

antonym of loer 'to advise, approve, praise', lOth. c. 

(~ger). The prefix negates the action of the simple ve!~. 

CDAS 712: Ce que tu as lou~ avant, 
Ne va pas apr~s deslouant, 
Cils se ho(u)nist qui chose laue 
Et puis apr~s si la desloue. 
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lat.: Laudaris quodcumque palam, quodcumque probaris, 
hoc vide ne rursus levitatis crimine dilllU1es. 

pp 27~ : L'evesque mult Ii desloa 
E l a grant peine Iuy mustra 

Lat.: ipiscopus hoc ei cogitare di~~sit 

rnSLffiIER 'to b reak camp; Ciri ve away, dislocige', I~th. 

c., a compound and antonym of logier 'to make camp ', 12th. c . 

'i.'he prefix reverses the action of the simple verb. 

Also 

ON 41: IA cuida avoir bataille au roy Bdouart, mais 
il se desloiga et ala A Douay et parmi Hennaut droit 
A. Anvers. 

OF 1.67.28: Si tost qu'il furent trouvet, on fi s t 
les Engl~s deslogier et traire celIe part tout 
ordonneement, et logier sus une aultre montagne, • 

Me r. 70: . . . vous avez ouy cOlrune ceulx que Ie roy 
avoit log~z en ceste tranch6e, au long de ceste 
rivi~re de Seine, se deslog~rent A l'heure qu'on l e s 
devoit assaillir. 

deslogeroent (m.). 

DESMAILLIER 'to break: mail mesh', 12th. c., a compound 

and antonym of maillier 'to make mail ',12th. c. 1'he pref i x 

reverses the action of the simple verb. 

R 2051: Ma hanste est fraite e perc~t mun escut, 
E mis osbercs desmail~t e rumput; 

WlJ 2240: Maint cop i out pris e don~, 
Maint hurne mort e maint naf'r~, 
Maint escu frait e meint percied, 
Blme frai t, halberc desmailled. 

G 1816: Granz colps Ii donent de lances e d'espees; 
Forte est la broine quant ne la poent de~iller. 



DE:::lMANDER 'to refrain from sUIIlllloning', 12th. c., a 

compound and antonym of mander 'to send, ask, order, swnmon', 

10th. c. (L~ger). The prefix negates the action of the 

simple verb. 

WR III. 2723: Li paisant a.'Aureinchein 
Ne tindrent rute ne chemin, 
Tuit desmande e desswnuns 
Curent as pas et as buissuns, 
Cels ki fuient vunt abatant 
E les abatuz ociant. 

DESMAICIITER 'to retreat, go away', 15th. c. ('/ ), a 

compound and antonym of marchier ' to trample', 12th. c., 

later 'to advance'. The prefix appears to reverse the 

action of the simple verb. 

PJS 54-: Alors ce vray et loyal amoureux desmarche et 
se part hardiement et fierement, samblant qu'il doye 
tout mengier, et fait ainssi sur sa garde ces 
premiers cops mesureement et atttlmpreement; 

PJS 180: mais, au lever que Saintr~ fist, sur son 
desmarchier il se tourna, et au roy de rechief' 1'ist 
sa reverence, et semblablement a la royne et aux 
dames, comme avoit fait. 

DESMARIER 'to divorce', 13th. c., a canpound and 

antonym of marier 'to marr,y', 12th. c. The prefix reverses 

the action of the simple verb. 

F XVII. 230: La dame se veult repentir 
Et disoit: "Rien ne me fera!" 
Se devoit-elle consentir 
A soy demarier ? 
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DESMENTIR 'to contradict; render, be useless, harm, 

destroy, fail, break', 12th. c., a compound and antonYJn. (?) 

of mentir 'to fail, lie', 10th. c. (Passion). The meaning 

or function of the prefix in this compound is far from clear. 

Konig, p. 104, classes it among conpounds which are antonyms 

of the simple forms, but this case does not appear to be so 

simple. 'i'he meaning 'to contradict r denotes some opposition 

to, and therefore negation of, the lie (mentir), and is 

similar to desdire, see p. 253. The meaning 'to fail, break' 

seems to be a stronger way of expressing the idea already 

contained in the simple (see G V. 244c), and the prefix must 

therefore have a reinf'orcing function, perhaps by analogy 

with other verbs of destruction. TL suggests that these 

meanings are figurative extensions of the first. 

4R 2.XIX.43: Ces de Juda firent dur reSp1.U1S ~ 
desmentirent e laider~ierent ces de Israel. 

Lat.: durius autem responderunt viri lucia viris 
Israhel. 

AOO 9336: Car per son empaindre formant 
Les murs depiece et desmant, 

Lat.: Nam in inf'erioribus habet arietem, cuius impetu 
destrui t muros, . 

4PV 25: et y out grosses parolles dietes en la 
presence du roy Jehan, entre lesquelles Charles 
d'Espaingne desmenti monseigneur Philippe de Navarre. 
Et quant Ie di t messire Philippe ouy soy desmentir, 
lors il sacha son coustel et en vault ferir Charles 
d'Espaingne. 

HSL 12.24: II me dist que je me gardasse que je ne 
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dementisse ne ne desdeisse nullui de ce que il diroit 
devant moy, • 

DESIl'lERI Tt: (m.) , demerit, sin' , 14th. c., a compound and 

antonym of merite 'reward, recompense, thanks, punishment', 

l2th. c. The compound negates the simple noun. 

D II. 290. 507: Helas! mar furent d'Adam nez 
Les chetis qui seront dampnez 
En enfer pour leurs demeri t~; 

Me 1.109: 1'outes telles dispositions viennent de 
Dieu qui donne mutation aux choses selon Ie merite 
ou desmerite des gens. 

DESMESLER 'to separate, disentangle', 12th. c., a 

compound and antonym of mesler 'to mingle, mix', 12th. c., 

or perhaps an antonym of' enmesler 'to mingle', 12th. ,;. I n 

either case the prefix reverses the previous action. 

iv.R 111.1159: Grant pour unt e mult s'esmaient, 
Saillent es net's, lur ancres traient, 
Cordes desmedlent, veiles tendent, 
A 10. terre esloigner entendent. 

RCC 15: Et f'u si grans chele meslee que a paines l~s 
peurent Ii chevalier desmeler. 

M.e 1. 21: "Je les mectray aujourduy si pr~s 1 'un de 
l' autre qu' il sera bien aoil1e qui les pourra deameller." 

DESMESURER 'to exceed, overstep the limits', 12th. c., 

a compound and antonym of me surer 'to measure, regulate', 

12th. c. The prefix ne~tes the action of keeping within 

limits. 
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SB 143.5: A la fieie suelt estre detieie griement 
Ii ore sons per flavouteit d'espirit et per desmesureie 
crimor. 

Lat.: Interdum enim gravi ter impeditur oratio a 
pusillanirni ta te spiritus et timore immodera to. 

BE 228: 11 sot bien que del nain ferir 
ne porroit il mie joir, 
car Ie chevalier vit ar.m~, 
molt felon et desmesur~, 
et crient qu'asez tost l'ocirroit, 
se devant lui son nain feroit. 

G 1463: Cum celui qui n' est parfund sen~ 
A sun talent se lait demesurer, 
Pur petitesce que m'avez a blasmer ? 

LT 1.CXXII. 29: Por ce dient li egyptiien ke en cele 
anee que Ii fleuves de Nile croist trop en haut et que 
son acroissement se desmesur~ outre .xviii. pi~s que 
Ii champ ne gaignent mie tant por Ie moistour des euues, 
ki i gisent trop longhement. 

LT 2. XVI. 12: Et 1argece est Ie mi entre avarice et 
prodigalit~, car prodigues est ce1ui ki se desmesure en en 
despendre et ki faut en prendre 

desmesurable (adj.) 'immoderate' desmesurance (1'.) 

'excess' ; desmesure (f.) 'excess'. 

DESi\lODERER 'to be immoderate', 15th. c., a compound 

and antonym of moderer 'to be moderate, to moderate', 14th. 

c. The prefix negates the action of the simple verb. 

CKB: Desquelles qua1ites quant lune est demoderee des 
autres sensui t quon est malade. 

DESMONTER 'to dismount, unhorse', 12th. c., a compound 

and antonym of monter 'to climb, mount', 12th. c. 'l'he 

prefix reverses the action of the simple verb. 



ON 26: La eut creuse bata.111e, et fut le roy 
demont6 et son cbeval ooois soubz lui, ••• 

D V.254.l8: Estre deussent, de quoy je me debat, 
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Pris au seigneur, quant il monte ou 
(desmonte, 

A son coucher et lever en esbat, 
Pour ly servir, maiz oha.SOUIl le s seurmonte: 

Dl!3(OVOIR 'to dissuade, cause to renounce', 12th. c., a 

canpolmd and antoJl3Dl of movoir 'to move, cause to move I , 

12th. 0. The prefix reverses the action of JIIOving towards 

some objecti'Ye, and could, theretore, be regarded as meaning 

'aw8:$" in some contexts. The iClaa of 'aW83' is rendered also 

by the preposi:tion.2!.. Similarly, movoir a has a preposition 

to make its lleani ng olear, and it is this expresaion which 

is reversed by des-. 

Me 11.56: Comment D10nar le connestable envoya devers 
le roy d' Angleterre pour 1e deamouvoir de :faire Wiot 
appoinotaent avaoquos le roy. 

ltV 11.127: Le roy la voulut daBlDOuvoir du mariage aont 
j'~ pa.r1~ ds aea daux tilles, maia elle s'en exousoit 
sur les tilles, leaque1les y estoient obstin~es. 

IESNATUREL (adj.) 'bad, unnatural', 13th. 0., a compound 

and ant~ or naturel 'natural', 12th. o. The prefix negates 

the simple adjeotive. 

CBK 1262: • • • mea dameurge environ les membres 
nerveus la partie d'ioeus moiste 1& quelcest porrie 
par obal.eur deanaturel, et soi t toute diSBOute et bors 
esooulourgiee, ••• 
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DESNOER 'to untie, unfasten, loosen; dislocate; disclose', 

12th. c., a compound and antonym of ncer 'to . !n9.ke a Jmot I , 

12th. c. A Lat. disnodare is attested in the 12th. c., but, 

in view of the date of its appearance, is unlikely to have 

been the origin of the Old Prench cornpo~d. 1'he prefix 

reverses the action of the simple verb. 

L/V 2007: denouer = denodare, 
L/Aalma 2873: desnoer = denodare, 
L/AaJJna 3738: desnoer = enodare. 

DESOBEIR 'to disobey', ca. 1280, a compound and. 

antonym of ob~ir 'to obey', ca. 1128. The prefix nega tea the 

action of the simple verb. 

Also 

OB XII. 12 : Noz disons que se les a.efautes ou l ea 
entrepresures sont por ooze qui apartiegne au f'ief' , 
si comme s'il desobeist, ou s'il le semont ue service 
et il ne le sert pas si COIlune il doi t, • . . 

Me 11.215: "Tu desob~iz et faictz contre I' ol/llJluige 
que tu me doiz", 

desobeissance (f.), 1283. 

DESOBI...llHER 'to release from obligation', 1307, a 

compound and antonym of oblegier 'to pledge, put under 

obligation', 1246. The prefix reverses the action of the 

simple verb. 

PJS 78: "Ho!", dist Ysabel, "Madame, ores sommes nous 
desobligees; car nous vous estions tenues pour lui, que 
a ceste fois il aroit choisy dame, et vous veez que ce 
n' est nulle de celles que avez nommees; . • •. " 
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DESCXX::UPER 'to release, withdraw charge against so., 

cease to occupy', 14th. c., a compound and antonym of' 

occuper 'to employ, occupy, obstruct, take prisoru1er, 

accuse', 12th. c. The prefix reverses the action of the 

simple verb. 

4PV 184: Et cOrrine monseigneur Richart de J3 ealll1l0nt 
sceut que Ie roy avoi t envoi~s messages A SOIl onele 
l'empereur pour soy desoccuper, il mit sus A monseigneur 
Guillaume de Harecourt cestui fait et I' en occu~ 
devers Ie roy. 

4PV 243: Le di t bailli les desoccupa et deli vra tOUt; 
fors celui qui avoit fait l'omicide, lequel de puis 
en fut delivr~, Ie plait durant entre Ie roy et 
1 'archevesque. 

DESORDENER I to disorder, misdirect, confuse, depose', 

12th. c., a compound and antonym of ordener 'to order. 

fashion', 12th. c. 'J.1he prefix reverses and negates the 

action of the simple verb. 

JiC 16: . . • car ost devis~s et departis et desorden~s 
a tous jours est~ en trap grant peril de estre moult 
grevez de ses anemis, • • • 

AOC 838: Car hoz depertiz, devisez, 
Desorden6z ct daguisez, 
Ai toz jors en peril estey 
Que grevey . • . 

Lat.: Periculum enim ab hostibus semper gravissimillJl 
sustll1et divisus at inordinatus exercitus 

R 3408: Tantes batailles avez faites pur mei, 
Regnes cunquis e desorden6t reis: 

Me II. 224: Mais des gral1dz princes et princesses, de 
leurs grandz gouverneurs et des conseillers des 
provinces, villes desordolm6es et desobeissans A leur 
seigneur et de leurs gouverneurs, qui se informer. de 
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leurs vies ? 

Also desordenance (t'.). 

DESClRIRE (m.) 'disorder, quarrel', 13 T/, a compound and 

antonym of ordre 'order, rule, rank, class', 12th. c. 'l'he 

prefix negates and reverses the simple nolUl. 

MC 1.98: Nous les trouvasmes jA separ~z, et se 
departoyent par bendes et en desordre, COllune peuple 
mal conduyt. 

PESOTR01IER 'to refuse', 12th. c., a uompolUld and 

antonym of otroiier 'to allow, consent', 12th. c. The 

prefix negates the action of the simple verb. 

R 518: Guaz vos en dreit par cez pels subelines, 
Melz en valt l'or que ne f'unt cine cenz 1ivres; 
Einz demain noit en iert bele 1 'amendise." 
Guenes resplUlt: "Jo nel desotrei mi e; 
Deus, se lui plaist, a bien Ie vo::! mercie." 

DESPAREIL (adj.) 'lUlequal, dit'ferent', 12th. c., u 

compolUld and antonym of pareil 'equal', l~th. c. The 

prefix negates the simple adjective. 

C1. 4555: Si lor comande a aporter 
Trois peires d'armes desparoilles, 
Unes noires, autres vermoilles, 
Les tierces verz, ••• 

DESPARER 'to remove ornament', lIth. c. (Alexia), a 

corrpolUld and antonym of parer 'to prepare, adorn, embellish', 

10th. c. (Passion). The prefix reverses the action of' the 

simple verb. 



VSA 137: Vint en 1a cambre, plaine de marrement, 
si la Oespeiret que n i remest nient: 
n i remest palie ne neul ornement. 

DESPEnJDRE 'to eradicate', 13th. c., a cOlnpound and 
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antonym of peindre 'to paint', 13th. c. ru..~1 304·9 gives the 

etymology of the compound as *expingere 'to obliterate, 

erase', but there appears to be no good reason why des-

should not be regarded as reversing the action of peindre. 

Indeed, Konig, p.lo6, places this compound in the negative 

category. 

D VI. 158.))1: Lors dit l'un: "II vous fault despaindre 
"De vostre cuer et tout estaindre 
"L'ennortement des cui deriaulx; 

DESPENIlRE (2) 'to take down (so., 13th. hangillg)', 12th. 

c., a compound and antonym of £..enare 'to harlg ', 10th. (;. 

(Passion). The prefix reverses the action of the simp10 

verb. 

ReC 90: ili chel abeie si estoit Ie tavle <ie marbr e 
ou Nostre Sires fu estendus, quant iJ. fu Oespellous de 
Ie crais, • • . 

HSL 292.536: et Ie pendirent par les bras A unes 
fourches, et Ii dirent que il ne Ie despendel'oient 
point jusques A tant que il averoient Ie chastel de 
Jaffe. 

4PV 65: Aprez ce, ala Ie roy de davarre A Rouen et 
fi t despendre du gibet de Rauen Ie conte de Harecoul't, 
Ie sire de Graville, Manbue de Menesmares et Colin 
Doublet. 
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DESPORvEu (adj.) 'unprepared, unequipped', -- de ' wi th-

out', 12th. / 13th. c., a compound and antonym of pOl'V~\l, past 

participle of porvoir 'to see, examine, protect, pr ovide', 

12th. c. Tne prefix negates and reverses the action of the 

simple verb. 

AC 175: . et ce fait on pour ce qu'il soient plus 
legierernent ocis tout despourveu. 

Aa;, 11213: Et ce lor f'ai t l' on voil'emant 
Por ce que plus legieremant 
Soient mort can desporvau 
Et corne 1'01 descanau. 

Lat.: Idque agitur, ut imparati facilius delea.ntul'j 

Me 1.176: Ledict duc, qui se trouvoit deSl)Ou.r_V_d.~ de 
gens (car il avoit departye ceste assernb16e dont j'ay 
parl~ naeu~res et renvoy~z taus chez eulx) , . 

e1ili : ••• car en dif'ferant soy convertir et 
conf'esser souvent pluseurs mcurent despourveuz en 
grant danger et peril de leurs ames. 

DESPRISIER 'to despise, scorn, belittle', 12th. c., 

a cornpOlll1d and antonym of .e.risie~ 'to value , praise ', l~th. 

c. l'he prefix negates the action of the simple verb . 

2M 1. III. 14: e serai glorifiez el re811e e combaterai 
contre Iuda e od ceaus qui sont od I i qui ont desQrise 
Ie cornandernent le rey. 

Lat.: ••• et glorificabor in regno: et debellabo 
J udarn et eos qui cum ipso sunt, qui sQernsbant verbum 
regis. 

1T 2.XIV.8: car pour passion ne pour pooir n'est 
pas li hons blasm~s ne lo~s, ma i s por l'abit est il 
prisi~s et ~~risi~s s' il es t fermes et parmannns et! 
son carage. 

4PV 228: 1e di t roy J:.rtur ala de bo:rme voulent~ e t 



grant courage conbatre Ie dit geant qui moult 
desprisoit la petite corpulence du roy Artur envers 
lui. 
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Also despris (m.) !scorn'; desprisable (adj.) 'despic-

able'; desprisement (m.) 'disdain'. 

DESPROVER 'to disprove', 12th. c., a compound and anto-

nym of prover 'to prove I, 12th. c. The prefix reverses the 

action of the simple verb. 

4R 3. XIII. 33: Mais li fel veillEird se esfor96ut ;i 
despruv~r la veri Md ~ aferm~ut que . • • 

DESRA.ISON (f.) 'unreason, wrong' J 12th .. c., a compound 

and antonym of raison 'speech, reason', 10th. c. (L~ger, 

Passion). The prefix negates the simple noun. 

4PV 2: Et lui manda Ie roy Edouart que il ne Ie 
tenoit' roy et que A tort et A desraison il s'estoit 
fait couronner. 

F"i 1791: Se si plaine est de desraison 
Que vueille que du tout desvie, 
P1aise a Dieu que l'ame ravie 
En soit lassus en sa maison 

Au retour! 

Also: desraisnable (adj.) 'unreasonable, irrational', 

14th. c., a compound and antonym 01' rais (.0 ~ 'reasonable I , 

13th. c. 

IlES:HmGIER 'to disarrange, move, break ranks', 12 tho c., 

a compound and antonym of rengier 'to order, arrange in 

ranks', 12th. c., or perhaps an antonym of arrangier 'to 



arrange, order', 12th. c. 1.n either case the prefix reverses 

the action of the original form . 

. AC 104-: ••• et il seront desrengi~ et averont lor 
ordres tourb1~s et departis, •.. 

ACC 62U8 : l~t il se seront daslogie 
Et chevaucheront desrangie 
~t lor ordre trobley aront, 

Lat.: . . . cum ordines solverint, • 

VB 3135: Oil en irrlmt Ie peb t .pas 
:b'erir sur la grant presse e1 taG, 
,Ja uns d' els ne desren~ra 
Ne pur home ne guenchira. 

I 

DEl'RE8 (adj.) 'unshaven ', 12til. c., a COIl1[X)unci and 

antonym of re~, past llarticip1e of .£~ 'to shave , gllaw, cut, 

scratch', l2th. c. 'l'he prefix ne~ tes the simple verb and. 

its past participle. 

4R 2. XIX. 24: ~ out ested desr~s ~ desaturllea ~ de sei 
~ de sa vesture 

Lat.: •.. et intonsa b~rb~ vestesque suas non lavera t .. 

DESROILLIER 'to become, lTIcJ<:e free of' rust', 13th. c., 

a compO'lmd and antonym of roillier 'to rust', ca. l~uU. 

'1'he prefix reverses the action of the simpl e verb. 

L/.ii.alma 354-1: desroullier::; eruginare. 

DESSAFRER 'to remove golei lacquer from mail', 12th. c., 

a compound and antonym of safr~.E. 'to embroider or lacquer 

wi th gold or yellow', 12th. c. 'i'he prefix reverses the 

action of the simple verOn. 



H 34-26: ;-raimes Ii dux fierement Ie reguardet, 
Vait Ie f erir cum hume vertudable, 
De sun escut Ii freint l a pene ha lte, 
De sun osberc les dous pans Ii ddsaffret, 
~l co r s Ii met tute l'enseigne jalne, 

DESSAISTh 'to dispossess ', 12th. e., a com90unu and 

8.J.1.tonym of ~isir 'to take po ssession of", 12th. e. The 

prefix reverses the action of the simple ver-o. 

Also 

WR III. 10541 : Will out non , qui les wes tint 
i d'altres ten'es grant p len t e , 
Estre lI enor o.e sa conte , 
Done Ii reis l'out tot d~ssaisi, 
J~ cil li aveit tot .suerpi. 

TAC 58: • . • de que il fu ~ au derrenier aost ou 
a celui qui fu devant I e de rrenier, de qoi il I' a puis 
dessessi a tort e sanz jU8ement; 

CB VII. 3: ou quand aucuns a gaaingni~ salSlne, et 
avant que il soit resaisis de toutes Ie cozes dont il 
fu dessaisis, on plede A Ii de Ie propriet~, et il ne 
veut respondre devant qu'il soit resaisis entierement j 

HSL 386.712: Derechief , nous comr~dons que il ne 
dessaisissent home de sesiru1e que il tieingne, sans 
congnoissance de cause, ou sanz cornrnandement especia l 
de nous; 

ciessaisine (f.) 'dispossession', a n antonym of 

saisine 'possession, seisure' des saisiner 'to put aside , 

get rid of'. 

D~~j~MBLi:m 'to be different from', 12th. c., a 

compounci and antonym of semble!' 'to seew, appear, re semb I e ' , 

12th. c. The prefix negates the idea of resembline . 

SB 66.35: l'rois mervillouses choses eswart chier 
freire en ceste nexance de nostre s ignor. ki sunt 



Also 

diverses et f'orment dessemblanz; car Ii en:Ces qui 
naist est deus. 
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Lat.: Duo Cluaedam rerum genera, fratres, in hac 
l'Tativitate Domini considero, non solum diversa , sell 
et dissimili~ valde. Siquidem puer qui nasci tur Deus 
est; 

BE 2906: 1.'oz les trois chevax en a pris, 
ses lie par les frains ansanble; 
Ii uns I' autre de poi I dessanble: 

LT 2. XLI. 7: tonques chastet~ et continence ne sont 
une meisme chose, et de tant se dessamblent co@ne 
vaincre e t non es tre vencus. 

dessemblable (adj.), 12th. c., an antonym of semblable . 

'l'he form in dis- is a learned borrowing, and does not appear 

until the ~th. c. 

DESSEMONDRE 'not to ask, not to sUIIlmon', 12th. c., a 

compound and antonym of semondre 'to summon', 11th. c. (Alexis). 

The prefix negates the action of the simple verb. 

WR I11.2723: Li paisant d'Aureinchelll 
He tindrent rute ne chemin, 
Tuit desmande e Oesswnw1s 
Curent as pas et as buissuns, 
Gels ki fuient vunt abatant 
E les abatuz ociant. 

mSSEOIR 'to displease; lift siege', 12th. c., a 

compound and antonym of seoir 'to sit, stay, besiego , be 

fitting, please', 12t~ c. The prefix reverses and negates 

the action of the simple verb. It seems unlikely that the 

La t. dissidere ' to sit apart, disagree, differ' call be 

regardea. as the origin of the Old l!'rench compounu. because 
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of the difference in meaning, but it is impossible that 

desseoir is an antonym of asseoir 'to sit, set, decide, fix, 

besiege', 12th. c. 

EE 6154-: • si Ii demanderoi t 
de son afeire et de son estre, 
et anquerroit s'il pooit estre 
qu'ele del suen li redeist, 
mes que trop ne li desseist. 

DESSERRER 'to open, loosen, tear apart, tear open', 

12 tho c., a compound and antonym of serrer 'to close, bar, 

lock', 12th. c. The prefix reverses the action of the 

simple verb. 

Cl. 554-6: Jehanz, qui avoit i'eite l'uevre, 
L'uis del mur Ii desserre et oevre 
Si ne Ie malmet, ne ne quasse, 

G 1826: Tote Ii fent e froisse e encantele, 
Sun bon halbere Ii desrunt e deserre; 

D 11.194.40: Les bois, les prez, les champs, la terre 
Seulent nouvelle robe querre 
En ce doulz mois plain de verdure; 
Adone mainte flour se dess~ 
Que ChaSCurl doit joieus requerre 
De mainte couleur nette et pure, 

DES8EU (adj.) 'unknowing, lacking understanding', 12th. 

c., (m.) a mon -- 'unknown to me', 15th. c., past participle 

of dessavoir 'not to know, to be ignorant', 12th. c., a 

compound and antonym of savoir 'to know', lOth. c. (Uger). 

The prefix negates the action of the simple verb. 

D 1. 242. 3: Je ne doubte qu 'Envie et Traison 



Qui vont a eourt pour moy nuire et grever 
Amon dese~u; 

DE8'J.'Z;~1)RE 'to relax, release (arrow) , strike (tent)', 

12th. c., a compound and antonym of !endre 'to stretch, 

tighten', 12th. c. 'l'he prefix reverses the action of the 

simple verb. 

YlR Ill. 5866: A Roem ert li duc el parc, 
Entre ses mains teneit un arc, 
Encorde l'aveit e tendu 
~ entese e destendu, 
A un vaslet l'out fait livrer, 
Aler voleit, co crei, berser. 

EE 4093: que il preigne prochain conroi 
de ses trez destendre et abatre, 
et veigne trois liues ou catre 
<levant ax ••• 

DESTOlIDllli 'to uni'old, uni'url', 12th. e., a eompounu 

and antonym of' tordre 'to twist, wring ', 12th . t;. '1'he 

prefix reverses the action of the simple verb. 

WR II • .32 9U: Normant f'urent es chans, lur guni'unun s 
[ de stors, 

Duze baruns unt pris, a l'angoisse de s 
r 
L cors , 

E treis chevaliers unt ocis de eels d e 
r , 
L:t ors, 

This compound is not connected with the Lat. distorque:re 'to 

twist, distort, torture', in which the pr efix ha s an 

intensive function. 

DESTROSSER 'to unload, unpack; rob', 12th. c., a 

compound and antonym of trosser 'to bundle up, load, pack', 
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12th. c. The prefix reverses the acti6n of the simple verb. 

Also 

WR III. 11.386: Un barrier qui out non 1'n.isson 
-- Ne sai s'il aveit altre non 
Un chaffioerlenc a encontre, 
D'une male l'a destrosse. 

MO 1.193: t:t tant all~rent les choses que led.ict roy 
Edouard eschappa et assembla gens et destroussa quelque 
bande de ceulx du conte de 'Narvic. 

VSCH 87: Et adonc, lediet patron dist qu'il estoit 
inf'orm~ qu' il n 'y pouvoi taller A cause des l~abes qui 
estoyent audict fleuve en annes at puissance pour 
destrousse~ les pellerins 

destrosse (f.) 'brigandage, raid'. 

D&SUSER 'to give up, become unused to', 12th. c., a 

compound and antonym of ~ 'to use, practise, be aCCllstolO-

ed to', 12th. c. The prefix reverses the action of the simple 

verb. 

AaJ lOU02: Car quant il a mangier entandent 
au a dormir, ou quant il randent 
Au cars l'aise et la delice 
En joant per meniere nice, 
Bt qu' il se vont abaloiant, 
Desusey et tuit deloiant, 

Lat.: Narn siva cibo sive somno fuerint oc..;upati 
sive otio aut . . . 

DESVOLOIR 'to be unwilling, not to want', 12th. c., I.i 

compound and antonym of' voloir 'to want, wish, intend.', ~th. 

c. (Eulalie). The prefix negates the action of the simple 

verb. 

CDAS 188: N' aies pas mUable vouloir; 
Ce que tu veuls, ne desvouloir, 



Car qui a soi est adversaire, 
Moult par est a autrui oontraire. 

Lat.: Speroe repugnando tibi tu contrarius esse: 
oonveniet nulli, qui MOum dissidet ipse. 

We have seen in this first seotion how ~-

serves to neg&. te and reverse the idea expressed by the 
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aiaple form. However, in a f_ instanoes, it has been impoaa-

ible to daoi&, whether the oanpound in ~- was the anto~ 

of a simple fom or of another compound. Indeed, one of the 

most important charaoteristics of the use of cies- in Old 

French is the neg&. tion of posi ti ve compounds, a characteristio 

which would seem to have been inherited from Olassical Latin. 

There are some major differences, however, between CLat. 

dis- and 0Pr. des-: dis- is most often the antol\YDl of con-- - - -
in Claasioal lAtin, whUejin Old Prench ~- is the antolJ3Dl 

of' !,- and ~-. ~-; in Olassical Latin OOIIpounda in ~

were formed from a staple 'Verb, noun or adjeotiw, and the 

fact that they were anto~ ot compounds in con- waa a.lmost 

incidental in BIOst cases (&entire, conaentire, dis.entire, 

for example), but in Old French it is 'quite 0(II!II()Tl for a 

negati'Ve oaapound in das- to be formed as the antoD31R of 

a compound in !,- or !!!,-, .!e.-, without the intervention of 

any simple fom, although the sillple form ms:y, in some cases, 

ocae into use a.t a later date. 
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The formation of a oClllpound in ~- whioh is an 

armtonym of a compound in !,- or ~-, !!!,- may be effeoted in 

either o~ both of two ways: by double prefiDtion (~-!,-, 

d.es-!!,-, cies-~-), or by ohange of prefix (cies- in plaoe of 

!,-, .!!!,- or !!!.-). The taot that both these processes may be 

used to fom an antoIl3Dl of the same oompo\Dld results in a 

number of synonyms or near synonyms, e. g., d.espaisier/ciesa

paisier, ciespochier/d.esem,peohier, aaataohier/d.eaataohier. 

The antonym of a positive coDlpo\Dld may also be synonymous, 

or nearly so, with that of the corresponding simple fol'm, 

e. g., <Bsner/dasafier, d8aanorer/dealancrer. Sinoe the 

double pretixation is the simpler at the two prooesses, let 

us oonsider it first. 

KOnig suggesta, pp. 69, 70, 72, that there ia 

always some ditt'erenoe in meaning between OOIIlpounds haTing 

the single prefix das- and those with the double prefix 

~- or d.eaen-, and to aupport thia idea. quotes tho example 

of d8sf1.er (VLat. -diafidare) 'to distruat' aDd d.esatter 

(VLat. -diaadtidare) 'to ohallenge, d/!Jfy'. Onoe again K"6n1g 

appears to be too eager to make rigid differentia tiona 

between sbd.lar OOIIlpOUDds, for a brief look at the following 

quotations shows that &saner also ~ mean 'to ohallenge, 

dafy' : 

vee J.24,. 215: et dis trent que onques mals nus n' avoi t 
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est6 si ardiz qui OS8ast l'empereor de Constantinople 
desfier en sa chambre meismes. 

HSL 246.4.51: pour ce que se 11 amiraus eust estei 
retusez, il eust presentei au roy oes trois coutiaus 
pour 11 dlstf'ier. 

We must, therefore, ac1Di t that there is eYidence of some 

syno~, although there are no doubt some ca.aes in which the 

different pretixation serves to separate slightly different 

meanings. In order to disoover the facts of the case, let 

us proceed to a detailed examination of scne of the relevant 

compcnmds. It is to be noted. that KOnig maintains, pp. 72-73, 

that some of these oompounds are substantival or adjectival 

formationa, i. e., thAt they are paraaynthetic compounds 

formed from nouns or adjeoti yes by the add! tion of the linked 

prefixes ~- or desen-. He quotes doaat'!er and doaembracier 

as examples of such. compounds. Surely these are verbal 

oanpounda in which ~- has been added to the compounds in 

a- and em-. - -
DElSi.AmRlm 'to weigh anchor', 12th. 0., a compound and 

anto~ of lanorer 'to anohor', 12th. c., and a synonym of 

deaancrer, see p. 239. The prefix reverses the aotion denoted 

by the positive OOIIpound. 

Cl. 251: Tantost ~ la voile tandue 
Et la barge desaencree, 

Dl!SAOOnlTIER Ito split, separate, a~id aoquaintance', 
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13th. 0., a compound and anto~ of aoointior 'to know, got 

to know, aoquaint', 12th. o. Tho prefix reversos and negatos 

the aotion of the earlior compound. 

VOC 120.205: Ensi t'urent desaoointi~ 11 Frano ot 1i 
Groo; 

DESADa3TtJ'Ml!R 'to disaooustoll, lose bahi t', 12th. 0., a 

compound and antonym of aoostumer 'to aooustom', 12th. 0., 

and virtuallY a synonym of desoostumer. The prefix reverses 

the action of the earlier oompound. 

AD 100: ..• qui lone temps ait daB8.00UStUDl~ les 
armes, • • • 

Lat.: ••• vel diu armis dasuetum oxoroitUJI duoit, 

PV 1390: Raison no veult que je desacouatumo, 
Et en ee vuoil avec 011e m'assemble, 
De TOUS servir, IllAis que m' y acoua tume ; 

Also dasaoostumanee (t.), 13th. o. 

lESAERIIlE 'to datach, separate', 12th. 0., a compound 

and anto~ of aerdre 'to attach, fasten, seize', 12th. c., 

and a synol\"Yll of ~(!Verdro. 

WR III. 11077: Do totos parz sunt acoru(z), 
Brun qui pondait ont rooeu(z}, 
Do aa sole 1 Ion deaaers 
E a torre oochie onvers. 

01. 5J..4.2: Por proiero no por plolaanoe, 
Sachiez no la voldroio pordro, 
Oar mon ouor n'on puis desa.erdro 
Ne je no l' en ferai ja force. 

The prefix roTOrsos the action of the earlier compound. 



IESAFAITmC!NT (m.) 'offence, bad. taste', 12th. 0., 

a compound and anto~ of af'aitement (11.) 'good manners, 

graoe; propara tion, arl'Bllg8ment', 12th. o. The prefix 

negates the earlier compound. 

ll1F 108.14: Promiereaent se tu dones, garde que tu 
ne dones desafaitieaent. 

Lat.: In tribuendo cave ne sis durua. 
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DESAlPIm 'to defy, break faith t, 13th. 0., a compound 

and anto~ of atter t to pledge, vow, assure', 12th. 0., and 

often syno~oua nth dasn:er, see p. 255. The prefix 

reverses tho action of the earlier compound. 

L/V 2114, /P 2445: deaatier = diftic1ere. 

DBSAPOBLKR 'to unhook, remo'Ye outer gal'lllOnt', 12th. 0., 

a OOIIIpO\Uld and antorva of atub1er 'to put on garment', 12th. 

0., and often a. a~ of daafub1er, see p. 161. The prefix 

reverses the action ot the earlier OOIIpound. 

4.R 1. XVIII. 4-: De ses guarnomeIlZ se c1esTeati , 
desatublad , " l»."fid trestut dunad: 

Lat.: • • . ' nam expoliaTi t se Ionatban tunioam qua. 
erat vestitus et dedit eam l».vid ••• 

EE 739: La sele tu mise et 1i trains; 
desnee et deaatub1ee 
est 1& pucele sua montee, 
qui de rien D8 s' an f'ist proier. 

DESAGREER t to displease t, 12th. c., & OOIIpound and 

a.nto~ of' &gr!er t to be we1cCIM, please', 12th. c., and 
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a syno~ or desgreer. The prerix negates the action of the 

earlier compo'lmd. 

D IV. 179. 25: Je M crien nul autre tour: 
C'eat ce qui me desape. 

IESALOER 'to blame, censure', past participle 'of 111-

repute', 12th. c., a ocupo'lmd and anto~ of aloer 'to 

approve, consent', 12th. c., sometimes a syno~ of desloer, 

see p. 262. The prefix negates the action of the earlier 

liB 2874: Toscane 'lmt oonquise e robee, 
Une terre dasaloee. 

DI!SAMASER 'to demolish', 15th. c. (?), a oanpo'lmd and 

anto~ of amaaer 'to gather, oolleot', 12th. o. The prefix 

reverses the action of the earlier 00!Dp0'lmd. 

S IX. 203: 11 n' est au aonde telle vie 
Que gentement deaamacer 
Tous les biens sans Ml.anco1ie. 

IlESAKOLIR 'to ha.r&tn', 13th. /14th. 0., a ooapound and 

antonym or amolir 'to sorwn', 12th. c. The prefix reverses 

the action or the earlier compound. 

2863: deaa.olir. demolire. 

DESAOBNl!R 'to disorder, strip of embellishment', 13th. 

c., a caapound and an~ of Korner 'to adorn', 12th. o. 

The pref'ix reverses the action or the earlier oompound. 



AD 134: La vie ohampeatre et deaaournee des homes 
el oo .. eno_ent del sieo1e tu ••• 

Lat.: Agreatem inoultamque hoadnum 1J:1 initio 
sa.eouli vi tam • • • 
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])1!".C3A.PAISIER past participle 'not at peace', ca. 1260, 

a oanpound and antonym ot apa,1aier 'to make peace, aet at 

reat', 12th. 0., and a aynonya ot daapaiBier, Bee p. 291. 

The pretix reTerses and negates the aotion ot the earlier 

oaDpound. 

ON 28: • • • et en ycelle yre il Jaaudist le roy de 
Franoe jusques 1 la septie .. e ligne et tous oeulz qui 
os .ettai t lui taisoi t, et aSBez tost apr6a i1 mouruat 
tout ayrez et deaapaiaiez. 

DESAPAREILLIER Ito diaara, be unreac\Y' J 12th. 0., a 

oompound and anton,ya ot apareillier 'to prepare I, 12th. c. J 

and sometimes a sytlOIlJ1I ot deapareillier. The pre:fix 

reTeraes and negates th8 aotion of the earlier compound. 

sa 15.8: tant cum a iuatiae af'fiert nen atroverat 
mies en nos li sapienoe son siege desapari1liet. 

Lat.: ••• quod ad juatitiam pertinet non imparatam 
sedam inven1et Sapientia. 

DESAPAROIR 'to disappear', 13th. o. J a OOlIIpOund and 

antoIlJ1l ot aparoir 'to appear, be visible, seem, show', 

12th. o. The prefix rtrVersea the aotion of the earlier 

oompcnmd. 

LT 1.LXXXXVIII.42: Et ja soit oe par awnture k'e1e 
segnetiaat aBs6s de aboses es autres parties dou monde, 
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totesvoies savons nous bien quo la nuit proprement 
k' e1e desaparut et k' e1e s' en ala, oela nui t proproment 
morut 1i apostoi1es Urbains, dent i1 fu grana damages; 

D&.POINTIER 'to dismiss from offioe', 1395, a compound 

and anto~ of apointier 'to fix, arrange, appoint, detenn-

ine', 13th. c., and sometimes a syno~ of daspointier, see 

p. 298. Tho prefix reverses the action of the earlier 

oompound. 

Me 1.85: Peu A peu reconoi1ioyt 1e roy avecques l~ 
les bons et notables chevaliers qui avoient servy 1e 
roy son ~re, lesque1z il avoit desappoint~z 1 son 
adv~nement l 1a oourorme, • . . 

S VII.64: Par lIOn ame, a grant paine. 
Tel a e8t~ bai1ly et cap1ta1ne 
Qui maintenant se voyt desapoint~ 
Par Gemini. 

IlESAPB!MJRE 'to unlearn, forget', 1290, a compound and 

anto~ of aprendre 'to grasp, learn; tell; aocustom os. to', 

12th. c. The prefix reverses tho aotion of tho earlier 

compound. 

AOO 1967: Au derriers :fu si desaprise 
Que du tot :fu en obli miae. 

Lat.: • • • ad postrem\lll oUm in oblll'ionem perduota 
oognosoitur, • 

DESAR&STER 'to free, release', 13th. 0., a compound and 

anton.ym of &rester 'to stop, stay; issue an attachment against 

so., 8th.', 12th. o. The prefix reverses tho action of the 

earlier compound. 
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CB IX. 2 : et comme 11 :fu couquans et 1eTanS de soz 1e 
conte, et 1e connissance de ses mueb1es et de ses 
ca.tix apa.rtenist au conte, i1 requeroit que .li dis 
Jehans fust contrains A ce qu'i1 feist desarester, 
oomme i1 :fust aparel1i6s de respondre en 1e cort du 
conte, de ce qu' i1 li saroi t que demander. 

DmARROI (m.) t disorder', 13th. c., a OOlIlpound and 

antoJVDl of !:!:2i 'order, arrangement, diaposi tion ',13th. c., 

and a deri va ti ve of ~sa.reer t to disarrange, disorder', 13th. 

c., a compo\Uld and antonym of areer 'to order, dispose, 

organize, equip', 13th. c. Desreer, see p. 298, is virtually 

a syno~ of desar!er. The prefix reverses the action of 

the earlier compotmd. 

4PV 16: Par hastivet6 et ~aarroy furent 1es Fran90is 
dellconfiz. 

ON 183: Et:f'ut tout l'ost du prinoe en grant d.esaroy 
et durement effroy6, car i1z cuidoient que ce feust 
tout l' ost du roy Henry. 

msASSEIlBLER 'to separate', 12th. c., a compound and 

antonym of assembler 'to bring together, colleot', 11th. c. 

(Alexis), and a synolJ3'1ll of d.essemb1er 'to separate I • The 

prefix reverses and negates the action of the earlier 

compO\Uld. 

PV 140,3: Prinoe.se, oyez ce que cy vous resume: 
Que 1e men Oller du 'VOstre desallsemb1e 
Ja ne sera: tant de vous en presume; 

m.sAT.A.CHl:m I to datach, unfasten, loosen I, 12th. c., 

a oompo\Uld and antonym of atachier 'to attach, fasten', 



12th. 0., and a synonym of destaohier, see p. 300. The 

prefix r8"V'erses the aotion of the earlier oompound. 

1m In. 5884: L 'evre del bois a tot laissie, 
Sovant a son mantel laoie 
Et sovant l' a deaa taohie, 
Ne 11 a home ne parla, 
Ne hoem a lui parler n' osa. 
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DE5ATALANTER 'to displease t, l2th. 0., a compound and 

anto~ of atalanter 'to please', l2th. c. The prefix 

negates the action ot the earlier compound. 

WB 2440: La dame ert aSBeZ bele e gente, 
Mais li plaiz li deaatalente. 

llESA.TDa'RER 'to mix in wrong proportion; put participle, 

excesaiTe', 12th. c., a compound and anto~ ot atemprer 'to 

mix, temper, tune, arrange, 0001, JIIOdara te', 11th. c. 

(Alexis). The pretix negates the aotion of the earlier 

compound, for that in dss- meana 'to mix in incorreot pro-

portion t, while the one in !,- means t to mix in con-eot pro

portion' • This compound is not a synonym of destrem,per, 

deatemprer, although the past participle of this form may 

mean t excesai 'Ye " see p. 154. 

LT 1.Cn.18: Car se li oors rust d'un eliment sans 
plus, 11 ne poroit daatemprer j .. ~s, por oe k'il 
n 'auroi t oontrairea, et enai De morroi t U 

Also: deaatemprance (t.) 'exoess, abnormality' ; 

desateaprement (m.) 'bad, disproportionate mixture'. 

OHM 800: La. 7. est que se l' en voi t auoune cause 
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devant alor par la quolo de sa trompanoo soi t fai te, ou 
aucun des accidens dessus dis, soi t 10rs ramonoe a 
atrempance. 

LT 1.CII.16: Et s1 comme li atemprement lei aoorde la 
diversit~ des el.imens fait le cors engendror et naistre 
et vivre, tot autresi li d.esatemprement d'iaus les 
corront et le fait &tvier. 

DmATORNER 'to undress', past participle 'unoovered, 

unequipped, unkempt', 12th. c., a oompound. and antonym of 

atorner 'to direot, turn to; put in order, attend to, equip, 

prepare', 11th. o. (Alexis). The prefix negates and reverses 

the action of the earlier oompound. 

L.R 2. XIX. 24: 6 out ested &tsr6s 6 &tsaturnez 6 &t sei 
6 de sa vesture • . • 

Lat.: • • • et intonsa barba vestesque suas non 
laverat • • • 

WR III.3705: Hubert de Rie ert a sa porte, 
Entre le JIIOstier e sa mote: 
Guill. Tit deaatorne 
E son cheval vi t tresBue, 

DESAUSER 'to be unaocustomed, lose the habit', 13th. 

c., a oompound and an~ of aUaer 'to use, aocustom os. ' , 

12th. c., and a synonym of &tsuser, see p. 280. The prefix 

reverses the action of the earlier compound. 

AD 65: et 11 ohevalier deaaUs~ d'ames sont tous 
jours ausi oomme aprentis. 

AOO 3523: C'est chevaliers &tsahusez, 
Cil est emprentiz raUsez 

Lat.: ••• inexeroi tatu8 miles s_per est tiro. 
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DESA. Vl!NIR I to be unsuitable, unbeooming', 12th. c., a 

compound and antolJ3D1 of avenir 'to arrive at, attain, happen, 

be sui table', 11th. c. (Alexis). The prefix negates the 

action of the earlier compound. 

CB XII. 17 : Et 11 escanlles, si est des pechi6s de 
cors, d'aus vilainnement et honteusement demener, ou 
de mariege desavenant, fet pas eles contre me voulent6; 

Also desavenable (adj.). 

DESAVlNTURE (f.) 'mishap, misfortune; unseemliness', 

12th. c., a compound and antoIl3"Jll of aventure 'happening, 

chance, fortune (usually, but not necessarily, good)', 11th. 

c. (Alexis). The prefix negates the greater part of the 

meaning of aventura, thereby giving the new compound a 

pejorative sense. This group is clearly related to the 

preceding one, which also contains the opposition of good 

and bad because of the nega. ti ve prefixa tion. 

AOO 11197: Cui li poisson tantost menguent 
Et deanz lor vantres les ruent, 
Don c' est moult grant dasa.venture; 
Illuques sont S&nZ sepulture. 

Lat.: inter tanta taman mortium genera qui acerrimus 
casus est, absumenda piscibus insepulta sunt corpora. 

DESA.vtlER 'to disclaim, cleIl3"', 1265, a compound and 

antonya of ayoer 'to recognize, a.dmi t', 12th. c. The prefix 

negates the aotion of the earlier compound. 

CB XXIX. 3: Et porce est 11 bon as segneurs qu' il 
ga.rdent par qui 11 tont lor justioes ga.rder, puisqu'il 
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ne poet deaavouer ce que lor aerjant font en 
justichant, et ce avons noz veu jugier en l' oste1 Ie 
roy. 

4PV 256: Et came i1 nst ce, i1 desavoua 1es Angloiz 
et di t que par lui onoques n' avoient oOllllleno~ 1a guerre 
et rafferaa les treves au roy de Franoe. 

P 1253: Je puisse Dieu desavouer 
Se oe n 'estes 'YOus, vous sans faulte 

}.C I.76: Et desa'YO\l8. lediot Morrl1lier, disant ne 
luy avoir point donne charge d'auounes parolles qu'il 
avoit diotes. 

DESadPABER ' to deprive, abandon, di8Dl6Ultle, put out of 

1t'ork:ing ordar', 1364, a compound and antonym of emparer 'to 

deoors. te ',12th. 0., 'to oocupY, seize, fortify', 1323. The 

prefix reverses the action of the earlier compound. 

ID I.184: Ainsi, ilz desempmrent la plaoe et s' en 
fuyrent. 

D II. 106. 7: Place royal qui deusse estre empa.r6e 
Pour recevoir les gens de man seigneur, 
Par ileur default sui trop desempar6e, 
Cbasouns ne quiert fors prouti t sanz honeur. 

'JF.S1WPl!CHIER 'to free, clear, release', 13th. c., a 

oanpound and antOJ13'Dl of empeohier 'to hinder, prevent, trap', 

12th. 0., and a near syno~ of despeohier, see p. 310. The 

prefix reverses the aotion of the earlier compound. 

AOO 7925: Car toz jars ahars, ne les oharrates, 
Ne truant p6s Ie vies nates, 
Ne plainnes, De desempaohies, 
)(~s truevent sovant rudes vies, 

Lat.: Nam diffioUe currus falcatus planum semper 
invenit oampum .•• 
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DESiJiWPLm 'to empty', 12th. c., a compound and antol\YDl 

of em:p1ir 'to fill', ca. 1150. The prefix reverses the 

action of the earlier compound.. 

I/Aalma 2891: desemplir = deplere. 

~ 'to diminish in volU1lle, go down (swelling), 

ca. 1200, a ccmpound and anto~ of enfler 'to increase in 

volume, swell', lOth. c. (Passion). The prefix reverses the 

action of the earlier compound. 

OHM 1168: La .1. maniere est que 11 soient foment6s 
o Yin chaut tiede ponti que et noir et 0 esponge amoistie 
en eel Yin, la quele esponge soit tant tenue et mise 
sus que U se desenflent. 

DESmIVBER 'to beoomo, make sober', 12th. c., a compound 

and anto~ of enivrer 'to become, make drunk', 12th. e., 

and a syno1\YD1 of desivrer, see p. SIO. The prefix reverses 

the action of the earlier compound. 

4R 1.XXV.37: Quant il fl1d desenivrez al demain, 
AbigaIl, sa muiller, 11 mustrad tut oest aventure, 

Lat.: diluculo autem cum digessisset vinum Nabal 
indican t ei uxor sua verba haeo • • • 

G 2727: Devant Fre.noeis oOll9n98-t a tenter, 
De l' ewe freide ad sun vis lave!; 
Dlmc comen98.d del vin a desenivrer. 

. . . 

DES!MruYER 'to amuse', ea. l4OO, a CCGlpound and. an tOJl31Zl 

of ennu.yer I to tire, weary, bore, be a nuisance', 12th. c. 

The prefix reverses the aotion of the earlier compound. 



S II.lA4: Le faict i1 pour me faire rire ? 
Sy serai ge qu' i veulent dire 
A:fin de me desennuyer. 

FV 1825: Je 1~ envo1e des sorn.ettes 
Pour soy desennuyer; combien, 
S'l1 veul t, face en des alUJl8ttes: 
De bien chanter s'enn~e on bien. 
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DESENOR'l'ER 'to dissuade, discourage, cow', 13th. c., a 

compound and antoD3'Dl of' enorter 'to encourage, exhort, 

excite', 9th. c. (Eulalie). The prefix negates the aotion 

of the earlier COIIIpound. 

~ 164.: Pais et ennor entre genz porte, 
Guerre et ha!.ne dasenorte. 

G 41: "Reis DeraJled est issu de Cordres. 
En hal te mer en ad Idse sa f10te, 
Amunt Girunde en est venu par foroe; 
En vostre tere est que si mal desenorted. 

While moat of' the compounds in !,- and!!!,-, ~

found in the J.a.at seotion were probably felt to be such, it 

seems likely that a few, such as aoointier, aprendre, empUr, 

entler, were, in fact, regarded by the majority as simple 

verba, and were tlated as such. In this case there would be 

some IIUpport for regarding the comPOWlda in ~- as oaaes of 

single rather than double pret1xation, as were tholle fomed 

from compounds in ,2- examined in the firllt section of this 

chapter. However, we shall now consider oallell of change of 

prefix, and for change of' prefix to oocur in a compound its 
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composite nature must usuall\y be recognized by the sujet 

parlant. For this reason the compounds in !,- and ~-, ~

from which the compounds in ~- are thought to have been 

formed are general~ transparent, and the opposition of 

negative and positive compound ver,y clear. 

Unfortunately, it would often be justifiable to 

regard a proportion ot the ccmpounds in this seotion as 

parasynthetio torms in which the prefix usually indicated 

some form of separation or removal, e. g., deschH.ener could 

be thought to denote separation from or of chains, and 

despaisier could be regarded as denoting the removal of peace. 

Nevertheless, in view of the consistency with which ~- has 

been shown to have a purely negative function in Mediaeval 

French, which is just as apparent in the oompounds in this 

section when they are a.nalysed as antonyms of positive 

compounds, it ma.y be felt that the parasynthetic explanation 

should be considered with SOlDO suspicion. The compounds in 

!,- and .!!,-, !!:,- are often para.synthetics, but parasynthetics 

are more likel\y to occur with a pretix having a tangible 

loca ti ve sense, as is the case with!::. and ~-, !!!,-, than 

with one such as des- which has lost its locative meaning. 

Let us, then, examine in more detail those oompounda in ~

which are anto~s of foms in a- and em- or en-, starting - - -
with anto~ of compounds in a-. 
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IESCULER 'to guard against being driven into a corner', 

15th. c., an antoIl3Dl of aculer 'to drive, be driven into a 

place where further retreat is impossible', 13th. c. The 

prefix negates the earlier positive compound. 

D v. 39.12: Mais oil qui veul t tout ommuler 
Et d' avoir faire un trop grant mule, 
Se puet ~ legier aculer 
Se largesce ne le ~soule; 

DESM~ELER 'to remove, clear away' I 13th. c., an 

anto~ of 8JD.onceler 'to oollect, heap up', 12th. c. The 

prefix negates and reverses the action of the earlier positive 

compound. 

I/D 950: desmoncheler = engere, 
I/E 198: desmonceler = exagrega.re, 
LIP 2946: ciemonceler = exagga.re. 

The simple monceler 'to accumulate' is not attested as early 

as 8lIonceler, but it is not iaposs1ble that it was the fom 

negated by ~8-. 

DESPAISIER 'to worry', 13th. c., an ant~ of apaisier 

'to make peace, set at rest', 12th. o. The pretix negates 

and reverses the action ot the earlier positive compound. 

DIll. 29. 8: Babiloine dont parla Y~e, 
Que Cirus prinst, et Baltasar tua, 
Roy orgueilleus qui des siens oonvoi ta 
L' or et l' argent, dont leurs cuers trop 

[~8pai8e; 

DE3PARIIER 'to lose, take awa:.f spouse', ca. 1390, 
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an antoDJIR ot aparier 'to unite, marry two people', 1226. 

The prefix reverses the action of the earlier positive 

compound. 

LM I.528: ••• on ardaroit 
!ous hommes qui Be remarient 
Apr~s os qu' i1 se desparient 
Par mort de leurs preaieres femmes. 

Lat. : ••• deberet [in] igne oremari 
Qui. post oonjugia sua prima potest bigamari. 

DESPOmTIER 'to remove, deprive, hann', 13th. 0., an 

anto~ of apointier 'to fix, arrange, appoint, determine', 

13th. c. The prefix reverses the aotion of the earlier 

positive CCJIlpound in the senae that despointier means 'to 

deprive ot a thing which had previously been arranged or 

determined: 

D VI. 196.23: Mais i1 tient que ne voulez mie 
En tel cas voz servens souf'frir 
~inter de gaiges a vie, 
Ordinaires, sur leur tinir, 
Veu qu'il lui fault sur oe ten1r 
Et sarder F,ymes, • • • 

~ 'to disorder, run wild, overs tep the bounds', 

12th. c., an antoDiYJll of ar15er 'to order, dispose, organize, 

equip', · whioh does not appear to be attested before the 

13th. c. In spite ot the alight anaohronism, the FEW (I. 

145a) aocepts this etymology, and, indeed, it would be very 

difficult to find a:n:y other. The prefix reverses the aotion 

ot the positive compound. 



DL 11.2889: Absalon moult se desroyaj 
]Avid son pere guerroya., 
Tollir lui voul t soeptre et couroDne, 

Lat.: Absalon, insurgens armis oontra genitorem, 
11li surripere soeptri temptavi t honorem. 

WB 4586: Quant Oesar out tut ordan~, 
A tuz ad dist e deve~ 
Que pur nule rien que U veient 
Li un des altres De desreientj 

ON 30: Le sanglier le feri de ses dens en la jambe 
du cheval, dont il se desroia pour 1& bleoeure et 
gete. le roy 1 terre ••• 

BB 18: ••• et par 1mportunit~ d'une des vaahes 
qui estoit desr6e et demandoit les toreaulx, ou 
elle estoit enyvr6e de maulvaise herbe ou bruvaige, 
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. . . 
Also desroi (m.) 'disorder, confusion, madness, wildness', 

12th. o. 

DESROTER 'to break up, disperse, rout t, 12th. 0., an 

antonym of aroter 'to put in order, arrange, assemble, get 

under wayt, 12th. o. The prefix reverses the aotion of the 

earlier positive compound. 

'IE 12044: walwein par 1& grant prease vai t, 
Od s'espee 1& veie fait, 
Fiert e enpeint, oapla e bute, 
Ma.1nt en abat, meint en desrute, 
N'i ad Remein lei ses cops veie 
Ki ne 11 1'aoe, s'i1 puet, veie. 

01. 3390: Lors se metent tost a la fuie 
Li Besne, qui molt le redotentj 
Par m1 la forest se desrotent. 

CP I. ~ 25: Ohe f'u fait et ordonn~ pour veoir se 1i 
enneai se desrouteroient point, et pour veoir collll1ent 
U se ma.1ntenroientj 



4PV 52: Adono les Aurliermois lea prindrent A 
assa111ir moult hardiement, maiz Ales assaillir se 
se desrouterent. 
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DF:3RUNER 'to disorder', 15th. c., an anto~ of aruner 

'to put in order', 14th. c. The prefix reverses the aotion 

of the earlier positive compound. 

S VII.1}4.: L'Esglise est toutte desrunee, 
Tant que l' air en est empesoh~. 

DESSmIER 'to raise a siege', 13th. c., an anto~ of 

assegier 'to besiege', 12th. o. The prefix reverses the 

aotion of the earlier compound. 

vee 172.289: Mult:f'u iriez 1 'empererea Baudoins 
quant la novele Ii fu venue, et mult s 'enhasti que 
il iroi t dessegier Andrenople, et feroi t tot Ie mal 
qu 'il porroi t al marohis. 

OF II. 166. 6: ••• i1 assemb1eroit tous lea bourgois 
de 1e ville, et leur demoustreroit 1e besongne, et les 
feroi t armer, s' il pooi t, pour aler deaaegier 1e 
ohastiel de Fauet. 

DESTACHIER 'to detach, release', 12th. 0., an antonym 

of ataohier 'to attaoh, fasten', 12th. o. The prefix 

reverses t.he aotion of' the earlier positive oompound. 

BB 74: • . • doit avoir un olJ3%'8t avec un petit 
bignet de boia pour attaoher 1e chien et pour 1e 
destacher et envoyer tost et de1ivrement oontre les 
loups ou aultres males bestes qui vouldroient meff'aire 
awe brebis. 

PJS 383: Lors daDps Abbes osta sa robe et se mist en 
pourpoint, les chausses destachees, qui, en oellui 
temps, n'estoient point tenana et en avant piez, ••• 
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DE5TAIJNTER 'to discourage, take awa:y, lose pleasure' , 

12th.. c., an antonym ot a talenter 'to desire, please', 12th. 

c. The pretix reverses the action of the earlier positive 

compound. 

D I. 12.3. 10: Onques mais plus grief mot n 'oy: 
Dlen servir suls destalent4. 

D IV. 12.15: La sont fonnent tourment~, 
Desporveu, destalent4 
Dont IDBint dleulx la. vie 1esse; 

DESTELER 'to ~oke, detach, release', 12th. c., an 

antonym ot ateler 'to yoke, attach', 12th. c. The prefix 

reverses the action ot the earlier positive compound. 

01. 6378: A tant unc poire destele, 
8i chiet Fenice sor l'oroille 

OF II. 111. 23: Toutes voies, il tisent d8steler 1es 
ohevaus et 1es oaohi&rent dedans Ie porte, A. fin que, 
s'il avenoit que oil de l'host obtenissent Ie place, 
que il ne peuissent remener les chars ne les pourveanoes 
si legieremont. 

DESTORNER 'to turn asida, avoid; hinder, prevent', 

l2th. 0., an anto~ of a torner 'to turn to, direot; order, 

equip, prepare, care tor', 11th. c. (Alexis). The prefix 

ne~tes and reverses the action of the earlier positive 

ccapound. 

Ps. LXXXVIII. 44.: Tu desturnas la force del glaive de 
lui, e ne suzlevas lui en bataille. 

Late: Avertisti robur gladii ejus, et non sublevasti 
eum in pra.elio. 
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!ll 1. V. 46: E vindrent iuaque en Esphron. • • e i1 ne 
poeent destorner de Ii ne a destre ne a seneatre. car 
la voie estoit pa.mi la. cite. 

Lat.: Et venerunt usque Esphron • • • et non erat 
deolinare ab ea dextra vel sinistra, aedper mediam 
iter erat 

R 3577: Ceste batai11e nen ert mais destornee; 
Seinz hUlle mort ne poet estre aohevee. 

EE 3645: Onques ne tu de mere nez 
miaud.res chevaliers de cestui; 
ja mes par moi n'avra enui 
la ou je1 puisse deatomer. 

OF I. 121. 28 : Car, i1 m' a destournet oouvertement Ie 
mariage del jone duch de Braibant, qui devoit avoir 
espouaet Ysabie1, rna fi1le, ••• 

PJS 355: Et entretant que i1 disnoit, vint a damps 
Abbes ung de aes braconniers, qui dist avoir destourn~ 
un tresgrant cert, acompaigni~ de dix ou de XII gE'ans 
biohes. 

Also: dastor(!) (m.) 'detour, hid:ill8-place, frustration', 

12th. c. 

DESVOIIER 'to remove; avoid; go astray, lead astray' , 

12th. c., an anto~ of avoier 'to lead, find way; care for', 

12th. c. The prefix neEJl tes and reverses the action of the 

earlier coq>ound, but it is not impossible that the Old 

French oompound could have been derived from Lat. deviare 

'to turn from good, turn to another road', although the 

meaning of the La tin is somewhat narrower than that of the 

Old French ocmpound. This hn>othesis necessitates the change 

of prefix from de- to dis- at some stage in the evolution of 
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the canpound, but there appears to be no sufficient reason 

for such a change, (or ~- ('away') and dis- (separation) 

express the idea of the compound equally well. The only 

justification for the ohange would be l1a.ble to occur in 

La te Latin, when the canpound might have been thought of as 

negative, in which case ~- would have seemed more suitable. 

However, the question remains open, since there is no con-

olusive evidence available. 

IJ4 I. 202; Car hors loy suis et desvoy~s 
Ne je ne s~ a methe aler 
Pour monter ne pour avaler. 

Lat.: Devius ac exlex, own nulle sint miohi mete. 

WR III. 3747: Tant les a Hubert desveiez 
E tant lea a loig enveiez, 
Que de Guill. n 'out mais dote 
Qui s' en alout par al tre rote; 

EE 5530: einpoia me veel un po Mater, 
que qui toat va par droi te voie 
celui passe qui se d.esvoie: 

PJS 63: c'est assavoir: les ignorans ensseignierj 
les defta1llans corrigier; lea errana et d.esvoiez 
adresohierj les vices d'aultrui oeller; 

Also desvoiable (adj.) 'pathless'; desvoiablet~ (r.) 

'wrong way, hidden path; pathless place'; deavoiement (m.) 

'error' • 

In the previous section, that dealing with cases 

of double prefixation, there were IIOre oompounds in desa-

. than in desem.- and desen-. In this section, however, the 
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opposite is true, for the majority of the compounds are 

antonyms of foms in em- or en-. 

DFSBOOLER 'to unbuckle, remove boss of shield', 12th. 

0., an antoIl3Dl of embooler 'to buckle, equip with a boss' , 

12th. c. The verb bouoler 'to buckle' is not attested until 

1539, and the adjective boc1~ 'bossed' is not found until the 

13th. c. The prefix reverses the action of the earlier 

posi t1 ve compound. 

PJS 263: Et quant 1a messe fut diote, 1a furent V ou 
VI, 1es plus petis enffans moyneaux, qui dasboucloient 
sa s esperons. 

DESBORSER 'to take money from purse', 13th. c., an 

antonym of emborser 'to put money in purse', 12th. c. The 

prefix aervos to reverse the aotion of the earlier positive 

compound. 

S I.49: Sa argent avez dasbor8s~, 
Al~s vous en tenir ascole. 

DESBUSCHIER 'to ocae out from wood, to ambush', 12th. 

0., an an tonya of embusohier 'to hide (in wood), lie in 

ambush', 12th. c. The prefix reverses the direction of the 

action denoted by the earlier positive compound, which means 

'to go into a wood and hida or lie in wait', while the 

negs. ti ve compound means t to come out from the hiding-place 



to attack'. 

WR III.3505: E oil de l'agait de sbuchie rent , 
Sur oels de France chevaucherent. 

The idea of ambush is, however, not essential, for the 
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compo1md may simply mean 'to come out of a wood', and then 

merely 'to come out'. The sense seems to become more and more 

general. 

EE 3655: Au desbuschier d'un pleisse!z 
trove rent un pont tome!z, 
par devant 1m. haute tor 
qui olose estait de mur an tor 
et de foss~ 1~ et parront. 

eN 10: Et quant les pors vindrent p~s CLss bailles, 
le Roux lai88a aler 1e poroelet, et sea gens chacierent 
le8 pors dedans la porte, et Franpoia se d8sbuoherent 
des tentes et aooururent vera la porte, mais ilz 
faillirent ~ leur entente et perdirent leur poroheri •• 

DESCHAENm 'to unahain, unleash', 12th. 0., an antonym 

of enohliener 'to chain up t, 12th. c. The prefix reverse IS the 

aotion of the earlier positive compouna 

PJS 256: • • • taus IIII, qui assiz eatoient sur 
leurs escabeaulz, viz a viz, &lors se partent canme 
lyons deso~ez; 

DESCHARNER 'to reJlOve flesh', past participle t lean' , 

13th. c., an antol\YDl of enoharner 'to put on flesh, nourish', 

past partioiple 'plump t, 13th. o. The prefix reverses and 

nega tes the action ot the posi ti ve compo\md, as is shown by 

the following examples : 
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OHM 743: car les unes sont cousues prinoipaument 
[pour ltassemblement] et pour ltinoarnation d'ioeles, 
et en oestes la oosture ne doit estre descousue devant 
que elles sont enobarnees, fors en • 3. cas. 

OHM 973: en ap~s soient tretous les .4. angles 
desoharn~s du cran 0 un rasoir, et soient esloingni6 
duc'a tant que les pieches au cran qui sont a oster, 
puissent estre ostees sans eapeechement de la char 
de la plaie par dehors; 

HSL 208.384: et il, qui me vit megre et descharnei 
de la maladie, et en 1 'abit que je avoie estei en 
prison, dist que il m'en bailleroit nulles. 

In spite of the clear opposition of descharner and encharner, 

it is possible that our compound is of La tin origin and 

oould be derived fran deoarnare ' to take off flesh'. The 

prefix-change could have taken plaoe beoause of the nesative 

sense of the compound. Lat. deoarnare is an antonym of 

inoa.rna.re, whence probably enoharner and this calque incarner. 

Lat. excarnare is a synonym ofdeoarnare; thus we have ~-, 

ex- and des- (dis-) expressing the same idea. - --
DESCHEVALER t to Wlhorse, be unhorsed, dismount t, 12th. 

0., an anto~ of enohevaler t to mount, put on horse t, 12th. 

c. The prefix reverses the aotion of the earlier positive 

compound. 

01. 1319: Nes tindrent mie por gar90ns, 
Por mauores, ne por esperduz. 
N' ont pas les premiers oos perduz, 
Que treze en ont desohevalez. 

DESJH:EV'mTRER ' to free, unharness', 15th. 0., an antonym 
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of enchevestrer 'to put on collar, harness', 12th. c. The 

prefix reverses the action of the earlier positive compound. 

F XII. 71: Nous yrons par ceste sentelle 
Le suivant pas 1 pas tout beau 
Puis deschevestreray le museau 
De son asne par bonne guise, 

The form d8senchevestrer is attested in the 16th. c. as 

another anto~ of enchevestrer. 

DESCOMBRER 'to free, make room, unburden, relieve', 

12th. c., an anto~ of enoombrer 'to hinder, encumber, 

weigh down, burden', 11th. c. (Alexis). The prefix reverses 

the action of the earlier positive compound. 

AOC 9547: Et lors, quant 1i murs sont descombre, 
Des eschieles dreoe 1 'ont grant nombre. 

Lat.: Hoc :f'acto scalis adpositis oocupant oivitatem. 

EE 3162: Li escuiers Eno desconbre 
de son hiaume, et si li deslaoe 
la vantai11e devant la faoe; 

Also desoombrement (m.). 

DE5CORAGIER 'to discourage', 12th. c. I an antonym of 

encoragier 'to encourage' I 12th. c. The prefix negates the 

action of the earlier compound. 

BB 120: Exoept6 que se aulcune en estoi t Moourag6e 
de menger ou mala&! par aulcun aooident, l' on luy 
doi t donner A manger des fueilles de choulx, pour son 
appetit recouvrer. 

JlC I. 35: Nous avyons grant nombre de b1ess6z, et la 
plus part :f'ort desoouraig~z at aspovent6z, craignant 
que ••• 
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DESOORMIR 'to waken', ca.. 1200, an antonym of endormir 

'to fall, put to sleep', 12th. c. The prefix reverses the 

action of the earlier posi ti ve compound. 

D III. 159. 51: Prince, a ce mot fu du tout desdormis, 
Et ce debat en lIOn memaoire mis, 
Si ne savoye que penser a nul fueri 

DESFLICHIER 'to remove arrows', 14th. c., probably an 

antonym of enflechier, enflichier, of which the past partic-

iple 'pointed, arrow shaped' is attested in the 12th. c., 

although there does not appear to be any example of the 

other parts of the verb until the 16th. In view of the 

early appearanoe of the adjectival tom, the above etymology 

remains a possibility. Otherwise the oCllpound would appear 

to be parasynthetio, derived from fleche 'arrow', 12th. c. 

The prefix ~ reverse the action of the earlier (?) positive 

compound. 

HSL 214.391: Quant il lea avoit ohaciez bora dou 
kasel, il ae desf11ohoit de oes pyl~s qu'il avoit 
sur 11, et remetoit sa oote A armer desus li, 

DESFONCIER 'to burst open, burst in', 14th. c., an 

antonym of enfonoier 'to put a bottom in a barrel t, l2th./ 

13th. o. The prefix reverses the action ot the earlier 

posi ti va compound. The simple verb alao has the same meaning 

as the compound in !!!,-, but is not attested before the l4.th. 

c. 



Me I. 23: •• • et y avoi t plusieurs pippes de Yin 
deffonc~es pour Ie faire boyre; 
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DESFRENER 'to unbridle', past participle 'uncontrolled', 

12th. c., an antonym of enfrener 'to bridle, rein back, 

repress', 12th. c., or perhaps of afrener 'to bridle, 

control, govern', 12th. c. In either case the prefix 

reverses and negates the action of the earlier positive com-

pound. The simple verb is not attested before the 13th. c. 

I/D 862, /p 2730: deffren6s = effrenis, 
L/E 164: d.esfreni!s = effrenus. 

DESGAGIER 'to disengage, free (from pledge) ',12th. c., 

an antonym of engagier 'to engage, pledge', 12th. c. The 

pre£ix reverses the aotion of the earlier positive compound. 

The texts used as a basis for this study contain no eX8Dlple 

of this compound sufficiently revealing to be worthy of 

inclusion, and the following illustration has, therefore, 

been taken from La. Vie de Saint Thomas, l 1.4455: 

Mais il ne porta 1a maaille ne denier j 
Ses guages Ii coYint raohater u laissier. 
Ne 1i reis nel baisa, n'il nes fist d.esguagier. 

DESGORDm 'to loosen, awaken, bring baole to autivity', 

15th. c., an antonym of engourdir 'to lose feeling, become 

1 E. Walberg, ed. La Vie de Saint Thomas le Martyr, par 
Guernes de Pont-Sainte-Maxenoe (Lund, 1922). 
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stiff', 1260. Desgordi 'thin' is attested in the 12th. c. 

The prefix reverses the action of the earlier positive 

compound. 

F XVI. 569: En seray-je bien desgourdy 
Et tout vert en ce moys de may ? 

Also desgordeli (adj.) 'active, prompt', ca. 1280. 

DESIVRER 'to make, become sober', 13th. c., an antonym 

of enivrer 'to make, become drunk', 12th. c., or possibly 

a compound and antonym of i vrer 'to make drunk', 13th. c. 

The prefix reverses the action of the earlier positive 

canpound, or of the simple verb. 

D VIII. 115.89: Et pour desyvrer, au tonnel 
Metteroye le jouvencel, 
Tent qu'il eust mate la chiere. 

DmfANCHIER 'to remove handle' past participle 'without 

handle', ca. 1200, an antonym of enmanchier 'to fit with a 

handle', 12th. c. The prefix reverse s the action of the ea 

earlier compound. 

PJS 265: Le conte de Retel, de geulles, a troiz 
ratheaux d'or desmanchiez, et chaacun de six dens de 
meismes; 

SIII.64.: Je danse en ours, ot vois en nage 
Comme une oongtVe de smanohee. 

DESPEDHIER 'to free, send, hasten, clear the way', 1225, 

an antonym of empochier 'to impede, hinder, prevent', 12th. 

c. The prefix reverses and negates the action of the earlier 



positive compound. 

AOO 484.5: Ou per traIson ausima.nt 
Vienent a lor proposemant 
Comant l'on s'an puet dapauChier 
Vos dirons, et aux empauchier 
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Lat.: ••• quemaanodum occurri ingruentibus debeat, 
intimetur. 

CHM 1094: La cousture davant di te puet estre corrigee, 
si cOJllne il m'est avis; car, ou ele est &tspechie un 
poi plus tost que mestier n 'est, ou un pou plus tart; 

Me I.l12: Et, pour pourvoir 1 cest expedient, il 
depescha deux de ces bourgeois qu' il avoi t retenuz, 
par escript assez ~bles. 

D VI. 251. 32: Prince, on ne fait chascun jour que 
[preschier 

Qu' an se vueil1e de pechiez despechier, 
Pour paradis avoir, qui tousjours dure, 
Mais diab1es vient toudis pour l' empeschier, 
Qui en fait JIli1 en Enter tresbuschier; 

Il'ESPENNER 'to undress, strip, pluck', 13th. c., an 

antoIl3'Dl of empenner 'to cover with feathers', 12th. c. The 

prefix reverses the action of the earlier positive compound. 

SB 20.39: mais i1 nen is t mies s' en la mort non 
quant om nos depennet ensi; ke li aimme se depart 
del oors. 

Lat.: sed non ejicitur nisi in morte, quando sic 
discerpimur ut anima separetur a corpore. 

DESPERSCMm 'to insult, belittle, ill-treat; disfigure', 

12th. c., an antoll1D1 of empersoner 'to bestow a dignity upon 

so., put so. in possession of a living (ecc1.)', 12th. c. 

The prefix appears to reverse the very specialised sense of 
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the positive compound, while the prefixation is accompanied 

by a considerable extension of meaning. 

R 2581: Ad Apolin en curent en une crute, 
Tencent a lui, laide.ent le ciespersunent: 

DESPLADIER 'to displace, remove, depart', 14-04, an 

antonym of emplacier I to place, use I, 1363. The prefix 

reverses the action of the earlier positive compound. 

F V.335: Il fait bon estre offioier; 
Ilz on tousjours de grans prouffitz, 
Colin, escoute 98-, mon filz 
Il est saison que on ciesplace, 

l:lESPRISCtmR 'to free, release', 12th. c., an antonym 

of emprisoner 'to take, hold prisoner, imprison', 12th. c. 

The prefix reverses the action of the earlier positive 

compound. 

EE 6096: hors de ceanz issir ne doi 
tant que le cor aiez son~, 
et lors m'avroiz desprison6, 
e lors comencera la Joie. 

G 3047: Puis vint al cunte, si 1 'ad desprisonez, 
Les granz seIns li ad del col get~, 
5i l'enporta a la frecche herbe al pr~. 

ON 48: IA furent Liegois ciesconfiz et y en morut plus 
de XL, et fut prins 1 t evesque Gobert, mais 1e conte de 
Savoye et Loys son frere le secoururent et 1e 
desprisonnerent. 

PJS 209: A l' ayde de Dieu, de Nostre nuae et de 
Monseigneur saint Michie1, je VollS desprisonneray 
de vostre veu, et des cercles et chaynnes dont estes 
emprisonn~. 
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DESSEVELIR 'to remove from grave, shroud or coffin', 

12th. c., an antonym of enseve1ir 'to bury', 12th. c., or 

perhaps a compound of seve1ir 'to bury', 12th. c. The 

prefix reverses the action of the positive compound or of 

the simple fo~ 

2M 2. V.I0: e que maint avoit fait estre desseve1iz. 
II ne fu plorez ne seve liz ne des estranges ne des 
prevez. 

Lat.: Et qui insepultos multus adjecerat, ipse et 
illamentatus, et insepultus abjicitur, sepultura neque 
peregrina usus, neque pa trio sepulchro participans. 

1M 11.536: L'omme mort en a hors tir~, 
Desseveli et deschir~. 

Lat. : • vir mortuus extumula tur ; 

DESTnmER 'to dig up, exhume, unearth', 12th. c., an 

antonym of enterrer 'to bury, oover with earth', 12th. c. 

The prefix reverses the action of the earlier positive 

compound. A simple tOl1ll terrer 'to oover with earth' is also 

attested in the 12th. c., but appears to have a different 

sense by the 15th. 

D VI. 150. 81: 11 lui souffist qu'elle surmonte 
En son pais ou elle tene · 
Ses subgis, et qu' on ne desterre 
Le besta11 qui a lui se dompte; 

Desterrer in this context would appear to be a different 

verb, a pa.ra.synthetio compound of terre perhaps, meaning 

'to drive from lands', or the antoJl3D1 of a meaning 'to put 

in possession of land' belonging to another verb. 
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DESTORTILLIER t to untwist, disentangle t, 12th. c., an 

anton;ym of entortillier 'to twist, entangle', 12th. c. The 

simple tortillier 'to twist' is not attested before the 

13th. c. The prefix reverses the action of the positive 

compound. 

D II. 182. 336: Tout se gaste et entorteille 
Quant j' oreille, 

Je sens la fin approucbier 
Du monde, qui ne m' a chler, 
Qui de rwy se destortei1le. 

DESVOLEPER 'to unfold, unroll, unwrap', 12th. c., an 

antonym of enveloper 'to fold, wrap', lOth. c. (Passion), 

or perhaps a compound and antonym of voleper, voloper 'to 

wrap:, envelop t, 12th. c. In either case the prefix reverses 

the action of the positive form. 

WE 10635: Une chartre unt desvolepee, 
A Artur l'ad un d'els livree 
De part l' empereUr de Rome. 

CF II. 11. 11: Meismement on reavilla le di t duch de 
Normendie, et le fist on armer en grant haste, et 
aporter sa bani~re devant son hostel et d.esveloper. 

PJS 81: Lors tira la boursette de sa manche, et la 
desveloppa. Et quant il la vei t sy belle, et les XII 
escus dedens, n'est pas a doubter se i1 en fust content. 

A great number of the compounds in the last section 

are considered by K"onig to be substantival compounds, though 

the view that they are in fact verbal compounds formed from 
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existing positive compounds by prefix-change seems to accord 

better with what is known of the nature of the function of 

des-. In some cases K"c5nig himself' puts forward the view · that 

a canpound was formed by prefix-change; nevertheless, in 

general, he regards them as parasynthetics. There are, 

however, some ff!lfl compounds which would admit only with great 

difficulty of aqy explanation other than that of formation 

directly from a noun, and it is to such cases that we now 

turn. 

In parasynthetic compounds wi th ~-, the prefix 

has a much vaguer sense or function than is the case in the 

compounds hitherto diSCUS80d in this chapter. Nevertheless, 

the :f'unction usually remains recognisably negative. As is 

generally the case, the parasynthetios are more ditfioul t to 

analyse than the verbal compounds whioh fol'll the bulk of the 

new forms produoed by prefixation with .9!!.-, and the negative 

idea expressed by the prefix is rather uncertain. The 

negative prefix has the effect of changing whatever is denoted 
~ 

by the root-noun into a state roughly opposite to that which 

it formerly found itself. This means that the root-noun 

denotes a state anterior to the action of the compound, 

whioh negates this state. Often the change of state is from 

presenoe to absence. Some examples are required to illustrate 

such tenuous notions, and the following six compounds would 
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seem to be a representative selection. 

DESGUISER 'to change, hide, disguise', 12th. c., a 

compound of guise 'manner, appearance', loth. c. (Passion). 

Guise denotes what is normal, while the compound denotes 

the change to abnormality, the change from what one is like 

to what one is unlike. 

4R 1.XXVIII.8: E Ii reis se deguisad, ka.r sa vesture 
muad ~ od dous cumpaignuns 1 alad. 

Lat.: mutavit ergo habitum suum vestitusque est aliis 
vestimentis abii t ipse et duo viri cum eo • . • 

4R 3. xx. 38: Lores ll~d Ii prophetes sun chief 6 
desguiaad sei de puldre dunt il entalemaschad sun vis. 

Lat.: . • • et mutavit aspersione pulveris os et 
oculos SUDS 

OF I. 45. 10: IA peut on veoir grant nobl~ce de bien 
servir de grant plent6 de mb et d' entrem~s estragnes 
et 8i desghis6s, que on ne les poroit deviser. 

DESNATURER 'to become, make unnatural, behave unnatur-

ally', ca. 1180, a compound of nature 'nature', 1168. The 

compound ia clearly negative and denotes that what was once 

natural, or in accordanoe with nature, has become contrary 

to nature. 

RP 828: Si vus dites k'ele est bone 
Ke se juint a tel persone, 
Dire covient ke Nature 
Endreit lui se desnature. 

D III. 153.10: L'une cit~ fait l'autre trebuschier, 
Le pere au fils combat et desnature, 
Raison deffault, nul n'a justice chier, 
Amour n' a lieu, chascun ment et par jure i 
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DESOSSER 'to bone, remove bones', ca. 1350, a compound 

of 2! 'bone', 12th. c. The compound denotes a change from 

the state of having bones to that of having none. Perhaps 

the canpound is derived from the adjective ~ 'bony', 1175, 

but in this case the opposition is not direct, for 'bony' 

is not strictly the opposite of 'without bones'. 

I/Aalma. 3699: desosser = exossare. 

DESPOPLER 'to ravage, depopulate', 14th. c., is probab13 

a compound of pgp1e 'people', . 9th. c. (Ser. de Stras.). The 

compound denotes not only the removal of people, and the 

consequent negation of the ideas expressed by pople, but also 

the devastation of the land, which brings it near to the 

Lat. depopulari in meaning. It is possible that the compound 

was formed by analogy with the La. tin (see FEW IX. 180b, n. 2). 

Nevertheless despop1er could perhaps be regarded as an 

ahtonym of pop1er (Wace) t to fill a place with inhabitants' , 

peuplier 'to people a place', 1260, however these words 

appear to apply to people oJy, not to crops and land. In 

spite of the uncertaint,y concerning the etymology of the 

compo\md, the prefix is clearly negative. 

VSCH 51: 11 y a depuis trois ans en 98-, grande 
mortalitt1 qui a fort despeup1l! 1e p~s et encoires A 
present, on y mouroit. 

DESRlCELER 'to deflower', 12th. c., a compound of 
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pucele 'maiden, virgin', 9th. c. (Eulalie). The prefix 

causes the compound to denote the transference of the object 

to the state contrar,y to that denoted by the root-noun 

pucele. 

OHM 426: Environ le milieu de cel col sont veines 
es virges, les queles veines sont corrompues ou tens 
qu'il perdent leur virginit6 par def'loration, c'est 
quant elles sont despucelees. 

DESSENER. DESSENIR 'to render senseless, lose senses and 

understanding', 13th. c., a ccmpound of ~ 'sense, intellig

ence', 12th. c. The compound denotes the change from the 

state of having ~ to that of being without. 

VCJB I.57: ••• car noz chevaulx estoient flebes et 
mal 1ivr6s, • • • , et nous mesmes mal desiennez. 

We have a1re~ seen how des- tends in some cases 

to replace ~-, when the latter is not felt to be sufficient

ly strong to express a negative meaning. Some accepted Old 

French forms appear to have come into being for this reason, 

replacing existing compounds in de- which have fallen into 

disuse and become lost as a result of the preference for the 

form in des-. 

DESESPERER 'to despair', 12th. c., a compound and 

antoIJ3lIl of esperer 'to hope', 11th. c. (Alexis). This 

compound was formed alongside d.esperer (Lat. desperare), 
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see pp. 41, 123, which it eventually replaced completely. 

As has been suggested, it seems probable that the opposition 

of desperer and esperer was not clear enough, and that the 

more transparently negative form was preferred in the long 

run, in spite of the fact that the form which represented 

the original Latin had a firm footing in the language. 

Ps. LXVIII. 23: De reproce est atriblet mis quers, e 
desesperez sui. 

Lat.: Opprobrio contritum est cor meum, et desperatus 
sum. 

AD 97: As desesper~s croist hardemens par l' amoneste
ment dou duc . . • 

AOO 5653: Per le duc amonestemant 
Recroist force et hardemant 
A cex qui sont desesperez, 

Lat.: Desperantibus autem crescit audacia adhortatione 
d.ucis • . . 

CHM 553: Le mire doit refuser, tant com il puet, 
cures perilleusez qui sont de fort curation, ne ne se 
meille de nulle cure qui soit desesperee. 

:Me I.227: Ledict duc, desesper~ de ceste mort et 
enhort~ par aucuns dolens de ladicte mort, escripvi t 
lettres A plusieurs villes A la charge du roy, ••• 

Also desesperable (adj.); desesperacion (f.) ; 

desesperance (f.) desespoir (m.). 

DESESTm 'to be distant', 12th. c., is probably a 

compound but not an antonym of ester 'to stand, stay', 11th. 

c. (Alexis). The prefix denotes separation, which was a 

function of the Lat. S!!-, as we have seen, and this compound 
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seems to have been formed as a replacement for dester 'to 

be distant', hap. leg. 12th. c., which represents IAt. distare 

'to stand apart, be distant, differ'. The Latin form never 

established a footing in Old French, and its position was 

soon taken over by desester, an Old French ccmpound formed 

by negating ester while assuming the meaning of the compound 

it replaced. 

Ps. CVIII. 29: Maldirrunt icil, e tu beneistras; 
desesturent, e contus sunt; li tuens serfs acertes 
se esleecerad. 

IAt.: Maledicent illi, et tu benedices; destituerunt, 
et confusi sunt; servus autem tuus laetabitur. 

DE.SF.STRE 'to be absent, missing', 12th. c., is a 

ccnpound but not an anton.;vm of estre 'to be', 9th. c. 

(Ser. de Stras.). The prefix seems to mean 'aw~', which 

is essentially a Latin meaning of ~-, and this compound 

appears to be a rebull t form of deestre 'to be missing, 

wanting', hap. leg. 12th. c., which represents the Lat. 

deesse 'to fail, be wanting, be absent'. As in the case of 

dester, the form representing the Latin does not seem to 

have held a very secure position in Old French, and, once 

again, the negative prefix has been used to form a compound 
\ 

of an Old French simple verb, while retaining the meaning of 

the IA tin compound. In this case, it seems probable that 

additional impetus to the replacement of the compound in de-



by the form in ~- was given by the clash of the two e 

sounds. 

Ps. XXII. I: Li Sire mes pastres, e nul chose ne 
desiert a mei. 

Lat.: Dominus pastor meus, et niobil mihi deerit. 
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Ps. XXXVIII. 5: Mus tre a me, Sire, la meie fin, e la 
mesure de mes jurz quele ele seit, que jeo sace que 
desei t a mei. 

Lat.: Ostende mihi, Domine, finem meum, et mensuram 
dierum meorum quae sit, ut sciam ~d desit mihi. 

4R 2.I1.30: Joab slen turnad ~ sun pople tisemblad, 
mais dis e nuef i defurent estre Asael. 

Lat.: porro Ioab reversus omisso Abner congregavi t 
omnem populum et defuerunt de pueris David decem et 
novem viri excepto Asahele. 

It is interesting to note the occurrence of deses- in all 

three of the above compounds. 

In the three canpounds just discussed, the role 

originally played by ~ has been assumed by des-, because 

it was more suitable to express the meaning of the cc:mpound, 

but in some compounds the reverse is the case, and we find 

des- where de- would appear to be the more sui table prefix. 

Some such compounds are in no way negative, but seem to be 

reinforced fonns of positive simple verbs. In some instances 

it is possible to find a reasonable semantic explanation 

for the preference of ~- to ~-, while in others the only 

explanation which offers itself is that des- was probably more 

popular and more frequently used than de- in Old French, and 
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coul.d, therefore, be reasonably expeoted to occur occasionally 

where it was not etymologically justified. It mB3' be that 

some compounds were, in fact, originally written without the 

.!, but there is rarely any conclus1 ve evidence of the regular 

use of an al terna ti ve spelling. However, we know (see pp. 

177-179) that the prefixes could be conf'used, and that an 

unetymological !. could be inserted, thus giving de- the 

appearance of ~-. This tendency must always be borne in 

mind when considering cases of possible prefix-change from 

de- to ~- or cases where ~- does not appear to negate 

a positive form. The semantic and orthographic influences 

must have been present at all times, but their effect varied 

according to the circumstances of each particular case, and 

one must have facilitated the working of the other. 

DESCLICHIER, DEOOLIQUIER 'to resound, clang, bang; 

release (missile), discharge (fire-arm); unlatch (door)', 

1310, is probably a compound of cliquer 'to click, clap, 

resound; make a variety of sounds', 1310. The earlier 

meanings of the compound are those concerned with noise, 

and consequently with the throwing of missiles, and the 

firing of guns (first used in 1346). When the verb is used 

in this sense there does not seem to be any question whatso

ever of negation of any sort. The compound is virtually a 
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synoI13'JIl ot" the simple t"orm. On the other hand, the sense 

ot" 'unlatch' is much later (not before the 15th. c.), and 

is probably an antonym ot" cliquier, which, according to 

G II.155c, is t"ound in the Chroniques of Monstrelet (end of 

the first half' of the 15th. c.) with the meaning 'to bar, 

latch (gate, door)'. This is classified as a different word 

from cliquier 'to click, clap, resound', and this differ-

entiat ion should perhaps be extended to the compounds, altb:>ugh 

the meanings are all basically connected with the same 

onoma topoeic clike 'blow, bang'. 

CF II.l..4. 23: • • • mais on les fist tantost retraire, 
car cil dou Keanei descliqui~rent canons et bombardes 
qui jettoient grans quariaus. 

F xv. 54: S'elle dit mot, par men aerment, 
Je decliqueray le cliquet. 

D VI. 132. 24: D'aler. aussi quant il vente par rue, 
Min qu' on n' ai t sur sa teste une olique 
D'une tuile qui est tost descendue 
Ou cheminee, ou pierre qui desolique 
De ma..uvais pont et de rompue dique, 

DESFRAIIER 'to provide at one's own expense', 1373, is 

apparently a compound of frayer 'to bear the cost, provide', 

1260. Both the compound and the simple verb have the same 

meaning, and one would, therefore, expect to find that the 

prefix ~- was used in its normal reinforcing function. The 

negative prefix could be explained by regarding the canpound 

as a patsynthetic form derived from fret, frai t ' damage, 
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cost of carrying out or maintaining 5th. ',13th. c. In 

this case the compound would denote the negation of someone 

else's expense, but such an explanation is complicated by 

comparison with the first. 

MC I. 205: Mais 1edict seigneur de la Grutuse feit 
honorablement, car il donna plusieurs robbes et 
desfraya tout jusques A 1a Haye, en Hollande, ou 11 le 
mena, et puis advertit monf! de Bourgongne de ceste 
adventure. 

PJS 195: Et, oultre ce, le roy les fist tous deffrayer, 
en tant que son royaume dura, par ung maistre d'ostel 
et clerc de la chambre aux deniers. 

Also desfroi (m.) 'paying of expenses', 1403. 

DESJUGLER 'to deceive, outplay, make mock of', 12th. c., 

a compound of jogler 'to joke, make fun of', 12th. c. Once 

again the simple and the compound forms seem almos t synon;ym-

ous, and ~- seems the more likely prefix. There is no 

etymological explanation for des-, but it is possible that 

the sense of the compound was negative rather than positive, 

and that ~- was used by analogy with other verbs of 

similar meaning. 

CDJP 694: Se il n'a en toi tant de sens 
Qu'a resen mainnes tes despens, 
N'apelle pas Fortune avug1e, 
Mes toi qui Fortune desjugle. 

Lat.: Cum sis incautus nec rem ratione gubernes, 
noli fortunam, quae non est, dicere cae cam. 

DE3RA.IEMBRE 'to ransom', 14th. c., is probably a 
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compound of raembre 'to buy back, ransom', 12th. c. Here 

too the simple and compound forms are synonymous, and there 

seems to be no e~ological justification for the prefix des-, 

for there is no question of negation. 

HSL 186.343: car il n' estoi t pas teix que il 
se deust d.esraimbre A deniers. 

DESROBER 'to steal, take away', 12th. c., a compound 

of rober 'to rob, pillage, take aw~', 12th. c. EWFS 30Bb 

claims that the prefix should be an intensive de-, but that 

it has become ~- by analogy with verbs of separation. 

This explanation does not seem improbable, and it is 

significant that the spelling d.erober is, in fact, found.. 

CF 1.47.17: Car ces gens ne tendoient fors toutdis A 
yaulz mourdrir et desrober, comment qu'il fuissent lA 
venu pour la besongne le roy; 

4PV 255: Et les Espai"gnolz leur disoient: "Vous avez 
pilli~ et desrob6 noz gens en trevez. Vous les avez 
enfraintes." 

Me 11.244: ••• contenant comme il les avoit receUz 
pour son acquiot envers le roy son maistre, arfin qu' 11 
ne pensast qu' il les eust desrob6z et que ledict 
seigneur estoit ung peu suspicionne~ 

DESSOOCIER 'to worry, disturb', 14th. c., a oompound of 

soucier t to worry', 13th. c. The prefix does not alter the 

meaning of the simple verb. The example from D has ~-, yet 

TL accepts ~- as the correct prefix, in spite of the 

absence of any negation. This appears to be an instance of 
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D VIII. 57. 101: Il ne vous fault qutestre joyeux, 
Sanz estre merancolieux, 
Bien vestir et nettement pastre 
Et que vous aiez plaisant estre 
Sanz vous desoussier de rien; 
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There is another small group of compounds in which 

~- does not appear to have a strictly negative function, 

although the general sense of tm compound is usually nega-

tive. It would seem most accurate, in these cases, to 

describe ~- as reinforcing .£!,- (~-). The original ideas 

of 'out of' and separation are not very ~ar apart in Latin, 

though the separation between compounds with the two pre~ixes 

is maintained. However, in Old French, it is not unusual to 

find pairs of compounds in .2!!- and. ~- which are quite 

close in meaning, e.g., descarter/escarter, d.esbranler/ 

esbranler. KOnig (pp. 57-64.) discusses the relationship 

between compounds in des- and those in ~-, and suggests that 

~- is the stronger prefix. This corresponds with what we 

already know of the strength of d.es-, yet one can scarcely 

say that compounds in d.es- are reinforced ~orms of those in 

es-. Nevertheless, the theory is worthy of consideration, 

if we are to account ~or coupounds such as those considered 

in this section. 
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~(H)AVER 'to dig, mine, undermine', 13th. C q is 

clearly not an antonym of £.(h)~ 'to dig, mine, undermine', 

12th. c., nor is it likely to be a parasynthetic compound 

of cave, for there is no question of ~ sort of negation. 

The idea. of desc (!!) ~ is very close to that of Lat. excavare 

'to hollow out, excavate', which is represented in Old 

French by exoaver, 13th. c., and in Proven98-l by esoavar, 

both with the same meaning as the Latin form, "hile G III. 

379b has ~(h)aver, although FEW III.272a, n. 1 relates 
tio" 

this form to It. scavare. If we admit that the closest rela-

of ~(h)~ is excaver, !!£O:0~, we must still be able 

to account for the apparent change of prefix. Is the prefix 

doubled - d(!:,) - + ~- - or is the prefix !!,- replaced by de 

des-? In neither case can we expect ~ change of meaning 

to accomplUl3' the new prefixation, for ~(~- would merely 

rein:force ~-, and ~- is near enough to ~- in meaning to 

allow the replacement to leave the sense of the compound 

unchanged. In either case mere reinforcement is the result. 

In some, but not all, cases the meanings of the new compolmds 

in this section are sufficiently negative to warrant the 

removal of es- and its replacement by the more strongly 

negative ~-. It is perhaps unlikelY on phonetic grounds 

tha t the prefix should be de~-. 

D III. 7.4: Et. II. grans buefs qui tirent en un val 
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Bierre qu'on ot d'tm hault mont descav~e, 
Une vache sanz let, moul t descharn~e, 
Un povre asne qui ses crochez portoit 
S'enoontrent la, ••. 

Ill!S)HEVELER 'to disorder the hair', 12th. c., is not an 

antonym of cheveler 'to pull out hair', 12th. c., while a 

compound of arvel would probably have the same neaning as 

the simple verb. Reinforcement of a form in ~- appears to 

be the most likely explanation, and we have esOOeveler 'to 

disorder hair', J..4.th. c., 'to pull hair', 12th. c., while 

esOOevelede (past participle) 'with disordered hair' is 

attested in the 11th. c. (Alexis). The view that SOOle rein-

forcement results from the use of des- in place of ~- is 

supported by the FEW, where we read (II.25la, n. 8) that 

the compound in !- "naOO Lar 1929 'marque un ~sordre moins 

grand que Mcheveler. '" 

HSL ,34.0. 622: Et lors freres Remona Ie ala dire au 
roy, qui ~toit en croiz adenz sur Ie pont de la nef, 
touz deschaus, en pure cote et touz desOOevelez (devant 
Ie cors Nostre Signour qui estoit en la nef) , comme 
cil qui bien cuidoit noier. 

PJS 404: et quant il fust tous desabilli~ et voist 
Madame d.escheve11ee et son attour reverss6, 1uy dist: 

DEOOIRIER 'to tear, destroy', 12th. c., can onl,y be 

formed from esc(h)irier 'to tear', 12th. c. Though esc(h)irier 

is not a compound verb, since the ~ is only a voyelle d' appui 

(etymology: Frk. ltskiran), ~- must have been thought to 
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be a pre~ix, and could, there~ore, have been replaced by the 

stronger des-. In this case the pre~ix could have been chang-

ed by analogy with other verbs of destruction starting with 

~-, e.g., destruire, yet the resulting compound does appear 

to be slightly stronger than the simple form. The spelling 

o~ this canpound varies so much that it would be wrong to 

attach too much significance to the ~act that the s is some-

times omitted. 

Ps. LIX. 1: Deus, tu de jetas nus e deciras; 

Lat.: Deus, projecisti nos et scidisti; 

4R 2. XIII. 31: Dune levad li reia ~ depeschad ~ 
deacirad tuz ses draa; 

Lat.: surrexit ita que rez et acidit veatimenta sua • • 

SB 17.6: anz moatrent lor dras d.exiriez et lor 
menbres de mei nuz; ou ancune enfermeteit a'il l'ont; 

Lat.: • • • non pretiosas vestes ostendunt, sed 
seminuda membra, aut ulcera, si habuerint, • 

WB 9471: Res vus 16 dames des cuntrees, 
Tutes nu' piez, .;eschevelees, 
Lur vesteUres decirees 
E lur chieres esgratinees, 
En lur braz lur e~anz petiz; 

CF II • .51.27: Et envoiierent les aultres compagnons 
embuschier en une de8chir~e abbeye et gasMe 1.A o~ 
nulz ne d.emoroi t. 

D I.320.12: Je m'en merveil, car ilz ont tous leurs 
[bons, 

Et se tiennent moistes, fourrez et chaulx; 
Et un ouvrier et una povres chartons 
Va mauve s tuz , deschirez et deschaulx; 



DESCRlER 'to cry, shout, publish, announce; decry', 

13th. c. is not negative but appears to be virtua1l,y 

synonymous with crier 'to shout, cry', 11th. c. (Alexis) 

and escrier 'to cry, shout, armounce', 12th. c. (but cf. 
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escrider un cri - Passion). The special sense of descrier 

'to announce the depreciation or suppression of currency', 

15th. c., is probably at the root of the pejorative sense. 

It is most probable that the coupound was formed. by change 

of prefix from esor!er. 

FV 54.8: Tost vous fauldra clorre fenestre, 
Quand deviendra vielle, flestrie, 
Plus ne servirez qu 'ung viel prestre, 
Ne que monnoye qu' on descrie. 

DmFACIER 'to deface, obli tera te, abolish, disfigure', 

13th. c., is a synonym of esfacier, as the context from AC/ 

AOO shows, whioh is attested in the 12th. c., and it may be 

that our compound is a reinforced form of the compowld in 

es-. At the same time, it could well be a parasynthetic 

compoWld of face 'face', 12th. c., although the semantic 

shift is not a slight one. In view of the fact that this is 

clearly a negative compound, the parasynthetic explanation 

is not at all unreasonable. 

AD 14-: • • • maia cis usages est pr~s que tous reni6s 
et deffachi6s pour ce que les gens ont est6 longuement 
en pais et en seUrt~, 

AOO 760: M~s ciz usaiges depeciez 
Est orandroit et effaciez, 



Por ce que le~ genz ont estey 
Per maint yver, per maint estey, 
En pais et saUr longuema.nt 
Et sejorney aissiemant. 

LM 11.2955: On doit noter en loyau1t~, 
Comment une fievre defface 
De belle femme voult et face, 
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Also: desf'acion (f.) 'disfigurement, mutilation, annihil-

ation', 12th. c. 

DESTEI:NIEE 'to extinguish', 1119, appears to be a 

reinforced form of esteindre 'to put out, extinguish', 12th. 

c. There was same confUsion between compounds of Lat. 

stinguere 'to extinguish' and of Lat. tingere 'to ~e I both 

in Latin and Old French, and it may have been felt that teindre 

was the root of our COOIpound, as well as the simple form 

meaning 'to ~e ' • This would open the way for ~- to be 

replaced by ~-, for the first two letters would be thought 

to be a prefix. This alternation of .2!!- and .!2S- goes back 

to Latin times, and it may be that our compound is derived 

from a Lat. destingere, which, according to FEW III.32la, is 

attested in glosses. In ~ event the prefix is not in aQy 

way negs. ti va, and has assumed the meaning of ~ or ex

(esteindre or extinguere). Compare this form with distinguer, 

p.148. 

F XX. 344: Et s'il fault que toute saison 
II soit lev~ tout Ie premier 
Et qu'il se couche Ie dernier 



Et qu'il destaigne la chandelle 
Et de ce ne soit point rebelle, 

IN 515: Nez courbes de beaultC! loingtains, 
Oreilles pendantes, moussues, 
Le vis pally, mort et destains, 
Menton f'ronce, levres peaussues: 
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Finally, there are several compounds which, f'or a 

variety of' reasons cannot be included in a:IIJ of the normal 

sections, and which are, therefore, regarded as unsolved 

problems and discussed separately in this section. 

DESGARCCHIER 'to ravage, break, wear out', ca. 1200, 

is of obscure etymology. REW 7357 derives it from Lat. 

3£ 
rocca 'rock', but the connection is far from clear. It is 

unlikely to be an antonym of' OFr. garochier 'to gag, garrot', 

12th. c. I although this would seem to be the appropriate 

simple form. A connection with garrot 'stick; quarrel', 

13th. c., is also probable. In view of the positive sense 

of the compound, one wonders if the prefix was perhap~ ~-

originally I and tha t ~ has been used by analogy with 

other verbs of destruction or in error. 

SS 1960: Adecertes, si covient drei t 
Ke l'alme de veiller aforcic! ne seit 
Quant se sent come deswarokee 
E en pesantume trovee; 

DESGOSlLLIER 'to vomit' I 15th. c., is connected with 
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gosier 'throat', 13th. c., but should not be confused with 

degoisier, see p. 221. Both the simple gosiller 'to vomit' 

and egozi1ler 'to vomit' are attested only in the 17th. c. 

and after, while gosi1ler, 13th. c., means 'to sing'. Our 

compound could perhaps be a parasynthetic formation from 

gosier, 13th. c., or from go sillier , 14th. c., , throat', but, 

whatever the facts may be, the function of the prefix is not 

at all clear. 

D IV. 309. 20: Maiz qui pis est, j 'orray de toutes pars 
En ces vaissiaux bruire la haute mer, 
Frapper ces vens et escrier ces ~rs, 
L'un mettre abort, l'autre deagosil1er, 
L'un dessus l'autre venir et aler, 

It is interesting to note that this compo\Uld is in many 

ways very similar to ~gueuler 'to vomit', which is related 

to gueuler 'to bawl'. 

illSXSTE (adj. past part.) 'difficult (about food), 

without appetite I, 1380, could perhaps be an antonym of the 

paet participle of goster 'to eat, enjoy', 12th. c., or of' 

agouster 'to please, taste, taste with pleasure', 1396, or 

a parasynthetic compound of gost 'taste, appetite', 12th. c. 

The verb ~go-a.ter ,'to take away appetite I is attested in 

1538. Agouster is perhaps the most likely source of our 

compound, since its meaning is most nearly opposite to that 

of desgost~. 



BB 1.52: Et quand les bestes sont ainsi ma.lades et 
desgout6es, le berger leur doit donner A menger des 
miettes de pain mes16es avec sel. 

DESIRETER t to disinherit', 12th. c., is clearly a 
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negative compound, but there are three other verbs of which 

it may be the anto~: ireter 'to inherit', 12th. c., 'to 

endow, give as an inheritance', 13th. c. ; llireter' to put 

in possession of an inheritance', 12th. c. enheriter 'to 

put in possession of an inheritance', 13th. c. Once again, 

if we are searching for a strict opposition ot meaning and 

suitability ot dates, 1ti.reter would appear to be the most 

likely source ot desireter, but we are not really justified 

in expecting strict antonyms, diametrically opposed to the 

meaning or the rorm rrom which they are derived, in a 

language such as Old French.. 

Br. 52: Que lui mustrat cel parais 
U Adam fud primes asis, 
Icel qui est nostre herit6t 
Dun nus fumes deserit~t. 

Lat.: • . • ut scilicet paradisum sibi ostenderet, in 
qua prothopla.ustum tormaverat, que nobis jus 
hereditarium esset, nisi commisso Ade patris nostri 
defraudaremur. 

CB XII. 22: ••• car il avient A le fois que le feme, 
por rere le volen~ de son secont mari, li laisse A li 
ou A ses enfans d'autre feme, ses muebles ses conqu~s 
et le quint de son"heritage, et en deshirete ses hoirs. 

TAC 8.5: e d'ilec en avant la terre est randue au 
segneur del tieu, e si oir en sont de sheri t6, si que 
il ne pueent recovrer l'eritage ne par don de segnor, 
ne par eschange, ne par marchi6, ne par autre ma.n1ere. 
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Also: desiretaison (f.), 12th. c. desiretement (m.), 

12th. c. 

DESRIVER 'to put out from bank; overflow', 13th. c., 

should properly be considered as two separate verbs which 

have coincided in Old French. In the sense 'to put out from 

bank' it is probably an antoIJ3'Ill of arriver 'to arrive (at 

bank), land', 11th. c. (Alexis), in which the prefix reverses 

the action of the earlier positive compound. In the sense 

'to overflow' it seems likely that it is derived from Lat. 

deri yare 'to lead, draw off liquid', in which the prefix 

.9::,- means 'away' (~'stream'). Probably this compound 

assumed the prefix des- by analogy with the anto~ of 

arriver. 

1M III. 3041: Et Ie ruissel qui en desrive 
Respont a la fontaine vi vee 

Lat. : Simili cui rivus honore 
Respondet, nascens ab eo; 

4PV 247: En cel an mil trois cans soixante treize, 
les rivieres furent desriv~es et firent merveilleux 
dommaiges en France. 

DESROOHIER 'to fall or throw down, tear down stonework', 

12th. c., is apparently a parasynthetic compound of roche 

t rock, cliff t, 12th. c., but the meaning of the prefix is 

unclear, even more than is usual in parasynthetic coIJqlounds. 

The negation is very vague, and does not seem to be contrary 



to roche in any de~inable way. 

WE 481: eil que de lur mains eschapoent 
La u il melz garir quidouent, 
As granz faleises desrochouent 
U es fluives parfunz neouent; 
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D V.391.27: Et qu'om ne veult fors que l'or acrochier, 
Cela des lors fist la tour desrochier, 
Fendre et fremir, qui par ce se de sme nt , 

msstiER 'to dry (?)', 13th. c. There is no agreement 

on the meaning of this compound. G gives 'to wipe, dry, 

remove', while LT maintains that these meanings are incorrect, 

and puts forward 'to sweat out'. In some contexts 'to be rid 

of by dint of sweating' appears to be acceptable, but the 

meanings given in G are more suited to the context from F 

found below. I~ the prefix is negative, the compound could 

be an antoIl3'JIl of slier 'to sweat', 10th. c. (Passion), or a 

parasynthetic compound of sueur 'sweat', 12th. c., which 

should not be confused with desUer 'to earn by sweat', 13th. 

c. If the prefix is not nega ti ve J the compound could be 

derived from essUer 'to wipe, dry', 12th. c., by a change of 

pre~ix. None of the above explanations accounts in a satis-

~actory way for all the meanings of the compound, and it may 

be that there are two different verbs. 

F XIX. 252: Actendez, je desuies ma robe, 
J 'a:y si grant paour qu' on la me robe 
Que je ne sray o~ la bouter. 

Tant est plus fols quant tu t'amors 



As pechi~s morteus encrUer, 
Qui sont si grief a dessUer. 

(Li VerB de le Mort, ed.. Windahl, 119.7) 
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We have seen in this chapter how the function of 

des- in Mediaeval French is consistently negative. It may 

be used to form anto~ of simple verbs, nouns and 

adjectives, including words which had been compounds in 

Latin but which came to be regarded as simple forms in French 

(consuere = cosdre = coudre). ~- may also be used to form 

antonyms of positive can pounds in !!.- and ~- or ~- J by 

means of either double prefixation (desa-, desen-) or change 

of prefix (des- in place of ~-, ~- or ~-), or, in some 

cases, by both. In parasynthetic compounds des- appears 

to retain its negative sense, but its precise function in a 

given compound is generally difficult to define and much more 

vague than in other fonns of compound.. 

It is clear that, in contrast to ~-, which grew 

progressively weaker in Mediaeval French, des- is strong, 

and even tends, as we have seen previously, to replace ~-

in suitable compounds, because it is more clearly negative 

than de- in compounds of Latin origin. In a minority of 

compounds, however, des- does not seem to have a negative 

function, end one suspects that the prefix is found in places 

where it is not justifiable on purely etymological grounds. 
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There are also a few compounds in des- which appear to be 

related to compounds in ~- of which they are synonyms. In 

these compounds des- seems to have replaced ~- and thereby 

strengthened the negative or destructive sense of the compound. 

We have alreaqy noted the contrast between the 

weak de- and the strong des-. Obviously a negative function - -
is likely to remain stronger than a reinforcing one, by 

virtue of the fact that it is much more useful to the langu-

age. The use of a negative prefix is more likely to create 

a new idea, although related to its antonym, than a mere 

reinforcing prefix, which only repeats an old idea. For 

this reason it is to be expected that ~- should f'all into 

disuse, as was shown in Chapter V, and for the same reason 

it is to be expected that ~- should remain active. Let 

us examine the f'igures relating to compounds in des- as we 

did those for compounds in de-. 

We observe the same decrease in numbers of' new 

compounds in ~- after the twelf'th century as in the case 

of' ~-, but the decrease is much less sharp. Of' the one 

hundred and ninety-eight compounds in des- discussed in the 

present chapter, there are three f'rom the eleventh century, 

one hundred and twelve f'rom the twelf'th, forty-nine f'rom the 

thirteenth, twenty-two f'rom the fourteenth, and twelve f'rom 

the fifteenth. The comparative decrease after the twelfth 



centur,y in the two cases may be seen from the following 

figures 

de-

des-

44, 

112, 

11, 

49, 

1, 

22, 

0, + 4 earlier = 60 

12, + 3 earlier = 198 
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Whereas the very rapid decrease in the number of new compm.mds 

in ~- is abnormal, the comparatively gentle decline in .the 

case of compounds in ~- is to be expected in view of the 

end of the sudden expansion of French which saw its culmin

ation in the twelfth century, and which was outlined in 

Chapter v. The above figures show, then, that ~- was fully 

acti va at .all times in Mediaeval French, and we may suppose 

that it has remained so through the centuries down to the 

present day. 
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CCNCLUSICfi 

In this stud3r of the two related Mediaeval French 

prefixes ~- and dea-, we have seen how they both started life - -
in Indo-European as indepen~nt adverbs, which later, in pre-

historic Latin, came to be joined to, and to form part of, 

the word they determined as prefixes. In La. tin they had the 

distinct foms d.e- and dis-, and their basic functions were 

to denote motion away from a starting-point and separation 

respectively, which meant that, although of different origins, 

the two prefixes had similar fundamental meanings. Not only 

had they similar fundamental meanings, but their secondary 

meanings also evolved in such a way that this parallel was 

maintained until they began eventually to converge. The 

history of our two prefixes is, in fact, the history of this 

convergence, which resulted in the final elimination from 

French of the weaker of the two. 

The meanings and functions of de- and ~- in 

Latin way be summarised as follows: de-, basically, means 

t away I, but this meaning is extended in some compounds to 

take the form of t away in a downward direction I ; the 
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secondary functions are to denote negation, cessation or 

reversal of the action or state indicated by the simple form, 

to intensif'y or reinforce the meaning and form of simple 

words; other embryonic f\Ulctions, of which the parallels 

are to be fOWld in other languages of Indo-European origin, 

have failed to mature, though it would appear that some few 

isolated instances may exist; des- (~- in Latin), basic

ally, denotes separation in a great variety of different 

forms, from simple division into two parts to motion in all 

directions; the secondary f\Ulctions are the same as those 

of de-, to negate and to intensify the actions or states 

denoted by simple forms, although the ways in which the pre

fixes come to have these same functions are different, and 

the extent to which they are used with the two secondary 

f\Ulctions are also different. 

The similarity in meaning of the two prefixes 

resul ted occasionally in their forming compounds from the 

same simple word which were sometimes almos t synonymous. In 

Classical Latin this was of no great importance, for the in

fluence of a vigorous literature reduced the effect of many 

tendencies latent in the language. Late Latin, on the other 

hand, shows strong popular characteristics, mainly on account 

of the manner of its dissemination throughout the Roman 

Empire. The two popular characteristics which are of import-



anoe for the history of de- and dis- are the exoessive use 

of prefixes in order to inorease the expressivity of the 

language, and the recomposition of earlier forms showing 

reduotion of certain vowels, and the restoration to its full 

form of the prefix ~- itself in some cases. 

De- was one of the prefixes which suffered most 

from this exoessive use and misuse. It was used with inoreas

ing frequenoy to reinforoe simple words without altering their 

meaning to any appreoiable extent, thereby produoing the 

more expressi va forms desired by the ordinary people, who 

now had more influenoe over the shape of the language than 

had formerly been the case. As a result of the exoessive 

use of de- in this way, it beoame aooepted. tha t ~- had no 

semantio content, and, while its full meaning was maintained 

in the majority of alrea~ exist:;l..ng oompmmds, newly oreated 

oompo\ll'lds tended to be confined to the one category in which 

the form wi th ~- meant little, if anything more than the 

unpref1xed form. Its semantio oontent was, then, reduoed 

to a mere funotion, and ~- was a stylistio and grammatical 

tool used for a~enting the expressivity of the simple form, 

but, through constant use, the onoe ,~r~ed increase in 

expressivity diminished \ll'ltil the compo\ll'ld and simple were 

virtually syno~us. 

p!!-, however, was much less frequently used than 
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de-, but its meanings and functions were also reduced to 

one. Although all existing compounds retained their full 

meaning, newly created compounds tended to be formed with 

~- in its negative sense alone. Thus it was that, in Late 

Latin, ~- too lost its basic meaning to a large extent, but 

the function that it retained was, by its very nature, much 

stronger and more important in the long run than that of de-. 

With the language more and more in the hands of 

the ill-educated, and with the gradual change s in pronunci-

ation, de- and ~- came to be conf'used in some cases, and, 

consequently, so did their respective compounds of the same 

simple verb. This fact, coupled with the phenomenon of the 

restoration of di- to dis'-, opened the way to a change of 

prefix from de- to di.- and then to dis- in some sui table - - --
compounds. Such compounds were especially those in which de

had a negative £'unction. Since, in new compounds, this 

notion was now regularly expressed by dis-, but scarcely, if 

ever, by de-, it was cOmpletely natural for it to be felt 

that 2!!- was the proper prefix to express negation, while 

de- was not. This idea would only be increased by the 

comparative emptiness of ~-. ~- in place of the correct 

de- could then be restored to the fonn dis-. In this way 

CIat. dehonestare could become LLat. J(d1shonestare, and pass 

into French as desonester. Even though this did not happen 



a great number of times, it is not an unnatural phenomenon. 

By virtue of the nature of the transition from 

Latin to Frenoh, via the lingua romana, the popular character

istics of Late Latin prefixation were perpetuated in Old 

French. It is, therefore, perfectly natural that de- and 

~- should retain in Old French the reinforcing and negative 

£unotions that ~- and dis- had in Late Latin, when used to 

form new compounds. However, the compounds found in Mediaeval 

French may be divided into two classes: those derived from 

Latin compounds through more or less direct 'channels, and 

those which received their pre£ix only in French. In 

praotice it is impossible to draw a clear distinction between 

the two classes, £or, in some cases, there is a doubt as to 

the class to which a given compound may belong. 

In the first class we have the French £orms 

representing La tin compounds which alrea~ contained one of 

our two prefixes. Their £orm has changed and their meanings 

may have changed, but, since the function of a prefix is 

determined when it first enters into composition with a stem, 

the function of the prefix must be regarded, in most cases, 

as remaining the same in French as it was in Latin, in spite 

of the £aot that the ccmpound as a whole may have s ut'fered 

some shit't of meaning. This being so, pre£ixes in Mediaeval 

French compounds of La. tin origin fall into the same categories 
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of meaning as they did in the earlier Latin compounds. 

There are a few exceptions to this rule, when the prefix, 

usually de-, appears to have suffered some slight modification 

in meaning, thereby affeoting the sense of the whole compound. 

Suoh modifications in the meaning of the oompo\Uld tend to 

ooour in those words which have come into French through 

popular channels, while learned words tend to retain both 

their original meaning and the original form of the prefix 

(~- or ~- rather than de- or ~-). Same words appear to 

be borrowed from Latin only in order to translate the Latin 

word to which they correspond, and exist only momentarily in 

French. Such words (e.g., debeller) ·have characteristics 

which are more Latin than French, and should not, therefore, 

be allowed to have too great an influence on our opinions 

concerning French. Some La tin words may be represented by 

both popular and learned fotmS, thus resulting in doublets 

in Mediaeval Frenoh. The tendency for dis- to replace de

noted in Late Latin is continued in French, though it is 

often impossible to ~ whether the change took place in 

Latin or French. It seems probable that it mB\f have oocurred 

in either period given strltable circumstances in which the 

former negative role of ~- may be more adequately filled 

by dis- or ~-. In some cases, espeoially those where 

both d.e- and d.es- are to be found but do not vary the meaning 
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of the compound, the .! may have been inserted in the belief 

that it was used to indicate the quality of the preceding 

e. This cannot be considered to be genuine prefix-change, 

although the analogy with other compounds may have played 

some part in giving preference to ~- rather than ~-. In 

this way we have Mediaeval French compolIDds in des- derived 

from Latin compounds in ~-. 

Compounds formed in Mediaeval Frenoh show far less 

diversity in the meanings of their prefixes, for both de- and 

des- had the single funotion to which they had alrea~ been 

reduced by the end of the Late Latin period. De- does not 

alter the meaning of the simple form to which it is added, 

and ••• intensification is comparatively rare, for the 

prefix seems to reinforce the form rather than the meaning, 

thus increasing its impact. However, in some cases, the 

preftxation is accompanied by a slight shift of meaning, 

whioh is not clearly attributable to ~-, although the prefix 

serves to differentiate between one meaning and another in 

such instances. In parasynthetio compounds it is impossible 

to ascribe any definite meaning to E::..-, whioh appears to be 

little more than a grammatical tool assisting the verbal 

su1"fix to indicate the change of part of speeoh, while the 

semantic content of the compound is bome entirely by the 

root. When Old French had blossomed into a sophisticated 
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literary language, the popular need for the creation of 

expressive forms by means of an empty prefix was no longer 

felt, ~- became redundant and began to fall into disuse 

after about the end of the twelfth century, until by the 

fifteenth century it was scarce~ ever, if at all, used in 

the formation of new compounds. ~o~p~r~ ~eyer-~Ub~e' s view l ?- 1)). 

Des-, on the other hand, retains its strong 

negative sense, and is used much more often and extensively 

than de- in both Old and Middle French. It negates or 

reverses the action or state expressed by both simple forms 

and by compounds in !,- and ~- or en-. The negation of com-

pounds is achieved in two ways by double pref1xation, or 

by change of prefix. This double method, in addition to the 

negation of simple forms, results in the production of many 

negative synon;yms in Mediaeval French. The prefix maintains 

its negative function in parasynthetic compounds, though it 

is much vaguer than in verbal compounds. The prefix seems 

to be used for creating a verb which denotes the transference 

of the object or subject of the compound from a state, 

indicated by the stem and anterior to the action of the 

cOOlpound, to the opposite state, which is the result of the 

action of the compound. It is the fact that the second state 

is the negation of the first that is indicated by ~-. The 

superiori ty of des- over d.e- is shown by the fact tha t ~-- -



is still capable of assuming the role of de- in those 

compounds where its strong negative function is more suited 

to the sense of the compound as a whole than is the weak 

positive function of the other prefix, even though de- is 

etymologically correct. This tendency to replace de- is 

sufficient13 strong for des- to be used regular13 in compounds 

where it has no etymological justification whatsoever, and 

even in compounds where it has no semantic justification. 

In such compounds the growing habit of inserting an unetymo

logical!. must have been of considerable influence. It is, 

therefore, sometimes impossible to decide on other than 

semantic grounds which prefix is in fact used. This method 

has the great disadvantage of necessitating the strict 

application of rules established by the observation of a 

language which is far from being without inconsistencaies. 

~- also appears in compounds where it is not used to negate 

another fonn and cannot be accounted for by any mistakes of 

orthography, namely where it seems to be in place of !!!,-, the 

meaning of which it probably reinforces. This occurs 

particularly in compounds which hav a meaning in sympathy with 

the negative or destructive sense of des-. ~hereas de- was 

allowed to fall into disuse and disappear from the language 

as an active prefix, des- is much more useful a prefix and 

remains, therefore, in active use throughout Mediaeval }'rench 
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and right up to the present day as a means of negating verbs, 

while ~- and ~- are generally used for the negation of 

adjectives and nouns. 

Such, briefly, is the history of de- and des- up 

to the end of the fifteenth centur,y, but what of the events 

of the five centuries that have elapsed since that date? 

Unless de- was brought back to active life at some time, the 

only way in which new compoWlds containing that prefix can 

enter the language is for them to be borrowed from other 

languages, suCh as Latin or English. ~-, however, is ful13 

active, and there exist numerous compoWlds of compara ti vely 

recent formation which contain this prefix, though its use 

does not, at first sight, appear to have altered since Med-

iaeval French. Both simple and compound verbs may be negated 

by dA- (or d6s- before vowels), e.g., d6boiser, ddcaler, 

d6panner/~anner, d6b~er/embrayer/d6sembrayer. Indeed, 

the recrudescence of forms such as d6matiner, ~pond.6rer, 

d.6s4crire, ~sinstruction, d6compliquer, d6cristallisation 

has been observed rscently in the works of Gide. 1 

Since the meaning and fWlction of our two prefixes 

have changed so little during the last five centuries, the 

1 E. de Ullmann, "Glanures Gidiennes," Le Fran¢s 
Moderne, XXV (1957), 196-205. 
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chief interest would appear to lie in the sphere of phono

logy and orthography, rather than of semantics, for the con

fusion caused by the misinterpretation of the role of the s 

in IIl8l1Y compounds, which has, alrea~ been discussed, has 

left its mark on Modern French spelling, and it is of vital 

importance for the proper understanding of the position of 

de- and des- in Modern French. (Nevertheless there would 

appear to be scope for some work on the interchange of 

prefixes. ) 

It is not perfectly straightforward to decide 

which prefix is used in a particular compound as it is 

written in the twentieth century. The writing of ~- for 

~- and vice versa, and the confusion it caused in the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries has aJ.read3 been mentioned, 

and this was only increased by the tendency which arose in 

the sixteenth to pronounce de- with a closed~ in imitation 

of the Latin pronunciation of the prefix. This occurred on 

a large scale, and, in the sixteenth century, words such as 

decapiter, dechiqueter, defrayer, d.epestrer, degrader could 

be written with or without an s in the prefix. When, in 174D, 

the Acad6mie, in the third edition of their Dictionnaire, 

finally replaced the long silent ~ found in ver.y many words 

by an accent, the unetymological ~, as well as the a s 

of ~-, was fixed in the language by the existence of an 
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aooent in the offioial spelling, and de- and des- at last 

converged. Thus we find anomalies suoh as demander (Lat. 

d.emandare), but ~pr~cier (Lat. depretiare). 

Not until the prefixes in compounds formed sinoe 

the fifteenth century, as well as the foms of earlier oom

pounds, have been thoroughly examined can the history of de

and ~-, or d~(,!)- as they have beoome in Modern Frenoh, be 

brought up to de. teo Only then will we be able to say with 

oertainty whether ~- did in.faot fall completely into disuse, 

or whether it reappears, perhaps from the reoesses of the 

dialeots, in oompounds suoh as ~biner, d6gringoler. The 

task is to unravel the tangle begun as ear~ as the thirteenth 

oentury by the olerks, or practioiens, whose incorreot and 

unetymologioal spelling was approved by Robert Estienne and 

incorporated in his Diotionaire francoislatin (seoond edition 

1.54-9) • In spite of the reformed spelling used by Ronsard 

and some foreign publishers, it was the spelling of Estienne 

whioh was perpetuated in the Diotionnaire de l' Acad6mie , the 

final authority, in the first edition of 1694, as in the 

third of 1740, when the aooent was first introduced offioially 

on a large scale. 



DIDEX OF LATIN COMPOUNDS IN DE- AND DI(S)-

deamare LS 514.c; ]l,{ 52; 4.3. 

deambulare LS 5140; ])I!: 49; 43, 78, 83, 84, 92. 

dearmare LS 5l4o; 240. 

deartuare LS 5140; E},{ 87; 38. 

deaurare LS 514.c; ]){ 107; 83, 92, 136. 

3tdebattere (EM 121); 124. 

debat(t)uere LS 515a; m 121; 83, 84., 124.. 

debe1lare IS 515a; m 122; 43, 46, 4.7, 124-

debere LS 515a; EM 295; 39, 92. 

debi1is (adj.) LS 515c; EM 295; 48, 92, 108. 

debi1itare LS 516a; EM 295; 108. 

debi1itas (r.) IS 515c; EM 295; 108. 

debuc(c)inare LS 51Gb; EM 138; 18. 

*decadere EM 146; 188. 

decanere IS 516b; 17. 

decantare LS 516b; 43, 83. 

deoapitare S 8Bb; 108. 

decarnare LS 516c; 80, 306. 

decedere IS 516c; EM 195; 38, 53, 79, 108. 

deceptio (r.) 18 518a; 125. 

decemere IS 518a; ]).{ 205; 42, 43, 53, 78, 96, 125. 

352 
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deoerpere - decumbere 

decerpere LS 518c; EM 181; 38. 

decessus (m.) LS 519a; 108. 

decidere (a) LS 519c; ]M llt-6; 37, 4JJ, 81, 118. 

decidere (ae) LS 519c; EM l48; 78. 

decipere LS 520b; EM 171; 44, 63, 124. 

dec1amare LS 521a; Elt{ 222; 18, 43, 47. 

declamatio (1'.) LS 520c; EM 222; 47. 

declarare LS 521a; EM 223; 125. 

declaratio (1'.) LS 521a; 125. 

dec1inare LS 5210; ml 227; 38, 4JJ, 108, 109. 

decoctio (1'. ) LS 522a; EM 253; 118. 

deco1are LS 522aj ])1 239 j 39. 

deco1lare LS 522a; EM 236; 110. 

deco1latio (1'.) LS 522aj llO. 

decb10r (adj.) I.S 522a; m 2.38; 4.8, 169. 

deco1orare LS 522b; m 2.38; 169. 

decoquere LS 522b; m 253; 40, 8.3, 118. 

decrepitus (adj.) LS 52.3a; EM 268; 48, 1.37. 

decrescere LS 52,38.; EM 269; 41, 167. 

decretum (n.) LS 52.3b; EM 205; 47, 125. 

deoubare LS 52.3b; EM 275; .38, 78, 81-

decumbere LS 52.3b; EM 275; 4JJ, 81. 
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decurrere - defatigatio 

decurrere 18 5230; EM 287; 17, 38, 40, 80, 115. 

deoursus (m.) LS 524h; l!lw{ 287; 116. 

dedamnare 18 525a; . 18. 

dedecus (m.) 18 525aj EM 297; 47. 

dedere 18 5250; l!lw{ 321; 42, 43, 4£>. 

dedicare LS .525b; EM 309; 43, 125. 

dedignari I-are LS 525c; EM 298; 41, 81, 171-

dedisoere 18 5250; E},{ 315; 41. 

deducere LS 526b; EM 332; 38, 40, 79, 80, 116, 200. 

deerrare LS 5270; :a! 359; 39. 

deesse LS 561b; EM 1175; 39, 50, 320. 

deexaoerbare B 245b; 86. 

deexerci tare S 9Ob; 86. 

deexhortari S 9Ob; 86. 

deexsequi S 9Ob; 86. 

d.efaecare LS 5270; PM 379; 38. 

Jldefallire 189. 

defalta, defauta (t.) :00 II. 7710; 189. 

detamare BJ 122; EM 382; 144. 

defamis (adj.) LS 5270; EM 382; 48, 144. 

defatigare LS 5270; PM 390; 43, 83. 

defatigatio (r.) LS 5270; EM 390; 47. 
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defectiVus - deformitas 

defectivus (adj.) IS 528a; 111. 

defendere LS 528a; n.! 400; 39, 110. 

defensa (t.) IS 528c; 111. 

defensare IS 528c; Dd400; 39,79. 

defensio (f.) IS 528c; D! 400; 111. 

defensum (n.) BJ 123; D! 400; 111. 

deterre IS 529a; EM 406; 39, 4!), 53, 78, 92. 

defervere IS 529c; EM 409; 43. 

deficere IS 529c; .EM 377; 37, 39, 41, 74, 81, 96, 111, 160, 
[189. 

defigere IS 53Ob; EM 416; 83. 

definire IS 530c; Fly{ 421; 43, 140. 

def'initio (t.) IS 53la; EM 421; 95, 141. 

definitivus (adj.) LS 53la; EM 42i; 141. 

detlectere LS 531a; ]X 426; 39. 

deflorare IS 531b; EM 430; 172. 

def'loratio (t.) LS 531b; EM 430; 172. 

defluere LS 531c; EM 431; 40. 

defodere I-ire IS 531c; EM 433; 172. 

detoras I-is (adv.) IS 532a; S 92a; 87, 136. 

defonnare IS 532b i D! 439; 111, 144. 

detormis (adj.) LS 532a; EM 440; 48, 111. 

deformitas (f.) LS 532a; 96. 
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detrangere - dejeotio 

defrangere El.{ 447; 126. 

defraudare IS 532b; (EM 449); 43, 44, 126. 

defricare IS 532b; Ell{ 451; 44. 

defringere LS 5320; 126. 

detugere LS 5320; EM 459; 38, 126. 

degener (adj.) LS 533a; EM 481; 48. 

degere IS 5331>; m 31; 39, 50. 

deg1ubere IS 533b; EM 494; 44-

deg1ut(t)ire I.S 533b; E){ 495; 126. 

degradare B 249aj 119, 229. 

Jldegradus (m.) 229. 

degredi. LS 5330; El.{ 498; 38, 119. 

de gut tare ro II. 583a; (EM 509); li8. 

dehinc (adv.) IS 534a; m 522; 49. 

dehonestare LS 5341>; m.! 532; 96, 102, 173, 174, 343. 

dehonestas (t.) B 249b; 173, 174-

dehonestatio (t.) LS 534a; EM 532; 174. 

dehonestus (adj.) LS 534b; m 532; 174. 

dehonorare LS 534b; m 532; 174. 

deioere LS 534b; lIM 542; 38, 40. 

dejeotare I.S 536a; 1l2. 

dejeotio (f.) LS 5350; 47. 
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deinde - de1iciae 

deindB (adv.) LS 535bj EM 299j 49. 

deintro (adv.) S 93a; EM 559; 87. 

deintus (adv.) I.S 535cj EM 559; 136. 

dejudicare S 93aj 149. 

dejungere I.S 536aj EM 585; 4l. 

dejuxta (adv., prep.) S 93aj 86, 87. 

de1abi I.S 536a; EM 594; 40. 

delacerare I.S 53Gb; 127. 

d.elacrimare I.S 53Gb; EM 599; 44-

delapidare IS 536b; 197. 

d.e1as sare I.S 536b; 44-

de1eotabi1is (adj.) LS 536c; EM 618; 112. 

de1ectare /-ari I.S 536c; E}.{ 618; 38, 40, 112, 113. 

de1eotatio (r.) LS 5360; EM 618; 112. 

delega.re IS 537a; EM 623; 18, 38, 40, 44, 127. 

de1ibare I.S 538a; EX 633; 38. 

deliberare (1) I.S 538a; EM 300; 43, 127, 

de1iberare (2) B 2510j m 632; 127. 

de1iberatio (f.) LS 5370; EM 300; 127. 

delioere IS 5380; EM 617; 113. 

delicatus (adj.) LS 538b; III 300; 113. 

deliciae (f.pl.) LS 5380; m 617; 47, 113. 
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deliciosus - demo rare 

deliciosus (adj.) LS 538c; EM 617;113. 

d.ellcium (n.) LS 538c; EM 617; 113. 

dellgere 13 539a; Elt{ 622; 43. 

delimare B 252a; EM 639; 127. 

d.elimator (m.) LS 539a; EM 639; 127. 

d.elimatus (adj.) LS 539a; EM 639; 127. 

d.elinquere LS 539b; ]}.{ 643; 39. 

d.elirare 13 539c; m 6lt.6; 39. 

d.elocatio (:r.) s 94a; 163. 

d.elud.ere 13.54Ob; EM 657; 44-

d.emandare LS 540c; EM 681; 43, 83, 84, 128, 351. 

d.emembrare B 253a; Dl 703; 162. 

demens (adj.) LS.540c; EM 706; 48 , 113. 

d.ementare LS .54laj Ell 706; 113. 

demergere 13 .54la; EM 711; 40, 93(di-). 

deminuere LS .54lc; EM 720; 43, 94, 94(di-), 169. 

deminutio (:r. ) m 541c; EM 720; 169. 

demittere LS .542a; EM 725; 40, 53, 81, 

demollre I-iri LS 543a; EM 729; 119. 

demonstrare m 543b; ]},I 734; 43, 128. 

d.emonstratio (:r.) m 54-3b; EM 734; 128. 

92, 94, 168. 

demorare I-ari m.544a; F.ld: 734; 39, 43, 78, 128. 
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demovere - deperdere 

demovere LS 5448.; ]lr{ 740; 39. 

demuloere LS 544b; E},{ 742; 43. 

demutare LS 545a; EM 756; 43. 

denarrare LS 545b; a! 496; 43. 

denasare LS 545b; :EM 764; 38. 

denega.re LS 545b; E),{ 774; 43, 128. 

denigrare LS 5450; EM 782; 128. 

denigratio (r.) LS 5450; 128. 

denique (adv.) IS 5450; EM 301; 49. 

denominare LS 546a; EM 787; 18, 43, 83, 129. 

denotare laS 546b; m 791; 18, 129. 

denudare LS 547b; ])l 797; 43, 93(di-), 173. 

denuntiare LS 5470; :EM 801; 18, 44, 83, 129. 

denuntiatio (r.) LS 547b; m 801; 129. 

denuo (adv.) LS 54.8a; EM 794; 49. 

deorsum (adv.) IS 54.8a; EM 303; 49. 

depanare B 255b; ~ 849; 174-

departire S 95b; 129. 

lE depausare 120. 

depe11ere LS 5480; :Ell: 874; 39. 

dependere LS 549b; EM 877; 40, 119. 

" deperdere 13 549; EM 321; 42, 44, 67, 168. 
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deperire - depromere 

deperire LS 549b; 44. 

depilare LS 5490; EM 898; 41, 82. 

depilis (adj.) LS .5490; :EJr{ 898; 48. 

depingere 18 5490; ]},{ 899; 44, 78, 129. 

deplanare LS 5490; 83. 

deplangere 18 54-90; EM 906; 129. 

dep1ere 18 .5490; ]},{ 912; 41. 

dep1ora.re LS 5490; :EJr{ 913; 47, 130. 

dep1umare BJ 1~7; 175. 

dep1umis (adj.) 18 550a; EM 914; 4.8. 

deponere LS 550a; l!l.{ 921; 17, 39, 4D, 81, 120. 

depopula.re I-ari LS 5.500; EM 923; 44, 78, 138, 217. 

deportare 18 5500; ]},{ 929; 39, 40, 79, 113. 

depositum (n.) 18 5500; ]},{ 921; 120. 

depraedare I-ari 18 551b; EM 939; 78. 

deprecare I-ari LS 5510; ]},{ 946; 38, 39, 40, 83, 130. 

deprecatio (:t.) LS 5510; 130. 

deprehendere LS 552aj EM: 94D; 44, 85. 

depremere 73, 121. 

depretiare 18 552b; :EJr{ 945; 351. 

deprimere 18 552b; n.! 945; 40, 73, 81, 121-

depromere LS 5520; 39, 40, 67. 
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depugnare - desoribere 

depugnare LS 553a; E),{ 961; 44, 47. 

depu1sare LS 553a; EM 875; 38. 

depurare S 96bi EM 967; 138. 

deputare ' LS 553b; nl 969; 131. 

deradere r..s 553b; Ell 994; 131. 

deramare S 97a; 114-

derelinquere I.S 5530; ll},{ 642; 43, 78, 195· 

derepente (adv.) LS 5530; 49. 

deretro (adv.) S 97a; EM 999; 87. 

deridere r..s 5530; m.,r 1012; 43, 44, 85, 131. 

deripere LS 554a; Ed 996; 38. 

derisio (f.) LS 5.54a; EM 1012; 131. 

d.erivare I.S 554a; DI 1015; 28, 38, 335. 

derodere I.S 554.b; (EM 1016); 131-

derogare I.S 554.b; Ell 1017; 122. 

deruere I.S 5.54.b; EM 1028; 132. 

IE derumpere LS 554b; 139. 

derupta (n.p1.) LS 554b; 139. 

deruptus (adj.) LS 5541>; Ell 1027; 139. 

desaevire LS 554c; Ell 1038; 41, 43. 

desoendere LS 554c; EM 1057; 40, 81, 121. 

d.escribere r..s 555bi EM 1068i 43, 94, 94(di-), 132. 
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descriptio - despectus 

descriptio (t.) LS 555c; 132. 

deserere LS 556a; E1! 1091; 38, 41, 123. 

desertare B 26Ob; 123. 

desertum (n.) LS 556b; E1! 1092; 123. 

deservire laS 55Gb; EM 1095; 43, 132. 

desiccare laS 556c; ai 1100; 132. 

desiccatio (t.) s 98a; 132. 

desiccativua (adj.) S 98a; 132. 

deaiderabilis (adj.) laS 556c; EM 1101; 139. 

desiderare LS 557a; E2ti n01; 138. 

desiderium (n.) LS 556c; EM 1101; 139. 

designare LS 5570; ]}.{ 1102; 42, 43, 132. 

desilire laS 557c; EM 104J.; 40. 

desinere LS 558a; EX lll0; 38, 4.0. 

desipere LS 558aj Jll,{ 104.8; 41. 

desistere laS 55&; Jll,{ 1154; 38, 40, 1J.4.. 

desol.are IS 55&; l!)( 1120; 133~ 

desolatio (t.) IS 55&; 133. 

desomnia (adj.) LS 558c; 48. 

J£desparpiliare 164.. 

despeotare LS 558c; ]!),{ 1129; 122. 

deapectus (m.) LS 558c; EM ll28; 121. 
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desperare - detestabi1is 

desperare LS 559a; EM 1132; 41, 82(di-), 123, 318. 

desperatio (f'.) LS 558c; EM 1132; 47. 123. 

despicere LS 559a; ]};{ 1128; 40, 121. 

despoliare LS 559b; :E}.{ 1135; 43. 133· 

despumare LS 559c; :&ld 1137; 94(di-). 

destillare LS 56oa; ]};{ 1144; 157. 

destinare LS 56oa; EM 1150; 43, 133. 

desti tuere LS 56Ob; ]};{ 1152; 39, 43, 114. 

destrictio (f'.) S 99a; 165, 166. 

destringere LS 560c; EM 1160; 165, 166. 

d8structio (f.) LS 5600; 123. 

ciestruere LS 560c; EM 1161; 41, 82(di-), 93(di-), 123· 

3[ 
destrugere 123. 

desub (prep.) LS 561a; EM 1165; 87. 

desubi to (adv.) LS 561a; EM 354; 133. 

desubtus (adv. J prep.) S 99a; EM 1165; 137. 

desudare LS 561a; m 1170; 43. 

desuper (adv.) LS 561c; EM 1179; 137. 

detegere LS 561c; EM 1198; 41. 

deterere LS 562b; EM 1213; 39, 11.4-

determinare LS 562b; m 1212; 43, 134. 

detestabi1is (adj.) LS 562c; EM 1217; 140. 



detestare /-ari IS 562c; :Elt! 1217; l4O. 

detestatio (r.) IS 562c; :EM 1217; l4O. 

detestare - devius 

detinere IS 563a; EM 1208; 37, 39, 43, 71, 72, 133. 

deto11ere / -ire S 99b; 175. 

detondere IS 563a; EM 1227; 44-

detractio (t.) LS 563b; EU 1234; 117. 

detractor (m.) 18 563b; EM 1234; 47, 117. 

*detragere 116, 206. 

*d.etraginare 207. 

detrahere LS 563b; EM 1234; 

detricare S 100a; 135. 

39, 40, 53, 79, 80, 87, 116, 
[206. 

detrimentum (n.) LS 564a; W 1213; 114. 

d.etruncare IS 5641>; EM i245; 135. 

devastare 18 565a; Elt! 1263; 44, 194. 

deve11ere LS 565b; EM 1270; 39. 

d.evenire LS 565b; EM 1273; 114. 

devertere 18 565c; W 1283; 39. 

devestire IS 566a; EM 1289; 74, 95, 95(di-), 96, 175. 

d.eviare IS 566b; EM 1292; 222, 302. 

If devisare 156. 

de vi tare LS 566b; :E}d 1311; 44. 

d.evius (adj.) LS 566b; m 1292; 48. 
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devorare - diffulgurare 

devorare IS 566c; EM 1331; 42, 44, 135. 

devotare IS 567b; ElJ 1332; 135. 

devotio (f.) IS 567a; EM 1332; 135. 

devovere IS 567b; :E14 1332; 44, 135. 

diffama.re IS 574b; EM 382; 143. 

differentia (f.) LS 574b; E},{ 4!J7; 144-

differre IS 574b; ]}d 4!J7; 50, 52, 53, 92, 95(de-)~ 144, 
L145. 

diffibulare IS 5 75a; E},{ 413; 56, 161. 

difficilis (adj.) LS 575a; EM 375; 55, 56, 90, 163. 

difficu1tas (f.) IS 575b; :w 375; 163. 

diffidere LS 5750; EM 415; 56. 

diffindere 18 5750; EM 419; 153. 

diffinire B 271a; 140. 

diffinitio (f.) B 271a; 95. 

diffiteri LS 576a; :EX 390; 56. 

difflare LS 576aj EM 429; 54-

difformare Ill, l4J+. 

difformis (adj.) BJ 132; 144. 

difformi tas (f.) BJ 132; 96, 144-

diffringere LS 576a; :EX 447; 55. 

diffugere 18 576b; m 459; 54-

diffulgurare LS 576b; F , (J, J 54-
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diffundere - diminuere 

diffundere LS 576b; EM 464; ~. 

digerere LS 576c; EM 487; 50, 52, 144. 

digestio (f.) LS 577a; EM 487; 1.45· 

digredi LS 578c; EM 498; 73, 95(de-). 

dijudicare IS 579a; EM 588; 52, 73, 1.49. 

dilabi LS 579b; :a! 594; 53, 55. 

dilacerare LS 579b; E1d 598; 55, 127. 

dilapidare LS 579b; :Eld 606; 197. 

dilargiri LS 579c; EM 608; ~, 55. 

dilatare IS 579c; R{ 612; 54, 1.45. 

dilatatio (f.) IS 579c; EM 612; 146. 

dilatio (r.) IS 579c; m 407; 89. 145. 

dilatorius (adj.) LS 579c; E},{ 4D7; 145. 

dilaudare LS 579c; m 616; 55. 

di1ectio (r.) LS 579c; EM 623; 146. 

diligentia (r.) IS 580a; EM 623; 146. 

diligere LS S80a; EM 623; 50, 53, 88, 146. 

diluere IS 580c; EM 614; 53, 141, 261-

di1uvium (n.) LS 581a; EM 614; l4J.. 

dimicare LS 581b; EM 715; 54, 95(de-). 

dimidium (n.) LS 581c; EX 700; 51, 53. 

diminuere LS 581c; E},{ 720; 94, 169. 
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diminutio - discolor 

diminutio (t'.) LS 581c; 169. 

dimittere LS 581c; EM 725; 53, 74, 88, 92, 94, 94(de-), 
[95(de-), 168. 

diniscere LS 582c; :El,{ 790; 53, 95 (de-). 

dinumerare IS 582c; EM 800; 53. 

dirimere IS 584c; EM 347; 50, 53. 

diripere IS 585a; EM 996; 53, 89, 95(de-). 

diruere LS 585a; EM 1028; 28, 52. 

dirumpere LS 585a; EM 1027; 52, 55, 74, 95(de-), 150. 

)fdisbarrattare 243. 

discalceare B 276b; 159. 

)fdis carp ere (EM 181); 152. 

discarricare S 106b; ]l,{ 182; 

discedere LS 585c; EM 195; 

disceptare IS 586b; ]),1 171; 

discemere LS 586c; EM 205; 

discerpere LS 587a; ]),{ 181; 

discindere LS 587b; EM 1062; 

discingere LS 587b; EM 216; 

)fdisclariare 125. 

57, 91, 158. 

52, 53, 89. 

53. 

53, 95, 156. 

53, 55, 152. 

53. 

57, 158. 

discludere LS 587c; EM 225; 247. 

discollocare (FEW II. 91Ob, n. 9); 159. 

discolor (adj.) LS 58Sh; m 238; 53, 169. 
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disoolorare - ~dis~odere 

. disoolorare I-sri S 107a; 169. 

disconvenire LS 588b; :E2,{ 1273; 56, 160. 

disoooperire LS 588b; EM 68; 56, 91, 160. 

discoquere 13 58&; 54, 55, 253. 

discordare LS 5880; EM 211; 159. 

discordia (~.) LS 588b; 90. 

discors (adj.) LS 5880; EM 253; 56. 

disoredere LS 5880; EM 265; 56. 

discrepare 18 589a; EM 268; 52, 53, 

disoresoere LS 589a; 167. 

discretio (~.) LS 589a; EM 205; 156. 

disoribere 18 589a; 54-, 94. 

disculceus (adj.) W 159; 159. 

disculciare 18 5890; 57, 159. 

discupere LS 589c; m 283; 55. 

discurrere 18 589c; EM 287; 54, 89. 

discutere LS 59Ob; EM 976; 53, 89, 152, 153. 

3E disdignare EM 298; 171. 

disf'acere BJ 136, W II. 876b; 74, 96, 160. 

dis~errare IXJ II. 876b; 255. 

~ disf'indBre 153. 

3Edis~odere 172. 
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disglutinare - dispensa 

disg1uti.nare U) 590b; EM 495; 73. 

disgrega.re LS 59Gb; EM 504; 73. 

*dishonestare 96, 102, 173, 343· 

dishonor (m.) rc II. 877a; 174-

dishonorare Ie II. 8770; 174. 

disjejeunare EM 547; 57, 73, 91, 161. 

*disjudicare 149. 

*disjunare 161. 

disjungere 13 590c; EM 585; 56, 90, 161. 

disligare B 280a; 91, 162. 

dislocare B 280a; 163. 

dis locatio (t.) 163. 

dismembrare BJ 136; 162. 

dismi ttere 74, 168. 

disnodare BJ 137; 269. 

dispar (adj.) LS 591b; EM 852; 56, 163. 

dispargere LS 591b; 153. 

disparitas (t.) S 108a; 163. 

J(disparpa11are 164. 

dispeUere LS 591c; ]),{ 874; 54-

dispendere LS 591c; m 877; 54, 142. 

dispensa (t.) BJ 137; EM 877; 142. 
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dispensare - dissensio 

dispensare LS 591c; l!}.{ 877; 53, 89, 147. 

dispensatio (f.) LS 591c; ~~ 877; 142, 147. 

dispensum (n.) 142. 

dispercutere LS 592a; 55. 

disperdere LS 592a; EM 321; 55, 168. 

dispergere LS 592a; EIvl 1l27; 54, 55, 90, 153, 156. 

dispersio (f.) LS 592b; 157. 

dispicere LS 592c; l!}.{ 1129; 53. 

l£displacere EM 905; 162. 

disp1icare LS 593a; EM 910; 56, 162. 

disp1icere LS 592c; EM 905; 57, 90, 162. 

disp10dere LS 593a; 54-. 

disponere IS 593a; :w 921; 52, 89, 142, 147. 

dispositio (f.) LS 5931>; 147. 

dispud.et LS 593b; EM 960; 55. 

dispulverare LS 5931>; 55. 

disputare IS 593c; EM 969; 52, 89, 143. 

disrumpere LS 594a; 74, 89, 95, 151. 

*disrupare EM 1026; 139. 

dissecare IS 594a; EM 1072; 51. 

disseminare LS 594a; EM 1090; .54-

dissensio (f.) IS 594a; EM 1084; 163. 
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dissentire - distendere 

dis sent ire LS 594b; :al: 1084; 56, 16.3, 281-

disseparare LS 594b; 55, 154-

!(disseperare EM 858; 154. 

disserere LS 594b; n.f 1092; 52. 

dissidere LS 595a; m 1077; 277. 

dissilire LS 5951>; :EM 104-1; ,54, 90. 

dissimilis (adj.) LS 5951>; ~ 1106; 57, 91, 164. 

dissimulare LS 5950; ~ 1106; 164-

dissimulatio (r.) LS 5950; EM 1106; 164-

dissipare LS 5960; EU 1180; 54. 

disso1utio (r.) LS 59Gb; EM 1120; 157. 

disso1vere LS 59Gb; EM 1120; 53, 55, 157. 

dissona.re LS 5960; :al: 112~; 147. 

dissonus (adj.) LS 597a; ~ 1122; 56, 91. 

dissuadere LS 597a; :af 1164; 5.3. 

dissuere LS 597a; 56. 

distabesoere LS 597b; 55. 

dis tae det LS 597b; 55. 

distantia (r.) LS 59Th; EM 1153, l4B. 

distare LS 59&; W 1153; 53, l4B, 320. 

distemperare S 110a; 1,54, 155. 

distendere LS 59Th; EM 1206; 53. 
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disti1lare - divulgare 

disti11are LS 597c; Df 1J.44.; 157. 

distinctio (f.) LS 597c; ]2,{ 1146; l48. 

distinguere LS 598a; Eld 1145; 53, l48. 

distollere ro II. 887a; 175. 

~disto11ire 175. 

distorquere J.S 598£ j 279 . 

-distragere l48. 

distrahere LS 598c; EM 12,34.; 52, 53, 14B. 

distribuere LS 599a; li}J 1241; 54, 55, 90, 157. 

districtia (t.) BJ 139; EM 1160; 166. 

districtio (f.) LS 599b; 166. 

distringere 13 599b; :af 1160; 53, 165. 

disturbare LS 599b; EM 1251; 55, 1,54. 

disvestire DC II.890a; EM 1289; 74, 95, 96, 175. 

di ve11ere LS 600c; :af 1270; 50, 52. 

diversificare BJ 139; 149. 

diversitas (f.) LS 600c; EM 1283; 149. 

divertere LS 601a; EM 1283; 53, 89, 149. 

dividere LS 602aj EM 317; 51, 53, 89, 95(de-), 156. 

!tdi . VJ.sare ]}v{ 317; 156. 

divulgare LS 603c; EM 1325; 54-



INDEX OF MEDIAEVAL FRENCH COMPOUNm m 

DE-, DES- AND DI(S)-

373 

DALEZ, DELEZ (adv., prep.) TL II. 1172; FEW V.204a; 223. 

DEBARDER TL II. 1231; FEW 1. 265b; 227. 

DEBATRE TL 11.1232 j EWFS 292b j 124. 

debat (m.) TL II. 1231; 124-

debatement (m.) T.L II.1232; 124. 

DEBELLER TL I1.l23.5; FEW III. 21a; 124. 

DEBILE (adj.) T.L I1.1235 j FEW III. 22aj 108. 

debi1it~ (t.) T.L II.l235; 108. 

debi1iter G IX. 277a; 108. 

DEBITER TL 11.123.5; FEW I. 38.5a; 218. 

DEBOISSIER TL 11.1236; FEW I.453a; 219. 

debot (m.) TL II. 1238; FEW I. 461b; 185. 

DEBaI' (adv.) (TL II. 1238); FEW I. 461b; BW 81b; 224. 

debotement (m.) TL II.l238; 18.5. 

DEBaI'ER TL 11.1239; FEW 1.456b; 183. 

DEBRISIER TL II. 1240 ; FEW 1. .531b, .576a; 18.5. 

DEBROOHIER TL 11.1241; (FEW!. 54-3b); 186. 

decapitaclon (t.) TL II. 1242; 108. 

DmAPlTER TL II. 1242; FEW III. 23a; 108. 

DIDASSm TL II. 1242 ; FEW II.143laj 213. 



374 

DIDEDER - DECLlNER 

tffiCEDER G II.439a (-ir); FEW III. 23b; 108. 

decepcion (r.) TL II. 1243 ; 125. 

DIDERVELER G II.440a; FEW II. 602b; 220. 

dec~s (m.) TL II. 1244; 108. 

decevable (adj.) TL 11.1244-; 125. 

decevance (t.) TL II.1245; 125. 

decevement (m.) TL II. 1245 ; 125· 

decevijor (m.) TL II. 1245; 125. 

~EVOIR TL II. 1245; FEW III. 25a; 124. 

dechacement (m.) TL II. 1247; 187. 

DIDHADIER TL II. 1247; FEW II. 322b ; 186. 

DOOHAUCHIER TL 11.1248; FEW II. 63a, b; 187. 

decheahle (adj.) TL 11.1248; 118. 

decheement (m.) TL 11.1248; 118. 

DOOHEOm TL II.1249; BW 173a; 117. 

dechi~ (m.) TL 11.1249; 118. 

DIDLAIRIER TL II. 1252; FEW III. 25b ; 125· 

declaracion (t.) TL II. 1253 ; 125. 

declin (m.) TL II.1254; 110. 

dec1inaclon (t.) TL 11.1254; 110. 

declinaison (f.) TL I1.1255; 110. 

DIDLINER TL II. 1255; FEW III. 26a; 108. 



375 

DEXXX::CION - deduit 

DIDOOCICN (f'.) TL n.1257; FEW III.26a; 118. 

deco1.acion (f'.) TL II. 1258 ; 110. 

DIDOLER TL II. 1258; FEl'l III. 26a; 110. 

DIDCNOISTRE TL II.1259; F.F.W II. 846a; 187. 

DIDOPER TL II. 1259 ; FEW II. 871b; 214. 

decorab1e (adj.) TL II. 1260 ; 116. 

decorement (m.) TL II.1260; 116. 

DIDORRE TL 11.1260; FEW II. 1572b ; REW 2509; 115. 

decors (m.) TL II.1261; 116. 

mcOSTE (adv., prep.) TL 11.1262; ~ II.l248b; 224. 

Il'EVRACHIER TL II. 1262; FEW II. 1268aj 216. 

DECREPIT (adj.) TL II.1262; FEW III. 26b; 137. 

decrepit~ (f'.) TL II. 1262; 138. 

DIDRET (m.) TL 11.1263; FEW III. 26b; 125. 

decretale (t.) TL II.1263; 125. 

decretiste (m.) TL II. 1263 ; 125. 

DEDPNZ (adv., prep.) TL II. 1264; FEN{ III. 31b; 225. 

dediement (m.) TL II. 1267 ; 126. 

DEDlIER TL II. 1267; FEW III. 27aj 125. 

DEWIRE TL 11.1268; BW 174a; FEW III-l71a; 116. 

deduisab1e (adj.) TL II. 1269 ; 116. 

dedui t (m.) TL II. 1269 j 116. 



376 

defaillance - DEFINER 

defaillance (f.) TL 11.1271; 190. 

defail1e (f.) TL 11.1271; 190. 

defaillement (m.) TL II.1271; 190. 

DE:F'AILLm · TL 11.1272; FEW III.388a; E.'WFS 29&; 189. 

defaut (m.) TL II. 1274-; 190. 

defaute (f.) TL 11.1275; 190. 

DEFAUTRER TL II. 1276 ; (FEW III. 394.b) ; 209. 

defeotif' (adj.) TL II.1276; FEf{ III. 28b; 111-

defendable (adj.) TL ]:1.1276; 111-

defendement (m.) TL II.l277; 111. 

defendeor (m.) TL 11.1277; 111. 

DEFEMEE TL 11.1278; FEW III. 28b ; 110. 

DEFENIR TL 11.1280; FE.W III.30a, 557a; 140. 

defens (m.) TL 11.1281; 111. 

defensable (adj.) TL 1I.l282; ill. 

defense (f.) TL 11.1282; 111. 

defenslon (r.) TL 11.1284-; 111. 

defin (m.) TL 11.1285; 191. 

def'inail (m.) TL 11.1286; 191. 

definaille (f.) TL 1I.1286; 19l. 

definement (m.) TL 11.1286; 191. 

DEFINER TL II. 1286; FEW III. 558a; 190. 



377 

definicion - DIDOISIER 

definicion (f.) TL 11.1287; 14l. 

defini tif (adj.) TL 11.1288; 141. 

DEFIRE TL II. 1288; FEW III. 29b ; Ill. 

DEFIiiER TL 11.1289; FEN III. 642a; 116. 

DEli'OLER TL 11.1292; FW{ III. 846b; 191. 

deforcement (m.) TL 11.1294; 193. 

DEFOBCIER TL II. 1294; FEll III. 729b; 192. 

DEFORMER TL 11.1294, 1593; FEW III. 30a; Ill. 

DEFORS (adv., prep.) TL 11.1294; FEW III. 702a; HEW 2520; 
[136. 

deforz (m.) TL 11.1296; 193. 

DEFRAINDRE TL 11.1296; FEW III. 753a; 126. 

DEFRAUDER TL II.1297; FEW III. 30b; 126. 

DEFRIPER TL II. 1297; FEW III. 396b; 228. 

DEFRIRE TL II. 1298; FEli III. 790a; 193. 

DEFROISSIER TL 11.1299; FEW III. 831b; 194. 

DEFtl'm TL 11.1301; FB.W III. 837a; 126. 

DmABER TL 11.1302; FER XVI.4a; 194. 

DIDASTER TL 11.1302; BW 276a; 194-

DIDLAIVIIER TL 11.1304.; FEW IV.145a; 215. 

deglaveiz (m.) TL 11.1304.; 216. 

DmLOTIR TL II. 1304; FEW IV. 172a; 126. 

nmoIsrm TL II.1}05; Fm'f IV. 127b; 221. 



378 

degot - de1egat 

degot (m.) TL 11.1306; 119. 

DmO'1'ER TL II. 1306; EWFS 300b; FEW IV. 348a; 118. 

DmRADER TL II. 1307; BW 175b; 119. 

DmRE (m.) TL 11.1309; FEW IV .205a; BW 175b; 229. 

DIDUERPm TL II.1311; BW 175b; 195. 

DEHURTER TL 11.1315; FEW XVI. 273a; 196. 

dejetement (m.) TL 11.1320; 112. 

DEJETER TL II. 1320; EWFS 301b; FDl V. 20a; 112. 

DEJOSTE (adv., prep.) TL IL1322; FEW V. 96b; 226. 

DEJUGIER TL II. 1322 ; FEW V. 57b; 149. 

DELADERER TL II.1324; FEW V.115a; 127. 

delai (m.) TL 11.1324; 211-

d.e1aiement (m.) TL 11.1325; 211. 

DELAIIER TL II. 1325; FEW V. 225b; 210. 

delaissement (m.) TL II. 1328 ; 197. 

DELAISSIER TL 11.1328; FEW V.222b; 196. 

DELAPIIlER TL 11.1328; FEW V.l7la; 197. 

delectable (adj.) TL IL1329i 112. 

de1ectab1et~ (r.) TL 11.1329; 112. 

de1ectacion (t.) TL 11.1329; 112. 

ImLECTER TL 11.1329; FEW III. 32a; 112. 

de1egat (m.) TL 11.1329; 127. 



379 

~ - demandBor 

IJEL]X;UER TL 11.1329; FEW III. 32a; l27. 

deliberacion (t.) TL II.1330; 127. 

DELIBERER TL 11.1330; FEW' III. 33b; 127. 

delice (Inf.) TL 11.1330; 113. 

de1icier TL II. 1331; 113. 

de1icios (adj.) TL II.1331; 113. 

DELIIE (adj.) TL 11.1332; BW 176b; 113. 

DELIMER TL II.1332; FEW V.339a; HEW 2541; 127. 

delit (m.) TL II. 1333; 113. 

delitab1e (adj.) TL II. 1334; 113. 

delitement (m.) TL 11.1335; 113. 

DELITIER TL II. 1336 ; FEW III. 32a; 113. 

de1itos (adj.) TL 11.1337; 113. 

de1ivraison (t.) TL 11.1337; 127. 

delivrance (t.) TL II. 1338; 127. 

delivre (adj.) TL II. 1338 ; 127. 

de1ivrement (me) TL II.l341; l27. 

de1ivreor (m.) TL 11.1341; 128. 

DELIVRER TL 11.1)4-2; Fm III.32b; 127. 

DELUGE (m.) TL I!. 1348 ; FEW III. 80a; 141. 

demande (t.) TL 11.1357; 128. 

demandeor (m.) TL II. 1357; 128. 



DEMANDER TL 11.1358; FEW III. 36a; 128. 

DEMANGIm TL II.1362; BW 369a; 197. 

DEMANGIER TL 11.1362; 198. 

DEMAllCHIm TL II. 1363; BW 372a; 199. 

demenement (m.) TL 11.1365 j 201. 

DDlEm:R TL II. 1365 j EWFS 304a j 199. 

dementaison (r.) TL 11.1368; 113. 

DEMENTER TL 11.1369; FEW III. 37a; 113. 

W1ETRE TL II. 1372; EWFS 304a; 168. 

DWOLIR TL II. 1378 ; FFM III. 37b; 119. 

demor (m.) TL 11.1379; 128. 

demorance (r.) TL 11.1381; 128. 

demore (r.) TL 11.1382; 128. 

demoree (r.) TL 11.1382; 128. 

demorement (m.) TL II.1383; 128. 

DD10RER TL 11.1383; F'DI III. 38a; 128. 

demorier (m.) TL 11.1387; 128. 

demostraclon (f.) TL II. 1388; 128. 

demostrance (t.) TL II.1389; 128. 

demostrement (m.) TL 11.1389; 128. 

DEMOSTRER TL 11.1390; FEW III.38aj 128. 

380 

DEMANDER - DEMUC1ER 

DEMUCIER TL 11.1391; (REW 5723; EWFS 631a); 201. 



381 

denigracion - DEPERDRE 

denigracion (r.) TL 11.1395; 128. 

DEN1GRER T.L 11.1395; FEW 111.4Ob; 128. 

DEN01IER TL II.1396; BW 179a; 128. 

DENCMER TL 11.1397; BW 179a; 129. 

denonciacion (r.) TL 11.1397; 129. 

nmCNCIER TL 11 .. 1398; FEW 1I1.43b; 129. 

DENCYl'ER TL 11.1398; BW 179a; FEW VII. 19& ; 129. 

DENtlER TL 11.l.405; EWFS 3051>; FRiV v. 229b; 173. 

DENZ (adv., prep.) TL 11.1406; FEW III. 31a; 136. 

depart (m.) TL 11.1407; 129. 

departement (m.) TL II. J.4.08; 129. 

departeor (m.) TL II.~08; 129. 

departie (f.) TL 11.1408; 129. 

DEPARTIR TL II. ~09; FEW VII. 684a; EWFS 306a; 129. 

DEPASSER TL II. 1412; F~ VII. 71Bb; 202. 

depecement (m.) TL II.14.l.2; 204. 

n:E:PIDIER TL 11.1412; FEW VII. 3348.; 202. 

DEPEINIRE TL II.~; BW 179b; FEN{ VIII. 524b; 129. 

dependance (r.) TL 11.1415; 119. 

DEPEmEE T.L 11.1415; BW 179'0; 119. 

deperdicion (r.) TL II.l4l6; 168. 

DEPERIRE TL 11.1416; BW 180a; 168. 



382 

DEP~TRIR - DEPURER 

DEPESTRIR TL II.l4l8; FEW VIII. 604b; 211. 

DEPIQUER TL II.14l8; FEW VIII.459a; 204-

DEPLAINDRE TL II. 14l8; FE.W IX. 16b; (BW 466b) ; 129. 

dep1aint (m.) TL II. 1419; 130. 

dep1ainte (t.) TL 1I.14J.9; 130. 

DEPLORER TL II. 1419 ; FEW III. 44JJ; 130. 

DEPLUMER TL II. 1420 ; FEW IX. 87b; BW 469a; 175. 

DEPOPLER TL 11.1420; 204. 

DEPOPULm TL II. 1420; FEW IX.l77a; 138. 

deport (m.) TL II.]420; IJ.4. 

deportable (adj.) TL 11.1422; 114. 

deportement (m.) TL II. 1422; 1lh-. 

DEPORTER TL II.1422; FEW IX.218a; BW 180a; 113. 

DEPCSER TL II. 14.25; FEW VIII.68a; BW 180a; 120. 

depost (m.) TL II.]427; 120. 

deprecac!on (t.) TL 1I.1427; 1.30. 

depr!ab1e (adj.) TL II. 1428 ; 1.30. 

depriement (m.) TL II.1428; 130. 

DEPRImDRE TL II. 14.28; FFff III. 45a; 121. 

DEPRIIER TL II. 1429 ; (BW 485a) ; 130. 

DEPRDlER TL II. 1430 ; BW 18Ob; 121. 

DEPURER TL II. 1432; F~l III.45b; 137. 



DEPUTER - DESAFIER 

DEPUTER TL II. 1432; BW 18Ob; 13l. 

DERACHIER TL II. 1433 ; HEW 7017; of. BW 159a; 217. 

deraisne (mf.) TL II. 1433 ; 213. 

deraisnement (m.) TL II. 1433 ; 213. 

DERAISNIER TL II. 1434; (BW 505a); 212. 

DERAMER TL II. 1437 ; REW 2578; 114. 

DERERE TL II.1437; (REW 6987); 131. 

DERISlOO (f.) TL II. 1437; FEW III.49b; 131-

DEROOHIm TL IL1438; (BW 530a); 2Q4.. 

DEROOUER TL II. 1439; FEW III. 50a; 122. 

DEROMPRE TL II. 1439 ; (BW 532a); 150. 

DERORE TL II. 1.440 ; (BW 532b); 131-

DERUIRE TL II. 144.5 ; FEJ( III • .5Ob; 131-

DESJtANCRER TL II. 1451; FEW I. 93b ; 282, 283. 

DESABUJJm TL II.14.52; FEW I.368a; 238. 

DESABlTER TL IL1452; FEW IV.369a; 239. 

DESACOINTIER TL II. 1453; FEW 1. l4b; 283. 

desaoostumanoe (f.) TL IL14.54; 284-. 

DESACOOTUMER TL II.14~; FEW II.l091b; BW 158b; 284-

DESAERIlRE TL IL1455; .FE.W I.30a; 284-. 

DmAFAITEMENT (m.) TL II. 14.56 ; 28.5. 

DESAFIER TL 11.1457; FEN{ III. 501a; 282, 28.5. 



DESAFUBLER - desatemprement 

DESAFUBLER TL 11.1457; F&{ 1. 50a; 285. 

DESAGREER TL 11.1458; FEN IV. 252a; 285. 

DESAISIER TL 11.1459; FEN I. 31a; 239. 

DESALOER TL II. 1.4.61; Fl!."'W V.207a; 286. 

DESAMASER TL 11.1.4.61; (BW 376b); 286. 

DESAMER TL 11.1461; FEW I.82a; 239. 

DESAMOLIR TL II.l.4.61; (BW 399b); 286. 

DESANCRER TL 11.1.462; FEW 1. 93b; 239, 282. 

DESAORNER TL 11.1.4.63; FEW I. 37b; 286. 

DESAPAISIm TL 11.1463; -n:f{ VIII. 93b; 282, 287. 

DESAPAREUJ.IFF TL II.J..464; FEW I.I07a; 287. 

DESAPAROIR TL II. J..464; (FEW 1.106b); 287. 

DESAPOmTIER TL II. 1.465; BW 471b; 288. 

DmAPRENmE TL II.l4.65; FEW I. 111b; 288. 

DESARESTER TL 11.1466; FEW I. 1.4.51> ; 288. 

DESA.RMER TL II. 1.4.66; FEW I. l4Ob; 240. 

DESARROI (m.) G IX. 313b; FEW I.l44b; 289. 

DESASSEMBLER TL II. 14.67 ; FEW I.160a; 289. 

DESATACHIER TL II.l4.69; (BW 183a); 282, 289. 

DESATALANTER TL II. - ; (EWFS 829b); 290. 

desatemprance (t.) TL II.14.69; 290. 

desatemprement (m.) TL II. 14.70; 290. 



385 

DESATEMPRER - DESCACHIER 

DESATEMPRER TL 11.14-70; (EWFS 862a); 290. 

DESATORNER TL 11.1471; (EWFS 55b); 291-

DESAUSER TL 11.1472; (EWFS 875b); 291-

DESAVANCIlm TL II.1473; FEW I. 3a; 241.. 

DESAVANTAGE (m.) TL II.14-74; FEW I. 2a; 241. 

desavantageux (adj.) TL II. -; 242. 

desavenab1e (adj.) TL 11.14-74; 292. 

DESAVENIR TL II.1474; FEW 1. 4la; 292. 

DES! VENTURE (f'.) TL II. 1475; FEW 1. 4lb; 292. 

DF.SAVISER TL II.1475; (BW 47a); 242. 

DESAvtlm TL II. 1476; BW 48a; 292. 

D:ESa VOIR TL II. 1477; FEW IV. 362b ; 242. 

desbaratement (m.) TL II. 1478 ; 243. 

IlESBARATER TL I1.1478; HEW 943a; (BW 56a); 242. 

DESBLASMER TL II. 1480; FEW I.403aj 243. 

DESBOCHIER TL II. 1481; FEW 1. 451b ; 244. 

DESBOCLER TL II.1481; FEW I. 591b; 304. 

DESBORDER TL II. 1482 ; FEN I. 436b; 244. 

DESBORSm TL II. 1482; FEW I. 668b; BW 8la; 304-

DESBROOHIm G IX. 318a; FEW I.544aj 244-

DESBUSCHIER TL II.1483; FEW I.650a; 304. 

DE5CACHIER G II. 548a; FEW II. 808a; 245. 



386 

DESCElNmE - DESCIRIER 

DE&:;EINDRE TL 11.1485; FEW II. 680a; 158. 

DESCELER TL II.l485; FEW II. 572aj 245. 

descendance (t.) TL 11.1485; 121. 

descend.ement (m.) TL II.l486; 12l. 

DESCmDRE TL II. 1486 ; FEW III. 51a; 12l. 

d.escendue (t.) TL 11.1489; 121. 

d.eacente (t.) TL 11.1490; 121. 

DESCERCLER TL II.1492; FEW II.704a; 245· 

DFroHAmm TL II. 1493; FEW II. 499b; BW 114a; 305. 

DESCHANTER TL II.1494; FEW II. 222b; 246. 

deacharge (t.) TL II. 1495; 158. 

DE&:;HARGIER TL II.1495; REW 2652; FEW II.421b; 158. 

DE3CHARNER TL II. 1497 ; FFH ,II. 387a; BW li4a; 305. 

DESCHARPm TL 11.1498; FEW II. 402b; 152. 

DFSJHAUCIER TL II. 1500; FEW II. 6&; 158. 

d.eschauz (adj.) TL II.1501; FEW III. 91b; 159. 

DESC(H)AVER TL II. 1501; FEW II. 55la; 327. 

DESCHEVALER TL 11.1501; FEW II. 9b; 306. 

DEroHEVAUCHIER TL 11.1502; FEW II. 6b; 246. 

DESJHEVELER TL II. 1503; FER II. 249a; 328. 

DESCHEVESTRER H III.44b; FEW TI.252a; 306. 

DFroIRIER TL 11.1505; EWFS 295b; 328. 



387 

DESCLICHIER - DEOOORDER 

DESCLICHIER TL II. 1,506 ; FEW II. 781b; 322. 

DEf:CWER TL II. 1,507; FEW II. 77Ob; 246. 

DESCLORE TL II.l,508; FEW II. 748a; 247. 

DESCOLORER TL II.l,511; FEW II. 92.3b; 169. 

descombrement (m.) TL II. 1,512; 307. 

DESCCllBRER TL 11.1,512; FEW II.938a; BW 173a; 307. 

DESCrnFEs (adj.) TL II. 1,516 ; FEW II.1038a; 248. 

DESCCNFIRE TL 11.1,517; FEW II.I032b; 248. 

desconfison (r.) TL II. -; 249. 

desconfiture (t.) TL II.l,520; 249. 

desconfort (m.) TL II. 1,521; 2,50. 

DESCONFORTER TL II. 1521; FEW II.IQ44b; 249. 

desconoissance (r.) TL II.1522; 2,50. 

DEOOONOISTRE TL 11.1523; FEW II. 84,5b; 250. 

DESCONREER TL II. 1526 ; (PEW 1.1Mb) ; 250. 

DES::CNSETI·T.TER TL 11.1526; FEW II.I070b; 251-

DESCCNTER TL II. 1.527 ; FEN II. 993b; 2.51. 

DESeORAGIER TL "II.l.529; FER II. 117.5b; 307. 

descordab1e (adj.) TL II. 1529 ; 159. 

descordance (r.) TL II.l.530; 1.59. 

descorde (r.) TL II. 1.530 ; 159. 

DESCORDER TL 11.1.531; FEW III. 92aj 1.59. 



388 

DESCORRE - IEIDEIGNIER 

DE3CORRE TL 11.1535; FEW III. 94; REW 2665; 152. 

desoort (m.) TL 11.1536; 159. 

desoort (adj.) TL II. 1536 ; 159. 

msJOODRE TL 11.1537; FEW II.1089aj 252. 

DESCOOOHIER TL II. 1539; FEW II. 90Bb; 159. 

DE3J0UPm TL II. 1539 ; FEW II.1496b; 252. 

descovenab1e (adj.) TL II. 1540j 160. 

DE3::<mNIR TL II. - ; FFJN II. 1128a; (BW 188b); 160. 

desoovenue (r.) TL II.1.54J.; 160. 

DE3::OVRIR TL 11.1543; BW 1748.; 160. 

descriclon (r.) TL 11.1546; 132. 

DESCRIER TL 11.1547; FEW II.1486b; 330. 

nmmIRE TL 11.1547; BW 1748.; 132. 

descroissance (r.) TL II. 1550 ; 167. 

descroissement (m.) TL II. 1550 ; 167. 

DESCROISTRE TL 11.1550; FEW II.1326a; 167. 

DE3JROTER TL II. 1551; FEW XVI.408b; 252. 

nm::UIRE TL II. 1552; FEW II. 1163b ; 25}. 

DESCULm TL 11.1552; FEW n.1512a; 297. 

D&SI:lt\MAGIER TL 11.1552; FEtf III. lOb ; 253. 

desdeignece (r.) TL 11.1553; 171. 

DFSI!F.IGNIER TL II.ISS}j FEW III.78a; EWFS 297b; 171. 



389 

desdeignos - DESESPERER 

desdeignos (adj.) TL 11.1554; 171. 

desdeing (m.) TL 11.1555; 171. 

DESDIRE TL 11.1556; FEW 111.6&; 253. 

DESOOBMm TL II. 1559; FEW III.1.4J.b; 308. 

lEIEI::HI:m TL II. 1560 ; (BW 182b); 132. 

DESEMPARER G II. 575b, IX. 33Ob; FEW VII. 632b; 293· 

DF.SM'IDHIER TL II.1561; FEW IV.5BOa; 282, 293. 

DES:EXPLIR TL II.1561; FEW IV. 591b; 294. 

DESllNFLER TL II. 1562 ; FEW IV. 674b; 294. 

DE3ENIVRER TL II. 1563 ; FEW III. 201b; 294. 

DESENNUYER · H III. 6&; FEW IV. 704a; 294. 

DESPNORTER TL 11.1564; FEW IV.693a; 295. 

desert (adj.) TL II. 1565; 123. 

DESERT (m.) TL II. 1566; FEIV III. 52b; 123. 

desert (m.) TL II. 1566; 132. 

deserte (r.) TL II.1567; 132. 

deserter TL 11.1568; 123. 

DESERVIR TL II. 1571; FEW III. 52b; 132. 

desesperab1e (adj.) TL II.1573; 319. 

desesperacion (r.) G II.58Oc; 319. 

desesperance (r.) TL II. 1573; 319. 

DESESPERER TL II. 1573 ; FEW III. 55a; BW 225b; 318. 
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desespoir - DESFONDER 

desespoir (m.) TL II.1574; 319. 

DESESTABLIR TL II. 1575; (EWFS 388b); 254-. 

DESESTER TL 11.1575; (FEW III. 99b); 319· 

DESESTRE TL II. 1575 ; FEW III. (27b), 246b; 320. 

DE:iFACIER TL II. 1576 ; FEW III. 356a; 330. 

desfacion (f.) TL 11.1577; 331. 

DESFAIRE TL 11.1578; EWFS 298a; FEW 111.34&; 160. 

desfBite (f.) TL II. -; 161. 

desfBiture (f.) TL II.1581; 161. 

DESFENDRE TL 11.1581; FEW III.552a; · 153. 

DESFERMm TL 11.1583; FEW III.574.a; 254-

DESFERRER TL 11.1584.; FEf{ III.475a; 255. 

de sfIance (f.) TL II. 1586 ; 256. 

desfiement (m.) TL 11.1587; 256. 

DESFlER TLII.1587; FEW Ill.500a; 255,282. 

DESFIGURER TL 11.1589; FEW III.512b; 256. 

DESFLICHIER TL I!. 1590; FEW III. 62.3b; 308. 

desf1oracion (t.) TL II. 1591; 172. 

DESFLORER TL 11.1691; (FEW III. 631a, 63.3b); 172. 

IESFOIR TL 11.1591; FEW III. 663b; 172. 

Im:lFCNCIER TL II. 1592; FEW III. 870b; 308. 

DBSFONDER TL II. 1592; FEW III. 873b; 256. 
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DESFRAIIER - desic(c)acion 

IESFRAIIER TL II. 1594; FEW III. 755b; 323. 

~ TL n.1594; FE{{ III. 775a; 309. 

desfroi (m.) TL n.1595; 324. 

DESFUBLER TL II. 1595; REW 2668; FE{{ 1. 49b ; 161. 

DESGAGIER TL 11.1597; BW 271b; 309. 

DE5GARNIR TL II.1598; BW 275bi 257. 

msGAROOHIm TL II. 1599 ; (REW 7357); 332. 

DESGIEL (m. ) TL II. 1599 ; FEW IV. 87a; 257. 

d8sgord81i (adj.) TL II.1600i 310. 

DESGORDIR TL II. 1600 ; FEW IV. 327b; 309. 

DESGOmIER TL II. 1600; FEW IV. 335b; 258. 

DESGOOU.T·IER TL II.1601; FEW IV. 128a; 332. 

DmGOSTE (adj.) TL I1.1601; FEW IV. 340a, 342b; 333. 

DESGUISER TL II. 1602i BW 297b; 316. 

deshai t (m.) TL II. 1605 ; 259. 

d.eshaite (f.) TLII.1605; 259. 

ImSHAITIER TL II. 1605; FEW XVI.117a; 258. 

DESHA.RNESJHIER TL II. 1608 ; FEW XVI.205a; 259. 

DESHEAu:M:m TL II. 1608; P'Eff XVI. 193a; 259. 

DESHERBEOO-Im TL 11.1608; FEW XVI. 160a; 259. 

DESHOSER TL II. 1609 ; FEW XVI. 229a; 260. 

desic(c)acion (f.) TL II. 1610; 132. 
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DESICCER - DESJUGLER 

DESICCER TL 11.1610; (BW 182b); 132. 

desic(c)atif (adj.) TL II.1610; 132. 

desidere (m.) TL II. 1610; 139. 

DESIGAL (adj.) TL 11.1610; FEf{ I.44a; 260. 

desigalance (t.) TL 11.1611; 260. 

desigaler TL 11.1611; 260. 

desiier (m.) TL 11.1611; 139. 

DESI (G)NER TL II. 1612; FEW III. 53b; 132. 

desir (m.) TL 11.1612; 139. 

desiretaison (t.) TL 11.1612; 335. 

deairetement (m.) TL 11.1613; 335. 

DESIRETER TL I1.1613; FZfI IV.411aj 334. 

desirrab1e (adj.) T.L II.1615; 139. 

desirrance (r.) TL 11.1615; 139. 

desirrement (m.) TL 11.1616; 139. 

DESIRRER TL 11.1616; FEW III. 53a; 138. 

d.esirros (adj.) TL 11.1618; 139. 

DESISTER TL 11.1619; FEW III.54ai 114. 

DESIVRER TL II. 1620 ; FEW III. 201b ; 310. 

DESJEtiNm TL II. 1621; FEW III. 94b ; 161. 

msJOnmRE TL 11.1623; FEW III. 96bi 161. 

DESJUGLER TL 11.1626; FEW V.Ub; 324-
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DESLACIER - desmesure 

DESLA.CIER TL 11.1627; FE.W V.17Bb; 261-

DESIAVER TL II. 1628; FEW V. 21Bb; 261-

DESliEAL (adj.) TL 11.1629; FEW V.240a; 262. 

desleaut6 (r.) TL 11.1631; 262. 

des1eauter T.L 11.1631; 262. 

DESLIIER TL 11.1633; HEW 2672; FEW V.324b; 162. 

DESIi:5ER TL 11.1637; FE.W V.207a; 262. 

deslogement (m.) TL 11.1639; 263. 

IESIm1ER TL 11.1639; FEW XVI. 44-9b; 263· 

DESID1IER TL 11.1640; see DESLI1ER; 162. 

DESMAn.LnR TL II. 1641; FEW VI.l4b; 263. 

illSMANCHIER TL 11.1643; BW 369a; 310. 

DESMANDER TL 11.1643; (EWFS 585b); 264. 

msMAECHIER TL II. 1644; (REW 5364); 264. 

DESMARiER TL 11.1644; (EWFS 592b); 264. 

DESMFMBRER TL II. 1645; BW 381a; 162. 

DF3M'FNTIR TL 11.164.6; BW 383aj 265. 

DFSMERITE (m.) TL 11.1648; BW 3B4a; 266. 

DESMESI.m TL 11.1648; BW j8la; 266. 

desmesurab1e (adj.) TL 11.1649; 267. 

desmesurance (r.) TL 11.1649; 267. 

desmesure (r.) TL 11.164.9; 267. 
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DD1ESURER - DESONORER 

DESMFSURER TL II. 1650; BW 385a; 266. 

DESMODERER G II. 613a; (EWFS 617a); 267. 

DESMONCELER TL 11.1652; (BW 395a); 297. 

DESMONTm TL 11.1653; BW 396a; 267. 

DESMOVOm TL 11.1654; (EWFS 628a); 268. 

DESNATUREL (adj.) TL lI.1655; FEW VII. 51aj 268. 

DESNATURER TL II. 1656; FEW VII. 47b ; 316. 

DmNOER TL II. 1658 ; FEN{ VII. 165a; 269. 

DESNtiER TL II. 1660; see DmtlER. 

DESOBErR TL II. 1661; FEW VII. 2T7b; 269. 

desobeissance (r.) TL 11.1661; 269. 

DESOB:L'EUIm TL 11.1662; FRN VII. 268b; 269. 

DESOOCUPER G II.616a; FEN VII. 301a; 270. 

desolacion (r.) TL lI.1662; 133. 

DESOLER TL II. 1662 ; FEW III.54a; 133. 

desoneste (adj.) TL II. 1663; 173, 174. 

desonest~ (r.) TL 11.1663; 174. 

DESrnESTER TL II. 1663; FEW IV. 461b ; 173. 

desonestet~ (r.) TL 11.1664; 174. 

desonor (m.) TL 11.1664; 174. 

desonorab1e (adj.) TL 11.1664; 174. 

DESCNORER TL 11.1665; FEW IV. 464b; 174. 
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DESOR - despensab1e 

DESOR (adv., prep.) TL II. 1665; (REW 2607a); 137. 

desordenance (r.) TL II.1669; 271. 

DESORDENER TL II. 1669 ; F],W VII. 397b; 270. 

DESORIRE (m.) G IX.350a; FEW VII.407a; 271-

DESOOSER G IX.350a; FEW VII.429a; 317. 

DESOTER TL II.1673; REW 2607; 133. 

DESOTROlIER TL II. 1673; FEW r. 172b; 271. 

D&SOZ (adv., prep.) TL II. 1673 ; (BW 574b); 137. 

DESPAISIER TL II.1676; FEW VIII.94a; 282, 297. 

DESPANER TL I1.1677; FEW vn.557b; 174-

DESPARDRE TL II.1678; (REW 8120); 153. 

DESPAREIL (adj.) TL II.1679; FEW VIr.649b; 271-

DESPARER TL r1.1680; FEW VII. 629a; 271. 

DESPARIIER TL II. 1680; FEW VII. 600a; 297. 

DFSPARPAILLIER TL II.1681; (REW 2674a; BW 21Bb); 164-

DESPIDHIER TL II. 1681; FEW IV. 58Ob; 282, 310. 

IlESPEINDRE TL II. 1682; FEW VIII. 523a; 272. 

msPmDRE (1) TL II.1684; FEW III. 97a; 142. 

DESPE1IDRE (2) TL II.1684; FEW VIII. 179a; 272. 

DESPnrnER TL II. 1686 ; FEW VIII. 527b; 31l. 

despens (m.) TL II. 1686 ; 142. 

despensab1e (adj.) TL II. 1687; 142. 
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despensacion - DESPLOlIER 

despensacion (r.) TL II.1687; 142. 

despense (r.) TL II. 1687; 142. 

despensier (m.) TL 11.1690; 142. 

desperacion (r.) TL II. 1691j 123. 

desperance (r.) TL 11.1691; 123. 

desperement (m.) TL II. 1691; 123. 

DESPERER TL 11.1692; FEW III. 55a; 123, 318, 319. 

DESPERScm:R TL II. 1694; FEW VIII. 270b ; 311. 

DESPIRE TL II. 1695 ; FEW III. 55aj 121-

despisab1e (adj.) TL II. 1697 ; 121. 

despisement (m.) TL II. 1697; 121. 

despisier TL II. 1698; 121. 

despit (m.) TL 11.1698. 121. 

despitable (adj.) TLII.1700; 121. 

despitement (m.) TL 11.1700; 121. 

DESPITIER TL II. 1701; BW 180a; 122. 

despitos (adj.) TL II.1701j 121-

DESPLACIER TL II. 1702 ; FEW IX.40a; 312. 

DESPLA.IRE TL 11.1702; REW 2681; FEW IX • .3b; 162. 

desplaisance (r.) TL II. 1703 ; 162. 

desplaisir (m.) TL 11.1703; 162. 

DEiPLOIIER TL II. 1704; REW 2680; FEW IX. 7Ob; 162. 
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despoillement - DESRENGIER 

despoillement (m.) TL 11.1706; 133. 

DmPOTIJ·IER TL 11.1706; BW 180b; 133. 

DESPOrnTIER TL 11.1708; (BW 471b); 298. 

despoise (t.) TL 11.1708; 142. 

DESPCmlRE TL II. 1709; FEW III. 98b; 142. 

DE3PClPLER TL II. 1711; FEW IX. 179b; 317. 

DESPORvEu (adj.) TL 11.1711; (EWFS 7l4a); 273. 

despris (m.) TL II.l7l4; 274-

desprisable (adj.) TL 11.1714; 274-

desprisement (m~). TL II.1714; 274-

DESPRISIER TL Il.1~; (EWFS 720a); 273. 

msPRISONER TL II. 1715; (BW 486b); 312. 

IIESPROVER TL 11.1716; (BW 491b); 274. 

DESPUCELER TL II. 1716; BW 493b; 317. 

despueil1e (t.) TL 11.1717; 133. 

desputaison (t.) TL 11.1718; 143. 

DESPUTER TL 11.1719; FEW III. 9&; 143. 

DESRAIDffiRE TL 11.1721; (REW 71AA-); 324. 

desraisnable (adj.) TL 11.1721; BW 505a; 274. 

lE)RAISrn (t.) TL 11.1722; (BW 505a); 274-

DESREm TL II. 1723 ; FEW I.145a; 298. 

DESRENGIER TL 11.1726; BW 507a; 274-
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, .. 
DESRES - :msSEOm 

DESREs (adj.) TL 11.1727; (REW 6987); 275. 

DESRIVER TL 11.1727; BW 181b; '.35. 

DESROBER TL II. 1729; EWFS 308b; .325. 

msROCHIER TL 11.17.30; (BW 5.30a); .3.35 

desroi (m.) TL 11.17.31; 299. 

DESROTrJJFR TL 11.17.34; BW 5.35b; 275. 

DESROMPRE TL II. 17.34; see DEROMPRE. 

DESROTER TL 11.1735; BW 5.36a; 299. 

desrubant (m.) TL 11.17.37; 110. 

DESRUBE (mf.) TL II. 17.3 7; (REW 2687) ; 1.39. 

desruber TL 11.17.38; 110. 

JE:iRUNER TL II. 17.39; (REW 74.35); .300. 

DESSAFRER TL 11.17.39; (EWFS 779b); 275. 

dessaisine (f.) TL 11.1740; 276. 

dessaisiner TL II. -; 276. 

DESSAISm TL 11.1740; BW SUb; 276. 

DESSIDIER TL II. 174.3; (EWFS 800b); .300. 

dessemblab1e (adj.) TL 11.1744; BW 554b; 277. 

DESSD.ffiLER TL 11.1744; (EWFS 794a); 276. 

DESSEMONIlRE TL II. 1745; (EWFS 795a); 277. 

DESSmER, DESS:ENIR TL 11.1746; (EWFS 796a); .318. 

DESsEOIR TL 11.1747; (EWFS 54a); 277. 
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IlESSERRER - DESTOLIR 

DESSERRER TL 11.1748; BW 5591>; 278. 

DESSEU (adj.) TL Il.1742; (EWFS 31Ob); 278. 

DESSEVELIR TL Il.1751; (EWFS 364b); 313. 

desaevrab1e (adj.) TL 11.1752; 154-

dessevrai11e (f.) TL 11.1752; 154. 

desaevrance (f.) TL 11.1752; 154. 

desaevree (f.) TL II. 1753; 151f-. 

dessevrement (m.) TL 11.1753; 154-

DESSEVRER TL Il.1754; REW 2689; 154-

dessoivre (mf.) TL II.1756; 154-

DESSOUCIER TL 111756; (EWFS 810b); 325. 

DESSliER TL 11.1757, (1808); G II. 676c; (FEW III. 322a, 324b); 
[ 336. 

DEST.ACHIm TL II. 1757; BW 183a; 282, 300. 

DES~ TL 11.1758; (EWFS 829b); 301. 

DESTEINTRE TL 11.1760; FEW III. 32Ob; 331. 

DESTELER TL 11.1761; BW 42b; 301. 

DESTENDRE TL 11.1762; BW 5991>; 279. 

DESTERRER TL 11.1765; BW 601b; 313. 

destinee Cr.) TL 11.1767; 133. 

DESTmElt TL 11.1769; FEW III. 55b; 133. 

DESTITllER TL II. 1772; FEW lll. 56a; 114-

DESTOLIR TL 11.1772; (REW 8769); 175. 
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des tor - DESTRUIRE 

destor (m.) TL 11.1773; 302. 

destorbance (r.) TL II. 1774; 154-

destorbe (r.) TL 11.1775; 154-

destorbement (m.) TL II. 1775; 154-

DESTORBER TL II. 1776 ; FEW III. 101b; 1.54-. 

destorbier (m.) TL II.1777; 1.54-. 

DmTORDRE TL II.1778; (BW 60Sh); 279. 

DESTORNER TL II. 1779; BW 611b j 301-

destort (m.) TL II. 1783; 302. 

DESTORTILLIm TL II. 1783; BW 609b; 3lJ+.. 

destrece (r.) TL 11.1790; 166. 

ms'ffiEINDRE TL 11.1792; FEW III.I01a; 164-

destrempance (r.) TL 11.1795; 156. 

DESTlUXPER TL 11.1795; BW 18,3b; 1.54-. 

destrempeure (r.) TL 11.1797; 156. 

destroi t (m.) TL 11.1799; 166. 

destrosse (~.) TL II. 1803; 280 

DESTROSSER TL II. 1804.; BW 623a; 279. 

destruc(t)ion (r.) TL II. 1805; 123. 

destruiement (m.) TL II. 1805 ; 123. 

destruieor (m.) TL II.1806; 123. 

DESTRUIRE TL 11.1806; FEW III. 56a; 123. 
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destruisement - detractor 

destruisement (m.) TL 11.1807; 123. 

DE5USER TL 11.1812; (EWFS 875b); 280. 
, 

DESVER TL II. 1813; F..WFS 359a; 28. 

IJE:31l]5Tm TL 11.1817; (REW 2698); 175. 

desvoiab1e (adj.) TL 11.1819; 303. 

desvoiab1et~ (t.) TL 11.1819; 303. 

deavoiement (m.) TL 11.1820; 303. 

DESVOIIER TL II.1820; BW 645a; 302. 

DESVOLEPER TL 11.1822; FEW III. 398a; BW 217b; 314. 

DESVOLOm TL 11.1823; (EWFS 897b); 280. 

DETATI.T.IER TL 11.1825; BW 592b; 205, 213. 

detenOor (m.) TL 11.1829; 134. 

DETENIR TL 11.1829; BW 183aj 133. 

determinement (m.) TL 11.1831; 1}4.. 

DETERMINER TL 11.1832; FEW III. 57aj 134. 

DETmER TL II. 1833; BW 605b; 205, 213. 

DETESTER G IX. 369c; FEW III. 57a; 140. 

detestable (adj.) TL II. 1833 ; 140. 

detestacion (t.) TL 11.1833; l.4O. 

DETORDRE TL II. 18)4; BW 60&; 206. 

detraccion (t.) TL II.1835; 117. 

detractor (m.) TL 11.1836; 117. 
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dBtraieor - devisable 

dBtraieor (m.) T.L II. 1836; 117. 

DETRAiNER TL II .1836 j (BW 613a); 206. 

DETRAIRE TL II. 1836 ; BW 183b; 116. 

detrenchement (m.) TL II. 1838 ; 135. 

DETRENCHIER TL II. 1839; BW 6l4a; 134-

detri (m.) TL II. 1840 ; 114. 

DETRIBL.m TL II.184.0; REW 8885; 207. 

DETRim:ENT (m.) TL II. 184.l; BW 183b; 114. 

DETRIIER TL II. 1342; REW 8891; 135. 

DEVALER TL II.l846; EWFS 312b; 28. 

devancier (m.) TL II. 1848 j 208. 

DEVANCIER, DEVANCIR TL 11.184.8; FEW I.3aj 207. 

DEVANT (adv., prep., conj., m.) TL II. 1849 ; F]M I.2a; 226. 

devE!able (adj.) TL II.1858; 209. 

deveement (m.) TL II. 1859 ; 209. 

DEVEER TL II. 1859 ; REW 9286; 208. 

DEVENIR TL II. 1860 ; FEW III. 59b; 114. 

DEVERS (prep.) TL II. 1864; REi 9247; 227. 

DEVIm TL II.1866; REW 9385; 221.-

DEVILER TL II. 1867 ; (BW 641b); 222. 

devis (m.) TL II. 1873 ; 156. 

devisable (adj.) TL II. 1874; 156. 
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devise - DILACICN 

devise (mf.) TL 11.1874; 156. 

devisement (m.) TL I1.1879; 156. 

DEVIsm TL 11.1879; FEW III.109aj 156. 

devision (r.) TL II. 1883; 156. 

d.evocion (r.) TL 11.1884; 135. 

d.evorement (m.) TL II.1895; 135. 

DEVORER (1) T.L II. 1895; FEW III. Gob; 135· 

DEVORER (2) TL II. 1896; FEW III. 61a; 

DEVOT (adj.) TL 11.1897; FEW III. 61b; 

dif'ame (mf. ) TL rr.1921; :u..4. 

difame (adj.) T.L II.1922; l44. 

DIFAMER T.L 11.1922; FEW III. 73a; 143. 

direrence (f.) TL 11.1923; ~. 

diferent (adj.) (m.) TL II. 1923 ; 144-

135. 

135. 

DIFERER TL 11.1924; nw III. 73b; 144.. 

DIFICILE (adj.) T.L 11.1924; FEW III. 73b; 163. 

dificult~ (f.) TL 11.1924; 163. 

DIFORMER TL ll.1924; FEW III. 73b; (BW 186b); ~. 

DIGERER TL 11.1925; l44. 

digestif (adj.) TL 11.1925; 145. 

digestion (f.) TL 11.1926; 145. 

DILAOION (f.) TL II. 1929; FEW III. 79b; 145. 



dilatacion - disposicion 

dila tacion (r.) TL II. 1929 ; 146. 

mUTER TL 11.1929; FnV III. 79b; 145. 

di1atoire (adj.) TL 11.1929; 145. 

nU.FDJICN Cr.) TL n.1929; FEW III.79b; 146. 

diligence (t.) TL 11.1930; l46. 

DILIGmT (adj.) TL II.1930; FEW III. 79b; 146. 

diligenter G iI. 715aj l46. 

diminucion (t.) TL II. 1931; 169. 

nnmrtiER TL II. 1931; FEW III. 81a; 169. 

DIOOERNm TL II .1942; FEW III. 91b; 156. 

discre (adj.) TL II. i943; 156. 

discrecion (t.) TL II. 1943; 156. 

DIS~ION (r.) TL II. 1947; BW 189aj 163. 

DISNm TL II. 1950 ; FEW III. 94b; 163. 

DISPARITE (r.) TL II.1952; FEW VII.601a; 163. 

dispensaclon (r.) TL II. 1952; 347. 

dispense (r.) TL II. 1953 ; 14 7. 

DISPENSER TL II. 1953; FE.W III. 98~ 346. 

DISPERS (adj.) TL II.1953; FEW III. 98a; 156. 

dispersion (t.) TL II.1953; 157. 

DISPOOm TL n.19.54; BW 189b; 147. 

disposicion (r.) TL 11.19.54; 347. 



DISSENSION - divertir 

DISSENsICi'l (r.) TL 11.1955; FEW Ill. 99a; 163. 

dissimulaclon (r.) TL n.1955; 164-

DISSIMULER TL II. 1955 ; FEW Ill. 99aj 164-

dissolu (adj.) TL 11.1956; 157. 

dissolution (r.) TL 11.1957; 157. 

DISSCNER TL 11.1957; FEW III. 99b j JA.7. 

DISSOODRE TL II. 1957 ; BW 190a; 157. 

distance (r.) TL 11.1957; l.4B. 

DISTANT (adj.) TL 1l.1957; FEW III. 99b; JA.8. 

DISTILER TL 11.1957; BW 190aj FEW III. 55b; 157. 

distinclon (r.) TL I1.1957j J4.8. 

distinct (adj.) TL 11.1958 j l48. 

DISTlNGUER TL 11.1958; FEW III.100aj l.4B. 

DISTRAIRE HIlI. 225b j FEW III. l00a j 148. 

DISTRIBUER TL n.1959; FEW III.100aj 157. 

districtlon (r.) TL n.1959j 166. 

DIVERS (adj.) TL II.1964.j FEW III.l07aj l4B. 

diversef!er TL 11.1966; JA.9. 

di verser TL 11.1967 j 149. 

diverset~ (r.) TL 11.1968; 149. 

diversion (r.) TL 11.1969; 149. 

divertir TL 11.1969; 149. 
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IXlRER 

:ooRER TL II.2030; BW 193'0; 136. 


